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Preface to the Sixth Edition

Dr. John F. Bourdillon was my friend. He and Dr. Philip Greenman instructed the first tutorial in manual medicine that I attended in November 1984. My classmates included five other neurologists and a mix of other physicians and physical therapists from across the country who were interested in new or different approaches in the diagnosis and management of patients with musculoskeletal disorders. I was fortunate in being able to quickly incorporate these techniques into my medical neurology practice and to have the opportunity to continue taking additional tutorials offered by the Department of Continuing Medical Education of the College of Osteopathic Medicine at Michigan State University in East Lansing, Michigan. By 1988, I had completed most of the available courses, at least once, and was accepted as one of the instructors for the course in basic principles and for the course in muscle energy techniques. Dr. Bourdillon also taught at these courses, which were 5 days long and offered at least four times per year. It was during these years, from 1988 until his death in 1992, that our friendship grew. We became colleagues, teaching together, teaching each other, disagreeing and agreeing, and always learning more about musculoskeletal medicine. He was always kind, approachable, polite, and unassuming, despite his wealth of knowledge as an orthopedic surgeon and a renowned expert in the field of manual medicine. John was immediately loved and respected by his students, a feeling shared by all of us who knew him. He practiced manual medicine in Vancouver, British Columbia, and continued to practice during his last year when he moved back to Great Britain with his wife after his health began to fail. He believed that the best teachers were those who continued to be in active clinical practices and that he would continue to teach and practice as long as he was “meant to.” I watched him write and read over many portions of the fifth edition of this book. He was always ready to improve the text with new ideas and upgraded techniques. It was especially like him to ask Mark Bookhout, PT, to write two new chapters on exercise. When these concepts were appropriately applied to patients with specific dysfunctions or recurrent problems, long-lasting successful outcomes became easier to obtain. The wisdom of these applications proved to be a key element in helping Dr. Philip Greenman to overcome his chronic back problems, allowing him to delay his retirement from active clinical practice and to continue teaching while directing the continuing medical education program of the Michigan State University College of Osteopathic Medicine.

It has been an honor to have had the opportunity to revise and edit the sixth edition of Spinal Manipulation and work with my colleague, Mark Bookhout, as coauthor. We hope that this new edition is presented in the spirit and with the wisdom so freely shared by John Bourdillon.

This sixth edition has been updated with newer concepts and ideas about the musculoskeletal system and manual medicine that have evolved since publication of the fifth edition. Many of our techniques have been clarified and are shared along with many useful clinical observations that are the result of active outpatient practices.

E.R.I.
So many people have helped me in my efforts to produce this book that it would be impossible to mention them all.

I must gratefully acknowledge the permission given by the British Medical Journal for the extracts from a 1910 Editorial; from H.K. Lewis & Company Limited to quote from Timbrell Fisher’s *Treatment by Manipulation*; from the J.B. Lippincott Company for permission to quote from an article by Dr. Horace Gray in the *International Clinics*, and from the Editors of *Brain* and the *Anatomical Record* for permission to reproduce the dermatone charts in the papers by Sir Henry Head and by Drs. Keegan and Garrett respectively.

It is invidious to thank individuals but I must express my gratitude for the cheerful and untiring help which I have received from the British Columbia Medical Library Service and from the Staff of the Records Department of the Gloucestershire Royal Hospital.

I cannot leave out my secretary who has typed, typed, and retyped every word that is here written, nor indeed, my wife who has in turn typed, criticized, encouraged and proofread. Finally it would be very discourteous not to mention both my long suffering model and her husband who took the photographs.

I have endeavored to shed light on the mystery that surrounds manipulation, to explain how to do it in terms that I hope will be easy enough to understand, to produce a working hypothesis as a basis for argument and a guide for research, and to show some of the reasons why I believe that it is essential that Medicine should incorporate this teaching into its structure.

J.F.B.
Vancouver, British Columbia
1970
I am deeply grateful to my loving wife, Sandy, for her patience, understanding, and tolerance while I spent most of my spare time preparing this manuscript. Her support for this work was especially meaningful because she had the opportunity to know and love John Bourdillon as much as the authors did. I would also like to thank my daughter, Jessica, my daughter-in-law, Christine, my son-in-law, Darren, and my son, Jonathan, for allowing me to use them as models for the many photographs that were taken by my son Robert. This indeed was a family endeavor.

E.R.I.

To my wife, Marla, and my children, Yaicha and Mariah, whom I hope understand that as much as I love my work, they will always take precedence in my heart.

I would also like to acknowledge several people without whose help I would not have been in a position to write this book. First and foremost, I am truly indebted to Dr. John Bourdillon, who originally asked me to contribute to the fifth edition of this book in 1991. It was so untimely that his death came just 2 short weeks after the fifth edition was published. Second, I am indebted to the teaching faculty at the College of Osteopathic Medicine at Michigan State University, who have accepted me as a peer in their teaching faculty and have supported me as a colleague, teacher, and clinician. I am especially thankful for my friendship with my mentor, Philip Greenman, DO, who, along with Fred Mitchell, Jr., DO, Paul Kimberly, DO, Ed Stiles, DO, Robert Ward, DO, Barbara Briner, DO, and Allen Jacobs, DO, taught me all I could comprehend.

My list of acknowledgments would be incomplete if I did not give my utmost thanks to Carl Steele, DO, PT, who, as the first physical therapist to attend the continuing medical education courses offered through the College of Osteopathic Medicine at Michigan State, blazed the way for future therapists. I have Carl to personally thank for his patience in teaching me many of the techniques presented in this book. I hope this book accurately reflects the teaching of my colleagues.

M.R.B.
In this chapter, to save words and make meanings clear, the initials MD are used when referring to the orthodox medical profession and its practitioners in general, in spite of the fact that, in the United Kingdom, MD is a higher degree.

The art of manipulation of the spine is a very old one. It has been practiced over the centuries and was known to Hippocrates and the physicians of ancient Rome. Bonesetters have existed for as long as there are records, and in many countries, including England, they still exist. In the library of the Royal College of Surgeons in London is a book dated 1656, which is a revision done by Robert Turner of a work by an Augustinian monk, Friar Moulton, entitled *The Compleat Bone Setter*.

In 1745, the surgeons separated from the old City of London Company of Barbers and Surgeons and formed a new company that in the early nineteenth century became the Royal College of Surgeons of England. Before this time it is probable that the bonesetters were regarded as the orthopedic surgeons of their day, but for reasons that are unknown they became less and less respected as the art of medicine and surgery gradually became more scientific.

The art of bone setting appears often to have been passed from father to son, and there is some evidence to suggest that a hereditary trait is of some value. Certainly it is accepted that, even now, some learn the art of manipulation much more easily than others. This art has not at any time been supported by adequate scientific investigation, but the experience of patients previously handled by bonesetters shows that these practitioners were sometimes surprisingly skillful. Despite their almost total lack of knowledge of structural anatomy, physiology, or pathology, bonesetters must have possessed an intuitive knowledge about dysfunctions within the musculoskeletal system.

At a time when bonesetters were well known in England, there is evidence of rejection of their work. The celebrated John Hunter was quoted by Timbrell Fisher as having said

> Nothing can promote contracture of a joint so much as motion before the disease is removed . . . .

> When all inflammation has gone off and healing has begun, a little motion frequently repeated is necessary to prevent healing taking place with the parts fixed in one position.

This concept, unfortunately, was interpreted by Hunter's successors in such a way that they felt justified in allowing adhesions to form in a joint and relying on their ability afterward to mobilize them. Immobilization is still accepted as being of the greatest value in infective arthritis. The concept was extended to joints stiffened by injury, and it is now well known that in such patients early movement of the injured joint is a much more reliable method of restoring function.

It must be remembered that, at the time, there were no x-rays, tuberculosis was common in England, and diagnosis presented serious difficulties. The standard of orthodox treatment for joint disease was far from satisfactory, and many patients ultimately required joint excision or amputation. At the same time, the fear of litigation against bonesetters was almost nonexistent, and there can be no doubt that some patients were injured by forcible manipulation of infected joints.

The famous British surgeon Sir James Paget was one of the few physicians of his day who appreciated the value of manipulative therapy, and in a lecture pub-
lished in the British Medical Journal, he gave the following advice:

Learn then, to imitate what is good and avoid what is bad in the practice of bone setters. . . . Too long rest is, I believe, by far the most frequent cause of delayed recovery of injured joints, and not only to injured joints, but to those that are kept at rest because parts near them have been injured.

The medical profession of the time paid little heed to Paget’s advice. Hugh Owen Thomas taught that an overdose of rest was impossible—an idea that appears to have taken hold at a time when Thomas had a bitter quarrel with his father, who, like his father, was a bone-setter. He is quoted by Timbrell Fisher as having written a letter in reply to Paget’s lecture, in which he said

For many years after the commencement of my experience in surgery I had the opportunity of observing the practice of those who had acquired a good reputation for skill as successful manipulators. . . . I cannot find suitable cases on which I would perform the deception known as passive motion.

Later, however, his own sufferings led Thomas to visit one of the most celebrated bone-setters of the nineteenth century. The following passage in another letter, quoted by Timbrell Fisher, reflects the change of heart produced by Thomas’s personal experience:

In my own case, after submitting to Mr. Hutton’s manipulation, I was instantly relieved of that pain, tension and coldness in the joint that I had suffered for six years and was able to walk. . . . Professional men accounted for the manifest change in my condition on one hypothesis or another, whilst all affected to smile at my ignorance and delusion. . . . I had been lame and in pain and could now walk and was at ease . . . and had the whole College of Surgeons clearly demonstrated to their entire satisfaction that I could not possibly have been benefited by Mr. Hutton’s treatment, my opinion would not have been in the smallest degree shaken by it.

Since as long ago as 1871, there have been those within the medical profession who have tried to understand and use the skills of bone-setters like Hutton. Peter Hood attended Hutton through a long illness without charge because Hutton himself was in the habit of treating the poor without charge. In a gesture of gratitude, Hutton offered to demonstrate his skills as a bone-setter to Peter Hood, who declined the offer; however, his son, Wharton Hood, accepted the offer instead.

Wharton Hood witnessed and published a description of the treatment and relief of two patients by Hutton, and he described what he learned from Hutton. Wharton Hood reported that Hutton described himself as having a plain education and being “entirely destitute of anatomical knowledge.” Hutton was fully convinced that he was putting something back in place, and the sound of the bone setting, followed by relief, made his patients feel that he was correct. Wharton Hood suggested that rupture of adhesions was more likely to be the true effect of Hutton’s treatment. He described, in some detail and with illustrations, the type of manipulation Hutton used on limb joints. Hood answered a letter from one Mr. Prall describing a fatal complication from treatment by a bone-setter, yet urged his colleagues in the medical profession to incorporate the study and use of these skills for the benefit of their patients. Hood concluded reasonably “that professional discrimination must be exercised in the selection of cases.”

The advent of routine radiography, research into the anatomy of the intervertebral joint and of the disc, and operative findings have not demonstrated that there is literally a bone out of place. The orthodox medical profession has, therefore, found itself unable to understand the manipulator’s claims.

It is easy to forget that, only a few generations ago, the art of medicine, including the large majority of medical and surgical treatments, was based on the results of practical experience rather than on controlled, analytical, scientific observation. However, under the right conditions such anecdotal observations, when sound, can eventually be proven correct. In an editorial, M. Menken calls for papers describing the anecdotal experiences of qualified neurologists:

For most physicians, the goal of improved performance in practice, as measured by the clinical outcomes of patients, is the principal objective of all self-directed learning. . . . We seem to have forgotten that what counts in medical care cannot always be counted, nor does everything that we count, count. . . . As an educational tool, the anecdotal method assumes that the practising physician who is roughly right is preferable to one who is precisely wrong.

Many medical and surgical remedies, such as carotid endarterectomy as a means to prevent stroke, have been used for many years based on the clinical wisdom of physicians who believed that such an intervention was necessary and without being subjected to scientific scrutiny. In 1991, carotid endarterectomy was finally subjected to a randomized prospective study, which
confirmed the clinical wisdom of those physicians. Because medicine is in many ways still an art, there are many patients for whom the truly scientific approach has nothing constructive to offer but who respond to unproved treatments, even if their response and resolve that they have been helped are not completely understood. The inability to prove that someone has been in some way helped should not in any way imply that the patient’s complaints were unfounded and not real or that the results were simply a “placebo response.” It is interesting to look back to one’s early days as a physician and realize how, with experience and increasing knowledge, many of the patients who were branded as neurotics or worse had genuine treatable organic conditions that one failed to recognize.

For many years, the attitude of the medical profession toward manipulation was skeptical, and spinal manipulation often was dismissed from consideration as a bona fide method of treatment. The reasons are not difficult to understand, given that the spinal joint is situated deep beneath powerful muscles, and it does not seem possible to detect joint dysfunctions by palpation alone. The observation and confirmation of these physical findings remain limited to those with abilities to manipulate the spine. It is a skill that comes with training and perseverance, but, as with any other skill demanding manual dexterity, some people find it more difficult than others. Since the symptoms of a spinal joint dysfunction can be surprisingly diverse and often manifest at some distance from the spine, some spinal manipulators have claimed to be able to cure all types of diseases. Such ideas, which are obviously unacceptable to the medical profession, have instigated publications to refute such claims and, thereby, generalize that there are no benefits from manipulation. As a consequence, the alienation generated by over-promoting the value of manipulation has adversely affected a reasonable consideration of its benefits, even when appropriately applied.

Since the end of the nineteenth century, two major schools of manipulative therapy have developed, and their practitioners are spread through many parts of the world. In spite of this development, there are still large numbers of practicing “natural” manipulators—successors to the old bonesetters—and some of them may still be found without basic scientific training.

From time to time, the voices of highly respected and competent doctors of medicine have been raised in favor of manipulative treatment, but after World War II, the number of such medical manipulators was small, and they generally were spurned by their colleagues. As a medical student at Oxford University, John F. Bourdillon was encouraged to attend a special meeting of the Osler Society addressed by a famous physician of the time, who, it seems apparent in retrospect, attempted to prejudice listeners against manipulators and their art. Later, when training at St. Thomas’s Hospital in London, where manipulative treatment was practiced by James Mennell in the physiotherapy department, and intending to enter the field of orthopedic surgery, Bourdillon was strongly advised by the orthopedic surgeons to avoid any contact with Mennell’s department. Even within his own hospital, he (and later his successor, James Cyriax) was considered almost an outcast. After more than forty years of manipulative practice since World War II, Bourdillon still found that the attitudes of large sections of the medical profession still showed prejudice. This attitude has changed. There is increasing interest from those who specialize in physical medicine and rehabilitation and in sports medicine in the United States. Continued interest and contributions from Europe, Australia, and New Zealand add to an expanding appreciation of manipulative medicine, along with an increasing assimilation of doctors of osteopathy into allopathic medical practices and a trend to seek the assistance of these physicians to provide manipulative treatments to appropriate patients.

OSTEOPATHY

The two modern manipulative disciplines—osteopathy and chiropractic—are probably derived in part from the bonesetters, in spite of some claims that they were started ab initio by their respective founders. The first of these, osteopathy, was started by Andrew Taylor Still (1828–1917). Although there has been some doubt about his training, he was registered as a medical practitioner in Missouri. Northup states that Still entered the Kansas City College of Physicians and Surgeons but, with the advent of the Civil War, dropped out to enlist. The rest of his training appears to have been at his physician father’s side by preceptorship, a method common in the United States at that time. Hildreth reproduces copies of two certificates: one of registration as a physician in Adair County in 1883 and the other dated 1893, stating that Still was on the roll of physicians and surgeons in Macon County as early as 1874.

Gevitz agrees that Still’s training was largely at his father’s side and from books on anatomy, physiology, and materia medica and goes on to say that much of the medical treatment of the time was brutal and often ineffective, which made Still very dissatisfied. This dissatisfaction was increased when the best efforts of a fellow practitioner failed to save three of Still’s family members, who were dying of cerebrospinal meningitis.
It is interesting to note that there was a well-known family of bonesetters in that part of the United States at the time, and it is recorded that Still's ideas began to crystallize after he saw a woman with shoulder problems and mobilized her spine and rib joints. She came back, relieved of her symptoms, and later returned to tell him that the "asthma" from which she had long suffered was also gone. Downing recorded that Still's interest in manual therapy started from a personal experience. Still is said to have obtained relief from a severe headache by lying on the ground with his head supported by a rope hung from a tree. The rope was under his upper neck, evidently close to the point where direct pressure on muscle is described in Chapter 6 as a means of relaxing the tense neck muscles as a partial treatment for headache.

Unfortunately, Still appears to have antagonized the medical profession of his day, which did little to further the acceptance of manipulative treatment. He was nonetheless able to attract a large number of patients from considerable distances, encouraging the development of many small hotels and lodgings and the crossing of north-south and east-west railroad lines in Kirksville, Missouri. It was in this environment that Still created the American School of Osteopathy in 1892. The school is now the Kirksville College of Osteopathic Medicine, and, in addition to learning the basic skills and uses of manipulative techniques, its students, like those in other American colleges of osteopathy, receive a full "orthodox" medical education.

In the United States, doctors of osteopathy (DOs) trained in American schools are equally licensed with MDs and often practice in the same hospitals and share medical practices with MDs. Indeed, DOs are to be found in all branches of medicine, but many do not continue to use or develop their manipulative skills. The consequence of this assimilation into allopathic medicine is a progressive erosion of osteopathic principles. In other countries, the term osteopath is used by a variety of practitioners, of whom many (e.g., graduates of the British School of Osteopathy) are not fully trained physicians. They are trained in anatomy and manual techniques.

CHIROPRACTIC

The second manipulative discipline is the Chiropractic School, which was started in 1895 in Davenport, Iowa, by D. D. Palmer, a "self-educated erstwhile grocer." The origin of chiropractic study is said to date from an incident in which Palmer manipulated the thoracic vertebrae of a porter, curing him of the deafness from which he had suffered for some years.

The fact that Palmer claims to have manipulated a specific vertebra indicates at least a modicum of knowledge and experience of manipulative treatment. The incident is considered to be the starting point of chiropractic health care, but it is clear that Palmer must have been working on his ideas for some years before. It seems likely that he actually learned techniques from some other person, either an osteopath or a bonesetter. It is said that Palmer was at one time in Kirksville, but it is not known to what extent he might have been exposed to Still or his ideas.

Unlike osteopaths, chiropractors are not fully qualified physicians, and some relatively modern books on chiropractics contain passages that are completely unacceptable to the medical profession, MDs, or DOs. In spite of this, the availability of chiropractic treatments has spread far and wide, not only in North America, but also in Europe and most other parts of the world. The continued existence and spread of chiropractic health care is evidence that chiropractors are giving relief to a reasonable proportion of those who seek their help. It is a pity that at the present time, there exist several different "schools" (in the sense of methods and teachings) of chiropractics with widely varying treatments. This division is sad, both for the profession itself (Matthew 12:25: "A house divided against itself cannot stand") and for patients, in particular for those who move to a different area and wish to continue receiving the same kind of therapy.

Following successful litigation from opponents, the American Medical Association was forced to modify its position that it was "unethical" for a doctor of medicine to refer patients to a chiropractor (Chiropractic Coop. Assoc. v. AMA, 867 F2d 270, 275 [6th Cir 1989]). Accordingly, it is now ethical for a physician to associate professionally with and refer patients to a chiropractor if that physician believes that such a referral would be in the interest of the patient. In 1987 and 1993, chiropractors sued and won the right to be reimbursed from various health insurance programs and carriers. With any opposition silenced, chiropractors have been able to promote their skills and foster their legitimate place among licensed health care providers. Although significant philosophical differences may remain, there is at least the opportunity now for meaningful dialogue and debate that can result in improved patient care. Unfortunately, in many states there are also intense lobbying efforts directed toward placing chiropractics as the only legitimate or primary form of manipulative therapy. Doing so would only further segregate the chiropractor from all others interested and skilled in manual therapy techniques. With an inherent philosophy of free trade and competitive drive for successful, cost-effective treatments, restrictions mandated by changes in state laws
against qualified health care providers seem both counterproductive and contrary to the best interests of our patients.

PHYSICAL THERAPY

No overview of the development of manual medicine would be complete without recognizing the important contributions of physical therapists in the United States, Australia, and New Zealand. Skilled physical therapists have been invaluable as part of a team of health professionals providing special knowledge and abilities that can enable the delivery of an effective rehabilitation process, especially for patients with musculoskeletal dysfunctions. Their understanding of biomechanics and the continued development of effective manual therapies, appropriate exercise, and self-treatment programs enable increasing numbers of patients to recover more rapidly and maintain the benefits of their treatment.

Schools of physical therapy remain closely allied with medical and osteopathic teaching institutions, often sharing the same faculty and textbooks. The origins of this profession began in Europe and developed in the United States in response to the needs for rehabilitation of the wounded soldiers injured during the conflicts of World War I and later for those afflicted with polio. The development of formal training in physical therapy is attributed to the work and devotion of Margurite Sanderson and Mary McMillan. The evolution of physical therapy began with the 1917 development of the Division of Special Hospitals and Physical Reconstruction by the Surgeon General's Office, which also appointed Sanderson, neurologist Frank B. Granger, and two orthopedic surgeons, Elliott G. Brackett and Joel E. Goldthwait. McMillan was the first professional physical therapist in the United States and first president of the American Physical Therapy Association. Since then, many have contributed to the knowledge and skills currently enjoyed by physical therapists around the world. One of the authors (M. B.) has been instrumental in this regard. Significant advances in the treatment of musculoskeletal dysfunctions are attributed to the collective works of Stanley Paris, R. A. McKenzie, Geoffrey Maitland, Freddie Kaltenborn, and, more recently, David Butler, along with many others.

PROGRESS

In 1910, Alexander Bryce wrote about osteopathy in the *British Medical Journal*. His paper, which serves as an example of the broad-mindedness that was often lacking in the medical profession, includes the following excerpts:

The treatment of disease by physical methods has in recent years received a large share of attention. . . . At all times interested in such methods of treatment, my attention was . . . forcibly directed to this system in particular by the remarkable improvement of several of my patients, and at once took steps to inform myself as to the good and bad points of such a potent method of treatment.

I learnt that in America, there were over 5,000 practitioners of the art of osteopathy. . . . I subsequently visited America to see the treatment in the land of its birth. . . . I was cordially welcomed not only at the schools but also at the dispensaries, and took every opportunity of conversing with the patients as to any benefit received, as well as comparing the methods of various practitioners.

I came to the conclusion that there must be some virtue in a method, which has such vitality as to spread over the continent. . . . I was hardly surprised at this, as my own experience in its practice had at least disclosed the fact that it was of striking benefit in selected cases.

An editorial about Bryce's paper appearing in the same issue of the *British Medical Journal* reads

In the sphere of medicine there is a vast area of "undeveloped land," which Mr. Lloyd George has somehow failed to include in his budget. It comprises many methods of treatment which are scarcely taught at all in the schools, which find no place in textbooks and which consequently the "superior person" passes with gown uplifted to avoid a touch that is deemed pollution. The superior person is, as has more than once been pointed out, one of the greatest obstacles to progress.

Not to go so far back as Harvey, who was denounced by the leaders of the profession in his day as a circulator or quack, we need only recall how the open-air treatment of consumption was ridiculed when the idea was first put forward by Bebington . . . famous physicians refused to listen to Pasteur because he was not a medical man; Lister was scoffed at; the laryngoscope was sneered at as a physiological toy; the early ovariotomists were threatened by colleagues with the coroner's court; electricity was looked upon with suspicion; massage, within our own memory, was looked upon as an unclean thing. But even now the vast
field of physiotherapy is largely left to laymen for exploitation.

Rational medicine should take as its motto Molière’s saying “Je prends mon bien ou je le trouve”; whatever can be used in this warfare against disease belongs to it of right. . . . Now Dr. Bryce has witnessed the mysteries of osteopathy and tells us what he saw in a paper published in this week’s issue. . . . The results recorded by him are of themselves sufficient to justify us in calling attention to the method.

In an address to the Pacific Interurban Clinical Club in 1938, Horace Gray quoted Sir Robert Jones, nephew of Hugh Owen Thomas, as saying . . . forcible manipulation is a branch of surgery that from time immemorial has been neglected by our profession, and as a direct consequence, much of it has fallen into the hands of the unqualified practitioner. Let there be no mistake, this has seriously undermined the public confidence, which has on occasion amounted to open hostility. If we honestly face the facts, this should cause us no surprise. No excuse will avail when a stiff joint, which has been treated for many months by various surgeons and practitioners without effect, rapidly regains its mobility and function at the hands of an irregular practitioner. We should be self-critical and ask why we missed such an opportunity ourselves. Pointing out mistakes made by the unqualified does not solve the problem; the question at issue is their success. Reputations are not made in any walk of life simply by failures. Failures are common to us all and it is a far wiser and more dignified attitude on our part to improve our armamentarium than dwell upon the mistakes made by others.

In Great Britain in the early 1930s, there was a move on the behalf of osteopaths to obtain licensing, but the 1935 report of a House of Lords Select Committee appointed for the purpose showed such grave deficiencies in the practice of some of the so-called osteopaths that the move was dropped. Since then, British schools of osteopathy have trained large numbers of students who now practice in the field of manual medicine and are established all over the country. Their position in Britain is similar to that of chiropractors both in the United States and elsewhere. There is still no full licensure as physicians in the United Kingdom, even for American-trained DOs. The unethical practices that were a major part of the problem in 1935 have since been dealt with by the profession.

Much of the published research regarding musculoskeletal disorders has been devoted to surgical interven-

tion, especially in patients with back pain, even though the percentage of back pain patients with surgical lesions is less than 10%. Since the 1970s, an ever-increasing contribution from allopathic and osteopathic physicians, physical therapists, chiropractors, and basic research scientists has increased our knowledge about the biomechanics of the spine.

Several attempts have been made by each group to produce a controlled study comparing treatment by manipulation with other methods. The difficulty has proved to be greater than expected, in particular because of the following reasons:  

1. The nature of the treatment is such that it is almost impossible to make the study double blind.  
2. There are a variety of different, specific dysfunctions, each of which requires a precise diagnosis followed by an appropriate, well-defined treatment.  
3. There is a wide range of talent and ability between different practitioners, making any comparison difficult and limiting the possibility of incorporating the suggested treatments based on outcome studies from various authors.

In time, these difficulties will be overcome, but in the meantime, those with personal experience either as a patient or as a practitioner will have no doubt about the possibilities of good manual therapy.

THE CHALLENGE

The challenge remains. The sick person comes to a health care provider for help, not for the random application of a theory that may not be flawless. It is crucial that the differences between the branches of the profession be healed. This will be difficult because practitioners of any of the three branches under consideration will lose part of their “heritage.” One problem is the feeling among some groups that their territory is being invaded and that they stand to lose patients and political influence. Each discipline has thought that its treatment was best, failing to recognize that something better may be available.

The DOs also have had the experience in California when, as a result of accepting MD degrees, they ceased to be “visible” in the sense that patients wanting manual treatment (or an osteopath’s treatment for other reasons) were unable to identify them. To do nothing more than to give all DOs MD degrees would not be a satisfactory answer. All medical students should be exposed to methods of manual treatment as undergraduates, and
there should be a specialty for practitioners who are experts in manual medicine. In the meantime, there is room for much closer cooperation between MDs and DOs and between both of them and chiropractors. Physical therapists have much to offer, but they are constrained by prescriptions often written by those with less knowledge about manual treatment, severe financial limitations by third-party payers, and the lack of funding for continued education, which is vital if skills are to be advanced.

The greatest challenges facing those who wish to incorporate additional or advanced skills in manual therapy are the increasing cost of education, the decreasing reimbursement provided to the practitioner by third-party carriers, and the suppressing constraints of "managed care" in all of its variations. The excesses of the past practices of providing continued and, at times, unnecessary treatments have caused severe restrictions for all who wish to provide manual therapies. It is now necessary to show that with proper, skilled, and appropriate treatment, manual therapy can prove to be a most cost-effective means of treating musculoskeletal complaints. This can be true for both the cost of health care and the cost of lost wages and productivity for those who have these dysfunctions.

**VALUE OF MANIPULATIVE MEDICINE**

Probably the greatest contribution from manipulative medicine is the evolution of a diagnostic framework defining the various dysfunctions that affect the musculoskeletal system. Despite comprehensive reviews describing the effectiveness of treatments for back pain, back pain is only a symptom of musculoskeletal dysfunctions, and without a proper diagnosis a more basic question remains: What are the causes of back pain, and how can they be differentiated?

Many authors have arrived by similar means at similar conclusions and have developed theories of their own. These theories and our own and the reasons for them are discussed in this text, but for the moment, manipulative techniques can be thought of as a means of getting muscle to let go and putting a stiffened joint through a range of movement rather than anything more complicated.

Stiffness of the involved joints can best be demonstrated clinically by the dynamics of a physical examination rather than by standard radiological imaging.

Clinical demonstration depends on appreciation of abnormalities of movement of spinal joints and tension differences in the soft tissues around them. These are not easily felt by untrained fingers, which may make the demonstration unconvincing to a newcomer to the field. Some people have tissues through which abnormalities are easy to feel, but there are those whose subcutaneous tissues are dense and apparently fibrous. Severe obesity also causes increased difficulty. For the skeptical beginner, it may be important to find a model or patient with the thin type of soft tissue until his or her palpatory skill is better developed.

Soft tissue changes are various but one of the most important is hypertonus in muscle. It was suggested in earlier editions that muscle changes were the fundamental cause of problems. The present feeling is that muscle changes are important manifestations of more fundamental changes occurring partly in the central nervous system and partly in other soft tissues, including the fascial investment of the muscles. From a treatment perspective, it is reasonable to start with the concept that hypertonic muscles are a primary source of symptoms.

Thrusting techniques are not new. They have been used in some form for at least 100 years, and other non-thrusting techniques have been used much longer. One of the earliest British books describing similar techniques was published in 1934 by Thomas Marlin. He was in charge of what later became the physiotherapy department at University College Hospital in London and had been to the United States to learn osteopathic techniques. He records that, following one of his demonstrations, a colleague told him that similar techniques had been practiced in England 40 years before. How slowly we learn!

Before proceeding, it must be emphasized that what is being described is not a new system of medicine. Manual treatment does not stand alone, and it should only be given in the context of total patient care, even if much of the care is more directly the responsibility of another practitioner. One of the advantages of the system in which patients are only seen by specialists in consultation with or on referral by the primary physician is that the practitioner of manual medicine has the opportunity to obtain a history from another physician in addition to that given by the patient. The goal of the manipulator should be to restore function; if, at the same time, pain is relieved, then it is likely that the treated dysfunction also caused a painful condition. If pain does not subside, then one must remain open-minded to the possibilities that a dysfunction located elsewhere in the musculoskeletal system may be at fault or that the problem lies outside the musculoskeletal system.

**REFERENCES**

Anatomy and Biomechanics

In their training, practitioners acquire a basic working knowledge of the anatomy of the spinal column and pelvis. The objectives of this chapter are to refresh the reader's memory on points that he or she may have forgotten, to go into detail about specific anatomical landmarks that we use to assist in diagnosing somatic dysfunction, and to present evidence to show that some standard anatomical beliefs should be changed in the light of recent research. In trying to understand the reasons for the success of manual therapy, it is of the utmost importance to have as clear as possible a picture of the structure and normal function of the joint concerned. If one wishes to use manual treatment, the need is even greater.

It is from the clinical experience of countless manipulators that patients obtain relief from certain symptoms after manipulation of not only spinal joints themselves, but also the joints of the pelvis (including the pubic symphysis) and the joints between the ribs and vertebrae. The fact that symptoms can be caused by dysfunction of a rib joint is not well recognized by medical doctors (MDs), but clinical experience suggests that rib cage dysfunctions are important sources of chest wall and arm pain. Early recognition of these dysfunctions might both hasten relief for the sufferer and reduce the need for costly cardiac investigations.

In regard to the low back, the classic paper of Mixter and Barr\(^1\) stimulated the interest of the medical profession in the structure and pathology of the intervertebral disc. Unfortunately, after Mixter and Barr's discovery, attention was turned away from other sources of low back pain, and manipulation became a less attractive tool in the medical armamentarium. Since then, many papers have been published and much research work has been carried out regarding the intervertebral disc. Armstrong\(^2\) gives an excellent review of the work done before Mixter and Barr. There is a summary of more recent research on the low back with a comprehensive list of references in Bogduk and Twomey's *Clinical Anatomy of the Lumbar Spine*\(^3\) and, more recently, in *Movement, Stability and Low Back Pain: The Essential Role of the Pelvis*, edited by Vleeming et al.\(^4\) Those who plan to work in this field would be well advised to read these works.

**ANATOMY OF THE PELVIS**

The pelvis is a three-part bony ring with two diarthrodial joints posteriorly, the sacroiliac (SI) joints, and a so-called symphysis anteriorly. The term *so-called* is used because there is often a synovial cavity, and there is an upward and downward gliding movement, albeit of a small excursion. The upward glide of the pubis on the side of weightbearing during one-legged standing is illustrated and reproduced (Figure 2-1), with permission, from Kapandji.\(^5\)

The paired innominate bones are regarded by many as lower limb bones rather than belonging to the trunk. Their function is greatly influenced by the muscles of the hip and thigh. Each innominate is formed by the fusion of three bones: the ilium anteriorly, the ischium posteriorly, and the pubis inferiorly. In examining the pelvis, we need to find the anterior and posterior superior iliac spines (ASIS and PSIS), the ischial tuberosities, and the superior ramus and tubercles of the pubes.

The midline sacrum is formed by the fusion of five vertebral elements (sometimes six) and may show incomplete fusion at one or more levels. The sacrum is broad at its base and narrows to its apex postero-inferiorly. On either side of the apex is the *inferior lateral angle* (ILA), which is, developmentally, the transverse process (TP) of
**FIGURE 2-1**

"Vertical" shear of pubic symphysis. Arrows indicate (A) left pubis riding up, (B) right pubis dragged down, (R) right side. (d = difference in the resulting height or position of the two pubic bones.) (Reproduced from IA Kapandji. The Physiology of the Joints [Vol 3]. London: Churchill Livingstone, 1974;70.)

S5. The shape of the ILA is quite variable: There may be an obvious angle, or it may be rounded, which can make it more difficult to identify, especially because it is buried within dense ligamentous structures (Figure 2-2).

**SACROILIAC JOINT**

The SI joints have an irregular articular surface with a marked variation in the details of their shape between different subjects and even between the two joints in the same patient. This may be part of the reason for the variations in pelvic dysfunctions seen in the patient population. Fryette describes three main types of sacral shape. The first (type A) has the most typical shape, with the upper segments having a wider transverse measurement dorsally than on the ventral surface. The second (type B) has a wider ventral than dorsal transverse measurement of the first sacral segment, and the third (type C) has the articular surface sloping down and in on one side and down and out on the other (Figure 2-3). Fryette found that a sacrum that is wider on the dorsum is usually associated with coronal facing facets (thoracic type) at the L5-S1 joint, whereas a sacrum that is wider on the ventral aspect tends to have sagittal facing facets (lumbar type). In the type C sacrum, the facet on the side with the "down and in" slope (the type A slope) is likely to be coronal, and the facet on the side with the type B slope tends to be sagittal. Below the second segment, the ventral surface is typically wider than the dorsum. The typical shape of the upper and lower segments is what would be expected on mechanical grounds as giving the best resistance to the tendency of the superincumbent body weight to force the sacrum into the anterior nutated position (with the sacral base anterior and caudad and the apex superior and cranial).

In 10-15% of SI joints, the bevel change from upper to lower segments is absent, resulting in a flattened articulation between the sacrum and the ilium. Such an articulation would reduce the capacity for proper form closure, as described by Vleeming, thereby having greater potential for traumatic shearing of the innominate on the sacrum. The usual sacral auricular surface is concave from antero-inferior to postero-superior, whereas the surface of the ilium is convex (Figure 2-4A). That shape prevents rotation of the ilia about an axis along the length of the sacrum. A less common shape appears when the concavity is on the ilial side (Figure 2-4B), which would permit a horizontal rotation to occur about an abnormal longitudinal sacral axis, and the subsequent, but rare, in-flare and out-flare movements of the innominates become possible. In a study of the anatomy of 40 SI joints from embryonic life to the eighth decade, Bowen and Cassidy found that, at all ages studied, the sacral articular cartilage was hyaline, but the cartilage on the ilium was similar to fibrocartilage.
More recently, however, Bernard and Cassidy\(^9\) found the iliac cartilage to be made of type II collagen, typical of hyaline. The sacral cartilage is approximately three times as thick as that on the ilium, and Bernard and Cassidy\(^9\) noted relatively early degenerative changes more marked on the iliac side. They describe a joint capsule with an inner synovial layer and an outer layer of dense fibrous tissue.

The body weight is transmitted from the sacrum to the innomates almost entirely by the SI ligaments. These are quite thin and weak anteriorly but very strong posteriorly, and the sacrum is, in effect, slung from the iliac portion of the innomates by these ligaments. The short posterior SI ligaments are oriented transversely and form the major support for the sacrum, and, along with the joint contour, limit the range of motion. The more superficial long dorsal ligament is more vertical and blends inferiorly with the sacrotuberous ligament, which, through the ischial tuberosity, is in line with, and indeed may be regarded as a continuation of, the tendon of the long head of the biceps femoris.\(^{10}\) Typically, the body's center of gravity falls anterior to the center of rotation of the SI joint and, therefore, tends to rotate the sacrum into anterior nutation about a transverse axis. This motion is resisted primarily by the sacrotuberous ligaments. In lower animals and many mammals, parts of the biceps femoris and semitendinosus originate from the sacrum with a cutaneous nerve separating the two.\(^{11}\) Perhaps its phylogenetic history helps account for the importance of that ligament in certain pelvic dysfunctions.

In spite of the development of anatomical thought since 1950, there remains in the mind of many physicians the idea that the SI joint is neither mobile nor likely to be a source of symptoms. Accordingly, it may be worth mentsioning the blank disbelief in the mind of one of the authors (John F. Bourdillon) in 1953 at the first suggestion that symptoms could arise from the SI joint! The anatomical evidence shows that the SI joint is a mobile diarthrodial joint, and, according to Brooke,\(^{12}\) "... the old description of fibrous or a bony ankylosis was a description of a pathological change." Brooke, working on laboratory specimens, located the center of motion for the SI joint in the short posterior SI ligament and emphasized that the movement had both rotatory and gliding components. Weisl\(^{13}\) used live subjects with the pelvis restrained in a special apparatus and then had radiographs taken of various positions of the trunk and lower limbs. He reported the following:

In a minority of subjects, the sacral displacement was such that the sacral line remained parallel to its position at rest. Angular displacement occurred much more frequently and it was possible to locate an axis of rotation. It was situated approximately 10 cm below the promontory in the normal subjects, both recumbent and standing, and was placed a little higher in puerperal women. Contrary to the belief of previous authors, the site of this axis was variable in a majority of subjects, either the axis moved more than 5 cm following various changes of posture, or angular and parallel movement occurred in the same subject . . .

The position of this axis of rotation differed from that described by earlier authors who based their opinions only on the examination of the sacroiliac joint surfaces . . .

In 1936, Pitkin and Pheasant\(^{14}\) described referred pain to the gluteal and sacral regions and to the lower extremities
originating in the SI and lumbosacral joints and their accessory ligaments and coined the term *sacrarthrogenic telalgia*. They drew the following conclusions:

1. SI mobility can be demonstrated in vivo by measuring the movements of the ilia.
2. In a standing position, all motions of the trunk, with the exception of flexion and extension, are normally associated with unpaired antagonistic movements of the ilia about a transverse axis that passes through the center of the pubic symphysis.
3. Rotation and lateral bending of the sacrum do not normally occur alone, but as correlated motions that are coincidental to antagonistic movements of the ilia.
4. The syndrome sacrarthrogenic telalgia is not the result of irritation or compression of peripheranerves, but more a result from abnormal ligamentous tension associated with altered SI mobility.

The differences in the conclusions of Brooke and Weisl are striking, and the probability is that both are at least partially correct. Consideration of the mechanics of the SI joint—in particular, the interosseous portion of the posterior ligament—suggests that any rotatory motion not centered in that area must be very small. Also, irregularities in the auricular surface itself must restrict gliding motion or rotation about an antero-inferior axis, especially when weightbearing compresses the joint. It seems certain that there are both rotatory and gliding movements; therefore, there cannot be any fixed axis, and it may be that when certain restrictions are imposed, the axis appears to be where Weisl found it. There is no doubt that the innominate must be able to move one or the other about an axis through or near the pubic symphysis. Is this perhaps the motion recorded by Weisl?

**MOTION OF THE JOINTS OF THE PELVIS**

The function of the joints of the pelvic ring has been the subject of much research and argument. It is clear, however, that there is no longer any doubt that SI joints are mobile, diarthrodial joints subject to dysfunctions like other such joints in the axial skeleton. Motion analysis of forward walking indicates that counter rotation of the innominates constitutes an important part of the normal walking cycle. However, rotation of the innominates can only happen if the pubic symphysis is able to rotate about its transverse axis, a movement that can be lost if there is a fixed dysfunction of the symphysis. Also, as one of the innominates rotates anteriorly, the sacrum is forced to rotate toward it with a side-bending motion toward the other side. In response to the side bending of the sacrum and therefore the unleveling of the sacral base, the lumbar spine, if it is freely mobile, will side bend and rotate in the opposite direction of the sacrum as an adaptation to sacral base unleveling. Anything that interferes with the ability of the pelvis to perform any of these movements will render the walking cycle abnormal. For this reason, dysfunctions of the pelvis are of primary importance when treating patients with back and leg pain, even if the complaint is higher up the back. Other movements of the pelvic joints are discussed later, and when any of these movements is restricted, the walking cycle will be affected.

** Movements of the Pubic Symphysis **

In addition to rotational movement at the pubic symphysis about a transverse axis, there can be a vertical shearing motion (see Figure 2-1). In previous editions, this shearing movement of the pubic symphysis was described as abnormal. That description is probably incorrect. Kapandji describes a shearing through the symphysis on one-legged standing as abnormal, but it seems that shearing can occur in normal joints if one-legged standing is prolonged. The shearing is actually parallel to the anatomical plane of the symphysis and not truly vertical. It is produced by the innominate on the weightbearing side riding up, while that on the opposite side is dragged down by the weight of the lower limb. If the symphysis remains mobile, correction will occur spontaneously upon standing on the other leg or on prolonged two-legged standing.

** Movements of the Innominates on the Sacrum (iliosacral)**

Normally, during forward bending, both innominate will symmetrically rotate posteriorly, and during backward bending, they will symmetrically rotate anteriorly around a horizontal axis just inferior to S2. Counter rotation of the innominate on the sacrum is described as part of the normal walking cycle. The innominate on one side rotates posteriorly until heel-strike and then anteriorly until the leg is in position for toe-off. The opposite innominate rotates in a counter direction (i.e., while one innominate rotates posteriorly, the other rotates anteriorly).

** Movements of the Sacrum between the Innominates (Sacroiliac)**

The best-studied movement of the sacrum is now commonly known as *nutation*, or *nODDING*, which may be
anterior or posterior, sometimes called inferior and superior nutation or nutation and counternutation. The reason for these descriptors is that the older terms of sacral flexion and extension are confusing, because they are used in the opposite sense in the context of craniosacral treatment.

Motion of the sacrum between the ilia is now well described.4,21 Increased tension along the long dorsal ligament of the SI joint occurs with posterior nutation of the sacral base during forward bending. Backward bending causes anterior nutation of the sacral base and reduces tension in this ligament, but it increases tension in the sacrotuberous ligament and the hamstring muscle group.22

Motion of the SI joint is probably a consequence of altering ligamentous tension responding to changes in muscle tone or “force closure” from a variety of sources.23 Its stability is inherently dependent on the shape of the SI joint surfaces (form closure).23 Normally, there is a resultant “locking” mechanism,16 which provides the stability necessary for normal motion. Clinically, when sacral dysfunctions are seen, there is an imbalance of tension and tone between the muscles and ligaments responsible for force closure, which can also lock the sacrum and prevent normal function.11,24 Aside from the direct action from the pyriformis and gluteus maximus that attach to the sacrum, sacral motion is in a sense “co-dependent...it wants to please ‘everyone’ above, and below” (Stiles E. G., personal communication, 1996). When acting unilaterally, the piriformis can externally rotate the femur and assist in force closure of the SI joint.25 Because of its sacral origin, the piriformis also seems capable of anteriorly tilting and rotating the sacrum to the opposite side, which may be assisted by the ipsilateral gluteus maximus. The contralateral latissimus dorsi can also assist the gluteus maximus through the thoraco-lumbar fascia26 to nutate the sacrum anteriorly and extend the lumbosacral junction. The long head of the biceps femoris attaches to the sacrotuberous ligament and tends to tilt the sacrum backward and rotate the sacrum to the same side, whereas the longissimus and multifidus are so positioned from above that they can pull the base superiorly and posteriorly directly through attachments to the dorsal ligaments.22

1. Anterior nutation is the movement anteriorly and inferiorly of the sacral base with respect to the innominate. It involves rotation of the sacrum about a horizontal transverse axis located at the level of S2 and a translation of the sacrum caudally along the auricular surface of the innominate. This movement makes the sacral base less prominent from behind but makes the inferior lateral angle (the TP of SS) more prominent. Anterior nutation is the normal reaction of the sacrum to extension of the lumbar spine and also occurs during exhalation.

2. Posterior nutation is the movement of the sacral base superiorly and posteriorly about the same hypothetical axis with translation of the sacrum cranially along the auricular surface. The sacral base becomes prominent posteriorly, and the inferior lateral angle is less prominent. Posterior nutation is the reaction of the sacrum to lumbar flexion and also occurs during inhalation.

3. Sacral torsion is defined as the movement of the sacrum around a hypothetical oblique axis that begins at the upper pole of one of the SI joints and ends at the lower pole of the opposite SI joint. The axis is named by its origin at the upper pole as viewed from behind (see Figure 2-2). With any torsional movement, there is a coupled side bending of the sacrum to the opposite side, which is a consequence of the slanted position of the sacrum relative to L5 above. Anterior or forward torsion is the sacral movement that accompanies the counter rotation of the innominate in normal walking.27 The axis of rotation originates on the side of the weightbearing leg. For example, at left mid-stance, the sacrum rotates forward about an axis beginning at the left superior pole and ending at the right inferior pole, resulting in anterior nutation of the right sacral base. The anterior surface of the sacrum is now facing (rotated) toward the left. Both the left base and inferior lateral angle remain in place and appear posterior to those on the right. This torsional movement can then be described as an anterior torsion to the left on left oblique axis (left on left). Similarly, when weight is borne only by the right leg, at mid-stance, the torsional motion is then observed as an anterior torsion to the right on the right oblique axis (right on right).

When standing, the center of motion of the hip joint is anterior to the vertical axis through the apparent center of motion of the SI joint. Because of this, when the weight of the body is borne on the left leg at mid-stance, and the right innominate falls away, the right sacral base nutates anteriorly, and the sacrum rotates to the left, while L5 side bends to the left and rotates to the right. The complexities and interactions associated with the walking cycle as it relates to normal lumbar and pelvic motions are still not fully understood, but using current knowledge and clinical observation, Greenman17 proposes this “theoretical model...to describe all the movements found within the pelvic girdle and the potential dysfunctions therein.”

4. Posterior or backward torsion is a physiological movement that also occurs across the oblique axis but can only occur when the lumbar spine is flexed and then
rotates and side bends to one side. When the spine flexes enough to reach the lumbosacral junction, the sacrum posteriorly nutates around its transverse axis. If the flexed lumbar spine is then taken into left side bending, then non-neutral coupling of lumbar rotation to the left will also occur. The sacrum responds to the lumbar non-neutral mechanics by rotating to the right across the left oblique axis, resulting in posterior nutation of the right sacral base (i.e., a right on left posterior sacral torsion). If the patient forward bends, then side bends and rotates to the right, the sacrum will rotate to the left across the right oblique axis, resulting in posterior nutation of the left sacral base (i.e., a left on right posterior sacral torsion). It is in this position of spinal flexion with rotation that not only is the lumbar spine at risk of injury, but the S1 joint is also particularly vulnerable. If L5 is deeply positioned between the ilia, then the lumbarosacral junction may appear to be between L4 and L5, with L5 moving with S1.

ANATOMY OF THE LUMBAR AND THORACIC SPINE

Muscles

To find dysfunctions, it is essential that the operator be familiar with the anatomy of the posterior spinal muscles (Figure 2-5). From the clinical perspective, the back muscles are usually described as forming four layers: first, the trapezius and latissimus dorsi; second, the rhomboids and the levator scapulae; third, the spinalis, longissimus, and iliocostalis; and fourth, the deep, short layer of multifidus, rotatores, interspinales, and intertransversarii.
The muscles of the upper back are arranged in three main groups. The superficial group comprises the muscles connecting the shoulder girdle to the trunk. These are in two layers: trapezius and latissimus dorsi superficially, and deeper, the rhomboids and levator scapulae. These muscles have all migrated caudally and are innervated by nerves from cervical segments. From the clinical point of view, these two layers are separate and can be distinguished by palpation because of the different fiber orientation. In the lumbar spine, the superficial layer is still latissimus dorsi, but in this region it is largely tendinous.

The second layer is the serratus posterior superior and inferior, which are small muscles of respiration that are difficult to feel. Fortunately, they are of little significance, except in the interaction between the thoracic spine and the ribs and shoulders.

The third layer includes the muscles that are collectively known as the erector spinae, or sacro-spinalis. These are of great importance clinically and consist of three long muscles:

1. Medially, the spinalis, which is relatively small and may not be easy to feel because it is very close to the spinous processes.
2. Laterally, the iliocostalis is attached to the angles of the ribs and is important in the diagnosis and treatment of structural rib dysfunctions.
3. Intermediate, the longissimus, which is the muscle that produces the long bulge visible under the skin of many patients, centered approximately 2.5 cm (1 in.) lateral to the midline. Often known as the medial gutter, it is separated from the spinalis by the medial intermuscular septum that can be felt as a longitudinal depression ½ to 1 cm (¼ to ½ in.) lateral to the midline. There is a similar intermuscular septum lateral to the longissimus, the lateral gutter, separating it from the third muscle in this layer, the iliocostalis.

The intermuscular septa are less well defined in the lumbar region, but along the thoracic spine they are convenient routes for deep palpation in the area because it is easier to feel through the septum than through muscle. This is especially so if there is a spasm in the fourth layer muscle, as may happen in the early stages after injury. These deep muscles include (1) the multifidus, which, according to Gray, cross over from one to three joints; (2) the rotatores, which are only found in the thoracic region and only cross one joint; (3) the intertransversarii, which are divided into medial and lateral groups with different innervation; and (4) the interspinales. Both the intertransversarii and interspinales only cross one joint. Except for the lateral intertransversarii, these latter two groups are innervated by the dorsal rami of the spinal nerves. The anterior primary divisions innervate the lateral intertransversarii, and their action is thought to be lateral bending with a tendency to produce forward flexion.

In a paper presented to, and later published by, the North American Academy of Musculoskeletal Medicine (now merged with the American Academy of Orthopedic Medicine) in 1991, Willard explained the concepts integrating the anatomy of these posterior muscles with spinal function. He showed that the multifidus is roughly confined to the lumbar region and consists of small bipinnate muscles, the parts of which are not equal in length, some crossing only one joint and others two or three joints. The deepest fibers are interesting in that they have tendons caudally ending as far down as the sacrotuberous ligament. The multifidus group is conical in shape, narrowing from below, but near the thoracolumbar junction the group is replaced by the semispinalis superficially and the rotatores deeply. The semispinales are wider and cross several joints. The rotatores are more transverse and cross only one joint. In the cervical spine, at least, there is a higher concentration of muscle spindles in the rotatores than has been found in other muscles, and the extrafusal portions are weak with relatively few contractile fibers.

Clinically, the deep short muscles are of great importance in diagnosis and in assessing the result of treatment, because the presence of hypertonicity in them is one of the tissue texture changes that best indicate the level of spinal dysfunction. The rotatores, the intertransversarii, and the multifidus are all small muscles, but they appear to be very important in any spinal joint dysfunction. It has been suggested that these muscles function as "spindles" for the larger, more superficial muscles rather than as prime movers or restrictors. Because of their small size, they are difficult to palpate; because their ability to generate a forceful contraction is limited, it is important not to expect them to provide powerful muscular resistance during a technique that requires their voluntary contraction.

One study conducted in 1994 found that the multifidus are inhibited usually at a single segmental level in both acute and subacute low back pain patients. More important, the multifidus does not spontaneously recover after the relief of low back pain, and inhibition of the multifidus may further predispose the patient to recurrent low back pain. This situation may be remedied by specific exercises for multifidus retraining.

**Lumbar Bones and Joints**

In the lumbar spine, the facet orientation is variable. This is known as **facet tropism** and increases the incidence of asymmetrical motion, especially the degree of...
rotation at a lumbar vertebral segment. According to Bogduk and Twomey, at birth the facets face forward and backward so that the joints are coronal. With growth, the facets tend to rotate, and the joints may become fully sagittal, but more commonly they are curved either in a C shape facing posteromedially or in a J shape with the short limb projecting medially from the anterior end. Facets that are strictly sagittal provide little stability against forward displacement of the superior vertebra. Those that are curved provide better stability in the sagittal plane, and both restrict rotation.

Facets that are coronal provide excellent stability in the sagittal plane but allow free rotation, hypothetically placing an additional strain on the disc annulus. At the L5-S1 joint, and sometimes at L4-5, the facets may be coronal and therefore allow more rotation. It is not unusual to find coronal-facing facets on one side and sagittal-facing facets on the other. In 1991, Guntzburg and others reported that rotation is less when the spine is flexed than when it is in neutral and that the amplitude of rotation is not influenced by articular tropism.

For a description of how rotation takes place and the variables that affect it, see the corrective force are emphasized in this text. Functionally, the lumbar spine can be thought of as beginning at T11 or even T10. Although the morphology of the joints is not the same as in the lumbar region, from the point of view of the types of symptoms produced, T11 and T12 appear more related to the lumbar spine than to dysfunctions higher up. Treatment of the T11-12 and T12-L1 joints is commonly needed in patients with low back and leg pain, or even in those with leg pain alone, and dysfunctions of the eleventh and twelfth ribs can often be found in patients whose pain is entirely in the lower back. It is important to recognize that a full structural examination is necessary before the operator can be satisfied that pain at one level is not a manifestation of a dysfunction at another level.

### Thoracic Spinal Bones and Joints

The length of the TPs is not the same as one moves up and down the spine. Seen from behind, the TPs form two "diamonds," of which the lower is widest at L3 and then narrows rapidly so that the shortest TPs are usually at T12. From there up, the length increases slowly up to T1. It is relatively easy to feel the TPs in the upper thoracic region but very difficult at T12 (Figure 2-6A).

The spinous processes of the thoracic vertebrae tend to slope downward and backward, although the spinous process of T1 is horizontal and T2 and T3 have only a small slope. The "rule of threes" describes the relative positions of the tips of the spinous processes with the corresponding TPs. The tips of the spinous processes of T4 through T6 are found one-half of a vertebral level below the corresponding TPs, whereas those of T7 through T9 are a full vertebral level lower. This trend reverses in the lower thoracic spine so that the spinous processes of T10 through T12 are again at the same level as that of the TPs. This is only an approximation. There is a gradual increase in the slope of the spinous processes down to T7 or sometimes T6 and then a gradual decrease (Figure 2-6B). For clinical purposes, it is enough to remember that the tip of the spinous process of T7 is level with the TPs of T8 and that both above and below this segment the tip of a spinous process is closer to its corresponding TPs.

In the thoracic spine, the superior facets of the lower vertebrae face posteriorly and superiorly. This would permit a free range of rotation were it not for the rib cage.

### Anatomy of the Ribs

The first rib is almost flat and has an inner and an outer margin. The inner margin is part of the boundary of the thoracic inlet (outlet), and any dysfunction of the first rib is an important aspect of syndromes arising in this
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41,42 The anterior end of the first costal cartilage can be found immediately inferior to the medial end of the clavicle. The lateral shaft can be palpated laterally in the anterior triangle of the neck, but care is needed to avoid the neurovascular bundle. The first rib does not have a rib angle, which makes it atypical.

The second rib is also described as atypical, largely because of its relation to the sternum with which it articulates at the angle of Louis. This junction between the manubrium and the body of the sternum is mobile at least into the early teens and retains some flexibility for much longer; therefore, it is involved in the mechanics of the thoracic cage. The second rib can also be involved in the thoracic outlet syndrome when the space between it and the clavicle is narrowed with entrapment of the neurovascular bundle to the upper extremity.

Like the typical ribs (third through ninth), the second has a head with two separate articular facets—one for the first thoracic vertebra and one for the second. It has a tubercle on which is the facet of the costotransverse joint, a curved shaft and a costal cartilage that articulate with the sternum at the junction of the manubrium and the body (the angle of Louis). By this attachment, the second rib influences movement of the sternum. There is disagreement between anatomists as to the presence or absence of an angle in this rib (Figure 2-7).

The typical ribs have a sharp lower and a rounded superior border posteriorly. They are attached at both ends and normally move together.

Ribs 11 and 12 have no anterior attachment and move in a manner somewhat different from those above. The motion is described as being like that of calipers, opening on inhalation and closing on exhalation, along with some cranial and caudal movement.

Normal rib motion is usually dependent on normal motion between adjacent thoracic vertebrae.

Costovertebral and Costotransverse Joints

The first through tenth ribs are linked to each other posteriorly and to the sternum anteriorly, which stabilizes the thoracic spine and prevents the degree of rotation that would be permitted by the configuration of the thoracic zygapophyseal joints alone. The eleventh and twelfth ribs have no firm anterior attachment.

In addition to the intervertebral joints, there are costovertebral and costotransverse joints that guide normal rib motion. On the body of T1 is a single facet for the head of the first rib. At the lower margin of the upper eight thoracic vertebrae, and sometimes at T9, is a demifacet for the upper aspect of the head of the rib from the next level below. The vertebrae from T2 to

T10 also have a demifacet that articulates on their upper vertebral margin to the lower demifacet of the corresponding rib head. If T9 has no demifacet at its lower vertebral margin, then there will be a single full facet for the whole of the rib head at T10. The TPs of thoracic vertebrae T1 through T10 have articular facets for their corresponding ribs to form the costotransverse joints (Figure 2-8). The second rib articulates with the bottom of the body of T1, the top of the body of T2, and the TP
FIGURE 2-7
Ribs 1 and 2. (Reproduced from RF Becker, JW Wilson, JA Gelsweiler. The Anatomical Basis of Medical Practice. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins, 1971.)

FIGURE 2-8
Anterior view of individual rib articulations between adjacent vertebrae.
of T2; the third rib articulates with the bottom of T2, the top of the body of T3, and the TP of T3; and so on.

**Rib Motion**

Respiratory rib movement is both up and down and in and out; the proportion of each changes as the rib number increases. The direction of the combined motion is determined by the orientation of the line joining the costotransverse to the costovertebral joints, which serves as the axis of motion. This orientation gradually changes from T1, where it is more coronal, to T12, where it is closer to the sagittal plane. The corresponding rib motion is therefore nearly sagittal in the upper ribs and more nearly coronal in the lower ribs. The former is known as *pump-handle motion* (from nineteenth-century kitchen hand pumps), whereas the latter is known as *bucket-handle motion*. In some ways, this latter term is unfortunate, because bucket handles have fixed attachments at both ends, whereas the rib does not. There is always an element of pump-handle motion and bucket-handle motion in all ribs (Figure 2-9A and B).

Restriction of rib motion may occur either in inhalation or in exhalation and may need treatment. It may be
necessary to treat specifically the pump or bucket handle element of the restriction, but it is of greater importance to treat the correct phase of respiration.

The ribs also move in response to movement of the thoracic spine and can therefore be considered as extensions of the TPs. During flexion of the thoracic spine, the ribs move anteriorly and superiorly and also internally rotate and can be described as a rib torsion. Likewise, during thoracic spinal extension, the ribs move posteriorly and inferiorly and externally rotate. Palpation of the rib angles with flexion and extension of the thoracic spine can therefore assist the operator in examining the thoracic spine for any motion restrictions detected by asymmetrical movement of the ribs. Rotation of the thoracic spine imparts a twist or torsion to the ribs such that, with spinal rotation to the right, the posterior aspect of the ribs externally rotate (torsion) on the right, while the ribs on the left internally rotate (torsion). Consequently, rib motion is adversely affected by non-neutral vertebral dysfunctions, which not only affect the rib to which the vertebra is directly attached at the costotransverse joint, but also can result in a twisting or torsional change imparted through the costovertebral joint to the rib immediately below it.

**ANATOMY OF THE CERVICAL SPINE**

The vertebrae in the neck are different in many respects from those lower down. The upper two form a two-joint complex with the occiput, and there is a striking difference in structure between them and the typical cervical vertebrae from the lower half of C2 down to C7. In some skeletons, the C7-T1 joint is more cervical than thoracic in type. The complex of joints between the skull and C2 consists of the occipitoatlantal and atlantoaxial joints—each have their own motion characteristics but have complementary function between them, allowing motion in all directions.

**Facet Orientation**

The zygapophyseal joints of the typical vertebrae are set at an angle of approximately 45 degrees to the horizontal, with the superior facet facing posteriorly and superiorly (Figure 2-10). They are weightbearing at all times and only have coupled movement of side bending and rotation to the same side. The various types of spinal motions are described under Physiological Movements of the Spine, later in this chapter.

The facets of the C1-2 joint may appear flat or concave in the skeleton (Figure 2-11), but in life, when covered with cartilage, they are both convex. This leads to a small amount of vertical to caudal translation of C1 on C2 when the head is turned to either side (Figure 2-12). This elegant mechanism allows the ligaments, which hold the odontoid process in place, to remain tight even when the head is rotated fully to one side. The main movement at this joint is rotation, but there is also a small range of flexion and extension.

The facets of the occipitoatlantal joint are set at an angle of approximately 60 degrees to each other, being closer together at their anterior ends than at their posterior ends (Figure 2-13). The superior facets of C1 are concave from side to side and from front to back; the facets on the occipital bone are correspondingly convex. The plane of the facets is nearly horizontal in the anatomical position, and, unlike all other joints in the spine, flexion of the skull causes the superior (occipital) facet to slide backwards on the inferior (C1) (Figure 2-14). The shape of the facets and the angle between them cause the joint to "bind" in extension by the impingement of the wider, more posterior part of the occipital facets on the narrow anterior part of the C1 facets. The same kind of bind does not appear to happen at the extreme of flexion. The main occipitoatlantal movements are flexion and extension, but there is a small amount of side bending and rotation to the opposite side. Kapandji gives 3 degrees of side bending to the occipitoatlantal joint and an even smaller amount of rotation to the opposite side.

**Transverse Processes and Articular Pillars**

The TPs of C2 and of the typical cervical vertebrae are small, placed anteriorly, and in close relation to the seg-
mental nerves and vessels. They are often very tender and are unsuitable as points for palpation. Fortunately, the typical vertebrae have large interarticular pillars or "lateral masses" (see Figure 2-10), which are convenient for the cervical evaluation and treatment techniques to be described in Chapter 11. It is important to recognize that the articular pillars are some distance in front of and lateral to the spinous processes.

**Spinous Processes**

With the exception of C7, the spinous processes of the cervical vertebrae are usually bifid, often with one side longer than the other, and for this reason they are not reliable indicators of the midline. There is no spinous process at C1, only a small posterior tubercle that is very difficult to feel. The spinous process of C2 is long and easily felt, but the remaining vertebrae down to C7 are covered by the nuchal ligament and may not be easy to feel accurately. The spinous process of C2 may be used as a landmark in the upper neck and that of C7 at the lower end. The spinous process of C7 is often, but not always, the most prominent. When there is doubt about which spinous process is C7, one method of ascertaining its location is described in Chapter 3 in the section Segmental Definition.
**INTERVERTEBRAL DISC**

The intervertebral disc consists of three components: a vertebral end plate that articulates with the vertebra above and the one below, a nucleus pulposus, and the surrounding annulus fibrosis. The vertebral end plates are sometimes considered part of the vertebral body and are composed of cartilage. They are surrounded on all sides by the ring apophyses of the vertebrae so that they cover the nucleus completely but cover only part of the annulus. The layer next to the bone is hyaline cartilage, but the layer next to the nucleus is fibrous. The fibers of the inner layers of the annulus turn centrally when they reach the end plate and continue across to the other side so that they completely surround the nucleus.

The nucleus is a remnant of the notochord and is semi-fluid with a few cartilage cells and irregular collagen fibrils. The annulus consists of 10 to 20 lamellae. The fibers in each lamella are parallel to each other, with directional changes in alternate lamellae so that the fibers of one are set at an angle of approximately 130 to 140 degrees to each other, the third having the same orientation as the first. The fibers of the outer lamellae are inserted into bone in the area of the ring apophysis. The thickness of individual laminal layers increases with age, and the posterolateral layers of the annulus have been found to contain more incomplete layers and less symmetry than in other locations.

Buckwalter has reviewed the questions of how the disc gets its nutrition and how it regenerates. It is known that there is no major arterial supply to the disc except to the outermost layers of the annulus. Diffusion is thought to be the most important method for the delivery of nutrients and oxygen and for the removal of waste. The theory that normal intrasegmental motion aids diffusion by squeezing out fluid, which then is regained by osmotic imbibition, is an attractive one. Colloidal proteoglycans within a collagen matrix attract
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**FIGURE 2-13**

*Shape of superior facets C1.*

---

**FIGURE 2-14**

*Flexion and extension at occipitoatlantal joint. (EXT. = extension; FLEX. = flexion.)* (Reproduced from IA Kapandji. The Physiology of the Joints [Vol 3]. London: Churchill Livingstone, 1974;177.)
and hold fluids with an inherent imbibition pressure. In the intervertebral disc, this tendency is balanced by the action of hydraulic pressure trying to squeeze out fluid from the disc substance. When the disc imbibes fluid, its size increases, the fibers of the fibrocartilaginous annulus become taut, and, even if there is neither superincumbent weight nor muscle action, the imbibition process reaches a point of equilibrium. This is because of the hydrostatic pressure exerted on the disc substance by the end plates of the vertebral bodies above and below and the fibrocartilage of the annulus around the sides. That the process of imbibition could continue if the disc were not contained is shown by the fact that when a horizontal section is made through a normal disc and the cut surface is then immersed in saline, the nuclear material swells and rises above the level of the surrounding annulus. When the patient sits down or bends forward, the hydrostatic pressure increases on the disc nucleus (Nachemson and Morris50), and it is probable that this increased pressure squeezes fluid out through the foramina in the vertebral end plate into the cancellous bone of the vertebral body. The rich blood supply of this bone is well equipped to remove metabolites and supply nutrients to the tissue fluid. When the posture is changed to one in which the hydraulic pressure is lower, a fresh supply of fluid-containing nutrients is sucked back into the disc by the imbibition pressure.

If this is a correct explanation of the process of disc nutrition, it is but a small step to assume that the function of this imbibition pump is dependent on the mobility of the intervertebral joint at that level. When one considers the structure of the intervertebral joint as a whole and the pressure to which the discs are subjected, it is probably unreasonable to say that the loss of movement would be so complete as to prevent the pump from working at all. On the other hand, it seems certain that the efficiency of such a pump would be interfered with by stiffness to the degree that a loss of vertebral movement is detectable on x-ray examination with standing flexion and extension films. T2-weighted magnetic resonance images (MRI) at the L4-5 and L5-S1 levels often show reduced signal intensity, indicating reduced water content or other biochemical alterations51 that hypothetically occur secondarily to alterations in the nutritional process. These MRI changes seen in the hydration of the disc seem to correlate well with abnormal discograms.52 The suggestion that the loss of nutrition is partial rather than absolute could be part of the explanation of the delay so often observed between the original injury and the appearance of any sign of a true disc protrusion.53

**RANGE OF MOTION IN SPINAL JOINTS**

Before one can be expected to determine whether a joint is restricted in its motion, knowledge of the expected range is needed. The variation between one person and another is wide, even if one does not include those who, for reasons of profession, hobby, or genetic makeup (e.g., dancers, acrobats, and those with Marfan-like syndromes), have a wider range of motion in their joints than do most people.

**Lumbar**

Troup54 used statistical analysis to show that using the radiographic measurement of range of motion by successive superimpositions of individual vertebral outlines was significantly superior to other methods. Radiographic measurement was originally described by Begg and Falconer55 and was used for the cervical spine by Penning (Table 2-1).

Troup's figures are based on patients needing radiography for clinical purposes. His models all had lumbar symptoms, and it is interesting to see from the tables that his patients had significantly less sagittal plane motion at L4-5 and L5-S1 when compared to the supposedly asymptomatic subjects tested by Froning and Frohman.56 Troup's and Froning and Frohman's results are reproduced in Tables 2-2 and 2-3. It is remarkable to note from Froning and Frohman56 that there is very little loss of motion with advancing age in those who are apparently normal. A somewhat unexpected finding from Troup's figures is that there appears to be a reduction in the range of motion between L1 and L2 when the subject fully extends compared to when the subject assumes the erect, non-extended posture.

**TABLE 2-1**

*Range of Sagittal Motion in the Cervical Spine*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint</th>
<th>Range in Degrees</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO-1</td>
<td>6-30</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1-2</td>
<td>3-35</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2-3</td>
<td>5-16</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3-4</td>
<td>13-26</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4-5</td>
<td>15-29</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5-6</td>
<td>16-29</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6-7</td>
<td>6-26</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7-T1</td>
<td>4-12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2-2
Range in Degrees of Sagittal Motion in the Lumbar Spine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint</th>
<th>Full Flexion to Extension</th>
<th>Full Flexion to Erect Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1-2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2-3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3-4</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4-5</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5-S1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD = standard deviation.

More important, when viewed cineradiographically, the dynamic motion of the lumbar spine occurs in a stepwise fashion, with flexion beginning at L3-4, followed by L4-5 and L5-S1. The range of motion available between each segment would suggest that, in vivo, the "neutral range" is greater than measured in vitro. Furthermore, in the standing position, motion from neutral to extension occurs primarily at L5-S1.

Thoracic

The anatomy and biomechanics of the thoracic spine have been reviewed by Cropper and include the in vitro motion analysis described by White and Panjabi's clinical observations. In general, thoracic mobility is less than in the neck or the lumbar spine because of the ribs and the effect of the rib attachments on the sternum. Based on these observations, the coupled motion characteristics, which are described later, depend on whether side bending or rotation is introduced first.

There is a limited range of rotation at the lower end of the thoracic spine, especially at T10-11, T11-12, and T12-L1, and there is a striking change in the morphology of this region between the typical thoracic facets and the lumbar type. Davis describes the transitional joint at which most change occurs like a mortise joint that locks in place and further noted that, although this transitional joint is most commonly the T11-12, it may be either T12-L1 or, less commonly, T10-11.

Cervical

Many investigators have examined the range of motion in the cervical joints. One of the difficulties in doing so is that the person must be exposed to radiation for reasons other than clinical requirements. Penning reviewed figures given by several authors (including himself) and describes his method of drawing lines on x-ray films taken of different positions and

TABLE 2-3
Range in Degrees of Sagittal Motion in the Lumbar Spine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Cases</th>
<th>Ages (yrs)</th>
<th>L5-S1</th>
<th>L4-L5</th>
<th>L3-L4</th>
<th>L2-L3</th>
<th>L1-L2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>60-70</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

superimposed on each other. His figures are reproduced in Table 2-1, and his results are similar to those of others. There is an abrupt change in mobility between C5-6 and C7-T1, as shown in Table 2-1, but the major part of the change is between C5-6 and C6-7. Penning points out that there is difficulty in assessing the range of flexion at the occipitoatlantal joint. A lateral film must be taken with the head flexed on the neck and avoiding full neck flexion, because in full neck flexion, the chin contacts the sternum and causes the occipitoatlantal to extend.

PHYSIOLOGICAL MOVEMENTS OF THE SPINE

Motion between Adjacent Vertebrae

The position and motion of a vertebral body are always described in relation to the adjacent vertebral body immediately below it. Rotation is defined as the direction of movement of the anterior surface of the vertebral body. If, for example, a vertebral body rotates to the left, then its left TP will be more posterior than that of the vertebra below it. The interaction between these two vertebrae defines a vertebral segment. Movement of the upper vertebral body in relation to the one below it is described as occurring along three possible axes of motion. The motion along each axis is a combination of rotation and translation. Rotation occurs around the axis and translation, a linear movement, occurs parallel to the axis. Movements along these axes are as follows:

1. Flexion or extension occurs as a combination of rotation of the vertebral body forward or backward around a horizontal axis and translatory motion that occurs parallel to the anterior-posterior axis (i.e., with flexion, the superior vertebra translates anteriorly, and with extension, it translates posteriorly) (Figure 2-15).

2. Rotation occurs to the left or right around a vertical axis with a corresponding translatory glide in a caudal direction, parallel to the vertical axis, narrowing the space between vertebrae with rotation and separating with de-rotation (Figure 2-16).

3. Side bending occurs with a rotational motion to the right or left around an anterior-posterior axis along with a translatory gliding motion, parallel to the transverse plane. For example, with left side bending, the superior vertebra translates to the left, and with right side bending, it translates to the right (Figure 2-17).

Movement of the superior vertebra in relation to the inferior vertebra results in a change in the position of the inferior facet of the superior vertebra relative to the superior facet of the inferior vertebra:

1. During flexion, the inferior facets of the superior vertebra glide anteriorly and superiorly over the superior facets of the inferior vertebra, and the zygapophyseal joints “open” (see Figure 2-15A).

2. During extension, the inferior facets of the superior vertebra glide posteriorly and inferiorly over the superior facets of the inferior vertebra, and the zygapophyseal joints “close” (see Figure 2-15B).

3. During left side bending, the left zygapophyseal joint closes and the right zygapophyseal joint opens (see Figure 2-17B).

4. During right side bending, the right zygapophyseal joint closes and the left zygapophyseal joint opens (see Figure 2-17A).

5. There is a free range of motion available at each zygapophyseal joint between opening and closing in which the ligamentous tension and facet opposition are minimal. This range of motion denotes the “neutral zone.”
Coupling of Rotation and Side Bending

The first recorded observation of the coupling of rotation and side bending in the spine was by Lovett while he analyzed scoliosis. He found that, when an intact spine was side bent from the neutral or flexed position, the vertebrae rotated to the side opposite the side bend, as if trying to escape from under a load. If the spine was in extension when side bent, the bodies rotated toward the same side as the side bending. In looking for an explanation, Lovett found that, if a column of vertebral bodies were separated from its posterior elements, during side bending the bodies would rotate toward the side of the convexity of the side bend. He found, however, that the column of posterior elements always rotated toward the same side as the side bending. Lovett further recorded his observation that, in extension, the facets were in close apposition but that this did not occur in flexion. He concluded that, in extension, the facets "con- trol" the movement; in flexion, the vertebral bodies were not constrained in that manner.

Kapandji describes automatic rotation of the intact vertebral column but does not mention the changes that occur if the spine is flexed or extended.

Fryette confirms Lovett’s observations but shows that Lovett had not tested the movement in the hyperflexed position. He found that, near the limit of flexion, the coupling pattern again follows the facet pattern due to ligamentous tension and the rotation that occurs toward the same side as the side bending. He proposed two concepts, which he termed “laws,” of spinal motion arising from these observations, and, for completeness, a third law was later added. These concepts are widely accepted, but there has been a recent change of opinion about the application of these laws to the lumbar spine. Fryette’s concepts are as follows:

I. With the spine in easy normal (neutral), the facets are “idling” and not engaged and rotation is always coupled to the opposite direction of side bending (toward the convexity) (Figure 2-18A).
II. In extension and in nearly full flexion, when the zygapophyseal joints between two vertebrae are engaged either by contact (closed) or by ligamentous tension (open), the rotation between them is coupled to the same direction of side bending (toward the concavity) (Figure 2-18B).

III. If movement is introduced into a spinal segment in any plane, the range of motion in the other two planes will be reduced.

The coupled motion described by the first concept throughout the thoracic and lumbar spine was initially discussed by Lovett. It also appears that the lumbar spine cannot rotate as an isolated motion without an associated coupled side bending.

Clinically, the second concept appears to occur only one segment at a time between two adjacent vertebrae. The neutral range for flexion and extension will vary between segments with an expanded range for extension in the lumbar spine due to the lordosis and an expanded range for flexion in the thoracic spine below the apex of the kyphosis. With increasing flexion and extension, there is a "rippling" effect between vertebrae so that only the segment at the apex of the curve for flexion or extension has escaped the neutral zone, and non-neutral mechanics are demonstrable at the apex of the side bending (see Figure 2-18B). As the flexion or extension motion increases along the spine, the apex of the curve moves, and the segment, which was non-neutral, again becomes neutral; the new apex for flexion or extension and side bending behaves with non-neutral mechanics. This observation has recently been supported by an analysis of the firing pattern of the paraspinal muscles by myoelectric recordings during flexion and extension of the lumbar spine. In the thoracic spine, because of the anatomy of the zygapophyseal joints and the effect of the rib cage, segmental non-neutral coupling mechanics can be achieved only if rotation is introduced first; if side bending occurs first, rotation is coupled to the opposite side.

When the spine is flexed forward and side bending of the spine is introduced, one can often observe adaptive neutral mechanics with side bending and rotation coupled in the opposite direction both above and below the apex of spinal flexion (the non-neutral segment) (see Figure 2-18B).

One of the points of clinical significance arising from these observations is that in moving from flexion to extension or vice versa, the apex of motion is in danger of a strain or sprain, which can result in this segment remaining fixed in the non-neutral position.

In the cervical spine, the picture is different. The second concept always applies to the typical cervical joints. Consequently, there is no "neutral" zone, and all coupled motion from C2 to C7 is to the same side. At the atlantoaxial joint, the motion is almost all rotatory, and the concepts do not apply. At the occipitoatlantal joint, the facets are set at such an angle to each other that what little side bend there is must always be accompanied by an even smaller amount of rotation to the opposite side. This should not be confused with the "free" neutral (concept I) motion found in the spine in the thoracic and lumbar regions.

Concept III is important for both examination and treatment. During the examination, if the patient inadvertently slumps, the remaining range of motion is lim-
ited, because some of the available movement is reduced by the slumped posture. This is of particular importance when motion in the thoracic spine is examined in the sitting position. Nearly all patients tend to slump, and, if they are allowed to, the overall range may be so reduced that specific segmental restrictions are not detected. The instruction must be to "sit up tall" or some similar instruction. The third concept is also useful when positioning a patient to localize treatment to a precise level. Because movement in one direction reduces motion in all other directions, introducing flexion or extension to a segmental level limits the available range left for side bending and rotation. Also, restoration of a restricted movement in one plane of motion increases the motion available in the other directions as well. The details of this application are given in the descriptions of the various techniques.

**NATURE OF THE RESTRICTION**

There has been extensive research into the detailed anatomy of the facet joints, some of which was referred to in previous editions. The precise cause, or probable causes, of joint restriction remains complex and open to debate. That there is palpable tissue texture change at the level of any dysfunction in the spine indicates that the soft tissues are closely involved in whatever is the cause. The disappearance of symptoms and tissue texture changes that sometimes immediately follows restoration of joint motion suggests that soft tissues—including skin, muscle, tendon, ligament, fascia, joint capsule, vascular, and neural elements—are involved in maintenance of a dysfunction. For example, when in the course of a treatment a muscle lengthens after postisometric relaxation, sometimes the joint suddenly lets go with a palpable (and often audible) movement. The concept of the interplay between soft tissue and joint function then is more apparent.

The most consistent findings with joint dysfunction are restriction of motion, asymmetry of position, and tissue texture changes, usually including hypertonus in muscle and other soft tissues. In some areas, tissue changes may be difficult to feel, especially in the pelvis. In other areas, positional bony asymmetry may be so common that it is of little value. Because no one has found a convincing mechanical basis for joint restriction that can be instantly relieved by treatment, the question comes back to soft tissues. The immediate nature of the release that often happens in treatment might be likened to the release of a locked knee and thought to be due to entrapment of a damaged intra-articular meniscoid, but research to confirm the theory is lacking. This immediate release strongly suggests that there is no structural change in the muscle or other soft tissues. The most likely answer appears to be a change in the efferent bias, by which the central nervous system controls muscle tone (see Chapter 6).

**TYPES OF SPINAL JOINT DYSFUNCTION**

According to the first two of Fryette's concepts, two different types of dysfunctions may occur in the spine. Type I (neutral) dysfunctions occur when three or more segments are held in a curve and rotated opposite of the concavity or side-bent position. The dysfunction often occurs as an adaptive response when neutral mechanics are operative, and it is maintained by restrictors that are multisegmental. This dysfunction is maximally evident in the neutral position and improves, but does not resolve, with either flexion or extension of the spine through this region. The persistence of a physiological neutral mechanical response is now a pathophysiological dysfunction. Many neutral dysfunctions resolve, apparently spontaneously when the cause requiring this compensatory curve is removed. For this reason, they are secondary in priority for treatment.

The second and more important type of dysfunction is based on a persistence of type II (non-neutral) mechanics and thereby classified as a non-neutral dysfunction. These dysfunctions are nearly always traumatic in origin and occur at a segment between two vertebrae when one vertebra is either flexed or extended in relation to the adjacent vertebra below it. Clinically, the superior vertebra may remain flexed with a demonstrable restriction for extension, or remain extended, with a demonstrable restriction for flexion. If the traumatic event occurs while the superior vertebra is also side bent and rotated to the same side, then the restriction to extension or flexion is unilateral, restricting the range of motion of only one facet joint between these two vertebrae (Figure 2-19). These dysfunctions are frequently tender and pain-provoking. When either flexion or extension of the spine is introduced during the examination process, the appearance of the vertebrae above the non-neutral dysfunction should follow the position of the superior vertebra of the dysfunctional segment. For example, if L3 is rotated and side bent right in relation to L4 when the spine is flexed, then all the vertebrae above L3 should appear rotated and side bent to the right to the same degree. This is true only if there
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FIGURE 2-19
(A) An example of a non-neutral dysfunction with the superior vertebra unable to extend at the left facet in relation to the one below and becoming side-bent right and rotated right when extension is introduced. (B) An example of a non-neutral dysfunction with the superior vertebra unable to flex at the right facet in relation to the one below and becoming side-bent right and rotated right when flexion is introduced.

...are no other restrictions for flexion in the segments above L3. The appearance of the spine is very much like a stepladder that has been rotated and tilted to one side at the base; the top of the ladder is rotated and tilted to the same degree as the bottom of the ladder (Figure 2-20). This positional appearance of the vertebrae is much different from the neutral adaptive response seen when the spine is in the neutral position (prone, sitting, or standing) and is free to rotate and side bend to adapt to any unlevelling of the spine from below. It must be remembered that when the spine is flexed or extended in the sagittal plane, the movement occurs through the symmetrical opening and closing of the facet joints, provided that motion is equally available on both the right and left sides. Therefore, any rotation of the TPs seen in either flexion or extension of the spine represents the inability of the facet joints to open or close symmetrically and indicates that dysfunctional mechanics are probably operative somewhere in the spine or pelvis.

In most instances, non-neutral dysfunctions are single (in a directional sense) within any joint, but sometimes one finds that both flexion and extension are limited in the same joint or that the joint may have restriction on both sides. These individual dysfunctions need individual treatment, but they may occur as multiple dysfunctions stacked one on another. This makes a precise diagnosis more difficult. However, it is emphasized that the position of a vertebra is always assessed with reference to the one below it, with the comparison seeking to answer this diagnostic question: Is the vertebra above in the same position or in a different position than the one below it? If there is a difference between these two vertebrae, it is the position of the superior vertebra that is diagnostically relevant.

Although both neutral (type I) and non-neutral (type II) dysfunctions can occur in the thoracic and lumbar regions, the picture in the cervical spine is not the same. In typical cervical joints, there is only non-neutral (type II) motion, and therefore all dysfunctions are of the non-neutral variety. At the atlantoaxial joint, the dysfunction is in rotation only, and at the occipitoatlantal joint, there is a small amount of rotation in the opposite direction to the side bending. The occipitoatlantal joint, however, is unique, and its mechanics are not the same as in the thoracic and lumbar neutral (type I) group.

INNERVATION OF THE INTERVERTEBRAL JOINTS

Pedersen et al.79 and Wyke80,81 have described the innervation of the intervertebral joints. Wyke's findings are
essentially similar to Pedersen’s, but he describes the innervation as follows:

1. Branches of the posterior primary rami supplying the zygapophyseal joints, the periosteum and the related fasciae of the surfaces of the vertebral bodies and their arches, the interspinous ligaments, and the blood vessels
2. Pain afferents in the sinuvertebral nerves having endings in the posterior longitudinal and flaval ligaments, the dura mater and the surrounding fatty tissue, the epidural veins, and the periosteum of the spinal canal
3. A plexus of nerve fibers surrounding the paravertebral venous system

Wyke reports that receptors supplied by these nerves are found in the same area as those supplied by the sinuvertebral nerve. All the pain afferent fibers are small and either thinly or not at all myelinated.

Wyke makes many interesting observations, which later were supported in a comprehensive review by Willard, showing that nociceptor afferent innervation of dermatomes is not unisegmental. The sinuvertebral nerves have branches that extend over at least four segments and may cross the midline. The innervation in the lumbar region may have contributions from branches from three to five dorsal nerve roots. No joint in the lumbar region has monosegmental innervation.

**AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM**

Knowledge of the anatomy of the autonomic nervous system is important in manual medicine partly because of the frequent involvement of spinal musculature as a secondary effect of visceral disease (viscero-somatic reflexes).

Barnes concluded that it is unlikely that pain actually travels in sympathetic afferent fibers—an assertion made on the following grounds:

1. No sensory change of any kind has ever been demonstrated in a sympathectomized limb.
2. In cord lesions, in which the cord is damaged below the lowest sympathetic outflow, the sympathetic innervation of the lower limbs is intact, but there is a total insensitivity of the area supplied by somatic nerves arising in segments below the damage.
3. A low spinal anesthetic relieves the pain of causalgia before there is any effect on the sympathetic fibers.

The concepts regarding “reflex sympathetic dystrophy” have been challenged and have resulted in a reclassification of regional pain syndromes. Focal somatic representations of spinal dysfunctions include increased sweating and coolness of the overlying tissues. This certainly must reflect increased sympathetic activity as a participant of a segmentally localized and altered efferent response to these dysfunctions and, as such, is not a cause but a consequence of this situation.

Table 2-4, based on Mitchell’s findings, summarizes his description of the anatomy of the sympathetic system. He states that the afferent pain fibers from the cervix uteri, the base of the bladder, the prostate, and the rectum are carried in the pelvic splanchnic nerves with cell bodies located in the dorsal root ganglia of the second, third, and fourth sacral nerves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Location of Pre-Ganglionic Cells</th>
<th>Chief Efferent Pathways</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eyes</td>
<td>T1-2</td>
<td>Internal carotid plexus to ciliary nerves or along vessels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessels of head</td>
<td>T1-2 (and 3)</td>
<td>Vascular plexuses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper limbs</td>
<td>T2(3) to T6(7)</td>
<td>Rami communicates to roots of brachial plexus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>T1-4(5)</td>
<td>Cardiac sympathetic nerves to cardiac plexus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomach</td>
<td>T6-9(10)</td>
<td>Via celiac plexus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidneys</td>
<td>T12(11) to L1(2)</td>
<td>Via celiac plexus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bladder and uterus</td>
<td>T12(11) to L1(2)</td>
<td>Lumbar splanchnic nerves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower limbs</td>
<td>T11(10) to L2</td>
<td>Rami communicates to lumbar and sacral nerves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The diagram of the autonomic nervous system (Figure 2-21) shows how the various parts of the body are innervated. It is included because it shows the fundamental difference between the innervation of the soma and that of the organ systems. The internal organs have innervation from both parts of the autonomic system, but the soma only receive sympathetic fibers, even for the skin viscera.

The sympathetic chain ganglia, which contain many cell stations for that part of the autonomic system, are in close anatomical relation to the sides of vertebral bodies and the costovertebral joints. This introduces the possibility that any edema or inflammatory reaction around those joints could affect the function of the ganglia.

SENSORY DISTRIBUTION OF THE SPINAL NERVE ROOTS

It has been known since 1893 that the distribution of sensory fibers to the skin from the various spinal nerve roots does not correspond to the distribution of any of the cutaneous nerves, except over the trunk, where the correspondence is fair. Head observed the distribution of the cutaneous hyperalgesia and the vesicles in cases of herpes zoster. His results allowed him to draw a map showing the distribution of the various spinal nerves to the skin, and he also drew a chart of the points at which the sensation appeared to be maximal from each nerve. His charts were reproduced in the fourth and earlier editions. In 1893, Sherrington, working with experimental nerve sectioning in the rhesus monkey, drew a similar chart. There was some difference in the lumbar and sacral nerves, possibly because the rhesus monkey has a different configuration of the lumbar spine. Sherrington found significant overlap of neighboring areas, whereas Head’s were discrete. Both Head’s and Sherrington’s results appeared to show a gap in innervation of some of the nerves in the proximal part of the limbs. The concept (the loop theory) that the growing limb bud drew away all the fibers to the periphery has not been confirmed by subsequent researchers, but the general distribution is considered to be very similar to that described by Head and Sherrington.

Keegan and Garrett, using data from patients with sensory nerve damage from disc protrusion, showed a similar chart, although it differed in some details (Figure 2-22). They were also able to demonstrate a fainter overlap distribution, often extending 2.5–5.0 cm (1–2 in.) on either side of the main distribution.

This may well explain the difference between Head’s and Sherrington’s charts. Sutherland provided a chart for the anterior distribution that is similar to Keegan’s and Garrett’s. He does not show a posterior chart, but he does say that the dorsal root of T12 “descends through muscle to pierce the lumbo-dorsal fascia . . . to innervate the skin of the buttock as far down as the greater trochanter.” This is shown by Head, but not by Keegan. Clinically, there appears to be evidence that the T11 dorsal ramus also has a distribution in the buttock.

Although it may be helpful to recognize the distribution of sensory fibers from each level, it must be remembered that referred pain does not always follow anatomical nerve pathways.
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TERMINOLOGY AND NOMENCLATURE

There is a troubling diversity of names for many of the dysfunctions of the pelvic ring. Members of the osteopathic profession have worked out the details that are presented, but even among them there are differences.

The distinction of sacroiliac (SI) from iliosacral is based on the clinical observation that dysfunctions of the sacrum as it moves between the ilia need different treatment than do dysfunctions in the motion of one innominate on the sacrum. To diagnose SI dysfunction, comparisons are made in regard to the symmetry or asymmetry of motion and position of the sacral base and IIA from one side to the other. To diagnose iliosacral dysfunction, motion and positional tests compare one innominate to the other.

The need for a revision of nomenclature is illustrated by the fact that one sacral position often is referred to in one context as flexion and in another context as extension. Unfortunately, there are still a number of different names in use for some of the dysfunctions, and for these the original terminology is given in brackets, while the newer terms are used in preference.

To avoid any misunderstanding, the following terms are defined:

1. Flexion is used to mean forward tilting of the superior surface of the vertebra.
2. Extension means backward tilting of the same surface.
3. Rotation of both vertebrae and the sacrum is named according to the side to which the anterior surface faces.
4. Side bending is named according to the side to which the superior surface of the vertebra tilts.
5. Translation is used to describe motion in a plane, most often referring to the horizontal (transverse) plane with respect to the body in the anatomical position. An anterior-posterior horizontal translatory movement accompanies flexion-extension. Similarly, lateral translation in the horizontal plane accompanies side bending. However, with rotational motion, the accompanying translation is in the vertical plane.

The use of translation to localize sagittal or coronal plane overturning motion is mentioned in many technique descriptions. Figure 3-1 illustrates side bending to the left by lateral rotation (overturning) of the spine from above and moving down to the third vertebra and compares this position to side bending left created by translating the fourth vertebra from left to right under the third vertebra.

6. Motion of a vertebra, or of the skull, is described in reference to the structure immediately below. For instance, if L4 is said to be flexed and side bent to the right, the joint involved is that between L4 and L5.
7. Neutral refers to the midrange of the available flexion-extension movement between vertebrae. In a neutral range, there is minimal ligamentous tension or facet opposition within the zygapophyseal joint. In most zygapophyseal joints, this neutral zone has a fairly wide range before flexion or extension influences the joint. While still in the neutral range, lumbar and thoracic spinal motion are coupled in a specific way so that side bending in one direction is accompanied by rotation in the opposite direction. Historically, this is also known as Fryette's type I motion.
8. Non-neutral refers to the range closer to the end of flexion or extension when there is either increased ligamentous tension or facet opposition within the zygapophyseal joints and therefore a decrease in joint
SIDE BEND LEFT BY LATERAL ROTATION  

SIDE BEND LEFT BY LEFT TO RIGHT TRANSLATION

FIGURE 3-1
Side bending to the left by lateral rotation of the spine from above down to the third vertebra over the fourth vertebra compared to side bending to the left by translating the fourth vertebra from left to the right to achieve side bending between the third and fourth vertebra. The curved arrow indicates a rotational movement and the straight arrow denotes a lateral translatory movement.

SOMATIC DYSFUNCTION

Somatic dysfunction was coined by the osteopathic profession and is now widely used for what has had many names in the past: "spinal joint lesions," "an osteopathic lesion," "chiropractic subluxation," and so on. It is also known as the "manipulable lesion." The term has the advantage that it emphasizes the concept of a dysfunction rather than anatomical pathology. This concept, in a broader form, can be conveyed by the term joint dysfunction if that is preferred. In Europe, joint blockage is the most common term, which also suggests the absence of pathological abnormal anatomy. However, both joint blockage and joint dysfunction could imply that the fault is primarily of a mechanical nature in the joint—a concept still widely debated. In the United States, somatic dysfunction is used as a diagnostic term referenced by a national coding system that fulfills a requirement for management reimbursement by osteopathic manipulative treatment. The term is defined as "Impaired or altered function of related components of the somatic (the body framework) system; Skeletal, arthrodial, and myofascial structure; and the related vascular, lymphatic and neural elements." The all-inclusive nature of the definition is important in reminding us that the human body is a whole, not simply a number of separate systems. Although each separate organ system may need its own specific treatment, the patient is not well until the systems all work together in harmony. Of these systems, the musculoskeletal is the largest, consumes by far the most energy, and is the system through which we communicate and express ourselves. It is strange that the musculoskeletal system has been neglected by orthodox medicine.

The characteristic signs of a somatic dysfunction for which treatment by manipulation may be appropriate are the following:

1. Asymmetry of position
2. Restriction of motion
3. Tissue texture change, primarily hypertonus in muscle

Because it is not possible for a patient to produce asymmetry at will, restrict motion voluntarily at only
one spinal joint, or cause tissues to tighten at one individual level, these signs are truly objective. The subjective sign of tenderness may also be useful, but it should not be forgotten that the points to which pain is referred may be as tender as the points of origin of the referred pain. Tenderness is more helpful to the operator as a confirmation of objective findings at the same level. It is also helpful to the patient when, for instance, the point of origin of a referred pain is found in an area about which the patient is not complaining. If it were not for tenderness, some patients might regard the treatment of such primary areas as meddlesome.

In teaching, the acronym ART (asymmetry, restriction of motion, and tissue texture change) is often used (some use TART, tenderness ART). These serve as a reminder of the signs of somatic dysfunction.

Asymmetry is common in the axial skeleton, and structural asymmetry must be distinguished from asymmetry due to dysfunction. This is especially true of the pelvis. Recall that no two SI joints are alike, even in the same patient. Asymmetry of structural origin can be distinguished from asymmetry due to dysfunction by the fact that, although a dysfunctional joint always has some restriction of motion, with structural asymmetry the joint has normal mobility when passively tested.

Restriction of motion is often a consequence of joint injury. This happens in spinal as well as peripheral joints and, if untreated, may be persistent. Stiff joints are not necessarily painful, but in the event of further injury or strain, they may easily become so. In the spine, there are other factors that can cause silent dysfunctional joints to become painful, and it seems that increased muscle tension, even from emotional stress, is one of these factors. Stiff joints around which there is no detectable tissue texture change are probably not often the immediate cause of symptoms, but treatment may be important in the management of the patient. This is because restrictive segmental motion at any spinal level tends to cause appropriate postural adaptations at other levels that may also become dysfunctional.

In the presence of an old injury with degenerative changes that have altered the anatomy, it may be impossible to restore normal range of motion. For the relief of symptoms, however, it is usually enough to restore some motion and, as much as possible, correct the asymmetry. If this is done, the tissue texture abnormality will usually lessen. In this context, it is important to address asymmetry of muscle length and strength, as well as joint motion, to maintain restored function (see Chapter 14).

It is appropriate, at this point, to emphasize that manipulative treatment is not dealing with dislocations; there is not “a little bone out of place,” nor is it designed to reduce a “slipped disc.” Some of the pelvic and rib dysfunctions do involve unphysiological movements and can therefore be described as subluxations, but, in the large majority of dysfunctional spinal joints, the problem is a loss of mobility for normal range of motion.

There are a number of different tissue texture changes, some or all of which may be present at a dysfunctional level. One of the most important of these is a localized hypertonicity in muscle at that joint. This is most significantly found in the fourth (deepest) layer muscles close to the laminae and transverse processes (TPs). The fourth layer muscles are quite small; they can only be felt when they are hypertonic; and, of importance when using muscle energy treatment, the force that they can generate is also small. There are other palpable changes that can be helpful in localizing the dysfunction, and some of these appear to be due to altered tone in the autonomic nervous system, including:

1. Localized skin changes, such as “skin drag,” probably due to increased water content in the epidermis
2. Changes in the skin and subcutaneous tissues leading to a positive skin-rolling test (loss of ability to roll skin between the examiner’s fingers and thumb due to a localized increased stiffness or tension in skin and subcutaneous structures; see Scanning Examination)
3. Actual edema, which may be superficial or deep
4. Circulatory changes in which the area may have a different temperature and color when compared to neighboring skin; it is common to find a “red reaction” after touching the area

A red skin reaction can be of diagnostic value as an indication of altered sympathetic activity at that level. If the operator slides the index and middle fingers down the spine from above while using an even, moderately firm pressure, a red reaction at any level strongly suggests a local dysfunction.

In patients who have abnormal tension in the skin-rolling test, a “pop” is sometimes produced by lifting the skin and subcutaneous tissues off the deeper layers at the dysfunctional level, which suggests that there may be actual adhesions.

Tenderness can be from deep or superficial tissues. Skin that gives a positive rolling test is usually tender, and hypertonic muscle is almost always so. As men-
The barrier concept. (A) Represents a normal joint. The range of physiological movement is represented as the distance between B and B1. The total possible movement is that between A and A1. The ranges A to B and A1 to B1 are the passive ranges at either end. D represents the point of maximum ease. (B) A joint with a minor motion restriction. (C) A joint with major motion restriction. In both (B) and (C), the available active range is from B to C, and the total range from A to C. Note the change in location of D, the point of maximum ease.

PALPATORY SKILL

One of the difficulties people have in understanding and applying techniques of manual medicine is that both diagnosis and treatment require a degree of palpatory skill that is different from, and in some ways greater than, that used in other branches of medicine. The difficulty can be likened to an untrained person trying to read the dots of Braille writing. To those who have not practiced, doing so seems impossible, but, as is known, the skill can be learned.

In addition to its variation in thickness, subcutaneous tissue varies in its density from one person to another. Some patients have tissue through which it is easy to feel. There are others in whom the tissue is dense and through which it is difficult to feel, even when not very thick. Practice helps, but the skill takes time and perseverance to develop. An important point is that palpatory pressure should be as light as possible. Excess pressure reduces proprioceptor sensitivity.

Palpation is used to find asymmetry of position or structure, changes in tissue texture, and range and quality of motion. Rough or irregular movement may signify a dysfunction, even in the presence of full range in the plane being examined (there will often be restriction in one of the other planes of motion). There is also a difference in the "end feel," the sensation perceived as the end of the range of motion of a joint is approached or reached. This will differ between one patient and another depending on the cause of the motion restriction. In selecting a treatment approach, it is helpful to distinguish between differences in the end feel of joints with restricted or abnormal movement to select the technique that is most likely to succeed (see End Feel).

BARRIER CONCEPT

The point beyond which a joint will not move is referred to as the barrier. There is no joint in the body in which motion is unlimited; all joints have barriers. A normal joint moves through a certain range of active motion. Beyond the end of what the muscles can do actively, there is a small additional passive range. The limit of active motion is called the physiological barrier, and the limit of passive motion is the anatomical barrier. If the anatomical barrier is exceeded, there will be disruption of tissue and either subluxation, dislocation, or fracture at the joint.

In manual medicine, we are particularly interested in what is called the restrictive barrier; in some texts it is called pathological, but in manual medicine we are concerned with dysfunctions rather than pathology. A truly pathological barrier is unlikely to be caused by something that would respond to manual treatment. A restrictive barrier is abnormal and may be due to a variety of causes.

Restrictions may be major or minor; the barriers for these are illustrated diagrammatically (adapted from Kimberly2; Figure 3-2). In a normal joint, motion between the physiological barriers is free and should be smooth. As passive motion is introduced at the end of the active range, tension increases steadily but slowly, and then much more rapidly, until motion ceases as the barrier is reached. This end point in the range of normal motion may be described as having an elastic quality, depending on the resiliency of the muscles and fascia.1

In Figure 3-2, the barrier is shown as existing in one plane, but in the spine the joints are all multiplanar. For successful treatment, these barriers must be found for each direction of motion. For descriptive purposes, the three cardinal planes of the body in the anatomical position are used; however, it must be noted that the barrier is not strictly a point but rather a continuum. The pre-
cise position of the barrier in any plane depends in part on whether the movement first introduced was in that plane or in one of the others.

The operator’s ability to sense the position of the barrier is of great importance in treatment. Before using either a muscle energy or a thrusting technique, it is most important to take the joint up to, but only just up to, the restrictive barrier in all three planes of flexion-extension (sagittal), side bending (coronal), and rotation (horizontal). After the initial treatment, any residual barrier(s) must be identified, and the patient must be repositioned again in all three planes by movement just up to the beginning of this new barrier. If, during the positioning, movement is taken beyond the restrictive barrier, localization is lost and the procedure is likely to fail. This is the most common fault of those starting to use manual treatment.

In medical-legal work, the barrier assumes importance because it is objective evidence that can be found and demonstrated if necessary, and after treatment can be shown to have been removed. The ability of the expert witness to indicate where the barrier is or was enhances the validity of the more subjective, associated complaints of stiffness or pain.

**END FEEL**

There are different palpatory sensations or “end feels” that occur at or near the restrictive barrier and correspond to a variety of different causes for that restriction. The most important causes and their end feels are the following:

- Edema is associated with an end feel that is "boggy."
- Myofascial shortening causes a similar elastic spring-like restriction found at both ends of the range. It is this that athletes try to remove via their warm-up routines and is relatively common with advancing age or after a period of rest, especially after arising from a night’s sleep.
- Hypertonic muscle is identified by an asymmetrical and reduced range of motion associated with an early, gradual increasing resistance with a residual springlike sensation at the end of the remaining free range of motion.
- Fibrosis usually occurs in the more chronic restrictions with a very rapid build-up in tension occurring close to the limiting barrier, but there still is some elasticity that is a bit firmer than that felt from hypertonic muscle.
- When there are bony changes, such as hypertrophy of bone at articulations or altered bony anatomy due to disease or developmental quirks, the result is a sudden, hard, non-elastic end feel with an abrupt stop short of the normal range.
- Pain causes a sudden, jerky, and at times inconsistent ratcheting sensation, often before any increasing tension is felt. This guarding behavior is also variable, so that the barrier caused by pain is not consistent in location and is often accompanied by either a verbal or at least a facial expression of discomfort. It is important to see the patient’s face or have an open dialogue while examining or treating. At times, the end feel is empty when the patient expresses severe pain, but no resistance is palpable to the examiner.
- Hypermobility is difficult to appreciate by palpation. There is very little resistance until close to the end (the anatomical or bony barrier) when the tension builds rapidly to a sense of hardness and there is a detectable, overall increase in range.

The importance of the end feel is that it gives some indication of what is likely to be the most efficient and effective treatment. For instance, joints with edematous barriers are better treated by gentler techniques, such as mobilization after an isometric muscle contraction (described later as a muscle energy technique), rather than by applying a quick, direct mobilizing force described by the thrusting or impulse techniques. Fibrosis, on the other hand, is probably best treated by a thrusting technique. Myofascial shortening may need exercises with gentle but steady stretching and will probably respond better to muscle energy than to thrusting treatment.

Hypermobility is one of the few real contraindications to manipulation, certainly to thrusting, because it may signify a damaged or disrupted joint, but only at that level. More often, these joints move more easily and over a greater range as an adaptation to a hypomobile joint nearby. Indeed, the hypermobile joint is frequently the cause of the painful symptoms, because the innervating nociceptors that are sensitive to changes in tissue tension can now be more easily physically distorted by this increased joint movement.

**POINT OF EASE**

In every joint there is a point of maximum ease, which is the point from which movement in any direction increases the tension in the surrounding soft tissues. In a normal joint, it is usually near the midpoint of the range. When there is a restrictive barrier, the point of ease moves, usually toward the midpoint of the remaining free range. When there is a major restriction in one direction, the point of ease moves or is found closer to the physio-
logical barrier in the opposite direction or toward the normal end. As with the barrier, the point of ease exists in each plane of motion; in this case, it also exists around each axis. Finding this remaining unrestricted region of equal tissue tensions is of great importance when using techniques that do not directly engage the barrier. Once the position in which all the tissues around the joint are the most relaxed is found, that position is held long enough to reduce the postural feedback mechanisms that encourage the persistence of the barrier. There are a number of variations of these techniques identified by such terms as indirect, functional, strain-counterstrain, and myofascial. The term loose-packed is used for a joint that has been positioned at the point of maximum ease in its available planes of motion. The converse is close-packed, as when a joint is positioned so that there is maximum articular congruency, maximum ligamentous tension, and reduced joint play motion available in any direction.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM

Dominant Eye

The differences that have to be appreciated when one is examining for minor changes of level, rotation, et cetera, are small enough that it is essential that one’s dominant eye is located equidistant from the two sides for anatomical landmarks to be compared. In other words, the dominant eye should be over or directly behind the midline of the patient being examined. The use of one eye to observe asymmetries permits a more accurate, simultaneous observation, rather than looking back and forth and making any comparison rely on the memory of what was just previously seen.

The dominant eye is found most easily by making a circle with the index finger and thumb of one hand or between the index fingers and thumbs of both hands (Figure 3-3). The hands are held out in front at arm’s length, and, with both eyes open, a specific object is sighted through the hole. Without moving the hands, the left eye is closed. If the object remains visible through the hole, the right is the dominant eye. If the object is no longer seen in the hole, the left is the dominant eye. This finding can be confirmed by performing this exercise again with the right eye closed. The dominant eye is fixed in most people, but there are those in whom it may change from time to time. Those who tend to switch dominance from one eye to the other are advised to shut one eye when examining a patient. If the dominant eye is opposite the dominant hand, there will be greater difficulty in observing asymmetry that visually corresponds to what is palpated. In such situations, the student is advised to trust the information received by palpation in deference to the visual.

Proprioceptors

For many operators who are blessed with ipsilateral eye and hand dominance, there are times when visual
observations are not possible. For example, in patients with even moderately long hair, examination of the cervicothoracic junction in extension is obscured unless something is done about the hair. With practice, it is not difficult to assess relative position and motion by means of the propioceptors in one’s hands. The practice required is no more than taking the trouble to notice what the proprioceptors feel when one examines a patient in the ordinary way. With this ability to feel as well as see, the operator will find that the perception of asymmetry is easier than when using vision alone, even when it is not obscured. Developing the skills required for accurate palpation is no easy task! There is a definite learning curve for this skill, which requires repetition and the ability to learn from one’s own mistakes. The hands have exquisitely sensitive touch receptors directly connected to the most sophisticated computer on earth, the human brain, and when used together, the examiner can become a most remarkable diagnostic instrument.

Consider the hands as listening devices: Moving them about or applying too much pressure causes “static.” The palpating hand must be gently applied, as if caressing the tissues. Any hand movement should be slow and only to reposition to a new area or to help the examiner assume a more relaxed posture; do not try to “feel more.” Attention must be focused on what is being palpated. Avoid distractions, such as conversation with the patient or others or anything else that can interrupt the focus of attention, at least until this focus can easily be called upon. Palpation is a nonverbal skill. There are words to describe what we think we feel. What is needed is the ability to appreciate what is felt as a nonverbal feeling. Our dominant cerebral hemispheres only interfere with this process, and in the beginning they try to verbalize these sensations in thought. There may be very negative thoughts, which logically tell you what you can and cannot feel. This, too, is a distraction. As a learning tool, Betty Edwards appreciated these concepts in her art instruction book, *Drawing from the Right Side of the Brain*, in an effort to enhance nonverbal skills. Most of us have drawing skills that do not develop beyond the age of 12 years, the time when cerebral dominance is established. Drawing something upside down, for example, confuses the dominant influence, and the replication is much more accurate. Ignoring the “logic” and persevering with repeated attempts to accurately palpate eventually seems to convince the dominant hemisphere to “leave you alone.”

With increasing palpatory skills, cognitive skills also improve. As the mechanics of normal and abnormal spinal motion become more obvious, they become easier to relearn and apply toward an accurate physical diagnosis. With repetition, one begins to visualize spinal motion, including which facet is restricted and in which direction. As these concepts develop into three-dimensional images, there is a gradual shift toward describing what is in the “mind’s eye” instead of verbalizing the learned descriptions of spinal mechanics and comparing the verbal with the nonverbal skills. It is a process that never stops developing and improving with use.

**MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM**

To make a structural diagnosis, it is necessary to examine the appropriate joint and the associated segmental muscles. In the same way, to perform a treatment properly, it may be necessary to treat each abnormal segment. Constraints of time and consideration of the patient’s general condition may make a less thorough treatment necessary on some occasions. Considerations of time when in practice make it essential to have some means by which abnormal segments can be located rapidly for detailed examination. It would take far too long to put every joint through the full examination procedure. This is the reason the screening tests are used to identify abnormal regions and, where appropriate, scan to pinpoint the actual segment.

The examination should not be restricted to the axial skeleton and pelvis. A short lower limb will have a marked effect on both the pelvis and spine as they adapt to keep the eyes and vestibular mechanisms level. This applies no less to those with a congenital leg-length difference than to those whose legs are of unequal length from injury or disease. Lack of symmetry of length, strength, or both, and resting tone of the lower limb muscles may be very important in the maintenance of an axial joint dysfunction. Although the effect is less striking, the upper limbs can also affect the spine, especially if their mobility or strength is not symmetrical.

The structural examination can then be divided into:

1. **Overall screen**
2. **Scan of areas indicated by the screen**
3. **Segmental definition**

When the examination is complete, it should be possible to say which joints need treatment, where the barrier is in all three planes, and what type of treatment is advisable. It will be seen that, to save time and patient movement, some
of the tests done during the overall screen really are part of the scan or even of the segmental definition.

OVERALL SCREENING EXAMINATION

The overall screening examination is done walking, standing with and without movement, sitting, supine, and prone. The whole examination should be complete in a few minutes.

1. Walking

The examination is best done from the front, back, and at least one side. Attention is directed to any gross abnormality of gait rather than a formal gait analysis, such as limping with an asymmetry of stride, loss of foot motion by altered heel and toe strike, loss of pelvic tilting as the side of weightbearing alternates, reduced or altered swing of the arms, and rotation of the shoulder girdle. In addition, notation is made of any loss of the smooth, side-bending curve of the thoracic and lumbar spine or a loss of the associated counter rotation of the shoulders and pelvis to the opposite sides. This is also an ideal time to ask the patient to walk on toes, heels, and in tandem and if possible to hop on one foot and then the other as means to screen for any loss of coordination, balance, and strength of the lower extremities.

2. Standing, Static

1. From in front, observe the placement of the feet, the general posture, the relative shoulder height, any tilting of the head, and any rotation of the face.

2. From the side, observe for any flattening or exaggeration of the spinal curves; look for the “plumb line” (is the head “poked” forward)?

3. From behind, observe the relative levels of the gluteal folds, the height of the scapulae and the shoulders, any tilting of the head, and any difference in the gap between the elbow and the trunk on the two sides as indicators of scoliosis, lateral shift, or asymmetry of muscle tension in the feet, legs, or thighs (Figure 3-4). It is important to remember that in the lumbar spine, scoliosis may not be seen if one looks at the spinous processes because, with the vertebrae rotating toward the convexity of the scoliotic curve, the spinous processes may be in a straight line, even though the bodies are not. Fullness on one side produced by the rotation of the TPs is easier to see.

At this time, it becomes important that the patient stands evenly on both legs with the heels approximately 15 cm (6 in.) apart. The operator sits or kneels to view from behind with eyes roughly at the level of the patient’s pelvis. An easy way to have the feet at the correct separation is for the operator to put one foot between the patient’s heels, having the patient bring both feet as close together as the operator’s shoe will permit (Figure 3-5).

Palpating over the most superior portion of the iliac crests, the height of each iliac crest is observed simultaneously and compared (Figure 3-6). Note that the right innominate is slightly anteriorly rotated while the left innominate is usually rotated posteriorly so that the top of each iliac crest requires an appropriate anterior placement of the operator’s right hand and posterior placement of the left hand. After palpating the iliac crests, following them posteriorly helps find the posterior superior iliac spines (PSISs). To judge the height of the PSISs, the thumbs are placed underneath the ledge formed by each spine (Figure 3-7).

3. Standing with Motion

Standing Forward Flexion Test

In a clinical situation, it saves time if the standing forward flexion test (FFT) is performed at this stage, because the examiner’s thumbs are already in the proper
position under each PSIS. It is actually a scanning test (rather than a screening test) for loss of normal motion in the pelvic mechanism, and although it does not indicate which type of dysfunction is present, it does give an indication of the abnormal side.

1. The operator's thumbs remain under the ledge of each PSIS while the operator still sights with the dominant eye behind the midline of the patient (Figure 3-8).

2. The patient is then asked to bend forward as far as possible without bending the knees. The operator observes whether the motion of the PSIS on the two sides is symmetrical, being sure to maintain the thumb contact by moving along with the spine (Figure 3-9).

If one side rises superiorly or goes forward (anteriorly) more than the other, the test is positive. *The side that moves first or farthest is usually the restricted side*, because the ilium is recruited sooner with the sacrum when there is a loss of normal motion between the ilium and the sacrum at the SI joint.

While observing the motion of the PSIS on each side from behind, the smoothness of the curve of the lumbar and thoracic spine in flexion can be noted.

**Stork or One-Legged Standing Test**

After the standing forward flexion test, the operator and the patient are already positioned for the stork or
one-legged standing test, which also is a scanning test that identifies restricted motion in the SI joint without identifying the actual dysfunction. This test is performed in two stages. The first test assesses motion of the upper pole of the SI joint, and the second test is a means of assessing the motion at the lower pole (Figure 3-10). The patient stands with feet 6 in. apart and close enough to a table or other object so that, if necessary, a loss of balance can be minimized by fingertip contact. The operator sits or kneels behind the patient to get his or her eyes close to the level of the patient’s PSISs. For both tests, the patient is asked to raise one knee on one side and then on the other. The knee on the side being tested must be lifted at least as high as the hip joint (or 90 degrees of hip flexion) for the test to be reliable.

To test the motion of the upper pole (the superior portion of the SI joint), the operator places one thumb on the most posterior part of the patient’s PSIS on that side, while the other thumb contacts the midline of the upper part of the sacrum, preferably a part of the median sacral ridge (Figure 3-11A). Normally, the PSIS should be seen to drop inferiorly and move laterally by 90 degrees of hip flexion (Figure 3-11B). The test is considered abnormal when the PSIS does not drop, or if it moves superiorly (Figure 3-11C).

To test the motion of the lower pole (inferior portion of the SI joint), the operator places one thumb on the ilium in the region of the posterior inferior iliac spine (PIIS or ischial tuberosity) and the other thumb on the lowest part of the median sacral ridge (Figure 3-12A). Normal motion with 90 degrees of hip flexion on the ipsilateral side should be associated with the PSIS moving laterally and inferiorly (Figure 3-12B). The test is considered abnormal if the PIIS does not drop or if it moves superiorly (Figure 3-12C).
**FIGURE 3-11**
Stork test, right upper pole. (A) Thumbs positioned at start of test, left thumb on spine of S1 and right thumb on posterior superior iliac spine with patient standing on both legs. (B) Negative test. Right thumb drops below left thumb and moves laterally when right hip is flexed. (C) Positive test. Right thumb moves upward or does not drop below left thumb.

**FIGURE 3-12**
Stork test, left lower pole. (A) Thumbs positioned at start of test, left thumb on posterior inferior iliac spine and right thumb over spine of S4 with patient standing on both legs. (B) Negative test. Left thumb moves laterally and down compared to right thumb when left hip is flexed. (C) Positive test. Left thumb does not move when left hip is flexed.
Lumbar Mobility
Lumbar flexion has already been viewed during the standing forward flexion test. As the patient returns to an upright posture, the ability to extend the lumbar spine and de-rotate the pelvis is observed. The patient is then asked to side bend to each side, but the patient should not be allowed to move into lumbar flexion while side bending (Figure 3-13). Attention is directed to observe if there are “flat spots”—segments that do not move with the rest and are indicative of abnormal coupling of the lumbar spine in neutral mechanics. An alternative to side bending is the “hip drop” test, in which the patient allows one knee to flex while keeping the other leg straight (Figure 3-14). The amount of lumbar side bending produced provides information about the ability of L5 to side bend to the opposite side.

Lower Limb Screen
A general test for mobility of the lower limb joints may be done while the patient is still standing by having the patient attempt a full knee bend, keeping the heels flat on the floor (squat test; Figure 3-15).

4. Clinical Estimation of Relative Leg-Length Difference
If there is a suggestion or a concern that there may be a leg-length discrepancy, then this is an ideal time to investigate the possibility, because leg-length inequality is important and often overlooked. Even more common is failure to recognize that estimation of relative leg length is difficult by any clinical test. The standard measurement from the anterior superior spine to the tip of the medial malleolus is...
open to gross errors if the pelvis is twisted, as is common. Measurement from the greater trochanter to the lateral malleolus is incomplete and tends to be inaccurate, especially in the obese. The clinical methods of estimation that are most helpful are as follows:

1. Compare the levels of the PSISs from behind with the patient standing (see Figure 3-7).
   a. Turn the patient around and examine the levels of the anterior superior iliac spines (ASISs), again coming up from below to find the ledge underneath. If the ASIS is high on the same side as the PSIS, the probability is that the leg is long (or the pelvis is asymmetrical).
   b. Keeping the thumbs in position under the PSISs, have the patient sit down on a level seat (Figure 3-16). If the PSISs now become level, the probability is that the legs are unequal because their influence has now been removed. If the PSISs remain unlevelled, the likelihood is that the pelvis is twisted with restricted mobility or there is an asymmetry in the anatomy of the pelvis (smaller hemipelvis).
2. Compare the leveling of the sacral base plane by having the patient flex fully. Then sight along the index fingers placed medial to the PSISs on each side (Figure 3-17). The higher side is ipsilateral to the longer leg.
3. Compare the levels of the gluteal folds from behind with the patient erect.

4. Compare the iliac crest height by placing the index fingers along the crest on each side (see Figure 3-6). Remember that it is easy to include an asymmetrical amount of soft tissue under the fingers in this examination. It is most accurate if the fingers approach the crest by contacting the lateral aspect first and sliding over the top close to the bone. It is then important to palpate over the most superior portion of the iliac crest, because with even slight pelvic rotation, one crest will be more posteriorly located (usually on the left) or more anteriorly positioned (usually on the right).

In all these examinations, it is important to be aware of the possibility of observer error, even in operators with much experience. It is helpful to use proprioception as well as sight when making these height estimations. Accurate measurement requires special x-rays and is described at the end of this chapter.

James Fisk points out that an error can be introduced in these estimations if the patient stands with both feet together. The error will be small unless there is marked unilateral muscle spasm causing the patient to lean to one side. If the feet are together, the leg away from which the patient leans appears longer; if they are separated by the distance between the hip joints, the error is removed (Figure 3-18). As described earlier in preparation for the standing forward flexion test, a useful approximation can be achieved by putting a shoe between the patient's feet (see Figure 3-5).

5. Seated

The patient should be seated, with weight equally distributed on the two sides. If the patient's feet do not reach the floor, they should be supported on a stool and placed parallel to the floor. This position maintains 90 degrees of hip flexion, prevents a loss of balance on forward bending, and prevents unwanted myofascial loading. In the seated position, the spinal motion tests are repeated, this time without the effect of weightbearing on the lower extremities.

Sitting Forward Flexion Test

The sitting forward flexion test is performed in a similar manner to the standing test, except the patient sits with knees apart. The operator finds the ledge under the PSIS on each side with each thumb (see Figure 3-16) and with the dominant eye observes the motion of the PSISs as the patient bends forward between the knees as far as possible. As in the standing test, the side that moves first and the farthest superiorly, anteriorly, or both is the abnormal side. If possible, the operator should sit or kneel so that his or her eyes are approximately at the level of the patient's
The sitting forward-flexion test on a chair with a sloping seat.

PSISs. This test is most conveniently performed with the patient sitting on a stool with both feet on the floor. If the patient sits on the treatment table and the legs cannot reach the floor, there is the probability that the patient will tense the paraspinal extensors to prevent from falling forward. It is therefore necessary to provide some support under the feet, which still maintains the proper degree of hip flexion. If it is necessary to have the patient sit on a chair, the examination should be done with the patient sitting facing forward near the front of the seat while the operator observes from behind the chair back (Figure 3-19). This position is necessary because most chair seats are tilted front to back. If the seat is level, it is easier to perform this test with the patient sitting sideways.

Lumbar and Thoracic Spine
While the patient is in the flexed position during the seated forward bending test, the lumbar and thoracic spine can be sighted from behind, noting any rotation that results in a fullness on one side, any focal areas of flattening, or loss of forward curvature. Spinal motion can then be observed during the return to the neutral position and then into extension, noting any segmental restriction of backward bending. Side bending can then be observed, and restrictions can be noted by a loss of a smooth side-bending curve or by a loss of the associated vertebral rotation toward the convexity of the curve.

Screen for upper limb function. Note the loss of abduction of the left shoulder and pronation of the forearm.

It should be emphasized that, when assessing the full range of side bending or rotation, it is important that the patient sits up and does not slump, because slumping adds flexion and reduces the available motion.

Spinal rotation can be screened for range and symmetry. This can be done actively by having the patient rotate the upper trunk as far as possible and passively by the operator performing the movement by gently grasping the patient’s shoulders and rotating the trunk first to the right and then to the left.

Cervical and Upper Thoracic Spine
When the patient is still in the sitting position, the active and passive movements of the head and neck can be tested. Passive extension is normally approximately 45 degrees and flexion approximately 90 degrees. Rotation and side bending are also tested, and emphasis is placed on observing any asymmetry of motion rather than range.

Upper Extremities
In a sitting position, an overall evaluation of function of the upper limbs can be made by having the patient fully abduct both arms, placing the backs of both hands together while reaching above the head. If the patient can do this symmetrically, there is no major dysfunction in the shoulders, elbows, wrists, or hands (Figure 3-20).
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6. Supine
Lumbar Spine and Pelvis
With the patient in the supine position, pelvic and lumbar restrictions can be screened by applying light downward (posterior) pressure to the patient's ASIS on each side, maintaining light pressure on one side while pressing more firmly on the other side. When this test is performed on each side, the operator is often able to appreciate the difference in resistance between the two sides (Figure 3-21). This test also detects rotational restrictions of the lumbosacral junction, as might be found with restricted rotation of L5. For example, if L5 is rotated to the left and cannot rotate to the right, there is a resistance to downward pressure over the right ASIS, with freedom to downward springing motion on the left.

Pubic Tubercles
The pubic tubercles are examined to compare their relative cranial or caudal positions and to look for any tissue texture change at the attachment of the inguinal ligaments. To determine the position of the superior surface of the pubic ramus, the operator first places the palm of one hand on the patient's lower abdomen and then slides it caudad until the bottom of the palm contacts the pubic rim (Figure 3-22A). Once the top of the pubic symphysis is identified, the operator places the index fingers of both hands on the most anterior surface of the pubic symphysis and pushes the overlying skin cranial until the fingertips contact the top of the rim. The distal phalangeal joints are then flexed so that the finger pads overlie the superior surface. The fingers then slide laterally over the top of each pubic tubercle, and the relative cranial or caudal position of each tubercle

FIGURE 3-21
The supine iliac springing (bounce) test.

(A) Position of the pubes. (B) Fingertips hooked over tubercles of pubes.
is assessed by placing downward (caudad) pressure through the fingertips and sighting over the top of the fingertips with the dominant eye (Figure 3-22B).

**Functional and Anatomical Leg Length**

The position of the medial malleoli with respect to relative superiority is examined in this position and reflects the rotatory position of the innominate bones. The innominates are free to rotate in the supine position because the weight of the body is resting on the sacrum. Anterior rotation of the innominate will make the leg on that side appear longer, and posterior rotation will make it appear shorter. The medial malleoli are palpated by bringing the thumbs upward from the feet until the most inferior edge of the malleolus is contacted. With the legs as close together as possible to the midline, the palpating edges of the thumbs are sighted by the dominant eye and compared monocularly (Figure 3-23).

An anatomically short leg may be detected as well, or it may be masked by pelvic dysfunction, which can make the legs appear equal in length by functionally lengthening or shortening a leg.

**Hip Mobility and Hamstring Tone**

In the supine position, mobility and strength of the lower limbs may be tested. This is especially indicated if the squat test proved positive. The examination should include an assessment of the range of motion in the joints (especially the hips) and the relative length and strength of the muscles (especially the long muscles of the hip and thigh). By palpating over the contralateral ASIS with the palm of the hand, a craniad rotational motion of the pelvis can be felt while lifting the extended leg when the tension of the hamstring is enough to move the pelvis (Figure 3-24). Other hip restrictions can influence the lumbar spine and pelvis and are described in Chapter 14.

**Thoracic Cage**

Motion of the thoracic cage is tested in the supine position by using respiration. Asymmetrical mobility of the rib cage noted with respiration is a useful way to detect dysfunctions not only of the ribs, but also of the thoracic intervertebral joint. It is important to evaluate both inhalation and exhalation movement. The examination starts in the upper ribs and proceeds down. The operator's finger contact must be light or the movement of the rib cage may be affected. While standing over the patient, the operator's dominant eye should be directly over the patient's midline so as to observe on which side rib movement stops first. The examination is described in detail in Chapter 10.

**7. Prone**

**Lumbosacral Junction**

With the patient lying prone, the operator places the palm of one hand over the lumbosacral junction with fingers pointed cranial. With the elbow straight, the operator applies a downward springing force over the junction (Figure 3-25). If the lumbar lordosis is compromised by a dysfunction, there are resistance and loss of flexibility that restrict lumbosacral extension. When these are found, the spring test is considered positive. If the lumbosacral junction is able to spring forward and back when the downward pressure is applied, the test is negative.
FIGURE 3-25
The lumbosacral spring test is performed by placing the palm over the lumbosacral junction and applying a downward springing force by dropping weight down from the shoulder while keeping the elbow straight.

**Lumbar Spine, Thoracic Spine, and Sacrum**
Extension restrictions in the thoracic and lumbar spines and sacrum may be screened in the prone and in the prone-propped (modified "sphinx") position. The prone-propped position is accomplished by asking the patient to rise up on both elbows and support the chin in both hands. This allows the spinal extensors to relax (Figure 3-26A) and provides a view of segmental spinal extension that may have been more difficult to see when the patient was standing or sitting. The elbows should be close together and almost directly under the chin so that good extension is obtained. It is best if the patient can allow the abdominal muscles to relax. Again, note any spinal rotation that appears or disappears in extension (Figure 3-26B); note any kyphotic areas, which fail to reverse and interrupt the backward curvature of the spine.

**Lower Extremities**
With the patient prone and his or her feet freely hanging off the table, the operator places each thumb on the inferior surface of each medial malleolus. The thumb positions are then sighted by the operator’s dominant eye placed directly over and between the malleoli (Figure 3-27). A relative superiority of one of the medial malleoli in the prone position may be the consequence of lumbar scoliosis or the result of adaptive neutral lumbar spinal behavior for an unlevelling of the sacral base as a consequence of SI dysfunction. In the prone position, the innominates are not free to rotate because the weight is being borne on the pubis and the ASIS on each side.

Leg-length discrepancies seen in the prone position can also be the result of an anatomically shortened leg and should be compared to the findings noted previously when estimating leg length in standing and sitting.

**SCANNING EXAMINATION**
If the screening tests show an abnormality in a region, it may be worth using scanning procedures to narrow further the possible levels that require segmental definition or, in other words, to assist in making a definitive diagnosis.

The most valuable of these scanning tests include examination of soft tissues for texture abnormalities and segmental motion testing. Identification of tissue texture changes is most frequently done with the tips of the index fingers alone or with the tips of the index and middle fingers, because the fingertips are usually thought to be more sensitive to skin, subcutaneous changes, and hypertonus in the deep and superficial muscles; the thumbs are better for depth perception.

Examination for tissue texture changes can be done in many ways, either directly or by a technique known as skin rolling. In both the lumbar and thoracic spine, skin rolling is most easily done with the patient prone. To perform the test from below and moving upward, the operator should stand to one side, facing the back of the patient’s head. The test may be used either across the midline or parallel to the spine, rolling up on one side and then the other. It is performed by picking up a fold of skin between the index (or index and middle) finger and thumb of each hand. The digits of one hand are moved while those of the other, holding the same skin fold, are still (Figure 3-28). In this way, the skin can be rolled so that the fingers advance up the back and the skin texture is palpated. The movements, which should be smooth, should maintain the lifted roll of skin as it is advanced up the back. The process can be done from above, moving downward, if more convenient.

Normal skin is easily rolled, although the roll varies in thickness between patients. When it is abnormal, the skin feels thicker, does not roll easily, is likely to cause pain provocation, and in some patients even has an appearance similar to peau d'orange. There almost always is tenderness in the restricted area, which gives an indication of the level of the associated spinal dysfunction.

**Lumbar**
With the patient lying first on one side, then on the other, tissue texture and motion testing can be done at the same time in the lumbar region. The operator uses one hand to examine both for tissue texture on the side away from the table and for motion when the spine is
gently flexed and extended by the operator's other hand controlling the flexed upper leg. The fingers are best placed so that they can palpate in the "gutter" between the longissimus and spinalis muscle (Figure 3-29A). Alternatively, the operator can control the upper leg by supporting it on the operator's abdomen or hip, which allows the freedom to palpate with the second hand (Figure 3-29B).

The scanning examination can also be done prone, and the two sides can then be compared for tissue texture abnormalities. In this position, it is also possible to observe positional vertebral asymmetry by palpating the TPs or lamina. Passive mobility testing in the prone and prone-propped positions uses lateral translation with transverse pressures applied to the spinous processes that assess for segmental mobility restrictions for side bending with the spine in extension.

**Thoracic**

In the thoracic spine, tissue texture examination can be done prone, sitting, or even supine, but it is difficult to perform motion testing at the same time unless the patient is sitting. For the prone examination the fingers
Examination of the upper thoracic region for levels of excess muscle tone in the medial gutter can be done from the front with the patient's head resting against the operator's chest (Figure 3-30). Tissue texture change often can be located very quickly, and the patient is likely to recognize that the operator has found something by the fact that the area is tender. Examination of the upper thoracic region also helps pinpoint the level of dysfunction, even if it is still necessary to find the precise position of the barrier by other tests. However, female operators may not feel comfortable using this examination technique.

Motion testing of the thoracic intervertebral joints can be done with the patient sitting, using side bending, flexion-extension, or rotation. When examining for motion restrictions, it is essential that the patient sits up "tall" to avoid inadvertent flexion caused by slumping, which reduces the available motion in normal segments. Side bending while slumped will become more restricted in segments that are unable to flex fully and more restricted in extension in segments that are unable to extend fully. For the side-bending examination, the operator stands to one side behind the patient; if on the right, the right forearm and hand are used to control motion (Stiles E. G., personal communication, 1989) (Stiles' grip; Figure 3-31).

The operator's index finger is extended over the patient's left shoulder, the thumb points downward while the other fingers curl over the patient's trapezius, and the forearm rests on the patient's right shoulder. This position gives surprisingly good control of side bending to either side and leaves the operator's left hand free to localize the motion by lateral pressure on the spinous process at each level. If desired, or when in doubt about a finding, the test may be repeated from the other side. For flexion-extension and rotation, the patient sits with fingers laced together behind the neck and elbows held together in front. The operator controls motion through the elbows in either direction.
FIGURE 3-29
Scanning the lumbar spine with patient lying on side. (A) Using hand control. (B) Using abdomen to control motion.

while the other hand is free to assess where there is a loss of normal range (Figure 3-32).

**Cervical**
The scanning examination of the cervical spine is best accomplished by finding the levels of tissue texture change. This can be done easily when the patient is seated, the operator is in front of the patient with the head resting against the operator's chest, and the operator palpates both sides of the cervical muscles at the same time. Simultaneous, bilateral assessment of the soft tissues of the cervical spine can be accomplished while the patient is supine and the examiner is seated at the head of the table. In this position, the cervical examination also serves conveniently as a start to the segmental definition in this region.

*In a clinical setting, all of this examination needs to be completed in a few minutes!*

**SEGMENTAL DEFINITION**
Screening and scanning examinations provide an overview of the musculoskeletal system and detect areas that appear to be dysfunctional enough to require treatment. The degree of influence that these dysfunctions have on
the interference of normal function allows for an analysis in planning a more definitive evaluation and treatment sequence. The specific diagnoses of a dysfunction between vertebrae or within the pelvis are detailed in later chapters. Detailed examination of the spine requires the ability to determine the position of an individual vertebra in relation to the one below it, and these adjacent vertebrae define a vertebral motion segment.

The TPs are the most convenient part of the vertebra for determining the position of a vertebra, but they are used more for detecting rotation than side bending. In the thoracic region, the TPs can conveniently be found by using the thumbs or fingers to find the posterior rib shaft via the lateral gutter and then sliding medially along the rib until the tip of the TP is felt as an elevated bony resistance (Figure 3-33). The TP of T12 is almost nonexistent; the TP of L5 is anterior to the ilium and cannot be palpated, so the lamina of L5 is used instead. The TP of L3 is easy to feel, being usually the longest of all TPs, and it is also possible to feel the TPs of L1, L2, and L4. The TP of T12 is the shortest, and failure to recognize this may lead to force being applied to the posterior aspect of the ribs instead of the vertebra. At the lumbosacral junction and at T12, the lamina of the vertebra is usually used in the assessment of rotation instead of the TPs. The lamina is approached through the intermuscular septum between the longissimus and spinalis portions of the erector spinae muscle (the medial gutter). The TP is most easily approached via the septum between the longissimus and the iliocostalis muscles (the lateral gutter).

The spinous processes are often used in the determination of the level of the joint being examined. The most prominent spinous process at the cervicothoracic junction is typically that of T1, but sometimes C7 is even more prominent. The accurate identification of C7 is possible by first locating C6. The operator places his or her index finger on the area of the spine thought to be C6 and then passively extends the patient's neck. In extension, the spinous process of C6 is covered by C5 from above and by C7 from below so that it can no
longer be felt. If the spinous process being felt does not disappear on extension, it is not C6. In the cervical spine, the TP is at the same level as the spinous process. The TP of C1 is easily felt just in front of the tip of the mastoid process and is useful as a landmark in the upper neck. This vertebra should be handled with care because of the proximity of the vertebral artery as it arches over the top of the TP on its way posteromedially before perforating the occipitoatlantal membrane.

In the thoracic spine, recall that the tip of the spinous process is level with the TPs at T1 through T3, one-half a segment below the TPs at T4 through T6 and a full segment below at the TPs at T7 through T9. The spinous processes then become level again with the TPs at T10 through T12.

Palpation of adjacent spinous processes can be used to determine the range of motion between two vertebrae during both flexion and extension. It is possible to induce these movements selectively between individual vertebrae by gradually increasing flexion or extension, sensing increasing or decreasing tension in the intra-spinous ligament, and noting the separation or approximation of the spinous processes. Loss of motion indicates a restriction for flexion or extension, depending on the direction of the passive movement. In the upper thoracic spine, from T1 to T5, motion testing can be accomplished through passive or active extension or flexion movement of the cervical spine and head. The patient should sit erectly to avoid inadvertent slumping, which would induce flexion below the upper thoracic region. The remaining thoracic and lumbar region can be evaluated in this seated position during flexion and extension of the trunk.

Palpation of the TPs is used to monitor both rotation and side-bending movements that may occur between dysfunctional vertebrae during active flexion or extension. With the operator’s thumb pads placed over the tips of the TPs, their motion can be followed by maintaining a light bony contact and moving the thumbs along with the TPs. This is most easily done in the upper thoracic spine (T1 through T5). Restrictions are identified by an increase in tension in the adjacent soft tissues, and the occurrence of a rotation of the vertebral body that is felt as a prominence of one of the TPs as it moves or remains in a rotated position. Side-bending restrictions can be found in the thoracic and lumbar spine in the seated position by using translatory move-
ments with transverse pressures applied to the spinous processes.

The ability to feel these motion restrictions improves with practice, and what at first appears to be a very subtle change becomes increasingly more obvious.

**RADIOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS**

**Films Taken in Standard Positions**

Somatic or joint dysfunctions are not usually visualized by ordinary x-rays, which emphasize static anatomy rather than function. These abnormalities, often seen in patients who present with back pain, are commonly the result of injury some years before and may bear little relation to the problem with which the patient presents.

One abnormal finding in standard films that seems to be of unexpected significance is unilateral sacralization of L5 with a “bat wing” TP that joins the sacrum below and possibly the ilium laterally. The lumbosacral junction is then between L4 and L5 and may place this intervertebral disc at more risk.

If reliance is put on x-ray pictures, it is essential that they be of good quality. Poor-quality films are a serious danger. Appearances that can warn the operator to be more careful or not to proceed can be subtle and may well be missed in poor films. Even normal films of good quality are no guarantee that no condition is present that would be better off not manipulated.

Although it is wise for the inexperienced operator to see good films before treating patients with thrusting manipulation, there is reason to consider that the muscle energy and myofascial and indirect treatments are such that if a diagnosis of a somatic dysfunction has been made, it is proper to proceed before seeing films. For the experienced operator with well-trained fingers, the necessity for radiography is much less.

Fingers tell much more than x-rays, and in these circumstances it is reasonable to treat a patient without ever having films, as long as recovery is occurring satisfactorily. On the other hand, if films already exist, there is an argument that failure to see them could amount to malpractice. If old films are available, there may be no need to obtain new ones unless the operator wishes to exclude the development of some other pathology.

It is important that any manipulator maintain a high index of suspicion for contraindications. Of these, the most important are hypermobility, osteoporosis, infection, and tumors. These are dealt with in more detail in Chapters 11 and 12.

**Demonstration of Altered Mobility**

In most spinal joints, loss of mobility and, occasionally, hypermobility can be demonstrated by x-ray, but special projections may be needed. For typical cervical joints, lateral views in flexion and extension provide evidence that is usually sufficient. At the occipitoatlantal joint, a special film is needed to demonstrate flexion. When the head and neck are fully flexed in the usual way, the chin soon comes up against the manubrium; from then on, with continued flexion effort, the occipitoatlantal joint is forced to extend. To see full flexion of the occipitoatlantal joint, a lateral film must be taken with the neck extended and the head fully flexed. For the remaining thoracic and lumbar joints, plain, lateral films in flexion and extension should suffice for simple mobility, but films taken with stressed motion are needed to exclude instability.

A radiologic technique for demonstrating SI motion was devised by Chamberlain in 1932 and might be useful for those who still do not believe.

**Lordosis**

The concept that a deep lordosis is associated with dysfunctional spinal joints is an old one. Hansson et al. tested this hypothesis and showed that there was no difference in the distribution and range of lordosis between three groups of men. The first group was those who had pre-employment films and claimed to have had no back pain at any time. The second group was those who had films during what they claimed to be their first episode of back pain. The third group was chronic back pain patients.

Pope et al. had similar findings regarding lordosis, but they also recorded that “LBP (low-back pain) patients had less flexor and extensor strength and were flexor overpowered, had diminished range of motion for spinal extension and axial rotation and diminished straight leg raising capacity.”

**Demonstration of Evidence of a Dysfunction**

Except when motion loss can be demonstrated, the only evidence of a dysfunction is positional because there is no associated change in bone structure. When there is a major restriction, great enough to distort the neutral position, then an anterior-posterior (AP) projection can sometimes show a loss of normal coupling for side bending and rotation at that level during side bending. This is also evident during physical examination when the standing patient side bends, and the operator observes from behind for a loss of symmetrical side-bending curves.
Degenerative Changes and Spondylosis

Regrettably, spurring on the edges of the vertebral bodies is still sometimes called *osteoarthritis*. *Osteoarthritis* is a disease of diarthrodial joints, and the term should not be applied to changes on the margins of the disc. It is the opinion of the authors that these degenerative changes represent the adaptation of the body to the absence of a normally resilient disc structure and that they usually occur slowly over many years, nearly always being the result of trauma to the joint. These changes of spondylosis are not a contraindication to treatment by manipulation, and it is worth remembering that the symptoms may arise from another joint. Certainly, any changes that affect the articulatory surfaces alter the available range of motion for that joint, but within that range, dysfunctions can still occur and be relieved.

Torgerson and Dotter at the Lahey Clinic showed that "spondylosis (osteophyte formation) did not appear to have any direct relationship to low back pain, but degenerative disc disease appeared to be a major cause of low back pain." It is possible that their findings would more correctly be interpreted as showing that degenerative disc disease and back pains are closely associated rather than that degenerative discs are necessarily causative. However, it has also been observed by others that there may be x-ray findings of degenerative changes in the lumbar spine and magnetic resonance imaging findings of lumbar disc degeneration with or without herniation in a population of asymptomatic people.

Measuring Leg-Length Difference

For the accurate determination of leg-length difference in a patient with chronic back pain, x-ray examination is essential. There are many ways of doing it, but the method that seems to best address this problem in the patient with low back pain is described in detail by Greenman. The measurement that he prefers is in respect to the sacral baseline, because it takes into account how asymmetry of the pelvis and structural leg-length difference affect the lumbosacral junction. When this film is taken, it is important that the x-ray table is vertical and the patient’s feet are approximately 15 cm (6 in.) apart, with the backs of the heels against the tabletop and the knees straight.

The tilt of the sacral base is not easy to measure accurately, and an x-ray film is needed to show comparable parts of the upper margin of S1. The difficulty is finding strictly comparable points on the outline of the surface of S1, as discussed by Irvin, from whose paper Figure 3-34A is reproduced. A line is then drawn across S1 and extended on either side at least as far as the vertical through the weightbearing area of the hip joints. In this way, the difference in effective leg length can be measured by comparing the distance between the lower edge of the film and the point at which the line crosses the vertical through the hip joint on each side (Figure 3-35). This measurement can then be converted directly into a heel lift if required. Correction of leg-length discrepancies by lift therapy are then more correctly designed to level the sacral base as a means of treating a patient with chronic back pain and an anatomically short leg.
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Detailed Examination: The Pelvis

FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY AND BIOMECHANICS OF THE PELVIS

A comprehensive review of normal pelvic mechanics and the diagnosis and treatment of pelvic dysfunctions was first presented in 1958 by Fred L. Mitchell and again in 1965. This review provides the basis for what has evolved to our current understanding of this subject.

The complexities of dysfunctions at the sacroiliac (SI) joints seem to defy simple mechanical explanation. Asymmetry of the joint anatomy between the two sides in the same patient is normal. The angle at the lumbosacral junction varies between patients, and the slanted position of the sacrum adds an architectural perception, which accounts for the fact that this one bone always appears to side bend and rotate in opposite directions. Movements of the ilia on the sacrum vary, depending on whether the patient is standing or sitting. In the standing position, the ilia are primarily influenced by the hamstrings, adductors, gluteals, and iliopsoas muscles. In the sitting position, the long thigh muscles are usually inactive, and the influence is more from the anterior abdominal muscles (especially rectus), quadratus lumborum, and erector spinae. In both standing and sitting positions, the sacrum will respond to movement or to changes in the myofascial tensions of the trunk and legs. The standing forward flexion test (FFT) gives a better indication of restriction of motion of the ilium on the sacrum, whereas the sitting FFT gives more information about the motion of the sacrum between the ilia. The pelvis and particularly the length of the legs are influenced by the patient’s recumbent position; there are differences depending on whether the patient is lying supine or prone. When the patient is supine, weight is borne largely on the sacrum, and the innominates are free to rotate in response to myofascial imbalances from above and below. When the patient is prone, the innominates are stabilized by the weight resting on the two anterior superior iliac spines (ASISs) and the pubic symphysis so that the sacrum can freely respond to the influence of the lumbar spine (or vice versa).

The absence of readily palpable muscle crossing the SI joint makes the detection of tissue texture abnormalities more difficult than with intervertebral joints. Diagnosis, therefore, depends primarily on asymmetry of position and of motion. Tender areas around the SI joint do not necessarily mean a dysfunction of that joint. The numbers in Figure 4-1 refer to common areas of tenderness: (1) Tenderness over the long dorsal ligament is likely to be connected with an actual SI dysfunction; (2) tenderness is more likely to be caused by trouble at the L5-S1 joint; and (3) tenderness in the origin of the gluteal muscles may be found in association with a dysfunction several joints higher. In common dysfunctions of the pubic symphysis, the insertion of the inguinal ligament at the pubic tubercle on the dysfunctional side is often the site of tissue texture abnormality and tenderness. Asymmetries in the tension of the sacrospinous ligaments are often associated with an altered spatial relationship between the sacrum and the ilium, and any associated tenderness or pain may be greatest in the ligament in which the tension has been changed (i.e., when tension has been either increased or decreased).

The distinction between iliosacral movement (that of one ilium on the sacrum) and SI movement (that of the sacrum between the ilia) reflects the predominance of dysfunctions that influence the two halves of the same joint differently. At times, it is easier to consider that the sacrum is an atypical lumbar vertebra, especially when considering the influence of the sacrum on these vertebra
and vice versa. This inter-relationship is further complicated by the high incidence of facet asymmetry (facet tropism), especially at the lumbosacral junction.

Portions of the screening examination described in Chapter 3 have directed attention toward any significant pelvic dysfunction. The first sign to raise suspicion occurs when there is an obvious gait disturbance with altered shifting of weight or a unilateral reduced length of stride. The next sign occurs when there are asymmetries between iliac crest height and trochanteric height, suggesting the possibility of a leg-length discrepancy that could affect pelvic function. The most important indicators of probable pelvic dysfunction are an abnormal stork test and positive standing and seated forward-flexion tests. If these tests are positive, it then becomes necessary for a more detailed examination of the pelvis to formulate an accurate structural diagnosis. Because re-examination is often required, some of the details already covered by the screening examination are reviewed in this chapter.

**Palpatory Landmarks and Motion Testing**

To determine whether the pelvis is functioning normally or to make a diagnosis of a pelvic dysfunction, the most important landmarks are as follows.

1. **Iliac Crests**

The iliac crests are assessed against the transverse (horizontal) plane for vertical height (with the patient standing and sitting) and for relative superiority (with the patient both prone and supine). Care must be taken to palpate the apices at the top of both crests, because the apex will be more anterior and lateral if there is an anterior rotation of the innominate; the apex will be more posterior and medial if the innominate is rotated posteriorly around its transverse axis. Once hand placement is adjusted for this common asymmetry, iliac crest height is determined by sighting with the operator’s dominant eye (see Figure 3-3) focused between both crests and at the same level as the palpating hands to see the superior surface of the palpating fingers of both hands at the same time (see Figure 3-6). Comparisons can be made while maintaining hand contact with the patient standing and then sitting.

2. **Greater Trochanters**

The greater trochanters are assessed for vertical height against the transverse plane and are helpful in distinguishing leg-length differences as opposed to pelvic asymmetries. The most craniad portions of each femoral head are palpated from behind using the corresponding hands and noting any difference in height while sighting with the operator’s dominant eye in the midline.

3. **Pubic Tubercles**

The pubic tubercles are examined with the patient supine to compare their relative cranial or caudal positions and to note any tissue texture change at the attachment of the inguinal ligaments. To determine the position of the superior surface of the pubic ramus, the operator first places the palm of one hand on the patient’s lower abdomen and then slides it caudad until the bottom of the palm contacts the pubic rim (see Figure 3-22A). Once the top of the pubic symphysis is identified, the operator places the index fingers of both hands on the most anterior surface of the pubic symphysis and...
pushes the overlying skin craniad until the fingertips contact the top of the rim. Then the distal phalangeal joints are flexed so that the finger pads overlie the superior surface. The fingers can then slide laterally over the top of each pubic tubercle (see Figure 3-22B). The relative craniad or caudad differences between the two tubercles are assessed by placing downward (caudad) pressure through the fingertips and sighting over the fingertips with the dominant eye.

4. Anterior Superior Iliac Spines
The ASISs are also assessed with the patient supine and are compared with each other for their relative positions. Usually, the operator uses the thumb pad of each hand and sights with the dominant eye between each ASIS. The inferior ledge of the ASIS (Figure 4-2A) is used to determine whether one ASIS is superior (craniad) or inferior (caudad) in comparison with the other. To compare the anterior and posterior positions, the anterior portion of the spine is used (Figure 4-2B); the medial aspect is used to compare the medial and lateral positions (Figure 4-2C). It is important to assess for pelvic asymmetries using this landmark before and after treatment of pelvic dysfunctions.

5. Posterior Superior Iliac Spines
The relative positions of the posterior superior iliac spines (PSISs) are used for both static examination and motion testing of the iliisacral and SI interactions. To find the PSIS, it is easiest to follow the iliac crest posteriorly using the thumb pads of each hand (see Figure 3-7). Recall that there is often a lipoma at or near this landmark that can be gently moved out of the way. In the static examination, the inferior ledges of the PSISs (Figure 4-3A) are used to compare their superior and inferior (craniad and caudad) positions by sighting with the dominant eye at the level of the PSISs. The most posterior aspects of the PSISs (Figure 4-3B) are used to detect anterior and posterior asymmetries,
whereas the medial side is used to assess for medial and lateral asymmetries (Figure 4-3C). To observe asymmetries of motion between the two sides of the pelvis, the inferior ledge of the PSIS is used for both the standing and seated forward-flexion tests. The most posterior portion of the PSISs is used for the one-legged standing stork tests.

6. Sacral Base

The sacral base is assessed bilaterally for relative posterior or anterior positioning with respect to the coronal plane. Each side of the sacral base is palpated by placing the thumbs on the posterior aspect of the PSISs, rotating the thumbtips 30 degrees caudad, flexing the interphalangeal joint, and letting the tips of the thumbs sink down medial to the PSISs over each base until a bony contact is appreciated (Figure 4-4). Asymmetries may indicate a rotation of the sacrum to the left or right, reflecting the position of the anterior surface of the sacrum or simply the normal structural asymmetries between each SI joint. The base is also used to evaluate sacral mobility by assessing, with passive motion testing, the ability to spring the base anteriorly. Moreover, the sacral base is a monitor for detecting posterior nutational movement when the examiner applies an anterior and supe-
**Figure 4-5**
Method to find the inferior lateral angles.

7. Sacral Sulcus
The depth of the sacral sulcus is a measure of the position of the sacral base with respect to the PSIS on each side. The depth of the sulcus is determined by using the same technique as palpating the sacral base, but this time it is the distance between the PSIS and the sacral base that is to be determined. A deep sulcus on one side with a sacral base that is level in the coronal plane indicates a relative posterior rotation of the innominate on that side.

8. Inferior Lateral Angle of the Sacrum on Either Side of the Sacral Apex
The ILA is easier to palpate than the sacral base (see Figure 2-2) and is found by first locating the sacral hiatus and moving a finger's breadth laterally (Figure 4-5). The ILA is actually the transverse process (TP) of S5 and is embedded in dense ligaments. After gentle continuous pressure with the thumbs, a flattened bony surface can be appreciated, which nicely accommodates the thumb pad (Figure 4-6A). Diagnostically, ILAs are compared for their relative posterior position against the coronal plane. They can also be examined for their relative superior or inferior positions by rolling the thumbs under-
neath without losing bony contact (Figure 4-6B). Typically, the ILAs are palpated first while the patient is seated (Figure 4-7A) and can be examined after seated forward flexion (Figure 4-7B) and with seated extension (Figure 4-7C). Then the ILAs are examined with the patient in the prone-neutral position (see Figure 4-6A) and also in the prone-propped position (Figure 4-8). If the ILAs are asymmetrical and do not become symmetrical in flexion, prone-neutral, or prone-propped positions, they must be re-examined for any asymmetry in their superior and inferior positions by palpating the inferior edges (see Figure 4-6B) when the patient is seated in flexion, lying prone neutral, and then prone propped. Finally, springing of the ILAs can be used to assess passive mobility for sacral base posterior nutation across the transverse and the oblique axes (Figure 4-9).

9. Ischial Tuberosities

Ischial tuberosities are large rounded pieces of bone, and it is essential to find the most inferior (caudal) part on both. This is assessed in the prone position by first pressing down with the thumbs into the region of the hamstring attachment and then by rotating the thumbs so that the thumb pads can contact the tuberosities by moving them caudally. The ischial tuberosities are compared for their relative cranial or caudal positions. A difference in height equal to the width of a thumb is considered significant and abnormal (Figure 4-10).

10. Sacrotuberous Ligaments

The sacrotuberous ligaments are found relative to the ischial tuberosities by sliding the thumbs around the medial edge of the tuberosity without losing contact with the bone. The thumbs are advanced cranially deep to the edge of the gluteal muscles and then a little posteriorly. The curved edge of the ligament can be felt and is assessed for relative tightness and tenderness (Figure 4-11).

11. Long Dorsal Sacral Ligament

The long dorsal SI ligament is easily palpable inferior to the PSIS. This ligament functions to restrain posterior nutation of the sacral base. Clinically, this liga-
Palpation of the inferior lateral angles with the patient prone propped and with the operator sighting between the thumbs.

ment feels thickened and swollen and is often reported by the patient as tender when it is palpated in the presence of a posteriorly nutated sacral base. This is often misinterpreted as a tender lipoma, which frequently overlies the long dorsal SI ligament and may be the reason why lipomas are occasionally surgically removed from this area.

12. Medial Malleoli
The operator’s thumbs contact the inferior ledges of the medial malleoli. The relative craniad or caudad positions are compared with the patient’s ankles off the end of the table in both the supine and prone positions and are used as measures of functional or anatomical leg-length discrepancies (see Figures 3-23 and 3-27).

MOTION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PUBIC SYMPHYSIS, SACRUM, AND INNOMINATES AND THE WALKING CYCLE

In this section, normal physiological motion is described. If in the course of normal motion an injury occurs, the injured joint may remain fixed in this position. As a consequence, there is loss of normal motion and the development of a somatic dysfunction.

Pubic Motion
There are two basic physiological movement patterns at the pubic symphysis. The movement patterns are as follows:

1. The motion of the pubic symphysis, which is an essential component of the normal walking cycle, is an antagonistic rotation about an axis that passes roughly transverse through the symphysis. If this motion is lost, the remaining movements of the pelvic bones are altered, and, for this reason, treatment of unlevelling of the pubis is considered the first priority.

2. The second movement is a vertical shear (see Figure 2-1). Research suggests that, like many other move-
ments in the pelvis, this shear should only be regarded as dysfunctional when the pubis becomes restricted and is held in an asymmetrical position (Figure 4-12). It has been shown that there is often a small amount of vertical shear at the pubis in prolonged ipsilateral one-legged standing.3

Sacral Motion
The possible movements of the sacrum are explained in this section.

1. Anterior and Posterior Nutation
Anterior and posterior nutation was formerly called sacral flexion and extension. In this movement, the sacrum rotates forward and downward (anterior) or backward and upward (posterior) around a transverse axis and is accompanied by a translatory movement of the sacrum on the innominate. Owing to the shape of the auricular surface, anterior nutation must be associated with inferior translation of the sacrum, and posterior nutation must be associated with superior translation. There is ongoing discussion about the mechanics of this motion. Kapandji3 has diagrammatically presented several theories describing normal sacral motion. The nature of the short, deep fibers of the posterior SI ligament appear to make the mechanism ascribed to Farabeuf (Figure 4-13) the most likely theory to describe sacral motion. In that mechanism, the center of motion is considered to be in the area of the short posterior fibers, but because there is translation as well as rotation, the center itself must move as the nutation occurs.

Anterior and posterior nutations are physiological movements and describe the reaction of the sacrum respectively to backward and forward bending of the lumbar spine. When motion is unrestricted, the sacrum always nutates and rotates in the opposite direction of the movement of the lumbar spine.

2. Anterior or Forward Sacral Torsion
Anterior or forward sacral torsion occurs about a line from the superior pole of one SI joint to the inferior pole of the other (see Figure 2-2). This line is known as the oblique axis and is named for the side of the superior pole. In anterior torsion, the sacrum rotates forward on one side toward the side of the axis (i.e., the side of the superior pole). It is a physiological movement and is part of the normal cycle of pelvic motion in walking. Sacral rotation in one direction is always coupled with side bending of the sacrum in the opposite direction.

Anterior or forward torsion may be to the left on the left oblique axis, often known as left on left (LOL). It may also rotate to the right on the right oblique axis, often known as right on right (ROR).

3. Posterior or Backward Sacral Torsion
Posterior or backward sacral torsion occurs when the sacrum rotates backward on one side, opposite the side of the oblique axis around which it moves. It is a physiological movement that occurs in response to non-neutral coupling behavior of the lumbar spine in flexion. It does not occur during the normal walking cycle. For posterior torsion to occur, the lumbar spine must be forward bent far enough to introduce non-neutral lumbar mechanics. Because posterior sacral torsions occur secondarily to the introduction of non-neutral lumbar spine mechanics, they are often considered the “non-neutral” mechanics of the sacrum. For example, if lumbar flexion is introduced first, followed by lumbar side...
bending to the left, there is an obligatory coupling of side bending and rotation of L5 to the left. The sacrum responds to this coupling by rotating to the right with the right sacral base posteriorly nutating around the left oblique axis. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 12.

Posterior or backward torsion of the sacrum can be to the right on the left oblique axis, also known as right on left (ROL), or to the left on the right oblique axis, also known as left on right (LOR).

**Innominate Motion**

In normal walking, the innominates perform an alternating counter rotation about a transverse axis through the pubic symphysis. This movement must involve anterior rotation against the sacrum on one side and posterior rotation on the other side. This innominate motion is a necessary counterpart to the anterior torsional movement of the sacrum.

**Walking Cycle**

Before walking begins (in stance), the legs are parallel, both feet are flat, the sacrum is level, the innominates are in mid-position, and the lumbar spine is not side bent or rotated. With the onset of motion, as one leg is lifted (mid-stance), the pelvis drops on the same side, creating side bending in the lumbar spine to the opposite side. The sacrum displays its neutral mechanics, responding to lumbar side bending by rotating toward the lumbar concavity. This sacral rotation occurs around an oblique axis, resulting in an anterior torsional movement. For example, at right mid-stance, the lumbar spine side bends to the right and rotates left, and the sacral base rotates anteriorly on the left around the fixed right oblique axis, resulting in ROR forward sacral torsion. The reverse occurs at left mid-stance. The innominates rotate reciprocally into anterior and posterior rotation during the gait cycle. At right mid-stance, the right innominate rotates anteriorly, and the left innominate rotates posteriorly until left heel-strike. At left heel-strike, the left innominate is maximally posteriorly rotated, and the right innominate is maximally anteriorly rotated; because both feet are now in contact with the ground, the sacral base is once again level. From left heel-strike to left toe-off, the left innominate reverses its rotation from a posteriorly rotated position to a maximally anteriorly rotated position. The right innominate rotates the opposite way of the left innominate. Innominate rotation is dependent on the ability of the pubic symphysis to rotate around its

**FIGURE 4-12**

X-ray showing unlevelling of pubic symphysis.

**FIGURE 4-13**

Farabeuf's axis of rotation (arrow) of sacrum. (Reproduced from IA Kapandji. The Physiology of the Joints [Vol 3]. London: Churchill Livingstone, 1974:67.)
horizontal axis during gait. This helps explain why a pubic dysfunction adversely affects the gait cycle and is therefore a key dysfunction that needs treatment to balance the pelvis.\(^4\)

**SEQUENCE OF A DETAILED EXAMINATION**

It is clear that more than just the pelvis is being examined during these tests. The tests are arranged in this manner because this is how they are usually performed to save time in a clinical situation.

**Patient Standing**

1. Iliac crest height. If asymmetrical, consider the possibility of an anatomical leg-length discrepancy or incorrect hand placement with the most superior portion of each crest not actually being palpated.

2. Standing forward bending test. If positive, check for pubic symphysis dysfunction and treat this before going on to the next test.

3. Stork test upper pole. If positive, there is a strong indication of an SI dysfunction present in the upper portion of the joint. Normally, the PSIS should begin to drop inferiorly and move laterally after 90 degrees of hip flexion. The test is considered abnormal when the PSIS does not drop or if it moves superiorly.\(^5\)

   Stork test lower pole. If positive, there is a strong indication of an SI dysfunction present in the lower portion of the joint. Normally, the posterior inferior iliac spine (PIIS) should begin to drop inferiorly and move laterally after 90 degrees of hip flexion. The test is considered abnormal when the PIIS does not drop or if it moves superiorly.

   If the stork test is positive for both poles on the same side, there is a strong indication of an SI dysfunction present in both portions of the joint, and consideration is directed toward the possibility of an innominate shear dysfunction. The diagnosis is described later in this chapter, but if this dysfunction were found, it would need to be treated at this time.

   If the stork test is positive for both upper poles or both lower poles, there is a strong indication of an SI dysfunction present on both sides (i.e., a bilateral dysfunction). It is also possible for the stork test to be positive for an upper pole on one side and the lower pole on the other side.

4. Side bending during standing and the hip drop test can be used to assess lumbar, sacral, and innominate function.

When used to evaluate motion at the lumbosacral junction, any loss of free side-bending motion to one side causes the spine to appear straightened, whereas a smooth curve occurs on the side that can side bend. The ability to side bend indicates that there is the ability of the zygapophyseal joint on the convex side to open and of the zygapophyseal joint on the concave side to close. If no restriction is present and the range of motion remains within the neutral range for those joints, the vertebral rotation occurring with side bending is in the opposite direction, demonstrating neutral mechanics of coupled motion. If there is a restriction, then lumbar rotation is in the same direction as the attempted side bend, demonstrating non-neutral mechanics. Side bending then appears to occur primarily between the two vertebrae either at the top or bottom of a straight portion of the lumbar spine.

Palpating both sacral bases is a technique that can be used to assess the sacral response to a lumbar side-bending motion by having the subject reach down toward the knee on one side while avoiding flexion. If not restricted, the sacral base on the side of the lumbar convexity nutates anteriorly, rotating the sacrum toward the lumbar concavity.\(^6\) This is also the case if side bending is created by dropping one hip with the unrestricted sacral base anteriorly nutating on the side of the flexed knee, rotating to face the lumbar concavity as it normally does during the walking cycle.

There is also a coupling motion of the innominates that occurs during lumbar side bending. The innominate normally rotates anteriorly on the side toward which the lumbar spine is side bending and posteriorly on the opposite side. For example, left side bending of the lumbar spine is coupled with anterior rotation of the left innominate and simultaneously posterior rotation of the right innominate. Palpation of the PSISs by the operator's thumbs during active side bending of the lumbar spine to the right and left reveals whether normal coupled innominate rotation freely occurs.

**Patient Seated**

1. Sitting FFT. The patient should be seated on a flat, level chair or stool with both feet on the floor. The operator palpates with the thumb pads under each PSIS and asks the patient to bend forward with hands clasped behind the neck or with arms extended between (but not resting on) the legs. While sighting between and level to the PSISs, the operator notes if one PSIS moves superiorly and anteriorly in relation to the other. The side that moves further is the abnormal (dysfunctional) side.
2. From the forward-bent position, note any rotation of the lumbar vertebrae. The laminae of L5 are found by placing the thumbs over the patient’s PSISs and directing the thumbs 30 degrees upward and medially (Figure 4-14). The TP’s are used above that level. Assessment of positional rotation could be done when the patient is standing, but that would put more strain on the spine.

3. While maintaining thumb contact over each ILA (see Figure 4-6A), the relative position of each ILA is observed as the patient fully flexes from an upright posture. The ILAs can also be followed from an upright posture to a hyperextended posture by asking the patient to roll the pelvis forward and arch the spine backward (see Figure 4-7). It is important to note whether any asymmetry of the ILAs in the coronal plane disappears, remains the same, or increases as the patient moves from an upright posture to full flexion or hyperextension.

To determine the relative superior or inferior position of the ILAs, the thumbs should slide downward and curl around the lower edge of the ILA while maintaining bone contact (see Figure 4-6B). If the ILA on one side is more posterior than the other, it is always more inferior (caudad). If one ILA is more anterior than the other, then it is always more superior (cranial). When there is a unilateral sacral dysfunction (i.e., a unilateral anteriorly or posteriorly nutated sacrum), the asymmetry of the ILAs in a superior or inferior direction is more pronounced than the asymmetry in the anterior or posterior direction. Also, with this type of sacral dysfunction, the ILA asymmetry persists despite changing the patient’s position from full spinal extension to full flexion.

**Patient Supine**

1. Because a significant number of patients have hip abnormalities in addition to or instead of the back problem for which the patient has been referred, it is prudent to examine the hip joint in every patient. One of the most sensitive indicators of abnormality of the hip is a loss of adduction and internal rotation when the hip is flexed to 90 degrees. This indicator can conveniently be tested at this point in the examination. The possibility that any restriction of motion may be due to tight muscle must also not be forgotten. A correlation has been shown between a loss of internal rotation of the hip and low back pain.7,8

2. The straight leg-raising test may also be performed at this stage. Hamstring length is determined at the first palpable motion of the opposite ASIS, not the limits of pain-free motion. Care must be taken that the patient is relaxed and not assisting the examiner by lifting the leg being tested, because this action itself creates motion at the ASIS. Several repetitions are often necessary to ensure that resting, relaxed muscle tension is being assessed. Increased hamstring tone on one side is one of the possible causes for a false-positive standing FFT, because the ipsilateral PSIS is held down while the normal side is free to move anteriorly and superiorly.

3. The relative superiority of one pubic ramus in comparison to the other is assessed by palpating symmetrically either over the rami or the pubic tubercles. The tubercle is found approximately 2 cm (3/4 in.) lateral to the symphysis and is preferred because, being the site of insertion of the inguinal ligament, it is often tender and sometimes swollen when there is a pubic dysfunction (see Figure 3-22B). This is often the cause of unexplained inguinal pain, but its major significance is its effect on pelvic mechanics and the walking cycle.

Recall that when there is unlevelling of the pubes, all other diagnostic signs in the pelvis may be unreliable. Therefore, this dysfunction should be treated first, as described in Chapter 7, before continuing with the examination.

4. The relative height of the iliac crest on each side is assessed when the patient is supine by placing one hand on each crest and sighting in the midline between them. Again, care must be taken to ensure that the top of each crest is palpated, because innominate rotations can produce an erroneous asymmetry if hand placement is incorrect. If there is a significant height difference, suspect an innominate shear. There should be even greater concern about the presence of this dysfunction if the iliac crest height appeared level when the patient was standing and if the stork test was positive in both the upper and lower poles on the same side.

If an innominate shear dysfunction is found, it is the next priority in treatment, because it is so disruptive to
pelvic mechanics that further diagnostics may be inaccurate, and successful treatment of other dysfunctions may be impossible. Additional examination is needed to confirm the diagnosis and is described later in this chapter. The treatment for innominate shear dysfunctions is described in Chapter 7.

5. At this time in the examination, the relative superiority of the ASIS on each side is determined by the position of the inferior ledges (see Figure 4-2A). After treatment of the SI dysfunctions, if the standing FFT remains positive, the relative anteriority and laterality of the ASISs also need to be examined (see Figures 4-2B and C).

The supine iliac shear test as described in Chapter 3 can be repeated here (see Figure 3-21). While maintaining light downward pressure over one ASIS, the operator presses more firmly on the other side with a springing motion to detect resilience. When this test is performed, the patient is often able to appreciate the difference in resistance between one side and the other. This test also detects rotational restrictions of the pelvis that might be found with restricted rotation of L5. For example, if L5 is rotated to the left and cannot rotate to the right, there is resistance to downward pressure over the right ASIS and freedom to downward springing motion on the left.

6. An adjunctive test for SI function can also be performed when the patient is in the supine position (Figure 4-15) by first fully flexing the patient’s hip and knee closest to the operator. If needed, stability can be increased by dropping the patient’s other leg over the table edge. Using one hand, the operator palpates under the buttock until both index and middle fingertips reach the sulcus and the sacral base, allowing palpation of both the sacrum and PSIS at the same time. The operator takes up the slack in the patient’s hip joint by adduction and, using his or her own trunk and free hand, alternately rocks the ilium on the sacrum by adduction and abduction, using the palpating fingers to assess motion.

7. The relative position of the medial malleolus on each side is measured last to assess relative leg length. If the legs are structurally equal in length, then apparent inequality of leg length in the supine position indicates dysfunction related to innominate rotation. Innominate shear dysfunctions also affect leg length in this position and should correspond to the iliac crest asymmetries. Likewise, if there are innominate rotations or shear dysfunctions and the legs appear equal in length in the supine position, then an anatomical leg-length discrepancy should be suspected.

Patient Prone

1. The relative height of the iliac crest on each side is assessed with the same precautions as described for tests with the patient supine. When there is an innominate shear dysfunction, the asymmetry in iliac crest height in the prone position is the same as in the supine position.

2. The relative position of the PSIS on each side is assessed with respect to superiority and anteriority for assessment of innominate rotation (see Figure 4-3). The position of the PSIS should also be compatible with the position of the ipsilateral ASIS for a rotation both superiorly or inferiorly and also medially or laterally. For example, if the right innominate has rotated anteriorly, the right ASIS should be relatively inferior and lateral to the left ASIS, and the right PSIS should be more superior and medial relative to the left
PSIS. The ipsilateral PSIS and ASIS are equally superior or inferior compared to the other side in the presence of an innominate shear dysfunction.

3. Lumbar rotation in the neutral position is assessed positionally. The thumbs are placed over the PSISs and directed cranially 30 degrees and medially to palpate the lamina of LS. In this position, there is usually less tension in the superficial muscles, ligaments, and fascia, making it easier to palpate than when the lumbar spine is flexed. Likewise, it is easier to palpate the TPs of the other lumbar vertebra. Comparisons are made from each side and to the vertebral position immediately below the one being palpated. Comparisons are also made with the lumbar spine extended when the patient is in the prone-propped position.

4. The examination of the sacrum positionally and by motion testing is best done with the patient either in the seated position or in the prone and prone-propped positions.

   a. The position of the sacral base is assessed relative to the coronal plane (see Figure 4-4). Palpation of the position of the sacral base is less reliable than the ILA due to the depth of soft tissues overlying the base.

   b. The relative position of the ILA on each side with respect to posteriority and inferiority is assessed with the patient prone and prone propped for comparison. Remember to allow time for the thumbs to descend through the overlying tissues, especially the sacrotuberous ligamentous attachment (see Figure 4-6).

   c. The sacrum can be motion tested for its ability to “spring” across either the transverse or oblique axes (see Figure 4-9). Using the index and middle finger of one hand placed in the sacral sulcus, the operator applies a downward springing force with the heel of the other hand over the ILA. If the springing motion can be felt at the sacral base, then posterior sacral nutation is possible. Mobility across the transverse axis is tested when the sacral base ipsilateral to the ILA is palpated. Mobility across the oblique axis is tested when the contralateral sacral base is palpated.

   d. Using two thumbs (Figure 4-16), one on the ILA and the other on the sacral base on the same or the opposite side, springing pressure can be applied from above or below while the other thumb monitors the motion. The mobility for anterior sacral nutation, posterior sacral nutation, or both can be tested across either the transverse or oblique axes.

   e. Using both index fingers and both thumbs, mobility testing of the SI joints can be accomplished from both bases and both ILAs (Figure 4-17). With this four-point contact, it is possible to spring either SI joint in either direction across both the transverse and oblique axes. This hand position is also useful as a means to monitor sacral motion during respiration.

   f. Isolated regions of the SI joint can be assessed by monitoring SI gapping. Both the upper and lower poles of the joint can be assessed, depending on the degree of ipsilateral knee flexion introduced before internally rotating the hip. The palpating fingers are placed in the sacral sulcus to monitor the sacral base and ilium, and the other hand is used to flex the patient’s knee and introduce internal rotation by oscillating the leg from the midposition, laterally and back. When the patient’s knee is flexed less than 90 degrees and the leg is internally rotated, there should be a gapping motion at the SI joint posteriorly at the lower pole if motion is unrestricted. When the patient’s
knee is flexed more than 90 degrees, passive internal rotation causes posterior gapping over the upper pole if motion is unrestricted.

g. The lumbar spring test is performed by delivering a downward springing force directed anteriorly over the spine of L5 (see Figure 3-25). A normal springing sensation, comparable to pushing down on an inflated ball, indicates that there is a lumbar lordosis and that the sacrum is capable of anterior nutation. The test is considered positive when there is a resistance to springing similar to the sensation of pressing on a hard unyielding surface, as would be the case when the sacrum is posteriorly nutated, L5 is flexed, or both. When the spring test is positive, a normal lumbar lordosis is not present.

5. The relative position of the ischial tuberosities against the transverse plane is determined by pressing downward into the proximal hamstring muscle and then cephalad against the tuberosities (see Figure 4-10). Because the ischial tuberosity is a rounded structure, it is important that symmetrical contact points at the most inferior aspects are compared. This is difficult, and the margin of error is significant enough that there must be at least a thumb's thickness (1 cm) difference between the relative cephalad positions of the two tuberosities before the asymmetry is considered to be significant. Such a difference would be seen in the presence of an innominate shear, but this result should agree with the other clinical findings and not stand as an isolated diagnostic finding.

6. The relative tightness of the sacrotuberous ligament on each side can be determined by palpating the medial edge of each ligament simultaneously. The sacrotuberous ligaments are found by moving the thumbs medially and cranially around the ischial tuberosities, then laterally and diagonally toward the femoral heads (see Figure 4-11). Normal tension should be approximately equal to that of the stretched web of skin that results from maximally spreading the index finger from the thumb.

Note: The ligament on the side of a superior innominate shear has no tension and may not be felt at all, although the patient notes discomfort. The ligament on the side of an inferior innominate shear is very taut and tender compared to the normal side.

7. The relative position of the medial malleolus on each side is examined last. In the prone position, rotation of the innominates is prevented by the contact of the ASISs and the pubes on the table. Differences in apparent leg length in the prone position are then a function of the capacity of the lumbar spine to side bend and rotate with neutral mechanics as a normal adaptation to a dysfunctional and unlevel sacral base. Therefore, in the presence of a sacral dysfunction, the short leg occurs as a response to the lumbar adaptive side-bending curve. There is a relative increase in the muscular tension on the side of the lumbar concavity, which pulls the leg cranially and makes it appear shorter, while a decrease in tension on the side of the lumbar convexity allows that leg to appear longer. If there is no anatomical leg length discrepancy, and if there is a sacral dysfunction present, there should be a positional difference in the malleoli, provided that the lumbar spine is capable of adapting to the unlevel sacral base. This is an important observation because it indicates whether there are any significant non-neutral dysfunctions in the lumbar spine interfering with the lumbar spine's ability to adapt to the sacral base unleveling. For example, in the presence of a known sacral dysfunction
that results in the sacrum rotating and facing the right, failure of the right leg to appear shorter in the prone neutral position indicates the continued presence of non-neutral lumbar spine dysfunction(s).

**Prone in Hyperextension**

The modified "sphinx" or prone-propped position is obtained by having the patient support his or her chin after propping up on the elbows. To maximize extension, the elbows need to be close together and almost directly under the chin. It is essential that the patient allow the abdominal and posterior paraspinal muscles to relax (see Figure 3-26A).

Most patients assume a true sphinx position by actively extending the lumbar spine while resting the forearms and hands on the table without supporting the chin. The position of the examiner may not allow direct visualization of the patient's method of extension, and this needs to be checked, especially if the paraspinal muscles are not relaxed.

The following landmarks are assessed to determine whether any asymmetry is increased or decreased in extension compared to the prone position.

1. The relative position of the ILAs, both anterior or posterior and superior or inferior.
2. The operator notes whether there is an asymmetry of the ILAs that disappears, remains the same, or increases with extension of the spine.
3. The sacral base position.
4. The position of the lumbar TPs.

**Re-Examine after Treatment**

After treatment of all pubic, innominate shear, and SI dysfunctions, there may still be iliosacral dysfunctions. The following tests are recommended to exclude the presence of innominate rotations and the very rare in-flare or out-flare. These tests are also recommended to exclude the possibility of incomplete treatment of any other pelvic dysfunction.

1. Repeat standing FFT and stork tests. If the stork test is still positive, recheck for sacral dysfunctions.
2. Supine, re-examine position of ASIS.
3. Prone, re-examine position of PSIS.

Because a structural diagnosis is a physical diagnosis, it is easy to use the same techniques to re-examine the area of previous treatment, checking for a change in the physical findings commensurate with a return of symmetrical normal motion, which is the goal of treatment. At times, patients indicate a persistence of symptoms, and a repeated, more critical examination is needed to seek out any residual minor restrictions.

**DIAGNOSIS OF PELVIC DYSFUNCTIONS**

Fourteen different dysfunctions are described in the pelvis, including two for the pubic symphysis (superior and inferior pubic dysfunctions), six for the sacrum (anterior torsions, posterior torsions, unilateral anterior nutation, unilateral posterior nutation, bilateral anterior nutations, and bilateral posterior nutations), and six for the innominate (anterior rotated, posterior rotated, superior shear, inferior shear, in-flare, and out-flare). The diagnostic method presented is that used and taught at the courses in manual medicine offered at Michigan State University College of Osteopathic Medicine and in its present form is due in large part to the expertise and energy of Drs. Philip E. Greenman and Paul E. Kimberly.

Among the following pelvic dysfunctions, the superior and inferior pubic symphysis dysfunctions, innominate shear dysfunctions, unilateral posterior sacral nutations, and posterior sacral torsions are commonly found in a high incidence of patients with chronic low back pain or otherwise identified as those with a "failed back syndrome." When the diagnostic findings are unilateral, they are described on the side where they are most commonly found. In each case, the findings for the other side are found by reversing the side labels.

The pelvic dysfunctions that need to be recognized are as follows:

**Pubic Symphysis Dysfunction**

Unlevelling at the symphysis may be due to one pubic bone’s being superior or to the other’s being inferior and is perpetuated by one-legged standing, with imbalances between the abdominals and hip adductors. This dysfunction is very common and important because it prevents the normal rotational movement at the pubis necessary for motion of the pelvis in the walking cycle.

If the pubis shears superiorly and is unable to return to symmetry with the other side, it is named a *superior pubic dysfunction*. If the pubis that is restricted is inferior, it is named an *inferior pubic dysfunction*. Because asymmetry alone does not indicate which side is actually dysfunctional, it is necessary to determine which pubic bone is restricted from moving either inferiorly or superiorly. The first and most important lateralizing
sign for dysfunction of the pubis is a positive standing FFT on that side.

**Superior Pubis on the Left**
1. The standing FFT is positive on the left because the pubic symphysis dysfunction interferes with normal iliosacral mechanics on the left side.
2. The pubic tubercle and superior ramus are high (superior) on the left side.
3. The left inguinal ligament is tender and may be tense.
4. The left pubis does not move caudally (inferior) on direct motion testing.
5. There is increased tone palpated in the left rectus abdominis.

**Inferior Pubis on the Right**
1. The standing FFT is positive on the right because the pubic symphysis dysfunction interferes with normal iliosacral mechanics on the right side.
2. The pubic tubercle and superior ramus are low (inferior) on the right side.
3. The right inguinal ligament is tender and may be tense.
4. The right pubis does not move cranially (superior) on direct motion testing.
5. There is increased tone palpated in the right hip adductors.

**Sacral Dysfunctions**

*Editors' note:* Personal observations are included that describe as-yet unpublished clinical experience correlating the usefulness of the stork test. Differentiation between the upper pole (upper SI function) and the lower pole (lower SI function) is described in this chapter. These observations seem to correlate well with the additional diagnostic parameters that define the observed sacral dysfunctions. A positive stork test for the inferior pole may also indicate a tight ipsilateral hip capsule.

**Unilateral and Bilateral Sacral Nutational Dysfunctions**

When there is restriction of nutational movement, it may be bilateral but is much more commonly seen on one side; therefore, it is correct to prefix the description with *unilateral*. The one-sided restriction is so much more common that, if *bilateral* is not specified, the dysfunction described is assumed to be unilateral.

**Unilateral Anterior Nutation of the Sacrum**

*Unilateral anterior nutation of the sacrum*, formally called an *inferior sacral shear* or *unilateral sacral flexion*, is a nonphysiological dysfunction most commonly seen on the left side and often associated with a posterior innominate on that side and a non-neutral dysfunction at L5, which positionally is extended, rotated, and side bent to the left. Such nutation is a rarity on the right side alone. Unilateral anterior nutations are difficult to correct and tend to recur. The mechanism of injury is thought to be due to landing hard on one leg when jumping, as in volleyball or basketball when a force from above, coupled with an extended lumbar spine, drives the sacrum deep into the pelvis on one side. Because no two SI joints are the same from side to side, this dysfunction may also occur secondarily to the failure of the sacral base on one side to return to its neutral position after being anteriorly nutated during hyperextension of the lumbar spine. This dysfunction is usually found in those with chronic low backache and buttock pain that gets worse after standing, usually for twenty minutes or less, and is relieved by sitting.

When there is a unilateral anterior sacral nutation on the left, the main restriction is an inability of the left sacral base to move cranially and nutate posteriorly (Figure 4-18). The sacrum is side bent left and rotated right because the left sacral base has moved inferiorly and anteriorly.

1. The seated FFT and the stork test are positive on the left, but mostly for the lower pole.
2. The ILA of the sacrum is inferior and slightly posterior on the left. With increased lumbar flexion in the sitting position, there is more asymmetry of the ILAs of the sacrum. With increased lumbar extension, the ILA asymmetry improves, *but the ILA's never become totally symmetrical*. (This dysfunction...
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3. The left base of the sacrum is more anterior than the right base. (The sacrum is side bent left and rotated right.)

4. There is an inability to spring the left sacral base posteriorly from the left ILA when performing passive mobility testing across the transverse axis.

5. There is an inability to gap the left inferior pole of the SI joint when the left knee is flexed less than 90 degrees and the left femur is internally rotated.

6. The lumbar lordosis is normal or increased, and the lumbosacral spring test is negative.

7. The normal lumbar adaptive scoliosis is convex left when L5 is free to rotate to the left and side bent right at the bottom of the left lumbar convexity. The sacrum is more side bent than rotated, but it is still turned in the same direction as the lumbar concavity (i.e., to the right).

8. When the patient is in the prone-neutral position, the medial malleolus is superior on the right due to shortening of the right leg secondary to the adaptive lumbar response. The anterior surface of the sacrum faces the lumbar concavity and the shortened leg.

Unilateral Posterior Sacral Nutation

Unilateral posterior sacral nutation, formally called a superior sacral shear or unilateral sacral extension, is a nonphysiological dysfunction most commonly seen on the right side (but rare on the left) and may be associated with an anterior innominate dysfunction on the right side. It is often caused by a strain associated with bending and lifting with hypertonus of the ipsilateral longissimus thoracis. This primarily right-sided dysfunction is easily confused with ROL posterior torsion and, likewise, may cause severe symptoms.

When there is a unilateral posterior sacral nutation on the right, the main restriction is the inability of the right sacral base to move caudally and nutate anteriorly (Figure 4-19). The sacrum is side bent left and rotated right because the right sacral base has moved superiorly (cranial) and posteriorly.

1. The seated FFT is positive on the right, and the stork test is positive for the right upper pole.

2. The ILA of the sacrum is superior and slightly anterior on the right. With increased lumbar extension, there is more asymmetry of the ILAs. With increased lumbar flexion, the ILA asymmetry improves, but the ILAs never become totally symmetrical. (The sacrum remains side bent to the left.)

3. The right sacral base is more posterior than the left sacral base. (The sacrum is side bent left and rotated right.)

4. Passive mobility testing of the sacrum in a prone position confirms a restriction for anterior nutational movement of the right sacral base, especially across the transverse axis.

5. There is an inability to gap the right superior pole of the SI joint when the right knee is flexed greater than 90 degrees and the right femur is internally rotated.

6. The lumbar lordosis is reduced, and the spring test is positive.

7. The adaptive lumbar response for a sacrum that is side bent left and rotated right is a left convexity, beginning with L5 rotating left and side bending right when the spine is in prone neutral. The anterior surface of the sacrum is turned to the right, and the adaptive lumbar response is a right side-bent curve.

8. When the patient is prone, the right medial malleolus is superior or cranial. The right-sided lumbar concavity causes the right leg to shorten. The anterior surface of the sacrum faces the shortened leg.

Note: Although rarely seen, a left unilateral anterior sacral nutation can occur in conjunction with a right unilateral posterior sacral nutation on the other side. In this case, the stork test is positive for the left lower pole and right upper pole. The seated FFT is bilaterally positive, which is noted by a more rapid onset of motion of both PSISs at the onset of lumbar flexion. The lumbosacral spring test is positive, and it is not...
possible to spring the left sacral base posteriorly from the left ILA or the right sacral base anteriorly across the transverse axis. The prone gapping test indicates a loss of ability to gap the left lower pole and the right upper pole. In the prone position, if there is a normal adaptive lumbar response, the right leg appears shorter.

Bilaterally Anteriorly Nutated Sacrum
A bilaterally anteriorly nutated sacrum, formally called a bilaterally flexed sacrum, although rare, can occur and markedly restricts the patient's ability for forward flexion of the lumbar spine.

1. The seated FFT is bilaterally positive. The stork test is bilaterally positive for both upper poles.
2. The ILAs appear symmetrical but are actually more caudad and anterior than normal.
3. Neither the left nor the right sacral base springs anteriorly.
4. Neither the left or right upper poles of the SI joint gap when either knee is flexed more than 90 degrees and the femur internally rotated.
5. The lumbar lordosis is diminished, and the spring test is positive.
6. Because the sacral base is level, the prone leg lengths should be equal.

Bilaterally Posteriorly Nutated Sacrum
A bilaterally posteriorly nutated sacrum, formally called a bilaterally extended sacrum, prevents normal extension of the lumbar spine. If this dysfunction is present, the patient prefers to sit with arms resting on the legs.

1. The seated FFT is bilaterally positive. The stork test is bilaterally positive for both upper poles.
2. The ILAs appear symmetrical but are actually more cranial and anterior than normal.
3. Neither the left nor the right sacral base springs posteriorly.
4. Neither the left or right upper poles of the SI joint gap when either knee is flexed more than 90 degrees and the femur internally rotated.
5. The lumbar lordosis is increased, and the lumbosacral spring test is negative.
6. Because the sacral base is level, the prone leg lengths should be equal.

Anterior Torsion of the Sacrum
Anterior torsion of the sacrum about the hypothetical oblique axis, or torsion to the left (anterior surface of the sacrum turning to the left) on the left oblique axis, is far more common than an anterior torsion to the right on the right oblique axis. Anterior torsional movements occur in normal walking; it is only when the motion becomes restricted (i.e., the sacral base cannot return back to neutral) that treatment may be needed. Symptoms are usually minor, but correction of the dysfunction may be important because the function of other joints is compromised. Anterior torsions, we believe, are the result of and are perpetuated by imbalances of the piriformis muscles and hip rotator muscles. Consequently, they respond well to specific exercises that address these imbalances (see Chapter 14).

When there is an anterior or forward sacral torsion to the left on the left oblique axis (LOL), the main restriction is the inability of the right sacral base to move posteriorly during lumbar spinal flexion (Figure 4-20). This dysfunction also prevents the right sacral base from returning back to neutral at mid-stance on the right leg during the walking cycle.

1. The seated FFT and stork test are positive on the right.
2. The left ILA of the sacrum is posterior and slightly inferior compared to the right when the patient is for-
ward bent (sitting test), but the ILAs become symmetrically level when the lumbar spine is extended. The asymmetry of the ILAs becomes more marked with increased lumbar flexion because the right sacral base is unable to nutate posteriorly, whereas the left sacral base does nutate posteriorly; anterior torsion worsens around the left oblique axis. If there is a major restriction, the sacral torsion is present when the patient is in the prone-neutral position. The torsion worsens with increased lumbar flexion and improves with increased lumbar extension.

In the absence of any dysfunction between L5 and the sacral base, L5 follows the sacral base and appears rotated to the left when the lumbar spine is flexed, along with and to the same degree as the sacrum. If there are no intervening flexion restrictions between adjacent vertebrae above L5, these vertebrae, too, are aligned and appear rotated left to the same degree as L5. With increased lumbar flexion and subsequent sacral rotation, the lumbar vertebrae appear increasingly rotated as well. This rotation is neither an adaptation nor a dysfunction, but it simply represents the fact that the rest of the spine has been turned left to follow the left-rotated sacral base. This situation is similar to a stack of blocks: With the bottom block rotated to the left, the stack rotates along with it; the more the bottom block is rotated, the more rotated the upper blocks appear.

3. Both the right sacral base and the right ILA become more anterior, and the left sacral base and left ILA become more posterior with increased lumbar flexion.

4. There is a reduced ability to spring the right sacral base posteriorly from the left ILA when tested across the left oblique axis.

5. The lumbar lordosis is increased, and the spring test is negative.

6. The adaptive lumbar scoliosis in the prone-neutral position for LOL anterior sacral torsion is a convexity to the right. This occurs if L5 and the rest of the lumbar spinal segments are free to rotate to the right and side bend left in response to the left rotation and right side bending of the sacral base. Although the degree of left side bending may be small (limited by the iliolumbar ligaments), it is the relationship of L5 to the sacrum that is most important. This relationship begins the left side bending and right rotation of the rest of the lumbar spine if no additional, major, non-neutral lumbar dysfunctions are present when the patient is in the prone-neutral position. The sacrum is, therefore, rotated to the left, and the adaptive lumbar concavity is also on the left. This is described again in Chapter 12.

7. When the patient is prone, the left medial malleolus is superior or cranial relative to the right medial malleolus. The shorter left leg is produced by the adaptive response of the lumbar spine to the left-rotated and right side-bent sacrum. The anterior surface of the sacrum then faces the shorter leg.

Remember that if you are sure the sacrum is rotated left when the patient is in the prone-neutral position and there is no anatomical leg-length discrepancy, then the left leg should appear shorter than the right leg. If the left leg is not shorter than the right, then the lumbar spine is not demonstrating normal adaptive behavior, and a non-neutral lumbar dysfunction must be present. To correct the sacral torsion, the lumbar spine must be capable of neutral coupling mechanics, and, therefore, any non-neutral lumbar dysfunctions must first be identified and then corrected.

8. The piriformis is usually tight on the right side.

**Posterior Sacral Torsions**

Posterior sacral torsions also occur about the hypothetical oblique axis. There can be either a posterior sacral torsion to the right on the left axis, or a posterior sacral torsion to the left on the right axis (Figures 4-21 and 4-22). These occur physiologically in response to non-neutral lumbar mechanics operating when the lumbar spine is flexed and side-bent at the same time. Based on our understanding of normal physiological spinal mechanics, if an individual forward bends far enough to engage the lumbar junction, the sacral base nutates posteriorly. Then, with the addition of lumbar left side bending enough to engage non-neutral mechanics, the sacral base also side bends to the left, coupled with sacral base rotation to...
the right. The dysfunction occurs when the sacrum "locks" in this position with attempted return to upright standing or with lifting from that position. This is referred to as a physiological ROL posterior sacral torsion dysfunction.

A nonphysiological posterior sacral torsion dysfunction has also been described (Steel C., personal communication, 1999). The mechanism of injury is the same in that the lumbar spine is in flexion and the patient moves into left side bending with coupled rotation to the left (non-neutral mechanics). However, in this scenario, when the patient attempts to rotate further left or extend the spine while fully flexed, side bent, and rotated left, the lumbar spine acts as a long lever and forces the sacral base to rotate posteriorly on the left side. This is referred to as a nonphysiological LOR posterior sacral torsion dysfunction. There is disagreement as to which mechanism of injury for posterior sacral torsions is more common. Factors that determine the strain pattern are probably multiple and are significantly influenced by the unique individual anatomy concerning the shape of the SI joint, the relative position of how deeply situated L5 is between the ilia, and the asymmetry of the zygapophyseal joints at L5-S1. Whether the sacrum rotates posteriorly on the left or right oblique axis probably also depends on the degree of forward flexion mobility and, consequently, the degree of ligamentous and facet opposition lock that can occur at L5-S1 with the addition of side bending and rotation at the time of strain, overload, or injury. Regardless of the mechanism of injury, treatment for the posterior sacral torsion (i.e., ROL or LOR) is the same once the diagnosis is made. Because non-neutral sacral mechanics occur secondarily to the introduction of non-neutral lumbar mechanics, posterior sacral torsions are always associated with one or more non-neutral lumbar vertebral dysfunctions that are positionally flexed, rotated, and side bent and restrict extension of the lumbar spine. Because posterior sacral torsions are also corrected by using neutral lumbar spine mechanics, non-neutral lumbar dysfunctions must be treated before attempting to treat the sacrum (see Chapter 8).

Unlike anterior torsional dysfunctions, which do not usually interfere with the walking cycle, posterior sacral torsions disrupt the walking cycle, are usually symptomatic, and require treatment. As with anterior torsional dysfunctions, the positional diagnosis of a posterior torsional sacral dysfunction can only be made if sacral motion becomes restricted and limited to this position (i.e., the sacral base is unable to anteriorly nutate on one side around the hypothetical oblique axis). Symptoms are often severe. Patients report the need to try to sleep only on one side, but even this is uncomfortable. Other reported symptoms include morning stiffness; inability to cross one leg over the other; inability to use a broom or a vacuum cleaner; increasing pain while walking; and difficulty in making transitional movements, such as rising from a chair or from a forward-bent position.

When there is a posterior or backward sacral torsion to the right on the left oblique axis (ROL), the main restriction is the inability of the right sacral base to move into anterior nutation with extension of the lumbar spine (see Figure 4-21).

1. The seated FFT is positive on the right, and the stork test is positive at the right upper pole.
2. The right ILA of the sacrum is more posterior and slightly inferior when the patient is sitting in the neutral position or lying in the prone-neutral position. The right ILA becomes level compared to the left ILA when the lumbar spine is forward bent (sitting test) and significantly more posterior than the left ILA with lumbar extension.
3. The right sacral base is posterior compared to the left side when the patient is in the neutral sitting or prone lying position and becomes increasingly posteriorly nutated with lumbar extension. The right sacral base returns to a position level to the left base with increased lumbar flexion.
4. Specific passive mobility testing of the sacrum in prone lying confirms a restriction of anterior nutational movement of the right sacral base, especially across the left oblique axis.
5. There is an inability to gap the right superior pole of the SI joint when the right knee is flexed greater than 90 degrees and the right femur is internally rotated.

6. The lumbar lordosis is absent, and the spring test is positive.

7. The normal adaptive lumbar scoliosis for ROL sacral torsion will be convex left when LS is still free to rotate left and side bend to the right in relation to the sacral base, which is rotated right and side bent left. Although the degree that LS rotates to the left and side bends to the right may seem slight, it must be regarded positionally in relationship to the sacral base. The right side bending at LS begins a right side-bending curve over multiple segments, which also rotate to the left as an adaptive response operating under neutral mechanics to sacral base unleveling.

With the patient seated, increased lumbar flexion forces the left base of the sacrum to nutate posteriorly, restoring a level sacral base when the left sacral base becomes as posterior as the right. The ILAs also become symmetrical, and the adaptive left lumbar convexity disappears with full lumbar flexion.

With increased lumbar extension, the right sacral base appears further rotated to the right as the left sacral base moves further into anterior nutation. Whenever the position between LS and S1 exceeds the remaining neutral zone, LS follows the sacral base, and if LS is not also dysfunctional it follows the sacral base and appears rotated to the right to the same degree as the sacrum. There is no difference between the positions of LS in relation to the sacrum, so LS does not actually rotate in comparison to the sacrum. If there are no additional dysfunctions that limit extension in the rest of the spine, each successive vertebra also appears turned toward the right to the same degree as LS and the sacrum. However, because of the nature of the mechanics operating at the time of the initial strain (i.e., the lumbar spine is flexed and rotated), a non-neutral dysfunction(s) somewhere in the lumbar spine should be anticipated. Comparisons between individual vertebrae, superior to inferior, identify the non-neutral segment either because it appears level (actually, rotated left) or, in this example, more rotated to the right than the one below it.

8. When the patient is in the prone-neutral position, the right medial malleolus should be superior or cranial compared to the left, assuming that there is no anatomical leg-length discrepancy and that the lumbar spine is capable of an adaptive response to sacral base unleveling. The anterior surface of the sacrum then faces the shorter leg. If the right leg does not appear shorter than the left leg, the lumbar spine is not demonstrating normal adaptive behavior, and a non-neutral lumbar dysfunction is present. To correct the sacral torsion, the lumbar spine must be capable of neutral coupling mechanics, and, therefore, any non-neutral lumbar dysfunctions must first be identified and then corrected.

Note: An understanding of the ILA’s response to lumbar spinal flexion and extension is a valuable key to diagnosing sacral dysfunctions. In sacral torsions, the sacral base and ILA are posterior on the same side, and the ILAs become symmetrical in either full flexion (posterior sacral torsion) or full extension (anterior sacral torsion) of the lumbar spine. In unilateral anterior or posterior nutations, the sacral base and ILA are opposite on the same side (i.e., if the left base is anterior, the left ILA is posterior), and the ILAs never become symmetrical, even with full flexion or extension of the lumbar spine.

**Iliosacral Dysfunctions**

The primary physiological motion of the innominates involves a rotational movement around a transverse axis just inferior to S2. The innominates rotate posteriorly and anteriorly during forward and backward bending of the spine and counter rotate during gait. Rotational dysfunctions of the innominates begin as physiological movements that become fixed at either end of the range and resist rotation in the opposite direction. These dysfunctions are usually seen in combination with sacral dysfunctions and often occur as a consequence of muscle imbalances in the lower quarter.

If they do not resolve with the successful treatment of the sacral dysfunctions, innominate dysfunctions can be a cause for the recurrence of sacral dysfunction, or at least be the source of continued asymmetry in pelvic function. Because both the anterior and posterior innominate dysfunctions are greatly influenced by, and perhaps perpetuated from, muscle imbalances of the lower quarter, a specific home exercise program to balance the length and strength of the lower extremities is often needed to correct and maintain normal and reciprocal innominate rotation (see Chapters 14 and 15).

**Anterior Innominate Dysfunctions**

Anterior innominate dysfunctions are more common on the right than on the left. After treating the sacral dysfunctions, the diagnostic criteria for an anterior innominate dysfunction on the right are the following:

1. The standing FFT is positive on the right.
2. With the patient supine, the right ASIS is inferior and lateral when compared to the left.
3. The medial malleolus is inferior on the right so that the right leg appears longer than the left in supine lying.
4. With the patient prone, the right PSIS is superior and lateral when compared to the left.
5. The sacral sulcus is deeper on the left.

Posterior Innominate Dysfunctions
Posterior innominate dysfunctions are more common on the left than on the right.

1. The standing FFT is positive on the left.
2. With the patient supine, the left ASIS is superior and medial when compared to the right.
3. The medial malleolus is superior on the left so that the left leg appears shorter than the right in supine lying.
4. In the prone position, the left PSIS is inferior and medial when compared to the right.
5. The sacral sulcus is deeper on the left.

Innominate Shear Dysfunctions
Innominate shear dysfunctions are most disruptive to normal pelvic function. These are true subluxations, which actually change anatomical relationships and are therefore nonphysiological. The potential for such disruptions depends on a flattening of the SI articulation (see Chapter 2) with a loss of the bevel change that is characteristic of most SI joints. It is estimated that this flattening occurs in 15% of all SI joints, and because no two joints have the same configuration (even in the same individual), this dysfunction is overwhelmingly unilateral and always occurs as a consequence of pelvic trauma.

Superior Innominate Shear Dysfunctions
Superior innominate shear dysfunctions are a consequence of a flattened SI joint and an injury when the patient falls and lands on either both ischial tuberosities or just the one on the side of the flattened joint. Pain is immediate, and the patient usually complains of severe coccygeal pain, which is often mistaken for a fractured "tail bone." Another common traumatic event that can cause a superior innominate shear is a motor vehicle accident when there is a rear-end collision. In this case, the force is through the legs, against one of the pedals or the floorboard with a downward force through the sacrum when the spine is abruptly extended. Patients often have pain when sitting on a hard or soft surface, and often these patients can be recognized by the fact that they carry a soft, donut-shaped pillow. The pain is often chronic, and it is common to find this dysfunction among a population with failed back syndrome with symptoms that span several years. Radiographic studies and magnetic imaging do not usually demonstrate this dysfunction.

Recall that it is important to identify this dysfunction early on in the evaluation of a patient because of its significant influence on pelvic mechanics and diagnostic assessments.

When there is a superior innominate shear dysfunction on the left, the following is diagnostic:

1. The standing FFT is positive on the left, and the stork test is positive for the left upper and lower poles.
2. The left iliac crest is superior relative to the right when the patient is lying prone and supine. The iliac crests are usually symmetrically level when they are examined while the patient is standing.
3. Both the left PSIS and left ASIS are cranial (superior) compared to those on the right.
4. The left ischial tuberosity is cranial (superior) when compared to the right ischial tuberosity by at least a thumb’s thickness or 1 cm.
5. The left sacrotuberous ligament is lax, and there may be no palpable sense of it, whereas the right sacrotuberous ligament is easily identified and of normal tension (equal to skin tension produced between the abducted thumb and the extended index finger).
6. The left medial malleolus is superior or cranial (the left leg appears shortened) to the right medial malleolus when the patient is in both the prone and supine positions. This is not a true leg-length discrepancy and simply reflects the position of the left innominate relative to the sacrum. The difference should be similar to the differences seen in the height of the iliac crests and ischial tuberosities.

Inferior Innominate Shear Dysfunctions
Inferior innominate shear dysfunctions can also occur when there is a flattening of the SI joint but are much less common and require an unusual type of injury to cause them. The injury involves a downward pull of the leg on the side of the flattened SI articulation. Such injuries can occur when a horseback rider falls off the horse and catches a leg in the stirrup, when a skier catches a ski and falls forward, or when an individual catches a shoe and falls forward. One patient reported being struck by a car and thrown over a tow bar, catching one leg on the bar. The clinical presentation is one of severe pain in the pelvic region and the inability to sit. As with the superior innominate shear dysfunctions, imaging studies are usually not helpful. Because simple weight-bearing may correct an inferior innominate shear, this dysfunction is less commonly seen.

For a right inferior innominate shear dysfunction, the following is diagnostic:
1. The standing FFT is positive on the right, and the stork test is positive for both the right upper and lower poles.
2. The right iliac crest is caudad (inferior) when compared to the left while the patient is in the prone and supine position. The iliac crests appear level when the patient is standing.
3. The right pubis is usually inferior (caudad) in comparison to the left.
4. Both the right PSIS and the right ASIS are caudad (inferior) when compared to the left.
5. The right ischial tuberosity is caudad (inferior) in comparison to the left by at least a thumb’s width or 1 cm.
6. The right sacrotuberous ligament is obviously taut and tender, whereas the left sacrotuberous ligament still exhibits normal tension.
7. The right medial malleolus appears more caudad or inferior (the right leg appears longer) than the left when the patient is lying in either the prone or supine position.

Innominate In-Flare and Out-Flare Dysfunctions
Innominate in-flare and out-flare dysfunctions are extremely rare and can occur only in those SI articulations that are unusual with the sacral surface convex and the innominate concave (see Chapter 2). They are most commonly misdiagnosed in the presence of innominate rotations because the ASIS moves laterally when the innominate rotates anteriorly, and the ASIS moves medially when the innominate rotates posteriorly. The position of the PSIS also changes with innominate rotation, being medial with posterior rotation and lateral with anterior rotation. True flare dysfunctions only occur when the innominate is capable of rotating around a vertical axis, which is possible only under the previously described anatomical conditions.

When there is an innominate out-flare dysfunction on the right,
1. The standing FFT is positive on the right.
2. The right ASIS is more lateral than the left.
3. The right PSIS is more medially positioned than the left.
4. The right sacral sulcus is narrower than the left.
5. The right and left ASISs and PSISs are level with each other.

When there is an innominate in-flare dysfunction on the left,
1. The standing FFT is positive on the left.
2. The left ASIS is more medially positioned than the right.
3. The left PSIS is more lateral than the right.
4. The left sacral sulcus is wider than the right.
5. The left and right ASISs and PSISs are level with each other.

Clinical Notes, Reminders, and Pearls
In FFTs, the innominate on the restricted side is picked up by the moving sacrum more easily than the innominate on the mobile side due to the loss of joint play between the innominate and sacrum. The more severe the restriction, the sooner the movement begins. The PSIS that moves first or the furthest superiorly, anteriorly, or both is the positive (restricted) side.

The standing FFT is usually viewed as the primary factor that determines which side is the abnormal side for pubic symphysis dysfunction, innominate rotational dysfunctions, and innominate flare dysfunctions, because the observed positional asymmetries alone are indistinguishable. For example, is the left pubis superior or the right pubis inferior? Or, is the right innominate anteriorly rotated or the left posteriorly rotated? Yet, the standing FFT can be falsely positive if, for example, asymmetrical hamstring tightness holds the PSIS back and down on one side, causing an apparent standing FFT that appears positive on the opposite side. Conversely, asymmetrical quadratus lumborum tightness may pull the PSIS upward, causing an apparent positive standing FFT on that side. At times, it is difficult to be sure which is the positive side or whether the test is bilaterally positive. In all instances, additional motion testing can be used by directly attempting to move or spring the suspected dysfunctional side in the direction of the suspected restriction.

The normal adaptation of the lumbar spine in neutral to an unleveling or tilting of the sacral base is a neutral lumbar curve to bring the superincumbent spine back to a vertical position. This is only possible when there are no major non-neutral lumbar spine dysfunctions of a type that would prevent the adaptation. If non-neutral dysfunctions are present, the leg length observed in the prone position does not appear as anticipated. Sacral nutations often cannot be corrected if L5 is nonadapative. Sacral torsions are treated by neutral mechanics and, therefore, require the capacity of the lumbar spine (especially at the lumbosacral junction) to be capable of rotating, side bending, and flexing or extending opposite of the sacrum. Therefore, non-neutral lumbar dysfunctions (commonly L5 or higher) need to be treated before the sacrum. It is also important to remember that all dysfunctions are first identified by comparing the position of the superior segment to the one below it. If, with positional testing, the sacrum is rotated left in flex-
ion or extension and L5 appears to be level, then in relation to the sacrum, L5 is actually rotated to the right and is dysfunctional. This is true throughout the lumbar and thoracic spine: A “level” segment palpated above a rotated segment when the spine is either flexed or extended is actually rotated in the opposite direction of the lower one.

Pelvic dysfunctions are commonly multiple, and some patterns are much more common than others. The less common patterns are indications to check that the results of the examination have been correctly interpreted. The less common patterns seem to be associated with more severe symptoms than the common patterns.

The more common patterns include the following:

1. Right inferior pubis, LOL sacral torsion, right anterior innominate
2. Left superior pubis, left unilateral anterior sacral nutation, left posterior innominate
3. Right inferior pubis, ROL posterior sacral torsion, right anterior innominate

Among the less common findings are the following:

1. Right superior pubis
2. Left inferior pubis
3. Unilateral posterior sacral nutation on the left
4. Unilateral anterior sacral nutation on the right
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Detailed Examination: The Spine

The spinal joints are examined to determine their mobility, the location of any restriction, and the presence or absence of tissue texture abnormalities. Tissue texture changes include hypertonic muscle and tightness of the surrounding fascia and overlying skin, which may be cool and moist in the more chronic conditions and boggy or edematous when acute. At first, students of manual medicine find these tissue texture changes difficult to feel. Like learning to read the dots of Braille, which at first seems impossible, nearly any student can learn to feel tissue texture changes well enough with practice.

To make a fully specific diagnosis, it is necessary to find the precise point in the patient’s range of motion at which there is a restriction. The normal motion of all spinal joints is similar to that of a universal joint, except that there are limitations in the range of all three planes of motion (i.e., flexion-extension, right and left side bending, and right and left rotation) that are determined by the particular anatomy peculiar to each of these spinal articulations. When there is a restriction that interferes with normal motion, it interferes in all three planes. For this reason, when motion is abnormally restricted, the barrier must be identified in all three planes of available motion. The identification of the three-dimensional barrier applies to every dysfunctional joint, each of which must be treated as a separate entity.

When performing this examination, it will be found that a position is reached from which no further free movement is possible in that direction; this position represents the barrier. The barrier is not truly a point, because its precise position changes depending on which plane of motion is first introduced and because it represents the sum of all available motion. For example, the amount of side bending needed to reach the barrier is different (less) if the positioning starts with the patient slumped (already flexed) rather than sitting erect in the more “neutral” position.

Lesion Description and Notation

When dysfunction in a joint is described in records or in a report, the description should be in sufficient detail that someone else would know what treatment to give. The level must be specified: By convention, the structure mentioned (vertebra or skull) is the superior component of the joint; thus, L4 would refer to the L4-5 joint, and C1 would refer to the atlasaxial joint. By this convention, the position or motion characteristics of the superior component are described in relation to the inferior component; thus, the position or restricted motion of L4 in relation to L5 is inferred. Sacroiliac is used to signify a dysfunction of the sacrum between the ilia; iliosacral is used to signify dysfunction of one ilium on the sacrum.

In this book, as in previous editions, the position of the joint as it is found at examination is used and emphasized by the past tense (e.g., flexed, rotated, and side bent). When restrictions are described, the present tense is used (e.g., restriction of extension, side bending, or rotation). The actual notation consists of capital letters to indicate the position in the three planes, followed by lowercase letters (rt or lt) to designate right or left. Thus, FRSrt means that the upper component of the motion segment specified is flexed, rotated, and side bent to the right in relation to the lower segment. (The movement restriction notation would be of extension, rotation, and side bending
to the left.) This notation is a slight simplification from the original, \( \text{FRtSrt} \). The simplification is possible because, if the joint is either flexed or extended, it must be a non-neutral dysfunction, and, in these dysfunctions, rotation and side bending are always coupled to the same side.

For neutral dysfunctions (type I), the letter \( N \) may be used and followed by \( rt \) or \( lt \) to designate the side of the convexity of the side bent group. In older texts, the longer notation \( \text{NRtSlt} \) may be found, indicating the same dysfunction. In some texts, the notation \( EN \) (easy normal) may be used instead of the single \( N \).

At the occipitoatlantal (OA) joint, there is a small amount of rotation to the side opposite of the side bend. For this reason, the notation is \( \text{FRltSrt} \) or \( \text{FRrtSlt} \) for flexed joints with restriction of extension and \( \text{ERltSrt} \) or \( \text{ERrtSlt} \) for extended joints with restriction of flexion. The side bend is more important than the rotation, and the notation may be shortened to \( FSrt \) (or \( lt \)) and \( ESlt \) (or \( rt \)). The shorter notation is used in this book.

Terminology that defines the position of the joint is useful because it also defines the restrictors. For example, if a joint is described as being flexed, rotated, and side bent to the right, then the restricting myofascial elements include muscles that can be functionally identified as the flexors, right rotators, and right side benders. Successful treatment depends on the ability to lengthen these specific myofascial elements. However, when reporting the physical findings and treatment, the positional diagnosis often requires some explanation to anyone who receives this report and is unfamiliar with this particular terminology. For this reason, describing the motion restrictions that apply to a particular patient may be better understood by those not familiar with the terminology of a positional, structural diagnosis.

**SPINAL MOTION CHARACTERISTICS AND TYPES OF DYSFUNCTION**

As stated in Chapter 2, side bending and rotation are coupled movements at all levels in the spine except at C1-2, at which the primary motion is rotation alone. We refer to the coupled motion of side bending and rotation to the opposite sides as neutral coupling behavior and side bending and rotation to the same side as non-neutral coupling behavior. In the lumbar spinal joints, the coupling of side bending and rotation changes from neutral coupling to non-neutral coupling mechanics during flexion, but this change in coupling behavior is not normally observed in extension, during which the coupling of side bending and rotation continue to be to the opposite sides. Despite this behavior, dysfunctions can occur in the lumbar spine when it is in the extended position and can present to the examiner as a restriction of coupled motion of side bending and rotation to the same side (i.e., \( \text{ERSlt} \) or \( rt \)). When this coupling happens, non-neutral flexion restrictions are observed. The situation is similar in the thoracic spine for non-neutral behavior during flexion because of the kyphosis, but, more important, it is the restriction imposed by the rib attachments to a fixed sternum that determines coupled motion characteristics. With an intact rib cage, non-neutral coupling behavior in the thoracic spine occurs only if rotation is introduced first; neutral coupling behavior occurs when side bending is introduced first.\(^1\)

In the neutral, "sit-up-tall" position, the joints in both the thoracic and lumbar spines follow Fryette's first concept of spinal motion.\(^2\) Side bending to the right is always accompanied by rotation to the left—a motion defined as neutral coupling behavior. The vertebrae can be viewed as sharing the load while maintaining postural balance.

In the flexed position, both the upper thoracic and lumbar joints follow Fryette's second concept and rotate to the same side as the side bending—a motion defined as non-neutral coupling behavior. That this behavior happens in the fully flexed spine is certain, but it does not seem to require the limit of full flexion for non-neutral coupling behavior to be operative. On the other hand, there is a fairly wide neutral range in which neutral coupling behavior occurs. It is probable that the precise amount of flexion at which coupled motion characteristics change varies from joint to joint and from patient to patient.

Because motion coupling in the neutral range of the antero-posterior plane follows Fryette's first concept, when dysfunctions occur that keep three or more vertebrae side bent in one direction and rotated in the other, the term \( \text{Type I dysfunction} \) has been used. However, because restricted spinal motion reflects a coupled response defined by neutral mechanics, it is now more commonly described as a neutral dysfunction. For the same reason, those dysfunctions occurring in a non-neutral situation have been known as \( \text{Type II dysfunctions} \) because of the association with Fryette's second concept and are now better described as non-neutral dysfunctions. This nomenclature applies equally to dysfunctions that have a restriction of flexion or extension.

In the cervical spine, the mechanics are not the same as in the lumbar and thoracic spines. In the typical cervical
joints (C2 to T1), there is no neutral zone, probably because the shape and orientation of the articular facets are such that they are always "engaged" and therefore control movement. For this reason, neutral dysfunctions do not occur in these joints. However, non-neutral dysfunctions in flexion and extension do occur. At the atlantoaxial joint, the only movement with a range of more than a few degrees is rotation, so there is a minimal flexion or extension component to dysfunctions at this level.

The OA joint is also unusual. At this joint, the main movement is flexion or extension, but there is enough side bending and just enough rotation for coupled motion. The shape of the articular facets and the alar ligaments determines the coupling behavior, so rotation always occurs to the opposite side of side bending. This motion should not be confused with the neutral coupling mechanics described for the thoracic and lumbar spine, because it is not a neutral mechanism. Treatment of the OA joint always includes a barrier to either flexion or extension.

**Facet and Transverse Process Motion**

When a vertebra flexes on the one below, as though it were rotating anteriorly around a transverse axis, the inferior facets of the superior vertebra glide upward and forward to a new position determined by the unique facing of the facets at that joint. Therefore, the degree of spinal flexion varies from one region to another. It is important to recognize that in addition to the rotation that occurs with spinal flexion, there is also an associated anterior translation of the superior vertebra on the inferior vertebra along a horizontal plane. This translatory motion results in the superior facet of the inferior vertebra remaining in a relatively posterior position to the inferior facet of the vertebra above (see Figure 2-15A). However, when the patient is in the seated position and translation is used as the major component to induce flexion, in order to maintain postural balance, the superior vertebra is translated posteriorly by slumping the patient backward. Therefore, forward bending in sitting involves more anterior rotation around a transverse axis, whereas slumping backward produces more anterior-to-posterior translation in the transverse plane. Creating an apex of flexion between two vertebrae by primarily using translation requires the upper vertebra to glide posteriorly further than the vertebra below (Figure 5-1).

When the superior vertebra extends on the one below, as though it were rotating backward around a transverse axis, the inferior facets of the superior vertebra glide downward and posteriorly to a position that also depends on the unique anatomical shape and orientation of the facet facings at that joint. Therefore, the degree of spinal extension varies from one region to another. As with flexion, extension is also associated with a translatory motion in the horizontal plane. With extension of the spine, translation of the superior vertebra occurs in a posterior direction. When extension of the spine is accomplished by backward bending from above down, the rotational component predominates, and the inferior facet of the superior vertebra must be able to slide down and behind the superior facet of the inferior vertebra (see Figure 2-15B). However, when translation is used as the major component to induce extension and, at the same time, to maintain postural balance, the inferior vertebra is translated anteriorly when the operator asks the patient to sit up tall. By introducing anterior translation from below up, the superior facets of the inferior vertebra glide anteriorly and superi­orly and underneath the inferior facets of the vertebra above (Figure 5-2). We believe it is primarily the loss of translation in the horizontal plane that is the major cause of restriction for flexion or extension of the spine.

In most patients, the facets in the thoracic and lumbar regions are difficult to feel. The transverse processes (TPs) are easier to palpate and are used to determine the position of each vertebra with respect to the one below.
FIGURE 5-2
(A) Extension accomplished by rotation from above down to the third vertebra on the fourth vertebra with facet closure occurring sequentially. (B) Extension accomplished by the anterior translation of the fourth vertebra under the third vertebra with localized facet closure from below (L4) up (L3). When translation is used for extension, the vertebrae above the apex must be able to move in the opposite direction. Black arrows indicate the apex of the facet joint closing between the third and fourth vertebrae; white arrows indicate the direction of translatory motion of the vertebrae. Curved white arrows indicate the direction of rotational (overturning) movement of the vertebrae.

as the spine is flexed and extended. At L5, the lamina is used because the TP cannot be reached (see Figure 4-14).

In the cervical spine, articular pillars that carry the facets above and below are the most important landmarks in the typical joints (C2-7) and can easily be felt. The TPs are small, very tender, and in close relation to both nerves and vessels. For these reasons, TPs are avoided in the cervical spine, although the TP of C1 is a useful landmark.

In summary, interpretation of the findings of the spinal examination depends on these observations (Figure 5-3):

1. On flexion, the facet joints “open” (the inferior facet of the superior vertebra slides up on the superior facet of the inferior vertebra). Similarly, the TPs rise and, because of the obliquity of the joints, move anteriorly as well and become less easy to palpate.
2. On extension, the facets “close” (the inferior facet of the superior vertebra slides down on the superior facet of the inferior vertebra) and the TPs drop, become more posterior, and become easier to palpate.
3. On side bending right, the right facet closes and the left facet opens. The right TP drops and becomes more inferior, whereas the left TP raises and becomes more superior (see Figure 2-17A).
4. On side bending left, the left facet closes and the right facet opens. The left TP drops and becomes more inferior, whereas the right TP raises and becomes more superior (see Figure 2-17B).

It is possible to make a definitive diagnosis either dynamically or statically. In the dynamic method, the operator observes and palpates the motion of the TPs while the patient is moving. In the static method, observations are made in regard to the symmetry or asymmetry of the TPs when the spine is in three different positions: flexed, neutral, and extended. Either method provides the required information; the dynamic method is usually easier in the upper thoracic spine, and the static method is easier in the lower thoracic and lumbar regions. In any of these examinations, sighting with the eyes can be reinforced by the proprioceptors of the operator’s hands. It is not very difficult to train oneself to feel position and movement in this way; that ability is useful, for instance, when examining the upper thoracic area in a patient with long hair.

The point in the range of motion at which restriction to flexion or extension begins defines whether there is a major or minor motion barrier present. Major barriers extend beyond the normal physiological neutral zone of motion, so a major motion restriction for flexion begins on the extension side of neutral, and, likewise, a major restriction for extension begins on the flexion side of neutral (Figure 5-4). Minor barriers do not extend into the normal physiological neutral zone, and, therefore, a minor motion restriction for extension is found on the extension side of the neutral zone, and a minor motion restriction for flexion is found on the flexion side of the neutral zone (Figure 5-5). Major motion barriers are suspected during static positional testing when asymmetry of the TPs is already present.
FIGURE 5-4
Major barriers for flexion and extension demonstrating the position of the superior transverse processes with increasing motion toward and into the barrier and the positional diagnosis of a major ERS (extended, rotated, side bent) or FRS (flexed, rotated, side bent) dysfunction. Horizontal arrows indicate the barriers. Vertical arrows indicate the direction of motion of the body relative to the examiner standing behind the patient. The upward arrows indicate increasing movement away from the examiner (patient is flexing the spine), whereas the downward arrows indicate increasing movement toward the examiner (patient is extending the spine). (TP = transverse process.)

when examining the spine with the patient in the neutral position.

The conversion of these physical findings into a positional diagnosis is as follows:

1. If, in extension, the TPs of T4 and T5 are level, but, in flexion, the left TP of T4 becomes more prominent and remains lower (posterior and inferior) than the TP on the right (but the TPs of T5 remain level), then T4 is extended, rotated left, and side bent left in relation to T5. The position of T4 is a consequence of the inability of the left zygapophyseal joint between T4 and T5 to open or glide superiorly and anteriorly. Because the left facet remained closed but the right facet opened with flexion, T4 is side bent to the left. Because the left facet did not open, the left TP remained posterior when compared to the right one, and, with the coupled rotation of T4 to the left, the left TP became even more prominent than the TP on the right. There is a restrictive barrier for flexion at the left T4-T5 facet joint, and because this joint cannot open, there is a concurrent restriction for right side bending and the coupled right rotation. If the barrier preventing facet opening is somewhere between the fully extended position and the fully flexed position, and the left facet can partially open, the TPs of T4 will remain level during flexion until the barrier for left facet opening is reached. Once the barrier for flexion is reached, the left TP of T4 becomes more prominent with increasing spinal flexion (see Figure 5-5). If the flexion barrier is at or near the normally fully extended position, then the dysfunctional facet remains fully closed, and the asymmetry of the TPs of T4 occurs at the beginning of flexion (see Figure 5-4).
Therefore, the position of T4 in relation to T5 at the barrier is described as extended (left facet is closed), rotated, and side bent left, or ERSlt (see Figures 5-4 and 5-5).

2. If, in flexion, the TPs of T4 and T5 are level, but, in extension, the left TP of T4 becomes more prominent (posterior and inferior) than the TP on the right (but the TPs of T5 remain level), then T4 is flexed, rotated left, and side bent left in relation to T5. The position of T4 is a consequence of the inability of the right zygapophyseal joint between T4 and T5 to close or a consequence of the inability of the superior facet of T5 on the right to glide anteriorly and superiorly under the inferior facet of T4. When the left facet closes with extension but the right facet remains open, T4 side bends to the left. Because the left facet closed, the left TP moves inferiorly and posteriorly, and because the right facet remained open, the right TP remains in an anterior and superior position and is less prominent. With the coupled rotation of T4 to the left, the left TP becomes more prominent than the right TP on the right. There is a restrictive barrier for extension at the right T4-5 facet joint, and because this joint cannot close, there is a concurrent restriction for right side bending and coupled right rotation. If the barrier preventing facet closure at this joint is somewhere between the fully flexed position and the fully extended position, and the right facet can partially close, the TPs of T4 will remain level during extension until the barrier for right facet closure is reached (see Figure 5-5). Once the barrier for extension is reached, the left TP of T4 becomes more prominent with increas-
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FIGURE 5-6
An example of a neutral dysfunction involving T1, T2, and T3 as a spinal curve that is side bent right and rotated left and persists when the spine is flexed and when it is extended. The rotation and side-bending behavior is maximal in the neutral position. If T1, T2, and T3 were demonstrating normal adaptive behavior, the rotation and side bending would only be seen in the neutral position.

ING SPINAL EXTENSION. If the extension barrier is at or near the fully flexed position, then the dysfunctional facet remains fully opened, and the asymmetry of the TPs of T4 occurs at the beginning of extension from the fully flexed position (see Figure 5-4).

Therefore, the position of T4 in relation to T5 at the barrier is described as flexed, rotated, and side bent left, or FRSlt (see Figures 5-4 and 5-5).

Note that the process by which the positional diagnosis is made for both examples is used consistently. Both are recorded as left (for rotation and side bending) despite that, in one example, the left facet joint is dysfunctional and will not open (ERSlt), and in the other example, it is the right facet joint that is not moving properly and will not close (FRSlt).

3. If there is a neutral dysfunction of the group T1 through T3 so that all three are rotated left and side bent to the right, the rotation is greatest at the apex (T2). This asymmetry is present throughout the range of flexion and extension, but it is usually maximal in the neutral position (Figure 5-6). The neutral dysfunctions occur only in groups of three or more contiguous vertebrae, all of which are rotated in the direction opposite the concavity (side bend). The acuteness of the side bend and the differences in the stepwise increasing and decreasing rotation above and below the apex of the curve depend on the number of vertebrae involved and the magnitude of the non-neutral dysfunction that is usually at either the top or bottom or at both ends of the group.

The common notation for such a neutral dysfunction is neutral left (Nlt).

In the absence of a neutral dysfunction, the spine may still demonstrate adaptive neutral mechanics (type I) when examined in the neutral position if a non-neutral dysfunctional segment, ERS or FRS, is of such a magnitude (major barrier) that a neutral coupling adaptive responsive is required. However, when the spine moves out of the neutral position, either by flexion or extension, then the non-dysfunctional vertebral segments above the ERS or FRS will follow the position of the dysfunctional non-neutral segment below them (see Figure 2-20). Therefore, these non-dysfunctional vertebral segments are neither adaptive nor abnormal. In the example of an ERSlt at T4 in the extended position, if there are no other non-neutral dysfunctions, the TPs of T3, T2, and T1 all appear level because the TPs of T4 are also level. With increasing flexion beyond the flexion barrier of T4, the left TP of T4 becomes prominent as T4 rotates and side bends left in relation to T5. The spinal segments above T4 appear to tilt to the left and rotate to the left to the same degree as T4. Although the left TPs of T3, T2, and T1 are more prominent than those on the right, their position is no different than the TP of T4. With increasing extension, the rotation diminishes, and when T4 has extended beyond its flexion barrier, the TPs of T4 become level, as do the TPs of T3, T2, and T1. The vertebral response of T1–T3 in this example does not represent a group dysfunction. In fact, there are also no non-neutral
An example of how a section of vertebral segments responds above a minor non-neutral dysfunction—in this case, ERSlt (extended, rotated, side bent left) at T4. (A) Neutral position with a minor flexion barrier on left between T4-S. (B) During flexion, the normal segments, T1, T2, and T3, simply follow the position of T4. Because these segments are not positionally different between each other or with T4, there are no other neutral or non-neutral ERS dysfunctions between them.

Certainly, non-neutral dysfunctions can occur in multiple segments. When they occur one on top of the other, they are described as “stacked” non-neutral dysfunctions. The positional diagnosis follows the principle of comparing the superior vertebra to the one immediately below and applies for both stacked and multiple non-neutral dysfunctions. In the example of an FRSrt at T5 with an FRSlt at T1, the TPs of T2, T3, and T4 all appear rotated to the right as far as the rotation of T5 when the spine is extended. However, the TPs of T1 appear level or less right-rotated than T2 when the upper thoracic spine is extended (Figure 5-8A). Likewise, in the example of an ERSlt at T4 with an ERSrt at T2, the TPs of T3 appear as left-rotated as T4 with the spine in flexion, but the TPs of T2 may actually appear level in flexion. In this example, T2 appears different than T3, and it is relatively rotated to the right compared to T3, when the spine is flexed. This observation occurs because there is restricted facet opening on the right between T2 and T3 (Figure 5-8B).

**POSITIONAL DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES OF THE THORACIC AND LUMBAR**

**Static Examination**
Static examination usually begins immediately after the sitting forward flexion test. In patients for whom for-
ward bending while standing is comfortable, the examination can be done standing. For most patients with back trouble, the sitting position is preferable.

Like most examinations, this examination requires a prohibitive amount of time to check each joint in turn all the way up the spine. This is the reason to have the examination process begin with an overall screen to demonstrate which areas need further attention, followed by a scan to pinpoint joints for detailed assessment. The third step, segmental definition, defines the precise position of the barrier at each of the dysfunctional joints identified by the scan. The following description refers to the segmental definition.

Because the TPs are used as the main indicators of vertebral position and segmental definition in these tests, it is important that they can be found with some accuracy. It must be remembered that they vary in length (see Figure 2-6A). The longest TPs are usually at L3, and the shortest TPs are at T12. TPs are most easily found by palpating deep in the lateral gutter between the longissimus and iliocostalis muscles. In the thoracic region, the tip of the TP is easily found by palpating in the lateral gutter to find the posterior part of the rib; the rib is then followed medially until a resistance or "bump" is felt; the bump is the tip of the TP. Alternatively, it is possible to palpate medial to the longissimus on the lamina of the lumbar vertebrae or the TPs of the thoracic vertebrae. It is important at that point to lighten one's pressure until the TP can only just be felt, because the lighter the contact, the more one can feel. It is possible to feel through a relaxed longissimus, but this palpation is less accurate, and, when this muscle is hypertonic, it can be impossible to feel the bone.

Any rotation of the lumbar and lower thoracic vertebrae is estimated by finding the relative posteriority of the TPs. It is generally accepted that the thumbs are more sensitive for perception of depth, and they are used in preference for this examination. When there is a major restriction in either flexion or extension, there is asymmetry of the TPs, even in the neutral position. When the restriction is relatively minor, the TPs should be symmetrical in the neutral position.

The most important part of the examination at this stage is the determination of the position of the vertebra by comparing the TPs of the superior vertebra to the TPs of the immediate level below and asking this question: Are these TPs in the same position, or are they in a different position?

**Spine Flexed**
In the fully flexed position of the lumbar spine, the tightness of the lumbosacral fascia makes the examination more difficult, and, occasionally, it is necessary to examine the spine in the other two positions and to extrapolate from those results the probable position of the TPs in flexion. At L5, the laminae are palpated, as the TPs are hidden by the ilium. This makes it a little more difficult to determine the position of L5, because the contact is closer to the midline and positional differences between the two sides are less obvious than if the TPs could be used as in the other lumbar and thoracic vertebrae. If the left lamina of L5 is prominent in the prone-neutral position and becomes level with the right lamina when the patient is prone propped, it can be inferred that the left lamina of L5 will be even more prominent with flexion (ERSlt), assuming that the sacrum is level and not dysfunctional. The rotation of L5 is always to be assessed as compared to the position of the sacral base, which is found by moving the thumbs from the most posterior part of the posterior superior iliac spine medially and *caudad* approximately 30 degrees (see Figure 4-4). Because palpation of the sacral base is the least reliable pelvic landmark, it may help to confirm its position by deduction from the relative positions of the inferior lateral angles in flexion, neutral, and extension (as described in Chapter 4).

1. The patient sits with knees apart and feet on the floor or a stool and bends forward as far as possible with arms hanging between the knees. An alternative approach is to have the patient sit slumped and then sit up tall or even arch backward; the operator notes the changes in symmetry of the TPs. This technique is more sensitive for the major restrictions than for the minor restrictions.

2. The thumbs are placed one on either side of the same vertebra to find the tips of the TPs from L4 up. At L5, the laminae are found from the most posterior part of the posterior superior iliac spine medially and *caudad* approximately 30 degrees (see Figure 4-14).

3. With moderate pressure equal on the two sides, the depth (posteriority) of the thumbs is noted and compared with the level below.

The specific examination is repeated at each of the levels indicated by the scanning examination up to the mid-thoracic spine.

The observations are described in the order in which they are often done in the routine examination of a patient. The order in which these are performed is not important and can be altered to suit the operator.

**Spine Neutral**
The easiest way to examine the lumbar spine in the neutral position is with the patient lying prone. For patients
unable to lie prone, the examination can be done sitting, but this is more difficult.

The examination is performed in exactly the same manner as in forward bending, but at L5, palpation is easier because the fascia is no longer tight. Notation is made of any level at which the TP of a lumbar or lower thoracic vertebra appear rotated in comparison to the level below, paying particular attention to levels indicated by the scanning examination.

**Spin e Extended**

For this examination, the prone position is also easiest, but, in this case, the patient props up on elbows and holds up the chin as high as possible (i.e., with the elbows close together and almost directly below the chin) (see Figure 3-26). This is known as the “sphinx” position, although the analogy is inaccurate. For this position to be useful, it is necessary for patients to relax their back and abdominal muscles. This examination can also be done with the patient sitting and arching backward as much as possible. The examination is done in the same manner as in the other two positions, but it usually proceeds from below up.

**Interpretation of Examination Findings**

Interpretation of the static examination can be envisioned by the following examples. If

1. In the neutral examining position, the TP of L2 is prominent on the right;
2. The rotation may vary a little but is present in both flexion and extension;
3. There is rotation to the right at L1 and L3 but not at L4.

The inference is that there is a neutral group dysfunction centered at L2 that is side bent left and rotated right, or NRrt (neutral, rotated right or right convexity).

If there is rotational asymmetry that involves three or more vertebrae and does not change on flexion or extension, the possibility of a structural asymmetry or primary scoliosis must also be considered.

If the rotational asymmetry involves less than three vertebrae and does not change with flexion or extension, there may be

1. A fusion, congenital or other (e.g., post traumatic, surgical), or
2. A bilateral dysfunction located at the same vertebral segment; the facet joint on one side is restricted for flexion, and the facet joint on the other side is restricted for extension.

None of these examples can be regarded as a rarity. Asymmetry is common and, in certain areas, the rule rather than the exception. The sacroiliac joint is an example because the auricular surface on one side is rarely, if ever, the same shape as that on the other side, which may, in part, account for the complexity of dysfunctions found in the pelvis.

If a spinal joint has restricted flexion on one side (ERS) and restricted extension on the other side (FRS), the rotation may not change when flexion or extension is introduced to that region of the spine. A bilateral restriction can be distinguished from a structural asymmetry by examining passive mobility for flexion and extension at the interspinous interval. This motion is normal in a joint at which the asymmetry is structural, but it is absent or significantly restricted if there is a bilateral facet joint dysfunction with one facet flexed and the other extended (as described previously).
Intervertebral fusion of any type is apparent on x-rays and, unless complicated by a neighboring joint dysfunction, is not accompanied by tissue texture changes.

**Examples of Multiple Non-Neutral Dysfunctions**

1. In neutral, L2 rotates left in relation to L3 and rotates further to the left with flexion, but diminishes with extension (major restriction).

2. L1, T12, T11, and up through T1 all appear to rotate as much as L2 in neutral, and the additional rotation at L2 provoked by flexion is matched by all the segments above. There is no difference between the position of L1 and L2 and, therefore, no dysfunction for flexion between them. The same is true for T12-L1, T11-12, and so on up to T1-2.

3. If there is a major restriction for flexion at T6 on the right (ERSrt), then, in neutral and with flexion, T6 will appear to be level when compared to T7, which appears rotated left following the levels below. The level-appearing T6 does not follow T7 and is, therefore, rotated right in comparison to T7 in flexion.

The only dysfunctional segments in this example are L2-3, with L2 rotated to the left (ERSlt), and T6-7, in which T6 is ERSrt but appears to be level in space (i.e., if not compared to T7).

Clinically, the same scenario applies for FRS dysfunctions, which, if major, are seen in the neutral examining position. The TP asymmetry worsens with increasing extension of the spine. Normal segments above the dysfunction appear to rotate to the same degree as the dysfunctional segment when in spinal extension. Abnormal or restricted segments appear either more rotated or can appear level if they are actually rotated in the opposite direction. For example, if there is an FRSlt dysfunction at L3 (with extension of the spine, L3 rotates and side bends left in relation to L4), the non-dysfunctional spine above L3 will appear rotated left as much as L3 in extension. If, suddenly, T6 appears to be level in relation to T7, which appears to be rotated left following T8 and all the way down to L3, then T6 is not following the vertebrae below (T7). The inference is then made that T6 is actually rotated right or in the opposite direction of T7 and is therefore dysfunctional. In relation to T7, T6 (although it appears level in space) is actually FRSrt. If, on the other hand, T6 were found to be rotated to the left more than T7 in extension, then the dysfunction would be described as FRSlt.

Bilateral dysfunctions can also occur either extended or flexed, but sometimes, in these cases, there is no rotational asymmetry of the TPs associated with the restriction because both facets are equally restricted. An increase in tension can be felt with intersegmental passive mobility testing, and, depending on the dysfunction, the spinous process of the superior vertebra quickly approaches the one below during attempted extension (if the vertebra is bilaterally flexed), or does not separate from the one below with flexion (if the vertebra is bilaterally extended). Passive mobility testing and palpation of tissue texture changes in the spinal gutter are essential in diagnosing bilateral dysfunctions.

Asymmetrical bilateral non-neutral dysfunctions are probably the norm. For example, if there is a major FRSlt and a minor FRSrt at L5, only the major FRSlt will be observed (the left lamina of L5 is posterior) when the lumbar spine is fully extended. However, after successful treatment of the FRSlt at L5, the FRSrt (the right lamina of L5 is now posterior) will become apparent when the patient is re-examined in full extension (Steele C., personal communication, 1999). This scenario explains why re-examination after treatment is important and why subsequent positional findings can appear different from the initial evaluation.

**Dynamic Examination**

Dynamic examination is most useful in the upper half of the thoracic spine but can be used lower, if needed. It is normally done with the patient sitting on a stool or with each leg over the side of the examination table. It is important to see that the patient's feet are supported to prevent a loss of balance when forward bending is required.

The examination can be performed actively by having the patient initiate the movement into flexion and extension, or it can be performed passively when the operator does both the moving and the examination. The former is easier for the operator and is used unless the patient finds it difficult to understand or seems unable to follow instructions. The movements for flexion should be done segmentally, curling from above down rather than regionally, which encourages flexion at only one or two segments with the rest of the spine following en bloc. Likewise, the movement for extension should also be done segmentally with the emphasis of movement beginning from the pelvis and lumbar spine and moving upward. When the patient is sitting erect and is asked to push the abdomen forward for anterior translation, extension of the spine occurs from below up.

When using the dynamic method, it is sometimes easier to observe the upward motion of the TP and some-
times easier to observe the forward motion, which makes the TP less prominent. These observations provide the same information: If the TP on one side moves superiorly, it is also moving forward, and vice versa. The starting posture is important because any deviation from flexion or extension in the neutral position is reflected in the amount of movement available in the other planes. An easy way to get the patient to assume the neutral position when examining the thoracic spine is to ask the patient to “sit up tall.” It is also important to make sure that a barrier between two vertebrae was not already passed in the starting position. For a major restriction of extension, the motion examination must be started from a point at which the joint is free to move from flexion to extension. The same is true for a major restriction of flexion identified from the starting position, at which motion from extension to flexion is initially free. As previously described, to avoid inadvertent flexion of the lumbar and lower thoracic joints when assessing flexion and extension in the upper thoracic spine, the patient is instructed to extend the spine from below upward by anteriorly tilting the pelvis and pushing the belly forward to maintain postural balance.

**Active Examination**

It is often helpful to assess for spinal dysfunctions by palpation of the TPs during active flexion or extension of the spine, observing for a progressive increase or decrease in asymmetry of the TPs, because the motion being tested has either encountered a restrictive barrier or is moving away from this barrier.

The operator places his or her thumbs in the fascial plane between the longissimus and iliocostalis muscles and moves them medially along the rib shaft to find the tips of the TPs. With the patient in neutral, the thumbs are placed over the TPs of the vertebra to be tested (Figure 5-9A). The patient is then instructed to bend his or her head (or, for lower down, the head and shoulders) forward, and the relative motion of the TPs is observed (Figure 5-9B). Normally, both TPs (monitored by the thumbs) move anteriorly and superiorly symmetrically with spinal flex-

![Figure 5-9](image-url)
ion. Abnormal motion is shown by the TP on one side rising superiorly and becoming less easy to feel, whereas the other TP remains low and prominent. The patient is then instructed to tilt the head backward to extend the neck and upper thoracic spine (Figure 5-9C). Normally, both TPs (monitored by thumbs) move posteriorly and inferiorly symmetrically with spinal extension. An abnormality seen this time would be the failure of one TP to descend and become prominent. In the upper thoracic spine, it is often not enough for the patient simply to extend his or her neck, especially in the patient who has an increase in the cervicothoracic kyphosis. If extension from below is omitted, the asymmetry easily may be missed. The necessary anterior translation from below (extension) can be achieved by having the patient push his or her stomach forward and then bring the head back with the chin tucked in (extension of the neck on the thorax is required, not extension of the head on the neck). The palpatory observations are all made with reference to the next lower vertebra.

Passive Examination for the Upper Thoracic Spine
The operator uses the index and middle fingers of one hand to perform the examination while, with the other hand on the patient’s head, flexion and extension of the upper thoracic spine are introduced. The fingertips should be on the tip of each of the TPs of the vertebra being examined or in the interspinous spaces. Forward flexion of the thoracic spine can be examined by rotating the patient’s head and working from above down, but localizing to a given segment of the spine is difficult (Figure 5-10A). Localization is better achieved by using posterior translation of the spine working from above down and below up by guiding the patient into a slumped position until the desired segment is at the apex of a forward-bending curve (Figure 5-10B). Extension can also be accomplished by rotating the patient’s head and working from above down, but, again, localization is difficult, and a strain may be placed on the cervical spine (Figure 5-10C). Extension in the upper thoracic spine is best accomplished by using anterior translation of the spine from below up by having the patient push his or her stomach forward. At the same time, the patient is instructed to tuck the chin down and allow the operator to translate the neck and upper thoracic spine posteriorly until the desired segment is at the apex of a backward bending curve (Figure 5-10D).

Passive Examination for the Lower Thoracic and Lumbar Spine
At times, it may be difficult to identify a dysfunction based on the position of the TPs because of the overlying tissue tension, muscle bulk, and the size of the TPs, especially at the thoraco-lumbar junction. If this difficulty is encountered, a structural diagnosis of a flexion or an extension restriction between two adjacent vertebrae may be achieved by using passive, side-to-side translatory motion testing. This technique can be applied when the patient is in the seated position with the feet supported or when the patient is in the prone-neutral or prone-propped position. In the seated position, translatory motion from left to right and from right to left can be applied with the spine in flexion and extension to detect ERS and FRS dysfunctions, respectively. In the prone position, translatory motion from side to side is useful primarily in detecting FRS dysfunctions, especially when they are bilateral and symmetrical and located at the thoraco-lumbar junction.

Passive Motion Testing in the Seated Position
The patient is seated on a chair or stool with both feet on the floor. The operator stands to one side, facing the patient.

1. If standing on the patient’s left side, the operator places his or her left hand on top of the patient’s left shoulder, and the operator’s right thumb pad or fingertip is placed against the left side of the spinous process of the vertebra to be motion tested (Figure 5-11A).
2. With the patient sitting in a neutral position, the operator applies a slight compressive force on the patient’s left shoulder, directed downward toward the operator’s right thumb or fingertip. Using translation, the operator attempts to create an apex of left side bending of the spine at his or her right thumb or fingertips (see Figure 5-11A).
3. After slumping the patient by using an anterior-to-posterior translation to induce flexion, the lateral translation is repeated, keeping the vertebra to be motion tested at the apex of the flexed spine (Figure 5-11B). If resistance is felt at the spinous process that is being translated, then there is an ERS dysfunction on the right between the vertebra palpated and the one below. The right facet joint below will not open.
4. Lateral translation is repeated after extending the spine by posterior-to-anterior translation as the patient sits up taller and pushes the abdomen forward (Figure 5-11C). The vertebra being motion tested should remain at the apex of the extended spine. If resistance is felt at the spinous process that is being translated, then there is an FRS on the right between the vertebra palpated and the one above. The left facet joint above will not close.
5. Motion testing for lateral translation is repeated in all three positions from the other side. The operator stands on the patient’s right side and tests the capacity for the individual vertebra to translate from right to left, resulting in right side bending in the neutral, flexed, and extended positions.
FIGURE 5-10
Palpation over spinous processes from one side and placing desired vertebra at the apex of a forward-bending curve by (A) overturning the head or (B) translation in an anterior-to-posterior direction. Placing the desired vertebra at the apex of a backward-bending curve by (C) overturning the head or (D) translation in a posterior-to-anterior direction, working from below up.
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FIGURE 5-11
The position of the operator and patient for passive localized translatory movements at a particular thoracic vertebra. While palpating for motion on the medial side of the spinous processes using the thumb or fingertip, the operator depresses and translates the ipsilateral shoulder toward the palpating thumb. (A) With patient in the neutral position. (B) With patient flexed or slumped. (C) With patient extended or sitting up tall.

A series of adjacent lumbar and thoracic vertebrae can be motion tested from one side before testing from the other side. The operator notes which vertebrae are free to move laterally and which are not when the patient has been placed in each position: neutral (Figure 5-12A), flexed (Figure 5-12B), and extended (Figure 5-12C). Before testing for lateral translation, it is important to remember not to flex or extend the spine too far, because this significantly decreases the motion available at every level examined (according to the third law of spinal mechanics) and, therefore, makes a definitive diagnosis more difficult.

Passive Motion Testing in the Prone Position
The patient lies prone, and the operator stands to either side. Motion testing in the prone position is done with the patient in the prone-neutral and prone-propped (extended) positions. Major restrictions that occur in the flexed position (ERS) can be inferred if the restriction lessens or disappears when the patient moves from the prone-neutral to the prone-propped position.

1. The operator places each thumb against the same spinous process on both sides.
2. While the patient is lying in the prone-neutral position, the operator pushes the spinous process laterally with one thumb and then the other. A springing motion through the thumbs works best, and several adjacent vertebrae can be examined while the patient is in this position.
3. Motion testing for lateral translation is repeated in the same fashion with the patient in the prone-propped position.
4. An alternative method in the prone-propped position is to motion test from one side at a time. A thumb is placed against the spinous process of the inferior vertebra to stabilize it while monitoring motion at the interspinous space above (Figure 5-13A). Lateral translation is induced through the shoulders by the operator’s other hand pulling the patient’s shoulders toward the operator. An assessment of the motion available for lateral translation of the superior vertebra relative to the vertebra below is made through the operator’s palpating thumb (Figure 5-13B). This palpation is repeated at successive segmental levels, first from one side and then the other.

**Interpretation of Thoracic and Lumbar Dysfunctions Using Passive Lateral Translation**

During the screening examination, the patient was asked to side bend to either side, and any loss of a smooth side-bending curve was noted. For example, if there is a restriction for left side bending between L2 and L3, a smooth right side-bending curve would be observed. However, an angulation of the spine occurs when left side bending is attempted with a straightening of the spine above L2, along with a reduced range of left side-bending motion. L2 can be viewed as being able to side bend right and is, therefore, side bent to the right. Considering facet function, to side bend to the right, the right facet between L2 and L3 must be able to close and the left facet must be able to open. If left side bending is limited, then either the right facet between L2 and L3 cannot fully open or the left facet cannot fully close. If the ability to left side bend improves when the patient slumps (flexes) and worsens when the patient arches backward (extends), L2 can flex on L3, and, therefore, the right facet joint at L2-3 can open, but the left facet joint at L2-3 cannot close. If left side bending improves with extension and worsens with flexion, then L2 can extend, and, therefore, the left facet joint at L2-3 can...

**FIGURE 5-12**

The position of the operator and the patient for passive localized translatory movements of a particular lumbar vertebra by springing the shoulder down to the medial side of the spinous process of L1 from left to right. (A) With patient in the neutral position. (B) With patient flexed or slumped. (C) With patient extended or sitting up tall.
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FIGURE 5-13
Lateral translatory motion testing at the thoraco-lumbar junction when the patient is prone propped. (A) Palpating medial to spinous process. (B) Translating right to left from patient’s shoulders.

close, but the right facet joint cannot open. Thus, the screening observation gives the operator a good idea of what will probably be found at L2.

It is helpful to review the interpretation of the examination findings that focus on positional changes of the TPs before discussing the interpretations of the observations made during passive motion testing using lateral translation. The two techniques should complement each other when used interchangeably or as a double check for accuracy.

To review, if the TPs of a vertebra become increasingly asymmetrical during flexion in comparison to the TPs of the vertebra below it, or if they are asymmetrical in the fully flexed position and symmetrical in the extended position, then the vertebra is considered to be ERS to the side of the prominent TP. There is a restrictive barrier that prevents the zygapophyseal joint on the side opposite the prominent TP to close completely during extension. As a consequence, there is also a motion restriction for extension, rotation, and side bending to the opposite side but no restriction for flexion, rotation, and side bending to either side. If, during or after extension, the left TP has become prominent, it is FRSlt, and if the TP has become prominent on the right, it is FRSrt (see Figures 5-4 and 5-5).

Passive lateral translation can be used to motion test for side bending restrictions to determine whether the zygapophyseal joint is able to open or close fully. Recall that if a vertebra side bends to the left, the joint between it and the vertebra below must close on the left side and open on the right side. The mechanics of side bending are a little different when translation is used. If a vertebral body can be laterally translated from left to right but not from right to left, then it is able to side bend to the left in relation to the vertebral body below it, but it cannot side bend to the right. Positionally, that vertebra is then considered side bent to the left. The next question, then, is this: Is the side bending restriction to the right caused by the inability of the left zygapophyseal joint to open (ERSlt) or the right zygapophyseal joint to close (FRSlt)?

Recall the example of a restriction between L2 and L3 when, positionally, L2 was ERSlt. In this situation, the left zygapophyseal joint between L2 and L3 cannot open fully. Using lateral translation, the following will be observed:

1. When the spinous process of L2 is contacted, it is felt to move laterally to the right (side bend left) when a left-to-right translatory force is applied and the lumbar spine is either in the neutral, flexed, or extended position. Because
the left zygapophyseal joint is closed and the right zygapo­
physeal joint can open, L2 is side bent to the left, and, 
therefore, there is no restriction for left side bending.

2. When attempting to move the spinous process of L2 
laterally from right to left, a resistance is felt when the 
lumbar spine is flexed. If there is a major restriction, it is 
also felt in the neutral position.

3. When the lumbar spine is in the extended position, 
the left zygapophyseal joint is free to move from its fully 
closed position to the partially opened position up to its 
flexion barrier. Because side bending to the right in the 
extended position is determined more by the ability of the 
right facet joint to close than the ability of the left facet 
joint to open, L2 freely moves when it is translated later­
ally from right to left. The range of translation normally 
is less than in the neutral position, following the third 
rule of spinal mechanics: Motion in one direction reduces 
motion in the other two.

If L2 is positionally FRSlt in relation to L3, there is a 
barrier preventing the right zygapophyseal joint from 
fully closing between L2 and L3. Because the ability for 
L2 to side bend to the right in relation to L3 is limited in 
extension, passive mobility testing in extension reveals a 
loss in translation of L3 from right to left underneath 
L2. Therefore, any restriction for right side bending in 
extension between L2 and L3 will be encountered at L3 
when using lateral translation. With this in mind, the 
following will be observed:

1. When the spinous processes of L2 and L3 are sequen­
tially contacted, each one is felt to move laterally to the 
right (side bend left) when a left-to-right translatory force 
is applied and the lumbar spine is either in the neutral, 
flexed, or extended position. This movement is observed 
because L2 is able to side bend to the left because the left 
zygapophyseal joint between L2 and L3 can close and the 
right zygapophyseal joint is open. Assuming that there is 
no restriction between L3 and L4, L3 is free to translate 
from left to right in all three positions as well.

2. When the translatory force is applied from right to 
left to test the capacity for right side bending, a resistance 
is felt when the spine is extended. Resistance may also be 
felt in the neutral position, if there is a major restriction 
for zygapophyseal joint closure on the right. However, 
the resistance to translation from right to left will be felt 
at L3 only, because its ability to move laterally to the left 
depends on the ability of the right zygapophyseal joint 
between L2 and L3 to close, and it cannot. Assuming that 
there is no FRSlt dysfunction at L1-2, there is no resis­ 
tance felt when the spinous process of L2 is translated to 
the left, even when the lumbar spine is extended.

3. When the lumbar spine is flexed, side bending to 
the right is possible, and both L2 and L3 can freely 
translate right to left. The range of translation normally 
is less than in the neutral position, following the third 
rule of spinal mechanics.

**Cervical**

In contrast to the examination of the thoracic and lumbar 
spine by both positional and motion testing, the cervical 
spine is examined primarily by passive motion testing 
alone. Motion of the individual joints in the cervical 
region can be tested in the sitting position, while the oper­
ator monitors with the fingers of one hand and controls 
the patient's head with the other hand (Figure 5-14). This 
position is easiest for flexion-extension testing. Most
experienced operators prefer to have the patient supine and, in that position, passively motion test typical cervical joints (C2-T1) by translation, which introduces movement from above and below at the same time. Translation to the left causes side bending to the right and translation anteriorly causes extension, and so on.

For the atlantoaxial joint, rotation is tested; for the OA joint, the primary test is of forward and backward translation.

Although classified as cervical, the joint between C7 and T1 is often more easily examined by the dynamic method described for the thoracic spine. Sometimes, the joints between C6 and C7 are also more easily examined in this manner.

**Typical Cervical Joints**

The patient lies supine with his or her head close to the end of the table where the operator can sit, kneel, or stoop. If the patient is unable to lie supine, the examination can be done in the seated position. It is more difficult in the seated position, and it helps if the seat is low or if the operator stands on a stool. The examination is performed separately at each segmental level by alternately pushing on the lateral mass (an articular pillar) of one vertebra, first in one direction (for instance, left to right), then in the other (right to left), to induce lateral translation. The operator attempts to keep the patient’s head in the midline and move the head and all the vertebrae above the level being examined en bloc by using the rest of the examiner’s fingers and hands. By introducing translation in this way, the operator can specifically determine whether there is a motion restriction between the translated vertebra and the vertebra immediately below it. The dysfunctional levels in the neck are most easily found by palpating for tissue texture change around the joints. For those operators whose fingers have not yet achieved the required sensitivity, it is necessary to examine each of the six joints in turn.

**Examination**

1. The patient is supine with the operator seated at the head of the table. The patient must be relaxed, and the operator must be comfortable, as for all motion testing.
2. The spinous process of C2 is easily felt, and the operator’s fingertips are placed in order from above down (Figure 5-15): the little finger against the lateral mass of C2 and the ring, middle, and index fingers against the next three vertebrae to C5. By light palpation around the lateral masses, it is usually possible to identify, by tissue texture changes, those levels that require detailed testing. If this identification is uncertain, it is better to test each level in turn. Care must be taken not to press against the ends of the TPs, because these are always tender, and the discomfort may induce unwanted muscle guarding.
3. After the level of a somatic dysfunction has been identified with the four fingers (as described previously), the vertebral segment identified can be evaluated further by inducing lateral translation by gently pushing it sideways, first to one side and then to the other, being careful to avoid side bending of the neck by tilting the head. It is often easier to assess motion if the tips of the index fingers support the vertebra to be translated, and the shafts of the index fingers and additional fingers, if necessary, fully support the vertebrae above the one to be translated (Figure 5-16). Supporting the neck in this fashion, motion is blocked above the vertebra that is being examined and localized so that the operator can test the mobility between the vertebra supported by the index fingers relative to the vertebra immediately below (Figure 5-17).

It is often a good idea to check all levels for motion restrictions, beginning with those levels that are identified by the hypertonic, deep muscles.
Interpretation of Cervical Dysfunctions between C2 and T1

To make a diagnosis, the examination of each suspected level of dysfunction must be done in full flexion (Figure 5-18) and full extension (Figure 5-19) to avoid misdiagnosis of major restrictions. For example, if there is a major FRS dysfunction, there may be freedom of side bending (tested by using lateral translation) only at the fully flexed position. If this spinal level is examined when the head is partially flexed, a restriction may be felt and erroneously interpreted as an ERS dysfunction. Some operators prefer to start testing in the mid-position and then re-test in full flexion and full extension.

If there is a loss of translation to the right (left to right), there is a restriction of left side bending; the segment can be considered to be side bent right. If a loss of translation to the left (right to left) is found, there is a restriction of right side bending between the vertebra palpated and the vertebra below that level; the segment can be considered to be side bent left.

If the restriction of side bending (lateral translation) is more marked in extension and absent in flexion, the segment has a restriction for extension but not for flexion and, therefore, is flexed, or FRS. If the restriction of lateral translation is more significant in flexion and absent in extension, the segment is said to be extended, or ERS.

Therefore, if a segment is found with restriction of translation to the left (right to left) most marked in extension, it is said to be FRSlt. In this instance, the restriction indicates that the right facet joint between the superior and inferior vertebrae will not open. The palpated sense of restricted side bending is greatest at the dysfunctional segment when compared to the levels above and below. For example, in extension, if lateral translation from right to left is free at C3, blocked at C4, but free again when translating C5 along with C1 to...
Chapter 5

Detailed Examination: The Spine

FIGURE 5-18
Lateral translation of the flexed cervical spine. (A) Left to right. (B) Right to left.

C4 above from right to left, then, by deduction, the dysfunction is located between C4 and C5 (Figure 5-20).

Similarly, if a segment is found with restriction of translation to the left (right to left) more marked in flexion, it is positionally described as being ERSlt. This time, however, the restriction indicates that the left facet joint between the superior and inferior vertebrae will not open.

To evaluate the ability of one vertebra to rotate, the motion of the superior vertebra is assessed by stabilizing the inferior vertebra at the articular pillar and passively inducing rotation from above down over the stabilizing finger. Between C2 and T1, rotation is coupled with side bending, and the translatory component is vertical. For example, rotating a vertebral body to the left is associated with left side bending and a compression of the intervertebral disc on the left as well. If there is a restriction for left rotation with flexion (ERSlt), there is also a restriction for left side bending.

If there is a restriction for left rotation with extension (FRSrt), there is also a restriction for left side bending. Therefore, rotation for motion testing of a single vertebra can also be used to test the ability of the inferior facet of the superior vertebra either to separate or to approximate the vertebra below.

FIGURE 5-19
Lateral translation of the extended cervical spine. (A) Left to right. (B) Right to left.
Examination of the cervical spine with lateral translation. In this example, the cervical spine is extended first, and then individual segments are motion tested with lateral translation. There is an FRSlt (flexed, rotated, side bent left) at C4-5 indicated by a restriction to right-to-left translation. (A) While C2 and C3 are held en bloc, motion is relatively free, and right side bending is possible between C3 and C4. (B) Because the right facet between C4 and C5 cannot close, right-to-left lateral translation is restricted when an attempt is made to translate C2, C3, and C4 en bloc from right to left. (C) There is no restriction for right-to-left lateral translation between C5 and C6 when C2, C3, C4, and C5 are held en bloc and translated together from right to left. Black arrows indicate the level of right-to-left translatory force; white arrows indicate the levels of the cervical spine that are stabilized and moved together en bloc. (L = left; R = right.)

Note: The authors recognize that some operators are taught to describe a lesion in terms of restriction of motion. However, for consistency and clarity, in this text, the shorthand abbreviations FRS and ERS are used only to describe dysfunctions by the position of the restricted vertebrae and are not used interchangeably to describe the restriction of motion.

Occipitoatlantal and Atlantoaxial Joints
The upper cervical complex consists of the OA and the atlantoaxial (C1-2) joints. These joints work together with a wide range of flexion-extension at OA and rotation at C1-2. There are other minor movements that occur in both joints. In the OA joint, there are a few degrees of side bending associated with a small range of rotation to the opposite direction. At the C1-2 joint, there is approximately 5 degrees of side bending, and the biconvex shape of the cartilage-covered facets causes a small range of superior-to-inferior (craniad to caudad) translation.

Examination of the Atlantoaxial Joint
1. The patient is supine, and the operator sits, stands, or kneels at the head of the table.
2. To localize the rotation as much as possible to the C1-2 level, and in accordance with Fryette’s third concept of spinal motion, the operator flexes the patient’s neck as far as it easily goes. Forced flexion is not required, and it should be emphasized that the flexion is of the neck, not of the head on the neck. The operator uses both hands to hold the occiput and C1 en bloc and palpates the spinous process of C2 with the index finger of each hand.
3. With the patient relaxed, the head is turned passively to one side, then to the other, while monitoring with the index or middle fingers at the C2 level on each side. The movement must be stopped just as C2 begins to move. The normal range is more than 45 degrees to each side, of which probably only 30–35 degrees of movement take place at the C1-2 joint itself. The flexed position must be maintained during the rotation, or movement will occur at other joints and the examination will be inaccurate. The range should be symmetrical to each side (Figure 5-21).

Examination of the Occipitoatlantal Joint
There are two different methods used to examine the OA joint. The first method, which is easier to interpret and is usually the only one required, is by lateral translation in full flexion and in full extension of the OA joint. The second method is useful to confirm a doubtful finding and is by anterior and posterior translation of the skull in 30 degrees of rotation, first to one side and then to the other.

Note: All non-neutral dysfunctions of the typical cervical vertebrae should have been successfully treated before this technique is used.

Side-to-Side Translation
1. The patient is supine and must be relaxed. The operator is at the head of the table, preferably sitting.
2. The operator’s hands cradle the patient’s head and lift it a short distance off the table. The index fingers are placed so that the operator can monitor motion at the OA joint on each side. Care must be taken not to press on
the posterior OA membrane while palpating the lateral masses of C1.

3. The operator introduces flexion at the OA joint by rotating the skull as if rolling a ball around an imaginary axis through the external auditory meatus. This motion does not need to be taken to the barrier, and extreme flexion is not required. With the patient's head flexed, the operator translates the head to one side, keeping the midline of the head parallel to that of the body. The distance between the midline of the head and the midline of the body is noted, and the head is then translated to the other side. The distance from the midline that the head moves should be symmetrical (Figure 5-22).

4. The skull is then "rolled" into extension around the same axis, and the examination is repeated (Figure 5-23). Extreme extension is not needed, and it is important to

FIGURE 5-22
Examination of motion at the occipitoatlantal joint by translation in flexion. (A) Lateral translation of patient's occiput to the left. (B) Lateral translation of patient's occiput to the right.
remember that the position of full extension of the head on the neck combined with rotation places the vertebral artery at risk for injury.

In many patients, there will be a restriction at the OA joint with the same side bending restriction on one side and rotation restriction to the opposite side with both flexion and extension. If this occurs (restricted side bending to the left and restricted rotation to the right when the occiput is either flexed or extended), then there is a bilateral dysfunction with the right OA joint extended (restricted flexion) and the left OA joint flexed (restricted extension).

**Antero-Posterior Translation**

1. The patient is supine and must be relaxed, and the operator is seated at the head of the table.
2. The operator cradles the patient’s head with both hands and, without using the fingertips, lifts it off the table and turns it 30 degrees to the right. This motion aligns the right facets of the occiput and atlas so that they are nearly perpendicular to the table and the facets on the left are horizontal. Motion testing is performed by translating the patient’s head with the operator’s hands (not the fingertips) upward (anteriorly) and then downward (posteriorly), thus sliding one facet on the other (Figure 5-24). A rotational movement of C1 indicates the beginning of the motion restriction and is palpated by the operator’s index fingers that are placed on the lateral masses of C1 bilaterally. Because anterior–posterior motion can only occur along the right facet (the left is now horizontal), a restriction for anterior glide (extension) will carry C1 anteriorly on the right, forcing it to rotate left into the palpating finger of the operator’s left hand. If there is a restriction in the posterior direction (flexion), C1 rotates to the right (into the operator’s right index finger) and away from the left.
3. The head is then turned 30 degrees to the left of the mid-position, and the test is repeated on that side. The amount of movement in the anterior–posterior direction should be bilaterally symmetrical; the side with the smaller range is the restricted side.

**Interpretation**

Interpretation of the standard method is similar to interpretation of the translatory examination of the typical cervical joints.

1. If there is restricted lateral translation of the head to the right, there is limitation of left side bending at the OA joint, and the OA joint, therefore, must be side bent right (Srt). This determination is made assuming that the lower cervical joints are mobile.
2. If restriction is more marked in the extended position, there is restriction of extension, written as F(flexed), Rlt (rotated left), Srt (side bent right), or FSrt. The simpler diagnostic notation emphasizes the side-bending restriction that is critical for normal motion in the OA joint, much like a sliding drawer requires side-to-side
A FIGURE 5-24
Anterior-posterior translation test for motion at the right facet of the occipitoatlantal joint. (A) Anterior translation. (B) Posterior translation.

freedom to glide in and out. Because rotation and side bending are always coupled in opposite directions at the OA joint, identification of the rotational restriction is superfluous.

3. If the restriction is more marked in the flexed position, there is restriction of flexion at the OA joint, written as $E(\text{extended}) \, RltSlt$, or $ESlt$.

4. If, on testing antero-posterior translation of the 30 degree-rotated head, there is restriction of anterior translation on the right, the indication is that the right facet of the occiput will not slide fully forward on the atlas. This indication is actually detected when anterior translation of the occipital condyle causes a left rotation of the atlas palpated by the operator’s left index finger. Therefore, there is a restriction of the occiput for extension and rotation to the left (not of flexion, as in upward and forward sliding of intervertebral facets). Because rotation and side bending at the OA joint are always coupled to opposite sides, and the occiput is rotated right, the occiput must also be side bent left. This position corresponds to a restriction of right-to-left translation of the head in the extended position (FRrtSlt, or FSlt).

5. If there is restriction of posterior translation of the occiput on the atlas on the right, the head will not fully flex, and as the right occipital condyle reaches the flexion barrier, the atlas translates posteriorly on the right and is detected by the operator’s right index finger. Therefore, there is a restriction of the occiput for flexion and rotation to the right. Because rotation and side bending at the OA joint are coupled in the opposite direction, the occiput must also be restricted for side bending to the left. This position corresponds to restriction of translation of the head to the right in the flexed position (ErltSrt, or Esrt).

6. If the restriction is on the left side, the inferences are the same but with reversal of the side.

In summary,

1. The structural diagnosis formulated by the observed restriction of the right occipital condyle to glide anteriorly on the atlas is $FSlt$.
2. The structural diagnosis for an observed restriction of the right occipital condyle to glide posteriorly on the atlas is $ESrt$.
3. The structural diagnosis for an observed restriction of the left occipital condyle to glide anteriorly on the atlas is $FSrt$.
4. The structural diagnosis for an observed restriction of the left occipital condyle to glide posteriorly on the atlas is $ESlt$.
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There is disagreement about the breadth of the meaning of the word **manipulation**. In Europe, the term is used almost solely for procedures involving a high-velocity, low-amplitude, thrusting movement. In North America, the term is used in a much wider sense to include any active or passive movement initiated, assisted, or resisted by the operator and includes treatments sometimes listed as articulation; mobilization; isometric and isotonic techniques; and myofascial, functional, indirect, and even craniosacral techniques.

To help clarify this terminology, the International Federation of Manual Medicine, after a workshop at Fischingen in 1983, proposed the term **mobilization with impulse** to be used for what is here called **thrusting**. **Mobilization without impulse** was proposed for the treatments that are here included under the heading **manipulation** but that do not have a component of operator thrusting. These terms are somewhat cumbersome, and, in this edition, the authors use the term **manipulation** in the broad sense defined as **the skillful use of the hands in a therapeutic fashion**.

The phrase **high-velocity, low-amplitude** is thought to have led some practitioners to emphasize the velocity too much, so the simple word **thrust** is becoming the preferred term. It is still important that the thrust is of high velocity, however small the amplitude; if the thrust is done slowly, the muscles will have time to tighten and prevent the movement. In this edition, the term **muscle energy** is used to describe techniques that involve patient participation usually associated with operator resistance. This text includes what, in earlier editions, had been called **isometric**: Many of the techniques described are fully, or in part, isometric, but some techniques use **isotonic**, in addition to or instead of **isometric**, contraction. Some techniques also use respiratory assistance from the patient; in some techniques, the operator may assist as well as resist.

**TYPES OF MANIPULATION**

Many different techniques have been used to remove or alter the restrictive barrier and its associated tissue texture abnormalities. In the early editions of this book, only high-velocity techniques were described, and of these, some were quite nonspecific. The non- and semispecific techniques have been omitted from this edition. Instead, this edition focuses on the identification of a restrictive barrier and specific techniques to engage and remove that barrier to normal pain-free motion within the context of restoring overall postural balance and neuromotor control of the musculoskeletal system.

Manipulative techniques may be direct or indirect. **Direct techniques** are those in which the barrier is located and directly addressed. High-velocity and muscle energy treatments are direct techniques. The term **indirect** is used for techniques in which the joint is positioned away from the barrier, usually localizing to the point of maximum ease identified by a palpable decrease in tissue tension. The various functional techniques are all indirect. Combined techniques also exist in which some aspects are direct and some indirect.

A third approach uses what is known as an **exaggeration technique**. In this case, the joint is positioned away from the dysfunctional barrier toward the opposite end of its normal range, and a thrust is applied toward the normal end. In France, Maigne1 developed his own variety of this method based on his belief that the thrust should only be in the painless direction. There are many disciples of his techniques.
Mobilizing Forces

A variety of forces can be applied to the joint to perform whatever treatment is needed. These forces are broadly classified as extrinsic or intrinsic. Extrinsic forces are used when the operator does the work, as in thrusting, or when gravity or some mechanical apparatus is used. Intrinsic forces are generated by the patient, whether by pushing or breathing, and also include the natural tendency of the body to self-correct whenever possible. Muscle energy treatment is regarded as using intrinsic force, because the patient generates and is able to control the degree of force used, even if the operator must use an equal and opposite force to produce the desired effect.

Thrusting manipulation using extrinsic force was the standby of manual medicine practitioners since the end of the nineteenth century. It is probable that often these were only semispecific techniques, but they helped patients enough to justify research to improve and refine them. There are many reasons to look for other types of manipulation. First, thrusting manipulation is unsuitable for certain patients, such as those who suffer from osteoporosis, metastatic disease, and rheumatoid arthritis, who may still benefit from other manipulative techniques. Second, thrusting manipulation is not always painless, although the more accurate the localization, the higher the velocity and the less force used, the less uncomfortable this technique will be. Third, thrusting is not entirely without risk and occasional hazards, particularly to the vertebro-basilar circulation. Since 1947, when the first cerebrovascular complication was reported, a significant number of vascular accidents have been reported involving manipulation of the upper cervical spine. It was originally thought that these accidents were due to direct injury to the vertebral arteries by high-velocity manipulation, and, certainly, some of them have happened at the moment of such a treatment. Reported complications suggest that the problem is often one of an intimal tear with development of a dissection and occlusion of the lumen. Yet cases have been recorded in which the arterial occlusion occurred when the patient had merely held the neck in full extension with the head fully rotated to one side. Carotid artery injuries have also been reported.

The first sign of cerebral vascular insufficiency is anxiety. This symptom appears before the onset of nystagmus, and it is recommended that if a patient becomes anxious during the examination or treatment of the neck, the maneuver should immediately be stopped and the situation reassessed before any similar position or technique is again adopted. This problem is discussed in more detail in Chapter 11.

There have also been concerns about the use of spinal manipulation in patients with known lumbar disc herniation and the potential of spinal manipulation causing a cauda equina syndrome. This uncommon complication has been most closely associated with the application of forceful manipulation to the lumbar spine to patients under general anesthesia with the associated loss of spinal muscular and tendinous support.

Types of Technique

It was a wise man who said, “If all you have in your toolbox is a hammer, it is funny how many things look like nails.” High-velocity thrusting can be used to treat most dysfunctions if necessary. Until the work of Fred Mitchell, Sr., the original proponent of the muscle energy technique, became known, thrusting was all that was available to many practitioners in the field, including John F. Bourdillon. Techniques that allow the patient to gauge the force being applied have obvious advantages in patients who have weakened bones from old age, osteoporosis, or disease. A less forceful alternative treatment is highly desirable in the patient with a very acute condition and in whom thrust manipulation could cause severe pain.

There are a variety of other techniques. The oldest is probably what is now classified as soft tissue technique and can be regarded, in part, as an extension of therapeutic massage and articulatory techniques.

Muscle energy technique is a method used most by many practitioners and is widely applicable for the mobilization of any joint in the musculoskeletal system. Because it depends on the active participation of the patient by voluntary effort, there is an inherent safety in this technique, as the patient has some control over the amount of force used.

Myofascial techniques combine aspects of soft tissue, indirect, and even craniosacral techniques and are applicable to situations in which other treatments sometimes fail. Functional or indirect techniques do not put any significant strain on the patient’s cardiovascular system, although the very gentle nature of the indirect techniques contrasts strongly with the physical handling of the patient by the operator using the direct myofascial techniques.

Craniosacral techniques address dysfunctions of the joints between the bones of the skull and membranous imbalances of the dural structures. When properly applied, these techniques can benefit patients who have experienced post-traumatic headaches from head injury...
and patients with temporomandibular joint dysfunctions. These techniques are also applicable for dysfunctions anywhere in the musculoskeletal system because they rely on the body’s inherent spontaneous motion and ability to self-correct.

**SOFT TISSUE TECHNIQUES**

All articular dysfunctions have a soft tissue component, and in some cases, this component may be very important. In many patients, correction of the articular or skeletal component allows the soft tissues to return to normal, but if not, the soft tissue abnormality may bring back a skeletal dysfunction that had been successfully treated. Soft tissue techniques can be applied to the skin, subcutaneous tissues, and deeper structures. These techniques have a range of effects, including muscle and other tissue stretching, relief of edema, increased circulation, and so on. Soft tissue techniques may be used to “tidy up” after a skeletal treatment or as preparation. Having the soft tissues relaxed certainly makes skeletal treatment easier.

Muscles and their associated fascia can be treated with stretching either longitudinally or transversely or with deep pressure. These techniques are perhaps the most commonly used, and they can be very helpful when, for instance, there is superficial muscle tightness associated with an intervertebral dysfunction. Traction can be localized to some extent in the neck with the patient supine. To apply the traction principally at one level, the operator can use his or her fingertips deep in the muscles posteriorly or on the articular pillars themselves. Side bending with flexion or extension positioning can also be used in the neck and may be combined with traction to add to the specificity of the technique.

In the trunk, a lateral stretch of the paraspinal muscles can be applied from either side. If the operator is on the side to be treated, the medial edge of the muscle mass can be pulled with the fingertips; if the operator is on the opposite side, the muscle mass can be pushed laterally either with the heel of the hand or with the thumb and thenar eminence of one or both hands. This technique requires the application of steady pressure with the fingers or hand on the medial edge of the muscle. The stretch is continued until no further improvement is obtained or until the muscles are normally relaxed. Lateral stretch is also applicable to the cervical region and can be done with the tips of the fingers of one hand while the other hand is used to steady the head and apply a counter force.

Sustained deep pressure can be used to persuade muscles to relax. Initially, the pressure may be quite painful, which does not help the patient to relax while it is being applied, but the results can be rewarding. This form of soft tissue treatment comes very close to some of the myofascial techniques described in the section Myofascial Release Techniques, although myofascial techniques are more demanding in palpatory skill.

Spray and stretch is another method of treating hypertonic muscle. Travell described this originally for the true trigger point. The true trigger point is of great importance and should be considered in any patient who is making less progress than expected. The cold spray and stretching also helps areas of muscle hypertonus that do not fit Travell’s definition. Similarly, soft tissue treatments can be used for the true trigger points instead of or in addition to the cold spray. Techniques to address trigger points in the upper and lower body are described in detail by Travell and Simons. The cold spray is designed to lightly chill the skin over the hypertonic muscle; this spraying results in relaxation, allowing the muscle to be stretched further. The muscle itself should not be chilled; cold muscle tends to shiver with recurrence of the hypertonus.

For the trigger points that do not respond well to spray and stretch and for trigger points that are too acute to allow muscle energy treatment, injection of local anesthetic is a valuable measure. The most important points to remember when using trigger point injections are the following:

1. Use plain, local anesthetic, preferably novocaine with no adrenalin and no steroid.
2. One-half percent or 1% is a strong enough concentration.
3. Care is needed that the actual trigger point is not missed.
4. The muscle should be gently stretched after the injection.

**Articulation or Mobilization**

The articulatory techniques are direct because they address the restrictive barrier. The techniques are based on the finding that if the joint is moved up to the barrier and the barrier is lightly “teased,” there is a tendency for it to give away. The movement is repeated as long as there is a gain in the range of motion. This procedure is painless, as long as the operator does not push into the barrier. Not only is pushing painful, but it also can cause increased hypertonus. It should be remembered that the barrier is not a single point. It is more like a curved plane. The objective is to come up to part of
that plane; move along it; and move away again rhythmically, with slow velocity and increasing amplitude of motion.

There are competent manipulators, well skilled in high-velocity and muscle energy treatments, who regularly treat their patients with articulation and report that, often, articulation is all they need to do to restore motion and relieve muscle hypertonus.

Detailed descriptions of articulatory technique can be found in a number of texts.10,11

Muscle Energy Techniques

The muscle energy treatment as we know it was the brainchild of the late Fred L. Mitchell, Sr., and it seems likely that his interest in this approach was partly based on work done in the 1950s by another osteopathic physician, T. J. Ruddy, who developed a contract-relax method of treating some of the eye muscle imbalances and other conditions that he saw in his ophthalmologic practice. Mitchell not only worked out the system of treatment, but he also made a detailed study of anatomy (especially of the pelvis), and his description of spinal mechanics and spinal dysfunctions have been further developed by those who learned from him into the classification used in this book. Like so many innovators, when Mitchell first described his ideas, they were not well received. Finally, at about the time he was ready to give up trying, he taught a small group of osteopaths who became enthusiastic disciples, and from three of whom the authors have had the privilege of learning.

Muscle energy treatments are classified as direct techniques because the joint is taken up to the barrier with the intent of moving or removing it. When treating spinal joints, the barrier can be viewed as the cause of a concavity for either multiple segments or individual segments, because the side-bent position between two vertebrae can be considered a small concavity. The goal of the treatment is to stretch the muscles that maintain this concavity. For the techniques to be effective, the barrier must just be engaged in all three planes: flexion-extension, side bending, and rotation. If the barrier has not been reached, the technique is less effective; if the positioning of the restricted joint has been forced into the barrier so that motion is now available only in those joints beyond the restriction, there will be no benefit at all to the treatment. These techniques demand a fair degree of palpatory skill, and beginners almost invariably fail to stop at the barrier, instead passing beyond it and becoming frustrated by the poor result. It is not uncommon, for example, to see that, when treating the cervical spine supine, the trainee operator thinks that he or she still has not reached the barrier when the amount of side bending introduced by the operator has taken the localization into the thoracic region.

The physiological principles on which muscle energy technique rests are based on the ability to alter muscle tone by postisometric relaxation and reciprocal inhibition. The majority of muscle energy procedures are isometric, but some are isotonic. Other forces may assist muscle energy techniques. Two of the most important forces are exhalation, which increases the spinal curves, and inhalation, which reduces these curves. Exhalation also helps relax the tissues and, in this regard, is helpful for high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust techniques.

When using muscle energy techniques, the direction of patient effort is away from the barrier. As stated earlier, the barrier has to be found in all three planes; the patient may push away in any of these planes, but because the operator must prevent this motion from taking place, it is best to use the planes of motion that are easier to resist and control. As a general rule, resisting rotational effort is best avoided, because it is the most difficult motion for the operator to control. The preferred patient effort is usually for side bending, flexion or extension (whichever is appropriate). The operator may ask for the patient's effort to be first in one direction and then another. It is always worth trying a different direction if the first does not produce the desired result.

To make a contraction isometric, movement must be blocked, so that there is no change in the length of the contracting muscle. Prevention of movement in an isometric contraction is achieved by the counter force of the operator, who must warn the patient not to push too forcefully and overpower this counter force. A forceful contraction is not only difficult for the operator to control, but it is also less effective than other techniques. The reason for this is that the muscles to be treated are small and they are capable of generating only a light force. If more force is used, accessory long-lever muscles are activated, and the effect on the primary muscles may be lost.

When treating isometrically, the contraction should be maintained for a finite period (3-5 seconds). After the first period of contraction, the patient is asked to relax, and many patients will do no more than stop pushing. Relaxing and ceasing to push are not the same thing, because a voluntary reduction in muscle tone is required for complete relaxation. It is essential to have the patient relaxed before attempting to move the joint to a new barrier, and this new position must be established before the patient is asked to make the second effort. The instruction "let go" is often effective, or the
patient may be asked a second time to relax fully. When relaxation has been secured or palpated by the operator, and not before, the joint is taken to the new barrier in all three planes and the contraction repeated. This is done three or more times, until no further motion is gained or the physiological barrier has been reached. It is important at the end of a muscle energy treatment to re-examine the patient to find out if the treatment has been effective. It is unusual to hear any audible release ("pop") with the muscle energy technique.

There are a number of muscle energy techniques in which the treatment is designed to cause movement of the joint during the muscle contraction. Therefore, these techniques are isotonic and not isometric, and when used for treatment of the axial skeleton and pelvis, they are often used in combination with respiratory assistance, operator guiding, and patient positioning to produce the desired effect. The method used is similar to the isometric techniques; the difference is that, when the patient’s dysfunctional joint is positioned at the barrier, slightly more force is necessary against the operator’s unyielding resistance for the joint to be pulled through the barrier. It is probable that reciprocal inhibition is responsible for the concurrent relaxation of any antagonistic muscles that were important in the establishment of that barrier. After the contraction has continued for 3–5 seconds, as in isometric methods, the patient is asked to relax. When relaxation is complete, the operator takes up the slack, in all three planes, to the new barrier, and the procedure is repeated two or more times, depending on response. The muscle energy techniques described in this book use isotonic and isometric principles.

High-Velocity Thrusting

In manual medicine, the term high-velocity is not complete unless followed by the rest of the description, low-amplitude. Mennell,12 in his description of joint play techniques, describes low amplitude as "less than an eighth of an inch at the joint." The use of the lever principle to make this thrusting easier is discussed in the section Localization of Force. Once again, it must be emphasized that we are not reducing a dislocation or subluxation, that there is literally no little bone out of place, and that the objective of the treatment is to restore "maximal pain-free movement of the musculoskeletal system in postural balance."13

The belief shared by some patients and operators that if there is no joint noise associated with the manipulative procedure then nothing has happened, is incorrect. The successful treatment of flexed, rotated, and side-bent (FRS) dysfunctions in which the dysfunctional joint is being "closed" is usually silent. Facet-opening thrusts (ERS) are more likely to be accompanied by a pop or other sound. The objective is not simply to gap the joint, which could be noisy, but to restore a normal range of gliding movement by enabling the facets to open (flexion) or close (extension). It is important to remember that there is an anatomical barrier that, by definition, is the final limit of available motion in that joint. A thrust that forces the joint beyond the anatomical barrier causes structural damage. The thrust must be localized to the restrictive barrier; having the patient exhale before the maneuver can induce additional relaxation of the surrounding tissues. Indeed, after proper localization to the three-dimensional barrier, mobilization may occur during the exhalation, even before the thrust is applied. The barrier may be approached in stages, taking up all available movement and laxity of the surrounding tissues in each of the available three planes of motion. The thrust, then, is a continuation of this three-dimensional positioning. Even after proper localization to the barrier, localization is often lost when the operator unconsciously "winds up" or backs off the barrier in preparation for the high-velocity thrusting motion.

The belief that the basic dysfunction being treated is of soft tissue instead of joint or bone raises the question of what a high-velocity treatment achieves. There is no doubt in the minds of the authors that such treatment can be very effective; sometimes, it seems to be the only really effective method. This is particularly true in the more chronic dysfunctions, in which there is myofascial shortening with loss of elasticity of the surrounding connective tissues within the joint capsule. After treatment, there is also a reduction in the muscle tone that was previously palpable in the area of dysfunction so that there seems to be an associated effect on central nervous system reflex mechanisms due to altered mechanoreceptor and proprioceptor input. This reduction in muscle tone may also be palpated after a successful indirect treatment is performed when the joint is positioned at the point of maximum ease (see the section on Functional Techniques).

High-velocity treatment has been performed and often has given the patient relief with scant attention paid to specificity. Indeed, there are operators using techniques that cannot even be described as semispecific. Occasional accidents have occurred, but, omitting the special case of the upper cervical spine, the majority of accidents appears to have occurred because the manipulation was done incorrectly, either because the diagnosis was in error or because the treatment was performed without accurate localization.
There is no total contraindication to treatment by thrusting manipulation, provided that a proper diagnosis has been made and the force and amplitude used are suitable.

**Myofascial Release Techniques**

Physicians practicing manual techniques find that, even when motion has been restored to the segment, there is often a residual myofascial component that can be relieved by treating the soft tissues. Practitioners have found that release of abnormal soft tissue tensions sometimes results in restoration of symmetry and motion to previously dysfunctional joints that, at first, appeared to need more direct mechanical treatment. Development of the various functional techniques has also given credence to the concept that soft tissue changes are fundamental rather than secondary to the joint changes.

Robert C. Ward developed the myofascial release approach specifically to address the myofascial elements of joint dysfunction. Based on the anatomical and physiological properties of the connective tissue, Ward described a “tight-loose” phenomenon in soft tissues occurring as the response to imposed asymmetrical loads. These responses are normal and self-correcting unless the tissues are deformed beyond their innate ability to recover. Symptoms arise when the deformation persists, and the tight-loose condition can be palpated in the soft tissues. To treat this condition with his myofascial techniques, Ward addresses the tissues by applying a load with the hands in specific directions and continuously monitors the changes that take place, working against tight areas to produce a release of tension. Ward further encourages the release by using activating techniques, which can further facilitate tone in the soft tissues in response to postural commands from the central nervous system. Ward views myofascial release not only as an integrated system that addresses the musculoskeletal and neurological systems but also as a fundamental approach to the entire function of the body.

**Functional Techniques**

Functional techniques were developed in the osteopathic profession in the 1940s and 1950s under the guidance of Drs. W. G. Sutherland, H. W. Hoover, W. L. Johnston, and others. With these techniques, the segment being treated is passively moved away from the restrictive barrier and toward the normal physiological barrier at the opposite end of the range of motion. Functional techniques are different from thrusting or muscle energy technique or mobilization by articulation, all of which address the restrictive barrier directly.

Between the restrictive barrier and the opposite physiological barrier, there is a dynamic balance point (DBP), or point of maximum ease described as the point reached when the joint is positioned so that the tensions in the soft tissues are balanced equally on either side. This positioning must be done in all three planes in both translation and rotation and also involves distraction or compression and inhalation or exhalation. If motion in any plane is initiated away from the DBP, the soft tissue tension around the treated segment will rise, and there will be an increased palpatory sense of binding.

Once the dynamic balance point is reached, the operator has three treatment options:

1. **Position and hold.** In this method, the segment being treated is maintained at the DBP for a period of usually 30 to 90 seconds.
2. **Operator active.** In this method, the operator initiates movement along the path of least resistance through the sequential releases of soft tissue tension that occur. An analogy would be that the segment is taken through a maze, while the operator monitors the surrounding soft tissues to continue on the path of least resistance.
3. **Operator passive.** In this method, the operator passively follows the segmental unwinding through sequential releases of the segment being treated to the point of full soft tissue release, at which time the restrictive barrier is no longer detectable and normal motion is restored.

With each of these approaches, the end point should be normal motion of the segment being treated. Another functional approach is the strain-counterstrain technique of Larry Jones. With this technique, the operator monitors specific tender points while positioning the patient so that the tension at the monitor is at a minimum. The position is then held for 30 to 90 seconds, or until the release is felt at the specific tender point.

Functional techniques are indicated with acute traumatic injuries, chronic and complicated structural patterns, acutely ill patients, and patients with osteoporosis, marked arthritic changes, spinal stenosis, or disc pathology.

While a student at the Kirksville College of Osteopathic Medicine, Kirksville, MO, in the early 1960s, Edward G. Stiles became interested in the unusual approach of George Andrew Laughlin, the great grand-
son of A. T. Still. Although Laughlin was not a member of the faculty, the success of his methods made him widely known and respected by patients from all over the Midwest. Laughlin had some difficulty putting into words what he was doing, but during three and a half years of observation, Stiles became aware of the effectiveness of functional techniques and became an advocate for their incorporation into manual medicine. Laughlin’s techniques were mainly operator passive and operator active techniques. In the acute setting, this type of treatment should be brief, well directed, and repeated daily (or every other day), encouraging restoration of pain-free motion as soon as possible.

Craniosacral Manipulation

The majority of those in the medical profession believe that the skull is an immobile composite of multiple cranial bones that fuse sometime after birth. The concept that the suture lines are articulations that maintain some degree of mobility has not been considered valid despite the fact that there are synovial membranes and that it is relatively easy to disarticulate the skull by expanding it from internal hydrostatic pressure. In 1932, when Sutherland started talking about his ideas in the osteopathic profession, he met with a similar response to this concept of a mobile cranium from his colleagues. In spite of his results with patients and the requests by individual physicians for instruction, it was not until approximately 1940 that Sutherland obtained academic recognition of any kind for his ideas. Since then, such recognition has grown steadily, and many different varieties of cranial treatment are now taught.

When a student at the American School of Osteopathy (now the Kirksville College of Osteopathic Medicine) in 1899, Sutherland’s interest in cranial osteopathy had been kindled by study of the disarticulated skull. He could not understand suture anatomy in terms of immobility. After much studying and experimenting on himself and others, Sutherland developed concepts that have become the basis for craniosacral manipulative treatment.

Normal cranial motion can be palpated as a rhythmic expansion and contraction of the transverse diameter of the skull and an associated decrease and increase, respectively, in the vertical diameter. All the bones of the skull take part in the motion, including those of the face, and motion is also transmitted to the sacrum by the dural tube. This transmission is the reason for the name craniosacral. The normal rate of oscillation is 8–12 cycles per minute. In some states of disease, especially disease associated with coma, the rate may be greater or lesser. For descriptive purposes, the movements are named by starting at the sphenobasilar junction, which was regarded by Sutherland as the primary location for this inherently small motion of the skull.

When the sphenobasilar junction flexes, the sphenoid and ethmoid bones rotate in opposite directions about transverse axes. The anterior end of the sphenoid (and the posterior end of the ethmoid) becomes inferior, and the anterior part of the ethmoid becomes superior. The occiput rotates so that the posterior part becomes more inferior; the temporal bones are pushed into what is known as external rotation, with the mastoid processes becoming closer together and the squamous portions becoming further apart. At the same time, the temporal bones rotate about a transverse axis so that the tip of the mastoid process moves inferiorly and posteriorly. The resultant widening of the skull at the parietosquamous suture causes the inferior part of the parietal bones to separate and the skull to lose vertical diameter as the angle between the parietal bones at the sagittal suture becomes more obtuse. There are corresponding movements of the remaining skull bones, and even the relationship of the mandible to the temporal surface at the temporomandibular joint is changed. These movements comprise what is called flexion and external rotation. The cycle is completed by the reverse movements, which are described as extension and internal rotation.

When the occiput moves into flexion, the posterior rim of the foramen magnum becomes inferior with respect to the anterior rim. The tube of dura mater surrounding the spinal cord is attached to the margin of the foramen magnum, and when the occiput is flexed, the anterior aspect of the dura is raised, and the posterior aspect drops. Although it has an attachment to C2, the dura is sufficiently rigid to transmit motion to its inferior attachment at the second sacral vertebra. Flexion of the occiput pulls the anterior aspect of the dura toward the skull, and, for this reason, in craniosacral terminology, flexion of the sacrum is what is termed posterior nutation in this text. For practitioners unfamiliar with craniosacral work, sacral flexion is usually taken to mean what is here called anterior nutation.

If there is motion in the skull, there must be a driving mechanism, and, in the human skull, there are few mechanisms that have no purpose. Therefore, it is pertinent to consider the nature of the driving mechanism. The most reasonable theory considers the cyclical absorption of cerebrospinal fluid that occurs episodically after intracranial pressure reaches the necessary threshold to open the one-way valves of the arachnoid villi and permit the subsequent outflow of spinal fluid into the venous system until the intracranial pressure drops.
low enough to close the valves. As intracranial pressure increases, the skull expands and then decompresses with a reduction in pressure.

To the mechanically minded individual, it is difficult to understand how the relationship of bones like those in the skull can be influenced accurately from outside. We owe the development of these techniques to Sutherland’s persistence and experimentation.

No attempt is made in this book to describe specific techniques. Those wishing to study them can find descriptions in Magoun,17 Upledger,18 and Hruby.22 It is strongly recommended that no attempt be made to use these techniques without first taking a recognized course of instruction.

EFFECT OF MANIPULATIVE TECHNIQUES ON THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AND MUSCLE TONE

As a neurologist, the editor (E. R. I.) has tried to understand the interplay between manipulation and the central nervous system. It seemed reasonable to consider the gamma motor system and, in particular, the silent period or reduced type Ia afferent input after muscle spindles were unloaded as important factors in the development of postisometric muscle contraction relaxation. Over time, a concept developed that if the nervous system could be viewed as an advanced computer, then the standard neurological examination was simply testing the “hardware” of that computer. The postural mechanisms and motion characteristics of any musculoskeletal system would reflect the operations of either an inherent or learned “program.” Dysfunctions of the musculoskeletal system then could be viewed as altered programs causing faulty performance that would persist as long as the altered program was in place. Because the nervous system functions mostly as a reflex system that responds to input, information received from altered mechanoreceptors and proprioceptors could perpetuate this program. This scenario is analogous to the computer jargon for “garbage in means garbage out.” If there is a way to change input, to get rid of the “garbage,” then the computer should be able to be reprogrammed back to a better operating version.

An overview of current understanding of central and peripheral nervous system physiology and the effect on muscle tone was written by R. A. Davidoff.23 This presentation of basic neuroscience might appear to have little practical value to the neurologist practicing standard neurology. However, the overview has tremendous practical value when one considers manipulation as a means to reprogram the nervous system.

Considering the end point of treatment as a modification of muscle tone, the responsible mechanisms or “hard wiring” must influence the output from the alpha-motoneuron to its muscle fibers. The final common path to the initiation of nerve action potential is the sum of all of the postsynaptic inhibitory and excitatory potentials delivered to the alpha-motoneuron at any given instant (Figure 6-1).

Mechanically Activated Peripheral Sensory Receptors

Muscle Spindles

1. Primary spindle endings on bag1, bag2, and chain fibers respond to static stretch and are very sensitive to changes in the rate of stretching, and give rise to group Ia afferents.

2. Secondary spindle endings on bag2 and chain fibers are primarily affected by slow or prolonged static stretch and give rise to group II afferents.

Muscle spindles are innervated by gamma-motoneurons, and as many as 70% may also be directly innervated by collateral axons from certain alpha-motoneurons called beta axons (Figure 6-2). Dynamic fusimotor fibers enhance spindle sensitivity for small, rapid changes in length. Static fusimotor fibers shorten intrafusal muscle fibers, maintaining sensitivity during unloading by contraction of extrafusal fibers. There is independent supra spinal control for the dynamic and static fusimotor systems.
There is no significant fusimotor background drive to relaxed muscles.

**Golgi Tendon Organs**

Golgi tendon organs (GTOs) are receptors that lie in series with muscle fibers and tendons and are located at the myotendinous junction (Figure 6-3). Each GTO is activated by 10-20 extrafusal muscles fibers that are inserted through the tendinous fascicle and represent portions of different motor units. It is difficult to fire a GTO by passive stretch alone, because the force must be generated first through the surrounding connective tissue. However, it may be possible for one muscle fiber contracting in series to fire its GTO. The GTO gives rise to group Ib afferents.

**Interneurons**

**Renshaw Cells**

Renshaw cells (Figure 6-4) are excited by recurrent collaterals from alpha-motoneurons and input from complex descending and other afferents. These cells generate inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) to

1. Homonymous and synergistic alpha-motoneurons
2. Gamma-motoneurons
3. Ia inhibitory interneurons
4. Other Renshaw cells

**Ia Inhibitory Interneurons**

Ia inhibitory interneurons (Figure 6-5) are responsible for reciprocal inhibition to antagonist muscles and their synergistic cohorts and receive excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) from Ia afferents from the directly stimulated muscles and their synergists. This interneuron also generates an IPSP in other alpha-motoneurons to muscles that are not antagonists and to other types of interneurons. The Ia interneuron receives additional afferents from

1. High threshold afferents from skin, muscle, and joints
2. Axons from Renshaw cells
3. Descending fibers from vestibular and red nuclei
4. Descending fibers from sensorimotor cortex

**FIGURE 6-2**

Diagram of muscle spindles and beta axons. (GTO = Golgi tendon organ.)

**FIGURE 6-3**

Diagram of a Golgi tendon organ. (A, B, C, and D = axons from four different motor units.)

**FIGURE 6-4**

Diagram of a Renshaw cell. (+ = excitatory postsynaptic potentials; - = inhibitory postsynaptic potentials.)
Interneurons That Mediate Group I Nonreciprocal Inhibition

Interneurons that mediate group I nonreciprocal inhibition (Figure 6-6) are excited by Ib afferents and, in a parallel fashion, by Ia afferents and receive additional input from:

1. Cortico-, rubro-, and reticulospinal tracts
2. Afferents other than group I peripheral afferents

All three types of interneurons receive additional converging afferents from supraspinal systems, so transmission through any interneuron is gated by the summation of IPSPs and EPSP derived from these central and peripheral sources (see Figure 6-1).

Presynaptic Inhibition

Primary afferent depolarization is a means for inhibition that appears to occur between lb and Ia afferents; thus, a GTO can have an inhibitory effect on a muscle spindle by presynaptic inhibition. There also appears to be a way in which supraspinal effects can be mediated to bias whether muscle spindle or GTO feedback is critical (see Figure 6-6).

Long-Latency Responses

Muscle spindle afferents project to the sensorimotor cortex, causing cortical motoneurons to discharge and generate late muscle responses or possibly programmed patterns of activity triggered by external cues.

Alpha-Motoneurons

The alpha-motoneuron is the final common path that responds to heterogeneous synaptic input from afferent and descending pathways. The force developed by a muscle is determined by the number of alpha-motoneurons recruited and the frequency of the discharge rate from them.

Synaptic contacts include the following:

1. Group Ia afferents. Fifteen percent of input from homonymous muscle may have multiple synapses with their inhibitory interneurons and, along with those Ia afferents from synergistic muscles, generate EPSP.
2. Group II afferents also derive from homonymous muscle and their synergists and synapse with the alpha-motoneuron, generating EPSPs.
3. Descending reticulo-, vestibulo-, rubro-, and corticospinal fibers with extensive excitatory connections. Reticulospinal fibers from the pons, medulla, and vestibulospinal tracts influence alpha-motoneurons that innervate proximal and axial musculature concerned with the control of posture.
4. Excitatory and inhibitory interneurons account for the majority of synaptic connections on alpha-motoneurons.

Recruitment of motor units correlates to the size of the alpha-motoneuron. The smaller neurons innervate small motor units with small-diameter fibers that contract slowly and develop small twitch and tetanic tensions that are highly resistant to fatigue. Small
alpha-motoneurons discharge at a slow rate but can do so for long periods. By contrast, large alpha-moto-
neurons innervate large motor units with large muscle
fibers that contract rapidly and develop large twitch
and tetanic tensions, but the fibers fatigue easily. These
neurons are capable of discharging in brief, high-fre-
quency bursts.

In most reflex activities, the alpha-motoneurons dis-
charge in order of increasing size. The smaller, slower,
twitch motor units are first excited by initial afferent
input so that, as input increases, recruitment of larger
units occurs smoothly to equal the level of afferent input.

Postural tone is facilitated by long-latency reflexes
(anti-gravity) from the legs and modified by descending
vestibulospinal pathways and from proprioceptive
responses from the neck, trunk, or both, along with
visual inputs and voluntary responses.

Reprogramming the Central Nervous System
by Various Manipulative Techniques

Barriers that limit joint motion are, at least in part, due to
imbalances in muscle tone across the joint with facilitation
of tone in some muscle groups and inhibition of tone in
others. Increase in the resting muscle tone results in muscle
fiber shortening that, over time, alters the associated
intrinsic and extrinsic connective tissues of the muscles,
tendons, fascia, and joint capsules. One inherent “pro-
gram” that takes priority, especially in predatory animals
(like humans), is to maintain a posture that preserves a
head position that keeps the eyes and ears level. The drive
to maintain this posture with the least expenditure of
energy encourages the vertebral axis and extremities to
accommodate to positional changes or dysfunctions that
can perpetuate an unbalanced postural system. Any factor
that can change the discharge frequency of the alpha-
motoneuron not only affects muscle stiffness at the local
barrier, but can also affect adaptations that may have gen-
erated other barriers for free motion elsewhere.

In summary, those factors that can reduce the dis-
charge frequency of an alpha-motoneuron include the fol-
lowing:

1. Reflex inhibition by
   a. reciprocal inhibition by muscle spindles
   b. inhibition mediated by GTOs
   c. presynaptic inhibition
   d. Renshaw cell inhibition of alpha- and gamma-motoneurons

2. Postural, long-latency reflexes mediated by the ves-
tibulospinal and rubrospinal pathways, especially
to the axial musculature, by considering
   a. adaptive postures
   b. position of patient during treatment
   c. mechanical loads
   d. changes in posture after treatment

3. The inhibitory effect of contact with skin and pres-
 sure over joints and fascia by either the treating
 hand or the palpat ing, monitoring hand
 4. Corticospinal effects initiated by voluntary muscle
 control to assist inadvertently the operator while
 adding the influence of a patterned, controlled
 movement
 5. Corticospinal effects on learned behaviors and
 motor responses that may be influenced by the
 expectations of the patient
 6. Controlling level of patient effort to focus on either
 smaller or larger muscles

These factors may be emphasized or predisposed by
various techniques. Muscle energy techniques probably
use most of these factors, including (1) unloading of the
spindle for postcontraction relaxation; (2) the effects of
reciprocal inhibition; (3) inhibition from the GTO and
Renshaw cells; and (4) long-latency reflexes from the
cortex and brainstem, while emphasizing the changes
associated with static stretch of the muscle. Certainly,
functional techniques use reflex changes, long-latency
responses, and skin and joint contact. Impulse tech-
niques emphasize reflex responses from joint, fascia,
and skin, along with dynamic stretch responses from
the muscles. Myofascial techniques rely heavily on con-
tact reflexes, long-latency postural reflexes, and seg-
mental reflexes. Counterstrain seems to rely on postural
changes and segmental reflexes.

Appropriate exercises after treatment reinforce the
proper retraining of weakened muscles by techniques,
including disinhibition and proprioceptive neuromuscu-
lar facilitation, and by increasing stimulation through
postural and corticospinal mechanisms.

LOCALIZATION OF FORCE

To precisely treat a dysfunctional joint, it is necessary
to localize the forces that focus the treatment on just
that joint and on all of the barriers to motion found
within that same joint. Proper localization of force can
be illustrated by the model of a garden hose. If a length
of hose is twisted from one end, the twist travels along
the hose; the greater the twist, the further it reaches
down the hose. If, for whatever reason, it is required
that the twist go to a certain point and then stop, local-
ization is difficult. On the other hand, if a kink is
introduced at the point in the hose before the twist begins, the hose can easily be twisted up to the desired point and no further.

Diagnostic localization to the barriers of motion at a vertebral segment is described in Chapter 5. The method of localization of the manipulative force is an extension of the principles used in diagnosis. For both muscle energy and high-velocity treatments, localization is achieved through positioning the patient. Although there are minor differences between the methods, the position from which a high-velocity treatment is performed is often the same as the position required for muscle energy.

The precise position for localization is determined by palpation; there is no rule of thumb for positioning that will do the job. Palpation can be for motion or tension in the tissues, or both. Most experienced manipulators seem to use a combination of palpation techniques. In some situations, tension is easier to feel; in other situations, motion is easier to feel. For the beginner, the greatest difficulty is in feeling the start of the restrictive barrier. This beginning location can be missed easily and result in localizing to the normal joint above or below the restriction. If force is still localized to the dysfunctional joint but beyond the barrier for motion, there is more discomfort and less success, especially when using the high-velocity technique. It is sound advice to a beginner to stop slightly short of the barrier rather than to go beyond it.

When using thrust (high-velocity, low-amplitude treatment), it is an advantage to be able to control the dysfunctional joint through a long lever. Nature provides only short levers on the vertebrae, of which the transverse and spinous processes are the longest. Long-lever, short-lever, and hybrid techniques are described in this book. Hybrid techniques use a short lever on one side and a long lever on the other. Hybrid and short-lever techniques have the advantage that, at least on the short lever side, the contact is on the actual vertebra to be treated. It might be thought that this advantage would make overall localization unnecessary. However, if the tensions over neighboring joints are adjusted, the treatment will be more successful. It is true that localization through a long lever requires greater care, but if the lever is long, it requires less force to move the joint. Most of the supine thoracic techniques are hybrid, with a long lever for the superior component and a short lever for the inferior component. The "crossed pisiform" is an example of short-lever technique for the thoracic spine, and, as is pointed out later in this text, the crossed pisiform technique can easily be abused.

The principle of operation of a lever is that, with a longer lever, the distance traveled by the force is multiplied, and the amount of the force is divided by the ratio of the length of the long lever to the length of the short lever. In other words, if the tip of the transverse process is 2.5 cm (1 in.) from the facet joint, and a lever 15 cm (6 in.) long can be constructed, the force that has to be applied at the end of the lever is one-sixth the force needed at the tip of the transverse process, and the distance through which that force has to move is six times as much. This principle can be used to an advantage, because it is difficult to apply a force of sufficient magnitude to overcome the resistance and stop the force before it has moved the bone more than "less than an eighth of an inch at the joint"—the limit imposed by Mennell.

Levers are constructed by a process known as locking the spinal (and other) joints. Locking is achieved by positioning the joint so that no further movement is possible in the direction chosen. It should be pointed out that a locked joint is not the same as a joint with a restrictive barrier; the former is what is done to a joint to prevent further motion in one direction, and the latter is what is found by examination. Locking can be produced by taking a joint as far as it will go in any direction (e.g., full flexion). The problem with the locking method is that spinal joints move a little like traffic lights on busy streets. In many places, these "lights" are linked in such a way that long before the first light has finished its green phase, the next light (and probably the third) has turned green. For a joint to move, it must not be locked.

Fryette's third concept of spinal motion tells us that if motion in one plane is introduced in a spinal joint, motion in the other two planes is thereby restricted. By the same principle, locking can be produced by combining motion in more than one plane. If the dysfunction to be treated is flexed, rotated, and side bent (FRS), so that part of the correction is the restoration of extension, the sagittal plane component of the locking, for both the segments above and below the level to be treated should be in extension. Similar considerations apply to the other planes of movement. If there is a neutral group dysfunction (type I), neither flexion nor extension is used and locking is achieved by side bending and rotating to the opposite side.

The objective when introducing either flexion-extension or side bending by translation is to localize the treated vertebra in such a way that it becomes the apex of two curves. This localization produces the required spinal lock by positioning the remaining spinal segments at their physiological barriers from below up and from above down to the dysfunctional joint. Translation of the dysfunctional joint in an anterior-posterior or pos-
terior-anterior direction and a left-to-right or right-to-left direction will bring the dysfunctional joint to its flexion or extension barrier and to its right or left side bending barrier while maintaining a vertical position tangent to these curves. This position allows patients to be comfortably balanced with their shoulders remaining aligned over their hips.

The details of localization are described with the various techniques, but the principle of localization is that the motion is continued only to the point when the tension in the tissues begins to increase at the levels above and below the joint being treated. The point is reached when the vertebra above the dysfunctional motor segment (e.g., L3, if the L4-5 joint is to be treated) can be felt to move. The localization from below would be the sacrum. Alternatively, the movement or tension can be taken just to the point at which the tension reaches the upper component of the motion segment (L4 in the previous example), and the position can then be adjusted by a small reverse movement until that segment is relaxed. The locking from below can, of course, be done in the same manner. Fine tuning will place tension at the barrier. Those differences between the patient and operator positioning to achieve the localization of force before a muscle energy treatment and the positioning needed when a thrust is to be applied as the treatment are described in Chapters 7 through 11.

Reactions to Treatment

Mild reactions to treatment are common, whether the treatment is thrusting, muscle energy, or even indirect. Reactions usually occur in the first 12 hours after treatment but may be delayed (although not commonly) for more than 36 hours. The most common reaction is soreness in the areas treated, and this is more likely in patients whose state is more acute. Other reactions include nausea, dizziness, tachycardia, and diaphoresis, especially when treating the upper thoracic or cervical spine. The reactions that usually follow more extensive treatment for chronic dysfunctions are likely to last more than 24 hours, with muscle soreness being more widespread, either due to the multiple treatment sites or because of the need to readapt to major postural changes. Post-treatment with analgesics and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs or ice and good hydration with plain water may lessen this temporary discomfort. Patients should be warned to expect these delayed reactions and further assured that such reactions do not signify anything more than the soreness that accompanies muscle pain after initial exercise or unaccustomed physical activity. This assurance can be reinforced at the next follow-up visit. Subsequent treatments are not usually followed by similar reactions.

SUBSEQUENT VISITS

When the patient returns for a follow-up visit, the examination must be repeated to reassess whether the same dysfunction has recurred or whether there are residuals. Some dysfunctions that were not initially appreciated may become obvious. It is not uncommon for recurrent dysfunctions to be consequences of a readaptation to a more fundamental, but asymptomatic, dysfunction elsewhere. Recurrences may also represent the consequence of loss of endurance of previously weakened muscles and the reliance on supporting connective tissues that will deform again to accommodate strain forces. Obtaining additional historical about the timing of any recurrent symptoms, especially regarding previous activity and body posture, can give clues to the location of a dysfunction that was not previously diagnosed.

A special example of this recurrence is the patient who has had previous trouble in the same or neighboring area and who comes with symptoms after a fresh injury. Treatment of the recently injured level may make him or her much better, but if the old dysfunctions are not looked for and dealt with, the recent dysfunction is likely to recur quickly. This scenario is not unexpected, because an old, unresolved dysfunction leaves asymmetrical tension that not only predisposes the patient to dysfunctions at other levels, but also tends to make such dysfunctions recur precisely because of the asymmetry. It has been inferred that most patients have multiple dysfunctions. Often, the dysfunction occurs in an old and no longer symptomatic joint that is the basic cause of recurrences. The recurrence of localized pain is usually the patient's primary concern, but the site of pain is often distant from the site of the dysfunction. For example, pain in the buttocok and leg is often found with a dysfunction at the thoraco-lumbar junction. Similarly, pain in the neck and arm is frequently associated with an upper thoracic dysfunction. Of equal concern is the identification of dysfunctions that are asymptomatic and without apparent consequence. It is unwise to overtreat. Some dysfunctions are necessary adaptations to problems that cannot easily be found or corrected, or they represent the activities peculiar to that patient. Treatments of any kind are only a means to assist the patient's capacity to heal or to resume his or her particular level of function.

Sometimes, making a precise diagnosis is difficult, even for operators with experience. It is unrealistic to
deny that even the seasoned practitioner can occasionally take the wrong view of a problem. If the patient fails to improve with what appears to have been the right treatment, the operator's first objective is to start from the beginning and check the diagnosis. There are times when that the operator has a difficult time properly focusing his or her attention (due to fatigue, stress, or illness). Taking a short break in the schedule or even rescheduling those patients with more difficult problems may be necessary.

If the structural diagnosis fails to uncover a dysfunction that might be the cause of the patient's symptoms, then the source of these symptoms may not originate from the musculoskeletal system. If a structural dysfunction cannot be changed by manipulation of any kind, then it is likely that an underlying pathological condition has not yet been identified.

REFERENCES

Treatment of Dysfunctions of the Pelvis

When using a biomechanical model for musculoskeletal dysfunctions, it is important to follow a specific sequence for evaluation and treatment. This is especially important when treating dysfunctions of the pelvis. The treatment sequence is based on the general premise that the non-physiological and thus the most disruptive pelvic dysfunctions should be treated first. Also, because lumbar non-neutral dysfunctions can have an influence on the muscles that control and move the pelvis, and because neutral lumbar spinal mechanics are often required to treat certain sacral dysfunctions, another recommended approach is to treat the lumbar spine before the pelvis. If we combine these two philosophies, the recommended treatment sequence is the following:

1. **Dysfunctions of the pubis.** Because the normal operation of the pelvic mechanism depends on free rotation around a transverse axis at the symphysis, pubic dysfunctions will significantly upset the diagnostic criteria and should be treated first.

2. **Innominate (iliac) shear dysfunctions (superior or inferior).** These are nonphysiological dysfunctions that significantly upset the pelvic anatomy and function.

3. **Nonadaptive lumbar dysfunctions.** If nonadaptive lumbar dysfunctions are not treated first, treatment of the pelvis may prove difficult or even impossible. These are non-neutral dysfunctions that prevent the sacrum and the next adjacent lumbar vertebra from moving in opposite directions when the spine is in the neutral position. Freedom of motion for neutral lumbar spinal coupling is necessary for correction of sacroiliac (SI) dysfunctions, especially when the lumbar spine is to be used as a long lever.

4. **SI dysfunctions.** These dysfunctions include those described as anterior and posterior sacral torsions and unilateral sacral nutations (formerly known as extended or flexed sacra).

5. **Iliosacral dysfunctions.** In addition to the shear dysfunctions listed above, there are anterior and posterior innominate dysfunctions and the uncommon in- and out-flares.

The treatment techniques described are arranged in the order in which the diagnoses were set out. Where available, both muscle energy and thrusting (high-velocity) treatments are discussed. Only one side, usually the more common one, is described. For dysfunctions that affect the other side, it is only necessary to reverse the side descriptors. It is always a good practice to test again after treatment to see whether the desired result has been achieved. Retesting is always important following any treatment.

**1. PUBIS**

**1.1 Superior Pubis on the Left**

Clinically, a superior pubic dysfunction on the left prevents normal rotation of the pubic bones at the pubic symphysis across a transverse axis. It may be asymptomatic, yet it interferes with normal pelvic motion during the walking cycle. Restrictions of motion at the pubic symphysis interfere with normal iliosacral function, as demonstrated by an abnormal standing forward-flexion test (FFT). This dysfunction can also be the source of otherwise unexplained inguinal pain. It can be caused by prolonged one-legged standing or remain as an adaptive dysfunction associated with other pelvic restrictions. It
can be maintained by an increase in tone of the left rectus abdominis secondary to thoracic spine non-neutral dysfunctions, especially from T5 to T8.

**Diagnostic Points**
The standing FFT is positive on the left. The left pubic tubercle is superior (cranial) to the right, and there may be tissue texture change at the insertion of the left inguinal ligament.

1.1.1. Muscle energy technique.
1.1.1.1. The patient is supine, with the pelvis moved to the edge of the table so that the left posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS) is still on the tabletop. For stability, both shoulders should remain on the table (Figure 7-1A).

1.1.1.2. The operator stands beside the patient’s left leg and takes it off the table, supporting the ankle either between the operator’s lower legs or on the back of the left ankle while standing on the right leg with the left knee bent (Figure 7-1B and C). The patient should be asked to maintain a straight left leg.

1.1.1.3. The operator uses the left hand to press lightly down on the patient’s right anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS). This pressure helps to prevent the patient from feeling at risk of falling off the table and also provides a monitor, which moves when the barrier for pubic motion is encountered and is sensed at the beginning of anterior rotation of the right innominate.

1.1.1.4. The operator’s right hand is then placed on the front and medial side of the patient’s lower left thigh to resist adduction. The patello-femoral joint is sensitive and should be avoided.

1.1.1.5. The operator uses one leg to control the motion by allowing the patient’s leg to drop, until motion is felt at the right ASIS. This may need to be repeated a few times, because the patient will tend to flex at the left hip until a sense of security develops to relinquish the weight of the leg to the operator’s control. Inadvertent tension in the patient’s left leg may cause a shift of the pelvis and give a sense of motion at the ASIS before the actual barrier is encountered.

1.1.1.6. Once the barrier for the left inferior glide at the pubic symphysis is reached, the patient is instructed to try to raise the left thigh up and in against the operator’s hand. The pressure should be moderate, because the contraction is isotonic, recruiting the hip adductors to pull the left pubis inferiorly. The contraction is maintained for 3 to 5 seconds.

1.1.1.7. The patient is asked to fully relax so that the operator can sense that there is no patient effort to support the left leg. The operator then allows the patient’s leg to either slide down between the operator’s legs or the leg is lowered as the operator lowers his or her supporting ankle until the next barrier is sensed at the patient’s right ASIS. The next barrier is signaled by an increasing sense of resistance to extension of the patient’s left leg and the
beginning of movement of the patient's right ASIS. The patient's knee should not be allowed to hang bent.

1.1.1.8. Repeat steps 1.1.1.6 and 1.1.1.7 three or four times or until there is no further gain after relaxation.

1.1.1.9. Retest by palpation of the pubic symphysis with the patient supine and with both legs on the table.

### 1.2 Inferior Pubis on the Right

Clinical, an inferior pubic symphysis dysfunction on the right also interferes with normal rotational movement through the pubic symphysis and interferes with the walking cycle and iliosacral function. It is a cause for right inguinal pain and is always associated with other pelvic dysfunctions. This dysfunction is maintained by increased tone in the right hip adductors, and decreased tone in the ipsilateral rectus and oblique abdominal muscles.

#### Diagnostic Points

The standing FFT is positive on the right. The pubic tubercle is inferior on the right and there may be tissue texture change at the insertion of the inguinal ligament.

1.2.1. Muscle energy technique

1.2.1.1. The patient is supine. For operators who find it too difficult to reach over the supine patient, it may be easier to stand on the side to be treated. The instructions for that method are shown in parentheses.

1.2.1.2. The operator stands on the patient's left side at the level of the pelvis and, using the right hand, brings the patient's right hip and knee into full flexion (Figure 7-2A).

1.2.1.3. The patient's pelvis is rolled toward the operator, allowing the placement of the left hand under the right buttock so that the ischial tuberosity rests in the palm of the hand (Figure 7-2B) or, alternatively, against the left wrist and closed hand, which rests on the table top to support a lever action against the patient's right ischial tuberosity (Figure 7-2C).

1.2.1.4. Having rolled the patient back to the supine position, the operator leans over enough to control the patient's knee position with his or her trunk and grips the edge of the table with the right hand to stabilize for the muscular effort that will push against him or her. The hip is adducted and internally rotated to close pack it and the SI joint. The degree of hip flexion is adjusted to the motion barrier of the pubic symphysis that is felt when the flexion motion just begins to move the ilium posteriorly. Steps 1.2.1.5, 1.2.1.6, and 1.2.1.7 are followed using the right hand or wrist to lift the patient's right ischial tuberosity and retest as outlined in 1.2.1.8.

#### 1.3 Pubic “Blunderbuss” Technique for Superior or Inferior Dysfunction

#### Diagnostic Points

See 1.1. and 1.2. In both technique 1.3.1 and 1.3.3, the patient often feels a separation occur at the symphysis as a "popping" sensation that may be uncomfortable or, at the least, surprising. Patients should be forewarned of this possibility.

1.3.1 Muscle energy technique: The muscle energy technique uses reciprocal inhibition followed by an isotonic contraction of the hip adductors to balance the pubic sym-
Figure 7-2

Treatment of a right inferior pubic dysfunction. (A) Patient's position on the table and placement of the operator's left hand in contact on the ischial tuberosity. (B) Treatment position from the contralateral (patient's left) side. (C) An alternative contact under the ischial tuberosity using the wrist with the hand in a fist to act as a lever and a wedge. (D) Treatment position from the ipsilateral (patient's right) side.

1.3.1.1. The patient is supine with both hips and knees flexed and feet flat on the table.

1.3.1.2. The operator stands to either side of the patient but this time, puts both arms around the flexed knees and holds them tightly (Figure 7-3A).

1.3.1.3. The instruction is "try to separate your knees," which is prevented by the operator.

1.3.1.4. The operator stands to either side and separates the patient's knees by inserting either forearm to keep the knees apart. The dorsiflexed palm of the operator's hand is placed against the medial side of one knee and the back of the elbow against the medial side of the other knee (Figure 7-3B).

1.3.1.5. The patient is then instructed to try to pull the knees together, and the effort is maintained for not less than 3 seconds. If desired, this procedure may be repeated, and if this is done, there is an advantage in sliding the "prop" a short distance proximally to increase the...
abduction in the position of effort. There is no slack to be taken up in this technique.

1.3.1.6. Retest by examining the positions of the superior rami of each pubic bone.

2. INNOMINATE (ILIAC) SHEARS

2.1 Superior Innominat (Ilia) Shear

As described in Chapter 2, no two SI joints are of the same configuration, even in the same patient. Approximately 15% of these joints have no bevel change, which reduces the self-locking capacity for form closure. These relatively flat articular surfaces are inherently unstable and are less capable of resisting a traumatic superior or inferior shearing of the innominate on the sacrum. Because the innominate shear dysfunctions reflect a disruption of the normal anatomy, they are described as nonphysiological dysfunctions.

Clinically, there are two common traumatic events that can cause a superior innominate shear in the susceptible patient. The first event is a fall in which the patient's legs slip out in front, resulting in a direct impact of the ischial tuberosities on a hard surface. This fall commonly occurs on icy steps or ground or on wet or newly waxed floors. Although both tuberosities usually impact, only the side with the flattened articulation shears upward. Pain is immediate, severe, and usually localized to the coccygeal region, lending support for the misdiagnosis of a fractured "tailbone." Patients may find sitting terribly uncomfortable and use "donut" cushions, especially when sitting on hard surfaces. Very soft seats are equally uncomfortable. The coccygeal pain may persist or spread to the leg, SI joint, and low back. The discomfort becomes worse while walking but subsides after lying down. The second precipitating situation that is commonly encountered is associated with motor vehicle accidents in which the patient's vehicle is struck from behind. At impact, the spinal curves straighten, driving the innominate upward on a fixed sacrum. The history then is one of increasing pain over the next few days, usually affecting the leg and low back more than the coccygeal region. Typically, the painful condition that results in both situations is chronic and not responsive to physical modalities and aggravated by "therapeutic" exercise. Most patients become disheartened by their inability to improve with physical therapy, injection therapy, epidural steroids, and "pain clinics." They are further discouraged by the lack of diagnostic findings by computed tomographic (CT) scans, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans, and electrophysiologic studies directed to the lumbar spine, pelvis, and leg.

Although the treatment to be described is quite simple and painless, and usually followed by an immediate relief or significant reduction of symp-
toms, patients should be warned about the consequences of treatment that can cause widespread pain anywhere along the spinal axis and lower extremities. Post-treatment symptoms can occur as a consequence of the necessary readaptations that are required for the resumption of a posture now responsive to equal leg length and a level sacral base. It may be necessary first to treat the non-neutral lumbar and thoracic dysfunctions that are commonly found in association with a superior innominate shear, especially if there is excessive tone in the ipsilateral quadratus lumborum and paraspinal muscles. The stability at this joint will have been further reduced by the prolonged overstretching of the supporting SI ligaments, which may necessitate the use of an SI cinch belt postcorrection.

Described for the Left Side

**Diagnostic Points**
The standing FFT is positive on the left. The stork test is positive for both the left upper and lower poles. Iliac crest height appears level while standing but is higher (more cranial) than the right in both the prone and supine positions. Both the ASIS and the PSIS are more cranial on the left when palpated in the supine and prone positions, respectively. The ischial tuberosity is higher on the left by at least a thumb’s thickness when compared to the right. The left sacrotuberous ligament is lax and may be tender. The left leg is shorter than the right leg in both the prone and supine positions.

2.1.1. Combined respiratory-thrust technique.
2.1.1.1. The patient is supine, but the same technique can be performed in the prone position, if preferred. The patient’s feet should be just over the end of the table.
2.1.1.2. The operator stands at the foot of the table and lifts the patient’s left leg off the table, gripping just above the malleoli with both hands, locking the fingers, and crossing the thumbs. At the same time, downward movement of the right leg should be blocked either by pressing against it using the left thigh, or with the help of an assistant who can stand at the operator’s side and block the right leg by pressing against the patient’s right foot.
2.1.1.3. The operator internally rotates the left leg to close pack the hip joint, moves the leg medially and laterally to find the midrange of free motion to loose pack the SI joint, and then applies traction to the patient’s left leg (Figure 7-4).

2.1.1.4. The patient should be asked to inhale and exhale deeply to rock the sacrum between the ilia; during exhalation, the operator increases the traction on the left leg.
2.1.1.5. At the end of the third or fourth exhalation, the patient is instructed to cough, and at that moment the operator adds a moderately sharp and quick distracting tug to the left leg.
2.1.1.6. Retest.

Because of the residual instability of the SI joint due to the laxity of the SI ligaments with this type of dysfunction, there is a tendency for recurrence whenever there is weightbearing on the affected side. Stability can be enhanced by the use of a suitable cinch belt placed below the ASIS anteriorly and the PSIS posteriorly. This belt must be worn whenever the patient is standing or sitting for a 4- to 6-week period after the correction of this dysfunction. It may be necessary to provide two belts, so that one can be worn while bathing or using a shower and always reapplied while supine. It is possible to try one belt and advise the patient to limit weightbearing on the affected side when not wearing the belt while showering or bathing. If two belts are needed, it is best to keep one of them on at all times, until stability has been achieved by the natural shortening of the supporting ligaments while SI joint alignment has been maintained. Walking is a suitable exercise that may enhance this process.

All such cinch belts are uncomfortable and tend to irritate the skin over time. One of the more comfortable varieties is the SI-LOC, which was developed in conjunction with the International Academy of Orthopaedic Medicine and is distributed by Orthopedic Physical Therapy Products (Minneapolis, MN).

2.2 Inferior Innominate (Iliac) Shear

Unlike the superior shear, this dysfunction is inherently stable when reduced and is probably often self-reduced by weightbearing. Again, these shear dysfunctions can occur only in the susceptible SI joint with little or no bevel and are inherently less stable by form closure.

Clinically, the injury occurs when the leg is forcefully distracted, as in the example of a horseback rider who falls off a horse with one leg still caught in the stirrup, or a skier who falls forward with one ski caught behind and a binding that does not release. This injury can also occur when one shoe gets caught while tripping and falling forward. The incidence of these dysfunctions is rare, but when they occur, there
is severe pelvic and leg pain until the dysfunction is corrected. The diagnosis of such dysfunctions may be even less common because of the tendency for self-correction during weightbearing. Treatment rarely needs to be repeated and, because of the immediate restoration of joint stability after reduction, a cinch belt is not needed.

When the patient is of the opposite gender, it is wise to explain carefully the method of treatment; otherwise, the procedure could be thought to be invasive.

**Described for the Right Side**

---

**Diagnostic Points**

The standing FFT is positive on the right. The stork test is positive for the right upper and lower poles. The iliac crest height appears to be level while standing, but the right iliac crest is lower (more caudad) than the left, both prone and supine. The right PSIS and ASIS are more caudad than those on the left when palpated in the prone and supine positions, respectively. The ischial tuberosity is lower on the right compared to the left by at least a thumb’s thickness. The right sacrotuberous ligament is very tight and usually tender. The right leg is longer than the left in both the supine and prone positions.

2.2.1. Mobilization with respiratory assist, side-lying technique.

2.2.1.1. The patient lies on the left side.

2.2.1.2. The operator stands behind the patient’s hips and must raise the patient’s right lower limb using either his or her right arm, preferably, with the help of an assistant.

2.2.1.3. The operator contacts the patient’s right innominate bone with both hands. Both thumbs are medial to the ischial tuberosity. The index and middle fingers of the right hand pass forward to contact the body of the patient’s right pubic bone (Figure 7-5A), and the left index and middle fingers are on the medial side of patient’s right PSIS (Figure 7-5B). For male patients, it is best to tilt the pelvis forward before contacting the pubic bone, allowing the genitalia to move away first, and then tilt the pelvis back to a perpendicular side-lying position.

2.2.1.4. The patient breathes in and out deeply to rock the sacrum while the operator lifts to distract the innominate toward the ceiling and, with a rocking motion to help free the joint, translates the innominate craniad. A thrust in the craniad direction at the end of the last exhalation may be added but is rarely needed.

2.2.1.5. Retest.

2.2.2. Mobilization with respiratory assist, prone technique.

2.2.2.1. The patient lies prone with the right leg off the table, supported at the knee by the operator’s right hand. The operator abducts and adducts the patient’s right leg while palpating the SI joint with the left hand to find the
loose-packed position. The right SI joint should gap open by the weight of the hanging right leg. The patient should hold the front leg of the table or side of the table with the right hand to help block craniad motion.

2.2.2.2. The operator then places the palm of his or her left hand on the patient’s right ischial tuberosity and applies a direct cephalad force from the shoulder through the arm to the ischial tuberosity, rocking it while the patient inhales and exhales deeply. The patient is instructed to push against the right leg of the table with the right hand while the operator provides a distinct counter force in a cephalad direction to guide the innominate superiorly (Figure 7-6).

2.2.2.3. Retest.

### 3. SACROILIAC DYSFUNCTIONS

#### 3.1 Anterior Sacral Torsion

Described for Anterior Torsion to the Left (Left on Left)

*Clinically,* this dysfunction may cause little or no pelvic restriction as part of the normal walking cycle, because the major motion loss with this dysfunction is posterior nutation of the right sacral base back to the neutral (level) position, whereas anterior nutation is not affected (see Chapter 4 and Figure 4-20). Because left rotation of the sacrum is coupled with lumbar side bending to the left, the adaptive lumbar curve is convex right when the spine is in neutral. Left on left (LOL) sac-
nal torsions are typically not a cause of low back pain, unless they occur in combination with a flexion restriction of L5 on the right (ERS rt).

**Diagnostic Points**
The sitting FFT is positive on the right. The sacral base and the inferior lateral angle (ILA) are posterior on the left in flexion and probably when prone, but they become level in extension. The lumbar spine is in lordosis and the spring test negative. When the lumbar spine can normally adapt to the sacral base unleveling by side bending to the left and rotating to the right in the prone-neutral position, the left leg appears shorter than the right, as measured at the medial malleoli (the sacrum faces the shorter leg).

Two techniques are described. The first is an easier technique, because it is less awkward and difficult for the operator than the second technique, especially if the patient is much larger than the operator. In both techniques, the sacrum is derotated using neutral mechanics so that the sacrum rotates in the opposite direction of L5. It is, therefore, imperative that there be no non-neutral dysfunctions present between L5 and the sacrum for these techniques to work. For this reason, if there is a dysfunction, L5 should be treated first. The first clue that the lumbar spine is unable to properly adapt to the sacral base unleveling comes when examining the leg length in the prone-neutral position. If the sacrum is rotated left in the prone-neutral position (LOL), then the left leg should be short if the lumbar spine is capable of normal adaptation to sacral base unleveling. If, however, the leg lengths are found to be equal or the right leg appears to be short, then there is probably a non-neutral lumbar spine dysfunction interfering with the normal adaptive response. This lumbar adaptive response to sacral base unleveling in the prone (neutral) position also holds true for the other sacral dysfunctions to be described.

3.1.1. The preferred muscle energy technique for an LOL sacral torsion is with the patient lying on the right side.

3.1.1.1. The operator stands in front of the patient. The patient lies on the right side. The hips and shoulders are perpendicular to the table, and the interspinous space at L5, S1 is monitored by the operator's left hand while the right hand flexes and extends the lower extremities to find the neutral range at L5, S1 (Figure 7-7A). In this position, the lumbar spine can be seen to be side bent to the left (Figure 7-7B). The patient's right arm is grasped above the elbow and gently pulled toward the operator so the shoulder can slide forward and initiate left rotation of the spine. At the same time, the lumbar side-bending curve reverses, and now the spine can be seen to be side bent to the right (neutral mechanics) (Figure 7-7C and D).

3.1.1.2. The operator then guides the patient's left shoulder backward, further rotating the spine to the left while monitoring at L5 with the right hand until the left rotation has just started to rotate L5. With the patient's left arm fully extended, the patient can then reach backward and grasp the left edge of the table with the left hand to maintain this position (Figure 7-7E).

3.1.1.3. The operator's right hand is placed around the patient's flexed knees, and the index finger of the left hand monitors the right sacral base (the base closest to the table). The operator keeps the patient's sacrum perpendicular to the table by controlling the pelvis through the patient's legs. The operator then introduces flexion from below by bringing the knees cranially. If the patient's knees are against the operator's thighs, it is easier to control the flexion without tilting the pelvis forward. The flexion barrier is reached when the right sacral base begins to move posteriorly.

3.1.1.4. The operator then slides his or her right hand under the patient's legs just proximal to the ankle and lifts both legs to introduce more left side bending until the right sacral base again begins to move posteriorly (Figure 7-7F). (This is exactly opposite to the Sims position described in 3.1.2.)

3.1.1.5. The patient is instructed to pull the feet down to the table, and the operator resists equally with the right arm and hand while feeling the sacral base move posteriorly (into the left index finger) over a 3- to 5-second period. The patient is then instructed to stop pulling and relax.
FIGURE 7-7

The preferred technique to treat a left on left sacral torsion. (A) The patient lies on the right hip and shoulder while the lumbosacral junction is positioned in its neutral range. (B) When the patient lies on the right shoulder and right hip, the lumbar spine side bends to the left. (C) If the patient's right arm is pulled out from underneath the shoulder, the lumbar spine side bends to the right. (D) Diagram showing a change in side bending with the patient lying both on and off the shoulder. (E) The patient is rotated left to L5 and stabilizes this position by grasping the table. (F) While palpating the right sacral base, the operator lifts the patient's legs to introduce flexion from below up until tension is palpated at the right sacral base. Then the operator introduces left side bending to the barrier palpated as tension builds at the right sacral base as the legs are lifted toward the ceiling.
3.1.1.6. The new barrier for posterior nutation of the right base can be found by increasing the side bending by lifting the legs or by flexion through the hips. The barrier is detected when the right sacral base begins to move posteriorly. The degree of side bending needed is determined by the degree of hip flexion and vice versa. The decision about which movement to use most is determined by the size of the operator relative to the patient and the operator's ability to maintain control. The movement may be repeated several times or until no further posterior nutation of the right sacral base is detected.

3.1.1.7. Retest.

3.1.2. A muscle energy technique with the patient lying on the left side (more difficult).

3.1.2.1. The patient lies prone, with the right shoulder close to the side of the table and the right arm hanging over the edge.

3.1.2.2. Using the left hand, the operator lifts both of the patient's ankles; then, using the right hand, the operator brings the patient's knees up, placing the patient into a left lateral Sims position with the sacrum perpendicular to the table. The precise position is important; the hip flexion must be stopped at the point just before the sacrum begins to move, and the movement is therefore monitored in its final stage by the fingers of the operator's right hand on the patient's right sacral base. Note that, insofar as the patient is on the left side, it is the side of the axis of the torsion (Figure 7-8A).

3.1.2.3. The patient is asked to breathe deeply and reach for the floor with his or her right hand during each exhalation. This movement must be monitored and is stopped when L5 just begins to move into left rotation. The operator monitors with the left hand at this stage so as to be able to use the right hand to increase the patient's movement by pressing down on the patient's right shoulder during the exhalation effort. If necessary, exhalation and reaching for the floor are repeated until the tension reaches L5.

3.1.2.4. The operator switches hands so that the right hand monitors the patient's right sacral base, and the left hand grasps the patient's lower legs at the ankles. The patient's feet are allowed to drop toward the floor until the right sacral base is felt to move posteriorly (against the operator's palpating right finger) (Figure 7-8B).

3.1.2.5. The necessary left side bend introduced by dropping the patient's feet over the edge of the table can be uncomfortable due to the pressure of the table edge on the under thigh. To avoid this discomfort,

3.1.2.5a. Place a small cushion under the thigh to protect it from the edge of the table, or

3.1.2.5b. Stand so that the patient's knees can be supported on or over your left thigh or knee and balance the patient's legs, supporting under the upper tibiae so that the thighs remain clear of the table top (Figure 7-8C), or

3.1.2.5c. Sit at the foot of the table and, with legs apart, support the patient's knees with your left thigh. Sometimes known as the lazy man's technique, its disadvantage is that it is no longer possible for the operator to control the trunk with the right forearm. To monitor over the right sacral base, the operator must change hands, and the right hand now provides the resistance to the patient's effort in 3.1.2.5. The patient should be told to maintain the twisted position. This technique is less easy if the operator wears a skirt, as the abduction of the operator's legs must be wide enough to allow the patient's feet to drop between them (Figure 7-8D).

3.1.2.6. The patient is instructed to raise his or her feet toward the ceiling, and the operator resists with an equal and opposite force by using the left hand in variants 3.1.2.5a and 3.1.2.5b and the right hand in variant 3.1.2.5c. The pressure is maintained for 3 to 5 seconds, and the patient must then relax. It helps to tell the patient to drop his or her feet. If the positioning is correct, it should be possible to feel the right sacral base move posteriorly against the monitoring fingers during the patient's effort.

3.1.2.7. After full relaxation, the slack is taken up to the new point of tension, as monitored by the fingers. Allowing the patient's feet to drop is usually enough to take up the slack and bring the tension back (barrier) to the sacral base, but sometimes an adjustment by flexion of the hips can help.

3.1.2.8. Repeat steps 3.1.2.5 and 3.1.2.6 two or more times.

3.1.2.9. Retest.

3.1.3. Thrust (sitting).

3.1.3.1. The patient sits astride the table, holding the right shoulder with the left hand.

3.1.3.2. The operator stands on the right side of the patient. Using the left pisiform, the operator contacts the patient's left sacral base.

3.1.3.3. With the operator's right axilla over the patient's right shoulder, the operator grasps the patient's left humerus and bends the patient forward, down to and including the sacrum, but not so far as to lock the SI joint (Figure 7-9A).

3.1.3.4. Side bending and rotation are introduced to the right by the operator's right arm, again including the sacrum but not the innominates (Figure 7-9B). Note that this technique uses non-neutral mechanics to move the sacrum, whereas the muscle energy techniques locked the spine with neutral mechanics, side bending and rotation being to opposite sides.

3.1.3.5. A high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is now given by the operator's left pisiform against the left sacral base at the same time that the patient's trunk is taken into further side bending and rotation. To allow the sacrum to nutate anteriorly on the left and rotate right,
FIGURE 7-8
(A) Left lateral Sims position. (B) Monitoring the patient’s right sacral base with the right hand. The legs are allowed to drop until the sacral base begins to move. (C) Supporting the patient’s knees against operator’s thigh while standing.
the flexion of the lumbosacral joint should be released at the same time.

3.1.3.6. Retest.

3.1.4. Thrust (side-lying).

3.1.4.1. The patient lies on the left side with shoulders perpendicular to the table and the trunk in slight flexion. The flexion must not take the spine out of the neutral range.

3.1.4.2. The operator stands in front of the patient and first extends, then flexes, both hips with the left hand while palpating the right sacral base with the right hand until the base first starts to posteriorly nutate.

3.1.4.3. The operator contacts the left ILA of the sacrum using the left pisiform, keeping the left elbow bent so that the operator’s forearm is nearly in line with the intended thrust.

3.1.4.4. With the operator’s right hand on the patient’s right shoulder, the operator introduces right side bending by taking the shoulder caudad until all slack has been taken out, and, as the spine is in neutral, left rotation is produced (Figure 7-10). This time, the spinal lock is accomplished by using neutral mechanics.

3.1.4.5. The operator presses on the patient’s left ILA with the left pisiform in the direction of the patient’s right shoulder until all the slack of that move-

FIGURE 7-9
Thrust treatment for left on left sacral torsion with patient sitting. (A) Starting position. (B) Final position.
3.1.4.6. A high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given by the pisiform, with a scooping motion on the left ILA directed toward the patient’s right shoulder, to bring the right side of the sacral base posterior.

3.1.4.7. Retest.

3.2 Posterior Sacral Torsion
Described for Posterior Torsion to the Left (Left on Right)

Clinically, posterior torsions are almost always symptomatic. Posterior torsion is not a sacral motion that occurs during the normal walking cycle, and, when present and symptomatic, it interferes with the gait cycle, because the sacral base is unable to nutate anteriorly (see Chapter 4, Figure 4-22). In a left-on-right posterior sacral torsion, the left sacral base is restricted for anterior nutation, shortening the length of stride for the left leg. The patient may feel and walk as though the left leg is shorter. This dysfunction occurs when the lumbar spine and sacrum are operating in non-neutral mechanics. Typically, the history includes flexion of the spine followed by the addition of coupled lumbar rotation and side bending to one side. In other words, this dysfunction occurs as a result of bending, twisting, and reaching followed by an attempt to directly assume the upright posture. The actual mechanism of injury that results in a backward sacral torsion is debatable and is thought to occur by two different sets of mechanics operating at the time of injury. We therefore propose that a posterior sacral torsion can either occur as the result of a physiological motion or nonphysiological motion that becomes restricted. Nonphysiological posterior torsion occurs as the consequence of a total ligamentous and facet opposition lock at the lumbosacral junction that forces the sacrum to follow the rotation of L5 when the lumbar spine is at the extremes of its motion for flexion and combined side bending and rotation. We further believe that physiological posterior sacral torsional movement can and does occur as a consequence of lumbar flexion with coupled side bending and rotation to one side. In this scenario, for example, if left side bending and left rotation are introduced when the lumbar spine is in flexion, but the lumbosacral junction is not fully locked, then the sacral base is free to rotate posteriorly on the right side across the left oblique axis, resulting in a right on left (ROL) backward torsion (see Chapter 4, Figure 4-21). If, however, the patient is fully flexed forward, fully side bent, and rotated to the left, as can occur with the act of bending and turning to the left and then lifting a load, then the lumbar spine can act as a long lever and force the left sacral base to move posteriorly with it. We consider this a nonphysiological movement resulting in a left on right backward sacral torsion. Whether the sacrum rotates posteriorly on the left or right oblique axis therefore depends on the degree of forward flexion mobility and the degree of side bending and rotation coupled at the lumbosacral junction at the time of strain, overload, or injury. Tropism at L5-S1 with a coronally facing facet joint on one side and a sagittal facet joint on the other side also may play an important role in deciding which direction the sacrum ultimately rotates. In either case, a backward sacral torsion that remains on the patient’s return to upright standing severely disrupts normal neutral lumbopelvic mechanics, and the treatment approach is exactly the same.

The combination of a strain, non-neutral spinal mechanics, and altered muscle tone, along with other somatic changes, often results in a persistence of this backward sacral torsion in combination with restricted lumbar extension. When acute, there may be immediate pain and inability to assume the upright posture, but often the signs and symptoms evolve over 24 hours, initially having been felt as a “twinge” of discomfort. Although probably the most common cause of low back pain, these symptoms can subside after several days; however, because the dysfunction remains, recurrences of severe symptoms force the patient to self-restrict from many activities. When severe symptoms persist, patients with this dysfunction comprise the majority of those experiencing chronic disabling low back pain. Typically, these patients describe increased discomfort when rising from a flexed or seated position. They are uncomfortable lying prone and prefer to sleep on their sides with a pillow between the legs; usually, they cannot lie on the side of the posterior torsion. Sleep is often interrupted, and, as with any reduction in physical activity, there is increased back stiffness on rising. This stiffness can be reduced by applying heat and, at
times, by morning exercises. Dressing is difficult because of an inability to cross the right leg over the left thigh. After early morning symptoms subside, they increase during the day and worsen with prolonged sitting or increased physical activity. Vacuuming is noted to aggravate the pain. Medications, including nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, narcotic analgesics, muscle relaxants, antidepressants, and anticonvulsants, are usually of little or no help.

The loss of normal lumbosacral motion may, at least in part, be responsible for the desiccation of the intervertebral disc at L5-S1 seen by MRI. Because the injury involved a torsional motion, annular tears are not uncommon along with subsequent lumbar disc herniation. The major source of pain often originates from the SI joint and usually radiates down the back of the leg, mimicking sciatica. This may be the reason for continued pain after surgical intervention for a herniated nucleus pulposus. However, it should be noted that the vast majority of those having chronic low back pain have never had surgery and represent the failures of current "conservative" nonsurgical care.1

### Diagnostic Points

The stork test is positive on the left (upper pole only*). The sitting FFT is positive on the left. The sacral base and the ILA are posterior on the left in extension and when prone but become level in flexion. The lumbar spine is flat and the spring test positive. There often is a non-neutral dysfunction at L5-S1; usually, L5 appears level in the prone-propped position, which in relation to the sacral base means that is actually flexed, rotated, and side bent right (FRSt). Because the correction of a posterior sacral torsion requires normal neutral lumbar spinal mechanics, L5 must be able to freely rotate opposite to the sacrum when in the neutral position. Thus, if L5 is dysfunctional, it must be treated first, along with any other non-neutral lumbar dysfunctions (see Chapter 3, Figures 3-11 and 3-12). When the patient is in the prone position and neutral mechanics are operative, the lumbar spine adapts to the unlevel sacral base by side bending left and rotating right, which shortens the left leg. If the leg lengths appear equal or if the left leg is longer, suspect an inability for lumbar adaptation to occur due to one or more non-neutral dysfunctions that are severe enough to interfere with neutral mechanics in the prone (neutral) position.

*Unpublished personal observations by the editor (E. R. I.) suggest a high correlation between specific sacral dysfunctions and the stork test. Notation is made of the response when testing the upper pole and the lower pole as described in Chapter 3, Figures 3-11 and 3-12. These observations are noted in parentheses.

---

3.2.1. Muscle energy technique.

3.2.1.1. The patient lies on the right side, which is the side of the axis around which the torsion has taken place. The operator stands in front of the patient.

3.2.1.2. Monitoring with the right middle or index finger at L5, the operator takes the patient's right arm and pulls it forward, out from under the patient's right shoulder, to induce left rotation and right side bending of the lumbar spine. Rotation must be continued until it reaches L5, as detected by an increase in tension under the monitoring fingers (Figure 7-11A). If necessary, added rotation can be accomplished by rotating the patient's left shoulder backward. When that position is adjusted, the patient should grip the back of the table edge with his or her left hand to maintain it.

3.2.1.3. The operator's left index or middle finger monitors the patient's left sacral base while using the right hand to move the patient's right leg backward from hip flexion toward the extension barrier. Some indication as to the extent of the restriction imposed by the left posterior sacral torsion can be estimated by the position needed to observe symmetry of the ILAs during the seated FFT. The operator can then ease the patient's right leg toward the back of the table to localize extension from below, leaving the left leg in front. Positioning of the right leg must be done by the operator, with the patient relaxed. Any attempt by the patient to help must be stopped. The movement is taken to the point at which the left sacral base just begins to move anteriorly but L5 does not (Figure 7-11B).

3.2.1.4. Monitoring again with the left hand over the patient's left sacral base, the operator uses the right hand to bring the patient's left leg forward, supporting the leg proximal to the knee. The operator also uses his or her right thigh in combination with the right hand for additional support of the patient's left leg. This position helps keep the pelvis perpendicular to the table throughout the technique. The operator's right hand is placed above the patient's left knee to provide the counter force to hip abduction (Figure 7-11C).

3.2.1.5. The instruction is "try to raise your left knee against my hand." The pressure should be maintained for 3 to 5 seconds, and then the patient must relax. If the positioning is correct, it should be possible to feel the left sacral base move anteriorly or away from the monitoring fingers during the patient's effort.

3.2.1.6. When relaxation is complete, the remaining barrier(s) for left sacral base anterior rotation is approached by further extension of the right hip, left rotation of the spine, or allowing the left leg to drop closer to the floor, separately or in any combination, remembering that the introduction of one new position lessens the amount of movement in the other two positions necessary to reach the next barrier.
3.2.1.7. Steps 3.2.1.5 and 3.2.1.6 are repeated three or more times, until no further anterior motion of the left sacral base occurs.

3.2.1.8. Retest.

3.2.2. Thrust (sitting). This technique also may be used to correct a right unilateral posteriorly nutated sacrum (see 3.4, below).

Described for Right on Left Sacral Torsion

3.2.2.1. The patient sits astride the table while holding the right shoulder with the left hand.

3.2.2.2. While standing on the left side, the front of the operator’s left shoulder is pressed against the side of the patient’s left shoulder; then the left hand is used to grasp the patient’s right shoulder.

3.2.2.3. The operator uses the right pisiform bone or thumb to contact the patient’s right sacral base. The operator then locks the patient’s spine down to and including the sacrum by side bending the trunk to the right and rotating to the left to start the right sacral base moving forward (Figure 7-12). The mechanics involve sacral rotation to start the movement and then extension of L5 to encourage the right sacral base to nutate anteriorly.

3.2.2.4. The operator extends the patient’s spine down to L5 until all the slack has been taken out and then a high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is directed forward on the right sacral base by the operator’s right pisiform while the extension of the trunk is exaggerated. The thumb could be used, but the small pisiform fits
more easily in the narrow sulcus so that the sacral base itself is contacted.

3.2.2.5. Retest.

3.2.3. Thrust (supine). This technique may also be used to correct a right unilateral posteriorly nutated sacrum (see 3.4, below) or reversed to correct a left on right posterior sacral torsion.

Described for a Right on Left Posterior Sacral Torsion

3.2.3.1. The patient lies supine, with fingers laced together behind the neck and elbows forward. The patient’s pelvis should be close to the operator (at the left side of the table); then, the feet and upper trunk are moved to the right side of the table, producing right side bending of the trunk (Figure 7-13A).

3.2.3.2. Leaning over, the operator threads his or her right forearm through the gap between the patient’s right arm and chest and then rests the back of the right hand on the patient’s sternum.

3.2.3.3. The operator pulls the patient’s right arm forward, bringing the trunk into left rotation without losing the right side bend, until the right ilium begins to lift off the table (Figure 7-13B).

3.2.3.4a. The operator holds the right ilium down using the left hand, and the correction is produced by a sharp increase in left rotation of the trunk without losing the side bend. Note that, to achieve correction, the spine must be locked down to and including the sacrum (Figure 7-13C).

3.2.3.4b. Alternatively, the dysfunction can be corrected by a high-velocity, low-amplitude posteriorly directed thrust by the operator’s left hand on the patient’s right ASIS while maintaining the trunk in the left rotated and right side bent position.

3.2.3.5. Retest.

3.3 Unilateral Anterior Sacral Nutation

Unilateral anterior sacral nutation (formerly known as an inferior sacral shear or unilateral flexed sacrum) is a nonphysiological dysfunction.

Described for the Left Side (Most Common)

Clinically, patients with this dysfunction frequently describe a history of aching low back pain that gets worse the longer they stand and is relieved by sitting down. Symptoms usually peak within 20 to 30 minutes of standing, and, if they cannot sit down, they tend to pace. They are most uncomfortable at cocktail parties or standing in line. The mechanism of injury is thought to be due to landing hard on one leg after jumping, as can occur while playing volleyball or bas-

ketball, when a force from above, coupled with an extended lumbar spine, drives the sacrum deep into the pelvis on one side. Because no two SI joints are the same from side to side, this dysfunction may also occur secondarily to the failure of the sacral base on one side to return to its neutral position after being anteriorly nutated during hyperextension of the lumbar spine. For some as-yet unexplained reason, this dysfunction almost always occurs on the left side and is usually associated with a non-neutral dysfunction at L5, which will be extended, rotated left, and side bent left (ERSlt). L5 must be treated first, because its side-bending component will block the sacral base from moving cranially during the corrective treatment. The anteriorly nutated sacrum is also commonly found with a concurrent left posterior innominate dysfunction (see 4.1, below).

A unilateral anteriorly nutated sacrum is not a consequence of normal physiological motion and can be likened to a desk drawer that is off track on one side. The left ILA is in a posterior and inferior position, but the left sacral base is in an anterior position (see Chapter 4, Figure 4-18). This arrangement is unlike the torsions, in which both the ipsilateral base and ILA are equally in a posterior or anterior position. The unilateral anterior sacral nutation does not become level at the ILAs with flexion or extension of the lumbar spine and is therefore differentiated from the sacral torsions. Recall that with the anterior sacral torsions, the ILAs become worse (more asymmetrical) with flexion and symmetrical with extension of the lumbar spine; with posterior sacral torsions, the ILAs become worse with extension and symmetrical with lumbar flexion.
Diagnostic Points
The stork test is positive on the left (the lower pole only). The sitting FFT is positive on the left. The sacral base is anterior on the left in flexion, neutral, and extension. The ILA is posterior on the left in flexion, neutral, and extension. The lumbar spine is in lordosis, and the spring test is negative. The right leg is shorter than the left leg in the prone (neutral) position, and the sacrum is rotated to the right and faces the adaptive lumbar concavity, which is side bent to the right.

3.3.1. Articulatory technique with direct action and thrust variant.

3.3.1.1. The patient lies prone with both feet resting on the tabletop.
3.3.1.2. The operator stands on the left side and monitors the patient’s left sacral sulcus using the left index and middle fingers.
3.3.1.3. With the right hand, the operator lifts the patient’s left thigh and moves it to the point at which the left SI joint is “loose packed.” This is the point of maximum ease, as detected by the monitoring fingers, and is usually found in 10 to 15 degrees of hip abduction. Rotating the thigh internally helps to open the posterior aspect of the SI joint. The patient is then told to keep the leg in internal rotation, which is easier to do if the foot remains on the table (Figure 7-14A).
3.3.1.4. The heel of the operator’s right hand is placed on the left ILA of the patient’s sacrum so that a springing pressure can be applied. By keeping the right elbow straight, the operator can adjust the direction of force through the right arm so that the springing pressure being applied to the left ILA produces the most movement of the left sacral base toward posterior nutation. The operator uses his or her left fingertips to monitor the motion of the left sacral base (Figure 7-14B).

3.3.1.5. The patient is instructed to breathe in as deeply as possible (which promotes posterior nutation of the sacrum) and holds the breath while the operator presses firmly in an anterior and especially a superior direction on the left ILA. The operator keeps the right arm extended while transferring his or her body weight down from the shoulder onto the patient’s left ILA, using a springing motion.

3.3.1.6. After approximately 5 seconds, the patient should exhale slowly; the operator does not release the pressure on the left ILA.

3.3.1.7. Steps 3.3.1.5 and 3.3.1.6 are repeated, repositioning the direction of springing force to the ILA to maintain maximal posterior nutation and superior translation of the left sacral base. It may be necessary to adjust and redirect the force from the ILA as the sacral base moves posteriorly and superiorly along its unique SI articulation. These steps are repeated until the left sacral base is once again level to the right base, and finally the operator slowly releases the pressure. Too rapid a release may allow the sacrum to spring forward.

3.3.1.8. The common association of a left posterior innominate dysfunction may require that the innominate be treated after correction of the left unilateral anterior sacral nutation. If this is the case, then special precautions should be taken to avoid bringing the left
sacral base anterior again when the left innominate is rotated anteriorly. This movement can be prevented by a modification of the technique, as described in section 4.1.2, in which pressure is maintained on the left ILA during the correction of the innominate rotation.

3.3.1.9. Retest.

3.3.2. Thrust, side lying.

3.3.2.1. The patient lies on the left side.

3.3.2.2. The operator stands in front and flexes the patient’s hips and knees with the left hand to start posterior rotation of the sacrum; the operator monitors with the right hand at the left sacral base to ensure that the lumbosacral joint is not also flexed.

3.3.2.3. Using the right hand, the operator pulls the patient’s left shoulder forward and caudad to lock the spine by neutral mechanics down to L5.

3.3.2.4. Flexing the patient’s right (upper) knee and hip a little further, while being careful not to lock the lumbosacral joint, the operator’s left pisiform can make contact with the left ILA of the patient’s sacrum.

3.3.2.5. Keeping the left forearm parallel to the table, the operator presses forward and cranial on the patient’s ILA to take out the slack from below.

3.3.2.6. Using the right hand, the operator takes out the slack down to L5 by adding pressure directed posteriorly through the patient’s right shoulder (Figure 7-14C).

3.3.2.7. After all the slack is taken up, a high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is directed cranially by the operator’s left hand on the patient’s right ILA. This technique is similar to the one used for an LOL anterior sacral torsion (3.1.4), except that the thrust is directed cranially and not with a scooping motion toward the right shoulder.

3.3.2.8. Retest.

3.3.3. Thrust, prone.

3.3.3.1. The prone thrust is almost the same as the muscle energy technique, 3.3.1, but at the time of the third inhalation the operator gives a high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust in the direction that the springing has shown to be most effective in producing motion at the left SI joint.

3.3.1. Articulatory technique.

3.4.1.1. The patient lies prone on the table, and the operator stands on the right side and uses the right hand to monitor the patient’s right sacral sulcus (Figure 7-15A).

3.4.1.2. The operator uses the left hand to lift the patient’s right thigh above the knee, avoiding the patello-femoral joint, and adjusts the ad- and abduction position until the SI joint is loose packed. The operator then externally rotates the patient’s thigh to open the anterior aspect of the right SI joint and puts the leg back on the table, asking the patient to maintain that position.

3.4.1.3. Facing the patient’s feet, the operator’s right pisiform is placed in contact with the right side of the patient’s sacral base, and the patient assumes the prone-propped position, because extension of the lumbar spine promotes anterior rotation of the sacrum (Figure 7-15B).

3.4.1.4. The operator’s left hand is placed under the patient’s right ASIS to provide counter pressure (Figure 7-15C).

3.4.1.5. The patient is asked to exhale as far as possible and to then hold the breath. This tends to bring rather than the lumbosacral region with hypertonus of the ipsilateral longissimus thoracis. This dysfunction is most commonly found on the right, is rare on the left side, and is often associated with an anterior innominate dysfunction on the same side.

### Diagnostic Points

The stork test is positive on the right (the upper pole, only). The sitting FFT is positive on the right. The right sacral base is posterior, and the right ILA is anterior and superior (craniad) compared to the left (see Chapter 4, Figure 4-19). Although the asymmetry may worsen in extension and improve with flexion, the sacral base and ILAs never become symmetrical, thereby helping to differentiate them from ROL torsions. The lumbar spine is flat, and the spring test is positive. In the prone position, the right leg is shorter than the left, if the lumbar spine is freely adaptive. There is usually an associated FRSrt at L4 or L5 and hypertonus of the right longissimus thoracis. Non-neutral dysfunctions are also usually present at the thoraco-lumbar junction and lower thoracic spine.

Correction of those dysfunctions, which contribute to the right longissimus hypertonicity, may actually correct the right posterior sacral nutation. Treatment for the sacral dysfunction with the muscle energy technique sometimes can only be accomplished by first treating the FRSrt at L5, if present. Occasionally, the FRSrt at L5 is not detected until after correction of the sacral dysfunction.

3.4. Unilateral Posterior Sacral Nutation

Unilateral posterior sacral nutation (formerly known as a superior sacral shear or unilateral extended sacrum) is a nonphysiological dysfunction.

Described for the Right Side (Most Common)

*Clinically*, these patients present much like those with an ROL posterior sacral torsion, often with a history of bending and twisting followed by asymmetrical forceful extension, as with lifting a load. The upper lumbar and lower thoracic spine may be the focus of the strain rather than the lumbosacral region with hypertonus of the ipsilateral longissimus thoracis. This dysfunction is most commonly found on the right, is rare on the left side, and is often associated with an anterior innominate dysfunction on the same side.
FIGURE 7-15

Treatment for a right posteriorly nutated sacrum. (A) The patient's right leg is abducted to find the loose-packed position for the sacroiliac joint and externally rotated to open the anterior aspect of the joint. (B) The patient is placed in a prone-propped sphinx position. The operator's right pisiform contacts the patient's right sacral base. (C) The operator's left hand is placed under the patient's right anterior superior iliac spine to stabilize the innominate on the right side.

the sacrum into anterior nutation. During exhalation, the operator applies firm anterior and inferior pressure on the patient's right sacral base with the right pisiform while exerting a similar counter force posteriorly against the patient's right ASIS with the left hand (see Figure 7-15C). After exhalation, the patient attempts to pull the right ASIS down toward the table, activating the left spinal rotators to assist in the correction. The patient's attempt to pull the right ASIS down toward the table is resisted by the opera-
3.4.1.6. After 4 or 5 seconds, the patient is asked to inhale slowly while the operator maintains firm pressure on the right sacral base.

3.4.1.7. Steps 3.4.1.4 and 3.4.1.5 are repeated two or three times. The patient is then asked to lie flat from the prone-propped position before the pressure is gradually released.

3.4.1.8. After this treatment, it may be necessary to correct a right anterior innominate dysfunction. The technique to correct an anteriorly rotated innominate can be modified so that the operator’s left psoas is placed over the right sacral base to prevent the base from nutating posteriorly while the innominate is rotated posteriorly (see Figure 7-21B).

3.4.1.9. Retest.

3.4.2. Thrust. See the description of the thrust techniques for posterior sacral torsions (Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3) that also correct these dysfunctions (see Figures 7-12 and 7-13).

3.5 Bilateral Anterior Sacral Nutation

Clinically, bilateral anterior sacral nutation (formerly known as a bilateral inferior sacral shear or flexed sacrum) is an uncommon diagnosis. These patients have persistent low back pain, cannot flex, prefer to sleep in the prone position, and are uncomfortable sitting. This dysfunction is commonly associated with hyperextension at the lumbosacral junction as might occur from jumping from a height and landing equally on both legs or lifting up with both shoulders while in a hyperlordotic stance.

Diagnostic Points

The stork test will be positive bilaterally (at the lower poles). The seated FFT will also be positive bilaterally and is identified by the observation that both PSISs begin to move superiorly at the start of forward flexion of the spine. The standing FFT also is positive, bilaterally. All landmarks are level, but motion tests reveal stiffness for posterior nutation of the sacral base bilaterally, and the lumbar spine is in lordosis with a negative spring test. Both sacral bases are deep, and the ILAs are posterior and inferior, along with innominates that appear posteriorly rotated. The lumbar lordosis does not reverse with forward flexion.

3.5.1. Muscle energy technique. Treat first one side and then the other, as described in 3.3.1.

3.5.2. Alternative muscle energy technique.

3.5.2.1. The patient sits on a stool or on the front of a firm chair, with feet separated and toes turned in (to start opening the posterior aspect of both SI joints). The patient bends forward as far as possible, with arms between the legs.

3.5.2.2. The operator stands to either side of the patient and places the heel of the hand closest to the sacrum (the right hand is used if standing on the left) over the ILAs of the patient’s sacrum.

3.5.2.3. Using the other hand to contact the patient’s upper trunk, the operator prepares to resist an extension effort.

3.5.2.4. While the operator maintains anterior pressure on the sacral apex, the patient is asked to take a deep inhalation and then, while holding the breath, make an extension effort to raise both shoulders toward the ceiling, a movement that is resisted by the operator’s other hand (Figure 7-16).

3.5.2.5. After 3 to 5 seconds, the patient should relax and exhale. The operator holds the patient in position while maintaining force against the apex of the sacrum. The new barrier is identified by a return of resistance to increased trunk flexion, which is passively introduced by the operator’s other hand.

3.5.2.6. Steps 3.5.2.5 and 3.5.2.6 are repeated two to four times.

3.5.2.7. Correct bilateral posterior innominate rotations, if present, in the same fashion as described in section 3.3.1.8 on each side.

3.5.2.8. Retest.
3.6 Bilateral Posterior Nutation

Clinically, bilateral posterior nutation (formerly known as a bilateral superior sacral shear or extended sacrum) is an uncommon diagnosis. These patients have constant low back pain and prefer to sit slumped, resting their elbows on their laps. They prefer to lie supine or, more likely, on either side in a fetal position. By history, the injury can occur when lifting a heavy load while fully flexed and in the midline position. For example, one patient reported being injured while a passenger in a truck that struck another truck broadside. Seeing what was about to happen, he braced himself by putting both feet on the dashboard before impact.

Diagnostic Points

The stork test is positive bilaterally (for both upper poles). The seated and standing forward-bending tests are bilaterally positive, with motion occurring at the onset of flexion. Both sacral bases are posterior, and the ILAs are inferior and anterior. There may be a bilaterally flexed dysfunction at L5 (extension restriction) and bilateral hypertonicity of the longissimus muscles. The spring test is positive. Often, there is also an associated anterior innominate dysfunction (see 4.2).

3.6.1. Muscle energy technique. Treat first one side and then the other, as described in 3.4.1.

3.6.2. Alternative muscle energy technique.

3.6.2.1. The patient sits on a stool or on the end of a table, with feet together and knees apart (to begin to open the anterior aspect of the SI joints). If on a table that is too high for the patient’s feet to reach the ground, a stool may be used to support the feet. Leaning backward, the patient can take hold of the edges of the stool or table behind.

3.6.2.2. The operator prepares to resist the sacral posterior nutation that occurs in response to the patient’s flexion effort by standing to one side and placing the heel of a hand against the base of the patient’s sacrum to press anteriorly while keeping the arm extended. Alternatively, if the patient is sitting on a stool, the operator’s arm can be flexed, with the elbow braced against the thigh of one leg to deliver sufficient anterior force to promote anterior nutation of the sacral base. The operator’s other arm is placed around the patient, over the sternum, to grasp the opposite shoulder and resist a future flexion effort (Figure 7-17).

3.6.2.3. As the patient exhales and makes an effort to bend forward, the operator resists with the hand on the patient’s sternum. After 3 to 5 seconds of flexion effort, the patient should relax.

3.6.2.4. The operator approaches the new barrier by further extending the lumbar spine over the sacrum while maintaining anterior pressure with the palm of the hand on the sacral base.

3.6.2.5. Steps 3.6.2.4 and 3.6.2.5 are repeated two to four times.

3.6.2.6. Retest.

The bilaterally flexed L5 can best be treated with the patient supine and arms overhead, held above the wrists by the operator. The patient is asked to take a deep breath and, after full exhalation, the operator rapidly tugs both arms with modest force. The patient may feel some discomfort at the lumbosacral junction. Any remaining nonneutral lumbar and thoracic dysfunctions should be treated to ensure resumption of normal longissimus tone. If present, bilateral anterior innominate dysfunctions are treated, individually, using the modifications described in Section 4.2.2 and depicted in Figure 7-21B.

3.7 Bilateral Sacral Dysfunctions, Anterior Nutated Left and Posterior Nutated Right

Clinically, bilateral sacral dysfunctions, anterior nutated left and posterior nutated right occur more commonly than one might expect and are probably the consequence of two injuries. It is not known how the dysfunction happens, but it would seem most probable that the left anterior nutation occurs first and then, because of postural accommodations to the discomfort, the patient moves more carefully, thus increasing the risk for a unilateral posterior nutation caused by bending and twisting (as described in Section 3.4). A bilateral dysfunction should be suspected when correction of one dysfunction does not provide the expected symmetry when retesting.

3.7.1. Muscle energy technique.
Diagnostic Points
The left sacral base is anterior, and the right sacral base is posterior; the left ILA is posterior and inferior, and the right is anterior and superior. In short, the sacrum appears as it would for either dysfunction alone; however, the stork test is positive for the left lower pole and the right upper pole. The seated forward-bending test and the standing forward-bending test are bilaterally positive. The spring test is positive. While prone, leg length measurement reveals a short right leg.

3.7.1.1. Treat the right posteriorly nutated sacrum first by treating the lumbar or thoracic dysfunctions that may be responsible for the increase in tone in the right longissimus muscle. If this approach is not successful, then treat either the posteriorly nutated sacrum directly, as described in 3.4, or
3.7.1.2. Treat the anteriorly nutated sacrum as described in 3.3.
3.7.1.3. Retest and, if not successful, reverse the order of treatment.

4. Iliosacral Dysfunctions

4.1 Posterior Innominate on the Left

Clinically, a posterior innominate is more common on the left side than on the right and often is associated with other lumbopelvic dysfunctions and muscle imbalances in the lower quarter. It can be a cause of local or referred pain and, as in other dysfunctions of the SI joint, the pain often is felt on the opposite side. When one innominate is in the posterior position, the opposite side usually appears to be in an anterior position, but it should be capable of posterior rotation unless it, too, is restricted. The innominate dysfunctions may be responsible for residual symptoms of low back or SI pain after the sacral dysfunctions have been treated.

Diagnostic Points
The standing FFT is positive on the left. The left ASIS is high, the PSIS a little low, and the left sulcus deep. The left medial malleolus is cranial in the supine position if the legs are structurally equal in length.

Note that this dysfunction often accompanies a unilateral anterior sacral nutation on the left. The effort required for treatment of the posterior innominate may cause recurrence of the anterior sacral nutation unless the sacral position is protected (see steps 4.1.2.2 and 3.3.1.8).

4.1.1. Muscle energy technique, side lying.
4.1.1.1. The patient lies on the right side, and the operator stands behind, at the level of the pelvis.
4.1.1.2. The operator’s right hand contacts the posterior part of the patient’s left iliac crest, preferably with the thumb placed to monitor the tension at the patient’s left SI joint.
4.1.1.3. The operator’s left hand is placed underneath and anteriorly around the patient’s flexed left knee to lift and move the patient’s leg into adduction, or abduction and external or internal hip rotation, until the monitoring right thumb senses the loose-packed position or minimal tension at the left SI joint.
4.1.1.4. The operator then extends the patient’s left hip until the tension just reaches the SI joint and, finally, approximates the barrier to anterior innominate rotation by gently pressing forward on the iliac crest (Figure 7-18A).
4.1.1.5. The instruction is “pull your knee forward,” a movement that the operator resists with an equal and opposite counter force.
4.1.1.6. After 3 to 5 seconds, the patient should be told to relax and, when full relaxation has occurred (and not before), anterior rotation is increased by adding further extension of the hip until tension builds at the SI joint. It may also be necessary to readjust to a new loose-packed position after each muscle contraction.
4.1.1.7. Steps 4.1.1.5 and 4.1.1.6 are repeated two or more times.
4.1.1.8. Retest.

Note: The operator may grip the ankle (Figure 7-18B) instead of holding the knee. The advantage is that small operators do not have to reach as far. The disadvantage is that it is not as easy to position the limb properly to loose pack the SI joint.

4.1.2. Muscle energy technique, prone. (This is technique 4.1.1 turned 90 degrees to the prone position.)
4.1.2.1. The patient is prone, and the operator stands to either side. The left side may be easier for short operators, but the right side is easier for many.
4.1.2.2. With the hand nearer the patient’s head, the operator contacts the back of the patient’s left iliac crest to monitor and act as a counter force (Figure 7-18C). If a unilateral anterior sacral nutation has been present and recently treated, the sacrum should be protected by the counter force being applied to the left ILA of the sacrum instead of the back of the crest (Figure 7-18D). If this is not done, the anterior sacral nutation on the left may recur when the innominate is rotated anteriorly.
4.1.2.3. With the caudally placed hand, the operator lifts the patient's left thigh, avoiding the patello-femoral joint. It is easier to lift the knee if it is flexed to 90 degrees.

4.1.2.4. With the SI joint loose packed and the anterior innominate barrier approximated by lifting the thigh, the operator instructs the patient to pull the knee down toward the table. This movement is resisted with equal counter force, and it is wise to caution the patient not to pull too hard.

4.1.2.5. After 3 to 5 seconds, the effort should end and the patient should relax. When relaxation is complete, the new barrier is found by increasing the newly achieved anterior innominate rotation through further lifting of the thigh. It may also be necessary to readjust to a new loose-packed position after each muscle contraction.

4.1.2.6. Steps 4.1.2.4 and 4.1.2.5 are repeated two or more times.

4.1.2.7. Retest.

4.1.3. Muscle energy technique, supine. (Compare to the superior pubis dysfunction technique described in Section 1.1.) The major difference between this technique and the technique used for a superior pubic dysfunction is that the SI joint is loose, rather than close, packed, with the PSIS off the edge of, rather than on, the table to allow the innominate to rotate anteriorly. The instruction to the patient is to flex the hip using the

FIGURE 7-18
Muscle energy treatment for left posterior innominate. (A) Patient is lying on his or her side, knee grip. (B) Patient is lying on his or her side, ankle grip. (C) Patient is lying prone with operator's right hand on the patient's iliac crest. (D) Patient is prone with operator's right hand placed on the patient's left ILA protecting an anterior sacral correction.
rectus femoris isotonically rather than using the hip adductors to make the correction.

4.1.3.1. The patient is supine, and the pelvis is moved to the edge of the table so that the left PSIS is just off the tabletop. For stability, the patient's shoulders should remain in the center of the table (see Figure 7-1A).

4.1.3.2. The operator stands on the patient's left side and takes the left leg off the table, supporting the patient's ankle with both legs (see Figure 7-1B). Alternatively, while standing on the right leg, the operator can bend the left leg at the knee, using the left ankle to hook around and support the patient's left leg (see Figure 7-1C).

4.1.3.3. The operator's left hand is placed on the patient's right ASIS to provide the patient with a sense of stability and to monitor the motion barrier for anterior innominate rotation, which is detected when the ASIS just begins to move inferiorly.

4.1.3.4. The operator's right hand is placed on the front of the patient's lower left thigh to resist a future hip flexion effort, being careful to avoid pressure over the patello-femoral joint.

4.1.3.5. The instruction is "try to raise your left thigh against my hand." The pressure should be no more than moderate and maintained for 3 to 5 seconds.

4.1.3.6. After the hip flexion effort ends, wait for the second phase, when relaxation is complete; if necessary, ask again for full relaxation. When the patient is fully relaxed, allow the leg to slide down between your legs (or lower your ankle) until you reach the next barrier, which is sensed by the return of resistance detected by the hand palpating the right ASIS. The patient's left knee should not be allowed to hang bent and unsupported at any time during this treatment technique.

4.1.3.7. Repeat steps 4.1.3.5 and 4.1.3.6 three or four times or until there is no further gain on relaxation.

4.1.3.8. Retest.

Note: The supine technique to correct a posteriorly rotated innominate may also stabilize the sacrum enough to prevent the recurrence of an anteriorly nutated sacrum, perhaps proving to be an acceptable alternative to step 4.1.2.2 (Steele C., personal communication, June 2000).

4.1.4. Thrust. First technique.

4.1.4.1. The patient lies on the right side with the right leg moderately extended.

4.1.4.2. The operator stands in front of the patient's pelvis and uses the right hand to monitor over the sacral base and then pulls the patient's right shoulder forward ("out from under"). In this way, the operator induces right side bending and left rotation of the spine down to and including the sacrum, locking the spine in neutral mechanics.

4.1.4.3. Changing to monitor with the left hand, the operator flexes the patient's left leg to approximately 90 degrees, leaving the left SI joint loose packed.

4.1.4.4. The operator finds the ledge under the patient's left PSIS and, leaning forward, contacts it with the heel of the right hand, usually with the pisiform bone. The operator's forearm should be parallel to the tabletop and extend posteriorly and caudal at an angle of approximately 30 degrees to the axis of the patient's trunk (Figure 7-19A).

4.1.4.5. The operator's left hand moves to the front of the patient's left shoulder and takes up the slack, to the barrier, slightly increasing the left rotation of the trunk by moving the patient's left shoulder backward.

4.1.4.6. The thrust is given by a high-velocity, low-amplitude movement of the operator's right hand in the direction in which the forearm points, and the pressure on the patient's left shoulder simultaneously is increased slightly to provide the counter force.

4.1.4.7. Retest.

4.1.5. Thrust. Second technique.

Steps 4.1.5.1 to 4.1.5.3 are the same as steps 4.1.4.1 to 4.1.4.3.

4.1.5.4. The operator's upper right forearm contacts the anterior part of the patient's left ischial tuberosity; then, moving it in a cranial and posterior direction, it takes up the slack (Figure 7-19B).

4.1.5.5. The thrust is given by the operator's right forearm against the patient's ischial tuberosity, directed cranial and posteriorly while using the left hand to prevent loss of the position from above.

4.1.5.6. Retest.

4.2 Anterior Innominate on the Right

Clinically, an anterior innominate is more common on the right than the left and often is associated with other lumbopelvic dysfunctions and muscle imbalances in the lower quarter. Anterior innominate dysfunctions can be responsible for residual symptoms of low back or SI pain after the sacral dysfunctions have been treated.

Diagnostic Points
The standing FFT is positive on the right. The right ASIS is low and anterior, the PSIS is a little high, and the right sulcus is shallow. The right medial malleolus is caudal in the supine position if the legs are structurally equal in length.

This dysfunction is common in association with a right unilateral posterior sacral nutation. If the patient has recently had such a nutation treated, the effort for treatment of the anterior innominate may cause recurrence of the nutation, and the sacrum should be protected as in Section 4.2.2.4.
4.2.1. Muscle energy technique, supine. Compare this technique to the one described in Section 1.2 for an inferior pubic dysfunction and note the differences, in that the thigh is abducted to loose pack the SI joint and the ischium is lifted toward the right ASIS and not toward the pubic symphysis.

4.2.1.1. The patient lies supine and the operator may stand to either side. For a small operator, it may be easier to stand on the right side; for a larger operator, it is easier to apply the force in the required direction if standing on the left side. This description is for the operator standing on the left side; differences are noted in parentheses.

4.2.1.2. The patient’s right knee and hip are flexed almost fully, and the operator rolls the patient so that the operator’s left (right) hand can be placed under the patient’s right buttock. The operator’s index and middle fingers should reach to be on either side of the patient’s right PSIS for monitoring (if they are long enough) while holding the patient’s right ischial tuberosity in the palm of the hand (Figure 7-20A).

4.2.1.3. The operator’s axilla or shoulder (or other hand and trunk) is placed against the patient’s leg near the knee to block hip extension. While monitoring with the fingertips, the operator identifies the barrier by further hip flexion and by lifting the patient’s right ischial tuberosity in the direction of the right ASIS. If standing to the left, the operator may increase control by pressing posteriorly with the right hand on the patient’s right ASIS (Figure 7-20B). If the operator is standing on the right side, the patient’s right ASIS will be in contact with the operator’s left hand.

4.2.1.4. When at the barrier to posterior innominate rotation, the instruction is “gently push your right foot toward the foot of the table.” This is resisted by an equal counter force and, as the muscles concerned are powerful, the caution to be gentle is important.

4.2.1.5. After 3 to 5 seconds, the patient should relax and, after full relaxation, the operator takes up the slack created by restored motion to the new barrier by pulling with the palm of his or her left hand in the direction of the right ASIS. Once the new barrier is encountered, the loose-packed position should be reconfirmed.

4.2.1.6. Steps 4.2.1.4 and 4.2.1.5 are repeated two or more times.

4.2.1.7. Retest.

Note: When using the supine technique to correct an anterior innominate rotation, the sacrum is stabilized on the tabletop. This might prove to be a reasonable alternative technique (Steele C., personal communication, June 2000) for treatment of this dysfunction when it is found in association with a posteriorly nutated sacrum as opposed to having to use the prone correction technique described in the next section.

4.2.2. Muscle energy technique, prone.

4.2.2.1. The patient lies prone, with the right hip at the edge of the table.

4.2.2.2. The operator stands at the patient’s right side and takes the patient’s right leg and ASIS off the table,
FIGURE 7-20
Treatment for an anteriorly rotated innominate on the right with patient supine. (A) Operator palpates the sacroiliac (SI) joint to find the loose-packed position and posteriorly rotates the innominate until tension builds at the palpating fingers. Note that the operator keeps the patient’s thigh abducted in line with the plane of the SI joint. (B) Operator applies pressure over patient’s right anterior superior iliac spine.

allowing the knee to hang down in a position controlled by the operator’s right hand.

4.2.2.3. The operator positions his or her legs so that the patient’s right foot can be trapped against the operator’s left leg.

4.2.2.4. While monitoring in the sacral sulcus with the tips of the left index and middle fingers, the operator’s right hand supports the patient’s right knee and, by rotation, abduction or adduction, and flexion or extension of the hip, moves that right knee to loose pack the patient’s right SI joint (Figure 7-21A). If the patient has recently had a posterior sacral nutation on the right side, the sacrum must be protected. Protection is conveniently achieved by the operator pressing anteriorly on the right sacral base, using the heel of the left hand (or left pisiform), the fingers of which would otherwise simply be used as monitors of the position and tension (Figure 7-21B).

4.2.2.5. The instruction is “gently push your right foot toward the foot of the table.” The operator’s left leg

FIGURE 7-21
Treatment for an anteriorly rotated innominate on the right with patient prone. (A) The patient’s right innominate is placed off the side of the table so that the right anterior superior iliac spine is clear of the table. The operator’s left hand palpates the patient’s right SI joint to find the loose-packed position and the motion barrier. (B) In the presence of a previously treated posteriorly nutated right sacral base, the right sacroiliac (SI) joint is stabilized by the operator’s left hand, which is placed firmly on the right sacral base during the treatment of an anteriorly rotated innominate on the right.
resists this movement, and, after 3 to 5 seconds, the patient is told to relax.

4.2.2.6. When full relaxation has occurred, the slack is taken up to the new barrier, this time by the operator’s easing the patient’s right leg craniod. The monitoring fingers indicate that the new barrier for posterior innominate rotation has been reached when sensing an increase in tension at the right SI joint. An adjustment to ensure a loose-packed position may be necessary before proceeding.

4.2.2.7. Steps 4.2.2.5 and 4.2.2.6 are repeated two or more times.

4.2.2.8. Retest.

4.2.3. Muscle energy technique, side lying.

4.2.3.1. The patient lies on the left side and the operator stands in front, near the pelvis.

4.2.3.2. Using the right hand, the operator picks up the patient’s right knee and flexes the knee and hip until the fingers of the left hand feel tension begin to increase in the patient’s right sacral sulcus between the PSIS and the sacral base (Figure 7-22).

4.2.3.3. The operator can either stand in front of the patient and use the trunk or thigh to block motion of the patient’s knee or stand level with the patient’s right knee; the operator resists motion by placing the right hip (or left thigh) against the patient’s right foot.

4.2.3.4. When all the slack has been taken out to the barrier by further controlled hip flexion, the patient is instructed to try gently to push the right foot toward the foot of the table, against the operator’s hip or thigh.

4.2.3.5. The pressure is maintained for 3 to 5 seconds and then relaxed.

4.2.3.6. After full relaxation, the slack is taken out for the restored free motion by further hip flexion up to the new barrier, with an adjustment made to ensure maintaining the loose-packed position of the SI joint; steps 4.2.3.4 and 4.2.3.5 are repeated two or more times.

4.2.3.7. Retest.

4.2.4. Thrust. First technique.

FIGURE 7-22
Muscle energy treatment for a right anterior innominate dysfunction with the patient lying on his or her side.

FIGURE 7-23
Thrust treatment for right anterior innominate. (A) Using heel of hand on ischial tuberosity. (B) Using forearm on ischial tuberosity.
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FIGURE 7-24
*Treatment of a right iliac out-flare. (A) Operator grips medial to the right posterior superior iliac spine to distract it laterally. (B) Operator applies a counter force to the patient’s right knee to resist hip abduction.

4.2.4.1. The patient lies on the left side, and the operator stands in front of the patient’s pelvis.

4.2.4.2. The operator pulls the patient’s left shoulder out to lock the spine by using neutral mechanics of left side bending and right rotation down to and including the sacrum.

4.2.4.3. With the left hand, the operator picks up the patient’s right knee and flexes the knee and hip until increasing tension is felt to begin by the monitoring fingers of the right hand, which have been placed in the patient’s right sacral sulcus between the PSIS and the sacral base. The patient’s foot may remain on the table.

4.2.4.4. Allowing the patient’s right thigh to rest on the edge of the table, the operator uses the left hand to contact the patient’s right ischial tuberosity posteriorly and the right hand to contact the front of the patient’s iliac crest (Figure 7-23A).

4.2.4.5. Slack is taken out by a rotatory motion of the right innominate, by the operator’s using the right hand to press posteriorly on the anterior part of the patient’s right iliac crest or ASIS and the left hand to push anteriorly on the patient’s ischial tuberosity.

4.2.4.6. When the slack has been taken out (determining this requires judgment, as there is no monitor in the sulcus), a high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given by the operator’s left hand, pushing the patient’s right ischial tuberosity forward. The pressure of the operator’s right hand is increased slightly at the same time.

4.2.4.7. Retest.

4.2.5. Thrust. Second technique.
Steps 4.2.5.1 and 4.2.5.2 are the same as steps 4.2.4.1 and 4.2.4.2.

4.2.5.3. The patient’s right thigh is allowed to hang over the edge of the table, and the operator’s left upper forearm contacts the posterior part of the patient’s right ischial tuberosity, taking up the slack with pressure anteriorly and cranial.

4.2.5.4. The operator’s right hand controls the position of the patient’s right ASIS, and the thrust is given by the operator’s left forearm on the patient’s ischial tuberosity, directed anteriorly and cranial (Figure 7-23B).

4.2.5.5. Retest.

Note: Because both the anterior and posterior innominate dysfunctions are greatly influenced by, and perhaps perpetuated from, muscle imbalances of the lower quarter, a specific home exercise program to balance the length and strength of the lower extremities is needed to maintain normal and reciprocal innominate rotation (see Chapter 14).

4.3 Iliac Out-flare

Described for the Right Side

Clinically, an iliac out-flare is extremely rare; therefore, an accurate diagnosis is critical. An anterior innominate dysfunction is often mistaken for an out-flare because, when present, the ASIS is positioned further laterally from the midline when compared to the opposite side.

Diagnostic Points

An out-flare dysfunction is suspected if, after all other pelvic dysfunctions, especially the innominate rotations, have been treated, the standing FFT remains positive on the right, and the ASIS is farther from the midline on the right side than on the left. The lateral placement of the ASIS should not be associated with a more inferior position as compared to the other side. The right PSIS should be medial and likewise level with its counterpart.

4.3.1. Muscle energy technique.
4.3.1.1. The patient lies supine, and the operator stands on the right side.
4.3.1.2. The patient’s right hip is flexed to approximately 90 degrees, and the pelvis is rotated slightly to the left to allow placement of the operator’s left hand under the right innominate.

4.3.1.3. The operator uses the left fingertips to reach under the patient to monitor and to grip the right PSIS and pull it laterally (Figure 7-24A).

4.3.1.4. The operator’s right hand is used to control the position of the patient’s right thigh and introduce hip adduction and internal rotation (Figure 7-24B).

4.3.1.5. The slack is taken out by further adduction of the patient’s right thigh to the point of tension (before the sacrum begins to move), and the instruction is then “try to push your right knee to the right.”

4.3.1.6. After 3 to 5 seconds, the patient should relax.

4.3.1.7. When relaxation is complete and the new motion barrier is reached by the addition of further hip adduction and internal rotation, steps 4.3.1.5 and 4.3.1.6 are repeated two or more times.

4.3.1.8. Retest.

### 4.4 Iliac In-flare

**Described for the Left Side**

*Clinically*, iliac in-flare is also extremely rare, so an accurate diagnosis is again critical. A posterior innominate dysfunction is often mistaken for an in-flare because, when present, the ASIS is positioned more medially from the midline when compared to the opposite side.

**Diagnostic Points**

An in-flare dysfunction is suspected if, after all other pelvic dysfunctions, especially the innominate rotations, have been treated, the standing FFT remains positive on the left, and the ASIS is closer to the midline on the left side than on the right. The medial placement of the ASIS should not be associated with a more superior position as compared to the other side. The left PSIS should be more lateral and likewise level with its counterpart.

4.4.1. Muscle energy technique.

4.4.1.1. The patient lies supine. The operator stands to the left of the patient’s lower thighs.

4.4.1.2. The patient’s left hip is fully flexed and abducted, and the knee flexed enough to allow the left foot to rest over the right thigh.

4.4.1.3. The operator holds the patient’s left knee, using the left hand to keep the hip abducted and externally rotated, and then places the right hand against the medial side of the patient’s right ASIS for counter force (Figure 7-25).

4.4.1.4. When the slack has been taken out by abduction of the patient’s left thigh as far as it easily goes (and without moving the right ilium), the instruction is “try to pull your left knee medially [into adduction] against my hand.”

4.4.1.5. After 3 to 5 seconds, the patient should relax.

4.4.1.6. When relaxation is complete and the new motion barrier is reached by the addition of further hip abduction and external rotation, steps 4.4.1.5 and 4.4.1.6 are repeated two or more times.

4.4.1.7. Retest.

**REFERENCE**

THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
Both muscle energy and thrusting techniques are described in this chapter. All of the thrust techniques for the lumbar spine can be modified to become muscle energy procedures, but the reverse is not always true. The modification to either technique can be made after localization to the barrier is completed. Instead of an external force being used to break through the barrier while the patient is as relaxed as possible, using a muscle energy technique requires the patient to attempt to gently push away from the barrier, using minimal muscle effort and contracting for 3–5 seconds. The operator blocks this movement, usually with an unyielding counter force. The treatment relies on the postisometric muscle relaxation that follows, which enables the barrier to recede and allows passive repositioning to a new barrier. The motion barrier is usually removed in stages after two to three sequential isometric contractions or until full range of motion has been restored. As previously noted in Chapter 6, muscle energy and thrust techniques work well only if localization is accurate. It should be emphasized that the use of more force with either a muscle energy or thrust technique is not an appropriate substitute for the lack of localization. If a restriction is resistant to a thrusting technique, reassess the location of the barrier before adding additional force and be sure the patient is totally relaxed and reasonably comfortable.

To review from Chapter 5, the diagnosis of a dysfunctional vertebral segment is based on a comparison of the position of the transverse processes (TPs) of one vertebra to the position of the TPs of the vertebra immediately below to determine whether they lie in the same or different coronal plane(s). A non-neutral dysfunction is diagnosed when the vertebra above and its corresponding TPs are in a different position from the vertebra below when the spine is examined in flexion or extension. Major dysfunctions are diagnosed when asymmetries of the TPs are also present in the neutral position. The asymmetries of the TPs seen in extended, rotated, and side bent (ERS) dysfunctions improve with extension and worsen with flexion. The asymmetries of the TPs seen in flexed, rotated, and side bent (FRS) dysfunctions improve with flexion and worsen with extension. If there is no dysfunction between the vertebrae above a non-neutral dysfunction, each vertebra will follow the rotation from below when challenged to do so in either flexion or extension of the spine and appear to be rotated to the same degree as the dysfunctional level. Comparisons between the TPs of nondysfunctional vertebrae show no difference in position between the vertebra above and the one below. Additional non-neutral dysfunctions are identified when there is a difference in position, and the vertebrae appear less rotated, level, or rotated in the opposite direction in comparison to the vertebra below. Consider the following examples.

A non-neutral dysfunction between L3 and L4 is identified by the observation that the TPs of L3 are rotated to the left (abbreviated lt when used with ERS and FRS) in comparison to the TPs of L4. If this left rotation at L3 becomes greater with increasing lumbar extension and becomes less obvious or disappears with lumbar flexion, then L3 can be described as FRSlt in comparison to L4.

If the position of the left TP of L2 appears as equally rotated as that of L3 in extension, then there is no difference in the position of L2 in comparison with L3; with increasing lumbar extension, the position of L2 matches the increased left rotation of L3. Thus, there is no FRS non-neutral dysfunction between L2 and L3. The same can be said for T12 and L1 in relation to L2, if there is no difference in the position of the TPs when comparing the vertebra above to the vertebra below in extension.
In another example, if the TPs of L4 appear rotated to the left in extension, but the TPs of L3 appear to be level (i.e., the left TP of L3 is not rotated posteriorly to the left to the same degree as L4 in extension), then L3 is in a different position than L4, and a non-neutral FRS dysfunction is present at L3 in comparison to L4. Because L4 appears rotated to the left and L3 appears level, then L3 is actually rotated to the right (abbreviated rt when used with ERS and FRS) in comparison to the position of L4. The positional diagnosis of L3, then, is FRSrt.

For this reason, to arrive at the most accurate structural diagnosis, the operator repeatedly asks the question: "Are the TPs the same, or are they different?" What appears to be rotated may be quite normal, and what appears to be level may be dysfunctional if comparisons are consistently made between the position of the TPs palpated under the thumbs relative to the position of the TPs palpated at the level below.

### 1. SIDE-LYING, SIDE-BENDING ACTIVATION TECHNIQUES

The following techniques use the activation of side bending to make the correction for the non-neutral FRS and ERS dysfunctions. To allow the required rotation, the patient lies on the side of the most posterior TP for either the FRS or ERS non-neutral dysfunction. For example, with an FRSrt or an ERSrt, the patient lies on the right side. This positioning is used both for the muscle energy and thrust techniques.

When side bending is used to correct a neutral group dysfunction, rotation is not considered in the treatment because it is automatically coupled with the side bending. Therefore, for the neutral dysfunction, the posterior TPs are up so that the concavity of the curve faces the tabletop (i.e., a neutral group rotated to the left [NRlt, the patient lies on the right side).

When the patient is lying on the right side and resting on the right shoulder and right hip, the spine is slightly side bent to the left (see Figure 7-7B and D). If the patient's right shoulder is pulled forward or if the patient is allowed to roll backward off the right shoulder, the spine is then slightly side bent to the right (see Figure 7-7C and D).

#### Muscle Energy Technique for an FRS Dysfunction

1.1 Described for L3 That Is Flexed, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to L4 (FRSrt)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with restriction for extension and for rotation and side bending to the left between L3 and L4. The left facet between L3 and L4 does not close completely.

#### Diagnostic Points

There is tissue texture change at the segment. The right TP of L3 is posterior to the TP on the left in extension (prone-propped) when compared to the TPs of the level below (L4). The TPs of both L3 and L4 appear level in flexion. There may be some prominence of the right TP of L3 in the neutral position if the dysfunction is due to a major motion barrier that encroaches on the neutral zone of a normal joint.

1.1.1. The patient lies on the right side, resting on the right shoulder and right hip while supporting the neck with the right hand and a pillow. This position causes the spine to side bend slightly to the left. The TPs of L3 should be perpendicular to the table (Figure 8-1). The operator stands facing the patient and moves the patient's pelvis near the front of the table, while monitoring at the segment to avoid moving too far. This position can be estimated beforehand by judging the degree of flexion necessary to level the TP on the right with the left. If there is a major restriction, the extension barrier may be found on the flexion side of the neutral
FIGURE 8-2
Muscle energy technique for an FRSrt at L3-4. (A) The operator’s hands are positioned at the level of the dysfunction, and extension can be introduced by pulling the bottom hand with the top hand in a posterior-to-anterior direction to introduce extension to the interspinous space of the dysfunctional segment. (B) To further refine extension from above down through the shoulders. (C) Extension is introduced from below up through the patient’s bottom leg with the top knee (left) resting on the operator’s right thigh. (D) Step 2 of treatment. Diagram of spine at extension barrier for L3-4. (E) Step 3 of treatment. Diagram showing left rotated spine to L3. Arrow indicates direction of rotation. (F) Left rotation is introduced from above down, and, if able, the patient grasps the table to secure the left rotation. (G) Left side bending is introduced by the operator lifting the top leg (left). Further refinement for rotation can be obtained by internally rotating the left hip.
position, and localization to the barrier must begin with the patient’s lumbar spine still flexed. If a minor restriction is to be treated, the location of the extension barrier is on the extension side of the neutral position. When positioning the patient from a flexed position into extension, the degree of extension necessary is signaled when the palpating finger at the interspinous space senses the end of free motion (closure) or the approximation of the spinous processes of L3 and L4. Movement of the patient’s lumbar spine up to the extension barrier can initially be done by lifting with one hand under the patient’s waist and translating the spine anteriorly while using the other hand as a monitor (Figure 8-2A).

1.1.2. The operator now monitors at L3-4 with the right hand while localizing from above down. The operator reaches under the pillow that supports the patient’s neck and slides the patient’s right shoulder forward to first fully flex the spine and be sure that passive extension will begin on the free side of any barrier to extension. The operator then slides the patient’s shoulder backward to engage the extension barrier palpated as the tension just reaches the monitoring finger at L3 (Figure 8-2B). When the patient is lying on the right shoulder and right hip, the spine is side bent left. Care must be taken that the right shoulder is not pulled out from under the patient or that the patient has not rolled backward off the shoulder, because such a movement would reverse the side bending (see Figure 7-7D).

1.1.3. Monitoring at the L3-4 interspace with the left hand, the operator extends the patient’s right leg from a flexed starting position just until movement occurs at L4, which is noted by a change in tissue tension between the spinous processes of L3 and L4 (Figure 8-2C). The lumbar spine position should now be localized to the extension barrier (Figure 8-2D).

1.1.4. Rotation is introduced to its barrier when the operator picks up the patient’s left hand and pulls the left arm down and back until tension is felt at L3. Again, be careful not to allow the patient’s right shoulder to slide forward and change the thoraco-lumbar side bend from left to right. The patient is then asked to hold on to the table edge with his or her left hand to maintain the position (Figure 8-2E and F).

Note: There is a major difference in the positioning for treatment of posterior sacral torsions when the patient’s underneath shoulder is pulled forward, reversing the side bending of the lumbar spine as noted in Chapter 7, Section 3.2.1.

1.1.5. To localize the left side bending to its barrier, the operator changes hands to monitor with his or her left hand while, with the right hand, lifting the patient’s left ankle directly above the patient’s right knee by abduction. The operator can fine-tune the patient’s position, achieving a more precise localization to the restrictive barrier, by slightly internally rotating the patient’s left leg until tension is felt under the monitoring fingers of the operator’s left hand between L3 and L4 (Figure 8-2G and H). If internal rotation of the leg causes discomfort at the hip joint, then localization must be achieved solely by abduction of the hip.

1.1.6. The instruction is, “pull your left foot down toward your right knee.” When the patient does so,
the operator should feel the muscles tighten on the right side of L3 with the monitoring fingers of the left hand (Figure 8-2f). A focal muscle contraction at the level of L3 indicates that the localization to the barrier is probably correct.

1.1.7. After 3-5 seconds, the patient is asked to stop pulling his or her leg down, but the position must be maintained.

1.1.8. After full relaxation that is monitored by the decrease in tone of the contracting muscles to the right of L3, the slack is taken up to the new left side-bending barrier by lifting the patient's left leg (Figure 8-2f). The operator could add additional rotation by asking the patient to grip further down the table with his or her left hand, which increases both extension and left rotation, or by gently moving the patient's left shoulder backward to increase the left rotation alone.

1.1.9. Steps 1.1.6, 1.1.7 and 1.1.8 are repeated two or more times, always checking the position of the patient's right shoulder.

1.1.10. Retest.

**Alternative Side-Bending Technique for an FRS Dysfunction**

1.1.a Described for L3 That Is Flexed, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right (FRSrt)

1.1.1.a The patient lies on the right side (most posterior TP down), and the extension and left rotation barrier at L3-4 is localized as above in steps 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3, and 1.1.4.

1.1.2.a The patient's left leg and hip are flexed, and the left knee is allowed to rest on the tabletop with the left foot resting over the right knee. The operator's right hand is placed against the patient's left ischial tuberosity to direct a counter force cranially and anteriorly in front of the patient's left shoulder (Figure 8-3).

1.1.3.a This time, the patient is asked to push the buttock (left ischial tuberosity) against the operator's right hand, which resists this right side-bending effort. The patient's force must not be greater than the operator's ability to resist. The operator can add his or her own body weight by "locking" the forearm against the trunk through the shoulder. Probably the best verbal cue is, "don't let me push your hip up," which will cause the patient to match the operator's counter force with an isometric contraction of the right side-bending muscles.

1.1.4.a While monitoring at L3-4 with the left hand, the new barrier to left side bending can be reached by pushing the left ischial tuberosity cranially and anteriorly, directing the force in front of the patient's left shoulder during the postcontraction, relaxation period, closing the left L3-4 facet joint.

1.1.5.a The isometric contraction for right side bending can be repeated two or more times, until there is no apparent increase in motion obtained in left side bending.

1.1.6.a The last step in this technique is to ask the patient to "hike the left hip up," with an active contraction of the left quadratus lumborum and left lumbar side benders, while the operator guides the motion with continued contact on the left ischial tuberosity. This final addition provides the opportunity for the left quadratus and left lumbar side benders to be recruited by voluntary contraction, further inhibiting the abnormally hypertonic right side-bending muscles by reciprocal inhibition.

**Muscle Energy Technique for an ERS Dysfunction**

1.2 Described for L3 That Is Extended, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to L4 (ERSrt)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with restriction for flexion and for rotation and side bending to the left between L3 and L4. The right facet between L3 and L4 does not open completely. Compare this technique with the technique for an anterior sacral torsion dysfunction, described in Chapter 7, Section 3.1.1.
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FIGURE 8-4
Diagram of Step 1 for treatment of an ERSrt at L3-4 in the right side-lying position showing a closed facet joint on the right between L3 and L4 and hypertonic right intertransversaris and left multifidus muscles, which may participate in maintaining this dysfunction. The TPs of L3 are perpendicular to the tabletop.

**Diagnostic Points**
There is tissue texture change at the segment. The right TP of L3 is more posterior than the left in flexion when compared to the TPs of the level below (L4). The TPs of both L3 and L4 appear level in extension. There may be some prominence on the right in the neutral position if there is a major restriction. To see L3 become level, it may be necessary to hyperextend the lumbar spine by prone propping with the patient's arms fully extended instead of resting on the elbows.

Occasionally, there is both an FRS and an ERS dysfunction on the same side, and there is little or no change in position of the TPs between full flexion and full extension. An anatomical variation should be ruled out by the presence of tissue texture changes. If such a double non-neutral dysfunction exists, treatment is directed to each dysfunction individually, alternating from one technique to the other, if necessary, until full motion is restored to both facet joints.

**Preferred Muscle Energy Technique with Posterior Transverse Process Down**

1.2.1. The patient lies on the right side with hips and knees flexed and the right arm bent, placing the right hand under the head. A pillow to support the head and neck is recommended. In this position, the lumbar spine is slightly side bent to the left, and the TPs of L3 should be perpendicular to the tabletop (Figure 8-4).

Note: This technique is a modification of what is described in Chapter 7, Section 3.1.1 for an anterior sacral torsion when the right shoulder is pulled forward to reverse the side bend from left to right to incorporate neutral mechanics. In treating a non-neutral lumbar dysfunction, non-neutral coupling mechanics must be maintained in the flexed lumbar spine.

1.2.2. Standing in front of the patient, the operator uses the left hand to monitor at L3-4 and the right hand to grasp the patient around both ankles. Initially, the operator fully extends the spine by moving the patient's legs posteriorly to be sure to begin on the free side of any barrier to flexion. The operator then moves the patient's legs anteriorly, flexing the spine until L4 just begins to move (Figure 8-5A).

1.2.3. The operator switches hands and monitors L3-4 with the right hand and brings the patient's upper trunk into flexion by either sliding the left hand under the patient's right shoulder and sliding the patient forward or by pulling the pillow forward. The tabletop should be smooth enough to slide the patient into flexion, until motion is felt at L3 (Figure 8-5B). The lumbar spine should now be positioned at the flexion barrier for L3-4 (Figure 8-5C).

1.2.4. The operator's left hand is used to rotate the patient to the left by guiding the patient's left shoulder posteriorly, using the index finger or middle finger of the right hand to monitor for the first rotational movement at L3 (Figure 8-5D and E). Care must be taken not to let the patient roll back off the right shoulder and reverse the lumbar side bending from left to right.

1.2.5. The right TP of L3 should remain perpendicular to the table. The operator switches hands again and monitors L3-4 with the left hand and, with the right hand grasping under the right leg proximal to the ankle, lifts both legs toward the ceiling, introducing more left side bending, until tension is felt between L4 and L3 (Figure 8-5F and G).

1.2.6. The operator monitors over the interspinous space between L3 and L4, instructs the patient to gently pull the feet back down toward the table and resists with equal force (Figure 8-5H). The muscle contraction should easily be felt localized to the
FIGURE 8-5
Muscle energy technique for an ERSrt at L3-4. (A) The patient is positioned in right side-lying, and flexion is introduced through the legs from below up. (B) Flexion is introduced from above down to the dysfunctional segment. (C) Step 2 of treatment. Diagram showing lumbar spine flexed to the flexion barrier. Arrows indicate direction of flexion from above and below. (D) Step 3 of treatment. Diagram showing left rotated spine to L3. Arrow indicates direction of rotation. (E) Rotation to the left is introduced from above down. (F) Left side bending is introduced by lifting both feet toward the ceiling.
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FIGURE 8-5 continued.

(G) Step 4 of treatment. Diagram showing the introduction of left side bending from below with the right facet between L3 and L4 still closed. Arrow indicates direction of side bending.

(H) Step 5 of treatment. Diagram showing isometric right side bending effort when patient is asked to pull both feet toward the floor to activate the hypertonic right side benders and multifidus down against equal resistance. Arrows indicate directions of patient and operator effort. (I) Step 6 of treatment. After postisometric relaxation of hypertonic restricting muscles, the left side bending is increased to open the right L3-4 facet. Arrow indicates direction of additional side bending.

region between the spinous process and the tabletop, over the right TP of L3.

1.2.7. After 3–5 seconds, the patient is instructed to stop pulling his or her feet down to the table and relax. When the muscles overlying the right TP of L3 are felt to relax, more left side bending is introduced by lifting the legs higher (Figure 8-5I). A new barrier to motion between L3 and L4 can be reached by increasing the side bending, adding more flexion from below, or increasing the left rotation from above.

1.2.8. Steps 1.2.6 and 1.2.7 are repeated two or three times.

1.2.9. Retest.

Alternative Side-Bending Technique for an ERS Dysfunction

1.2a Described for L3 That Is Extended, Rotated, and Side Bent Right (ERSrt)

1.2.1.a The patient lies on the right side (most posterior TP down), and the flexion and left rotation barrier at L3-4 is localized as in steps 1.2.1 through 1.2.5.

1.2.2.a The patient's left leg and hip are flexed, and the left knee is allowed to rest on the tabletop with the left foot resting over the right knee.

1.2.3.a The operator's right hand is placed against the patient's left ischial tuberosity to direct a counter force craniad and posteriorly, behind the patient's left shoulder. The patient is asked to push the buttock (left ischial tuberosity) against the operator's right hand, which resists this right side-bending effort (Figure 8-6). The patient's force must not be greater than the operator's ability to resist. The operator can add his or her own body weight by "locking" the forearm against the trunk through the shoulder. Probably the best verbal cue is "don't let me push your hip up," which causes the patient to match the operator's counter force with an isometric contraction of the right side-bending muscles.
1.2.4.a While monitoring at L3-4 with the left hand, the new barrier to left side bending can be reached by pushing the left ischial tuberosity craniad and posteriorly, directed behind the patient’s left shoulder during the postcontraction, relaxation period, opening the right L3-L4 facet joint.

1.2.5.a The isometric contraction of the right side benders can be repeated two or more times, until there is no apparent increase in motion obtained for left side bending.

1.2.6.a The last step in this technique is to ask the patient to “hike the left hip up” in an active contraction of the left quadratus lumborum and left lumbar side benders, while the operator guides the motion with continued contact on the left ischial tuberosity. This final addition provides the opportunity for the left quadratus and left lumbar side benders to be recruited by voluntary contraction, further inhibiting the abnormally hypertonic right side-bending muscles by reciprocal inhibition.

**Alternative Muscle Energy Technique for an ERS Dysfunction**

1.3 Described for L3 That Is Extended, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to L4 (ERSrt)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for flexion and for rotation and side bending to the left between L3 and L4. The right facet between L3 and L4 does not open completely. This muscle energy technique is a more difficult technique using the Sims position (most posterior TP up). Compare this technique with the technique for an anterior sacral torsion dysfunction, described in Chapter 7, Section 3.1.2.

1.3.1. The patient lies prone with the right shoulder placed close to the side of the table so that his or her right arm can hang over the edge.

1.3.2. Using the left hand, the operator lifts both of the patient’s ankles and, with the right hand under the patient’s knees, pulls the knees forward to rotate the patient onto the left side into a left lateral Sims position. The precise position is important for localization; the hip flexion must be stopped just as L4 begins to move. Therefore, the movement is monitored in its final stage by the fingers of the operator’s right hand at the L3-4 interspinous space. Note that, insofar as the patient is lying on the left side, the more posterior TP is on the right side, which is up from the tabletop (Figure 8-7A).

1.3.3. The patient should then breathe deeply and, while exhaling, reach for the floor with his or her right hand. This left rotational movement must be monitored and is stopped just as L3 begins to move. The operator uses the left hand to

![FIGURE 8-7](image-url)

*FIGURE 8-7*  
Muscle energy, side-bending activation treatment for an ERSrt dysfunction. (A) Left lateral Sims position. (B) Position for effort, supporting patient’s knees on operator’s thigh. (C) Alternative position for effort, operator seated.
FIGURE 8-8
Muscle energy, side-bending activation treatment for NRlt.

monitor at this stage, because he or she may need to use the right hand to increase the patient's rotation by pressing down on the patient's right shoulder during the exhalation. If necessary, the exhalation and reaching for the floor are repeated until the point of tension at L3 is reached. It is important to make sure, at this point, that the level to be treated (i.e., L3) is held perpendicular to the tabletop.

1.3.4. The necessary left side bending is introduced by dropping the patient's feet over the edge of the table without losing the localization from below (Figure 8-7B). Pressure of the table edge under the thigh is usually uncomfortable for the patient. To avoid this pressure, one of the following three methods is commonly used:

1.3.4a. The operator places a small cushion under the thigh to protect it from the edge of the table.

1.3.4b. The operator's left thigh can be used to support the patient's knees (see Figure 8-7B).

1.3.4c. The operator sits at the foot of the table and, with legs apart, uses the left knee to support both of the patient's knees. This is sometimes known as the lazy man's technique (Figure 8-7C). The technique's disadvantage is that it is no longer possible for the operator to control the trunk with his or her right arm. To monitor at L3-4, the operator must change hands and use the right hand to provide the resistance to the patient's effort.

1.3.5. The patient should be told to maintain the twisted position. Whereas this technique is easier for the small operator, the lazy man's technique is difficult for operators wearing skirts because of the abduction required to allow the patient's feet to drop.

1.3.6. The instruction to the patient is to raise the feet toward the ceiling, which the operator resists with an equal and opposite force with the left hand (in variants 1.3.4a and 1.3.4b) or the right hand (in variant 1.3.4c). The pressure is maintained for 3–5 seconds, and the patient must then relax. It helps to tell the patient to let his or her feet drop.

1.3.7. After full relaxation, the legs are allowed to drop further, until the left side-bending barrier is sensed between L3 and L4 by feeling the new point of interspinous tension as monitored by the fingers. A new flexion barrier can also be introduced by increasing flexion of the hips until there is an increase in the tension between L3 and L4. Using both flexion and side bending reduces the degree of passive motion needed to reach either barrier alone.

1.3.8. Steps 1.3.6 and 1.3.7 are repeated two or more times.

1.3.9. Retest.

**Muscle Energy Technique for a Neutral Group Dysfunction**

1.4 Described for a Neutral Group Dysfunction That Is Rotated to the Left and Side Bent Right (NRlt)

There is a restriction of right rotation and left side bending from L2-4. The most posterior TP is that of L3 on the left. This technique is applied with the patient side lying on the right with the most posterior TPs up from the tabletop.

**Diagnostic Points**

| There is tissue texture change at the group. The left TPs of L2-4 are more posterior than the TPs on the right. This feature is most marked in the neutral position and may improve in flexion or extension, but there is no position in which the TPs all become level. |

1.4.1. The patient lies on the right side, and the operator stands in front of the patient.

1.4.2. Using the right hand, the operator flexes the patient's hips and thighs, while using the left hand to monitor at L2-3. In this technique, because neutral is required in the sagittal plane, the end point is not tension but maximum ease at the apex of the group (L3).

1.4.3. The operator then introduces left side bending by lifting the patient's feet until tension develops between L3 and L4, remembering that the most common fault is to go too far (Figure 8-8). Because this is a neutral dysfunction treated in the neutral position, the rotation is coupled in the opposite direction to the side bending and occurs automatically by correction of the side-bending component alone.

1.4.4. The instruction is to try to pull the feet down to the table, which the operator resists. The effort is maintained for 3–5 seconds, and then the patient should relax. It is necessary for the patient to exert more effort.
in contracting the side-bending muscles in the concavity of the neutral curve than in correction of a non-neutral dysfunction, because the restricting muscles are much larger and cross several segments.

1.4.5. After relaxation is complete, the patient's feet are lifted to the new barrier, and steps 1.4.4 and 1.4.5 are repeated two or more times.

1.4.6. Retest.

### 2. SIDE- LYING, ROTATORY TECHNIQUES

These three techniques are easy to remember because, in each, the patient lies on the same side as the most posterior TP. When thrust is used, it is important to remember the "low amplitude" part of the description, because the morphology of the lumbar joints allows for, on average, only 3 degrees of intersegmental rotation before reaching the anatomical barrier.

#### Thrust and Muscle Energy Technique for an FRS Dysfunction

2.1 Described for L3 That Is Flexed, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to L4 (FRSr)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for extension and for rotation and side bending to the left between L3 and L4. The left facet between L3 and L4 does not close completely.

**Diagnostic Points**

There is tissue texture change at the segment. The right TP of L3 is more posterior to the left TP in extension (prone-propped) compared to the TPs of the level below (L4). The TPs of both L3 and L4 appear level in flexion. If there is a major restriction, there may be some prominence of the right TP in the neutral (prone) position.

2.1.1. The patient lies on the right side, with the right TP of L3 perpendicular to the table, and the operator stands in front of the patient. The operator translates the patient's abdomen anteriorly, near to the front of the table, which starts extension of the spine; the operator simultaneously monitors at the dysfunctional segment to avoid moving too far.

2.1.2. Monitoring at L3-4 with the left hand, the operator initiates extension from below up by moving the right leg underneath and behind the left leg until tension is felt to build between L3 and L4, and L4 just begins to move. The patient's left leg lies on the table with the knee bent, and, if the foot is placed in front of the right leg, the tendency for the patient to flex the right leg (and spoil the localization) can be reduced.

2.1.3. The operator's right hand monitors at L3 while localizing with left rotation to L3 from above. If step 2.1.1 has been carried out, it may be found that only slight rotation is needed to bring the tension to the right place (between L3 and L4). If more than a slight rotation is needed to reach L3-4, then the position of the upper spine should be changed by lifting under the patient's neck and sliding his or her right shoulder backward, extending the spine from above down until the tension reaches the monitoring finger at L3 (Figure 8-9A). To
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preserve the left side-bent position, the right shoulder must not be pulled out from under the patient.

2.1.4. The operator’s left forearm slides through the patient’s left axilla. The operator then places the left fingers as an additional monitor at L3, while maintaining contact with his or her upper forearm against the front of the patient’s left shoulder. Alternatively, the operator’s left hand can press backward on the front of the patient’s left shoulder, but then the additional monitor is not available.

2.1.5. The operator’s right forearm is placed over the upper part of the patient’s left buttocck, between the iliac crest and the greater trochanter, while monitoring at L4 by reaching around with the fingers of the right hand (Figure 8-9B).

2.1.6. The position is fine tuned by backward rotation of the patient’s left shoulder and forward rotation of the left buttock, until all slack is taken out, and the tension is localized between L3 from above and L4 from below. Fine tuning is also enhanced by taking up the available motion and focusing the tension, after one or more forced exhalations, to the remaining elastic barrier between L3 and L4. At times, mobilization occurs with the proper positioning and the exhalation alone, without the need for a thrusting force.

2.1.7. Thrust variant. The high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given by the right forearm on the patient’s left buttock. The forearm is placed so that, while rotating the ilium forward, it helps increase lumbar extension and left side bending at L3-4. The motion may be imagined as though the operator were rolling a large ball with the forearm. Placing the forearm to the right of the top of the ball and then pulling the arm toward the operator causes the ball to roll to the left, resulting in side bending the lumbar spine to the left. Pulling the forearm forward toward the operator extends the spine while rotating L4 to the right, increasing the relative left rotation of L3. The pressure with the left forearm must be increased enough to stabilize the patient’s upper trunk. To control the amplitude and force available for the thrust and make this a safer technique, the operator should try to “lock” his or her right forearm against his or her own trunk, providing the thrust with a combined trunk-forearm movement by a rapid, but slight, flexion of the operator’s trunk.

The thrust may be given against the ischial tuberosity and directed cranially to produce side bending but directed slightly anteriorly, toward the front of the patient’s left shoulder, to produce lumbar extension. By using the forearm contact, the fingers of the operator’s right hand can no longer be used to monitor from below.

M.2.1.7a. Muscle energy variant. Instead of a thrust, the patient is asked to try to change his or her position against resistance. This resistance can be accomplished by the operator’s maintaining the position at the barrier, while the patient is instructed to “try to untwist yourself” or “push your left shoulder forward”; if the operator moves the right hand to the lateral aspect of the patient’s left knee, the instruction is to “try to lift your left knee against my hand.” Some patients push too hard and need to be cautioned to be gentle because, for the technique to be isometric, the operator must be able to prevent motion.

M.2.1.7b. After 3-5 seconds, the patient should be told to relax, and, when relaxation is complete, the operator adjusts the patient’s position by rotating the left shoulder backward and the left hip forward to reach the new rotation barrier. This barrier also can be reached by increasing extension from above and/or below, if required.

M.2.1.7c. The last two steps are repeated twice, or sometimes more, depending on the response. The important step of taking up all of the available slack each time ensures that the total gain in range of motion is achieved.

2.1.8. Retest.

**Thrust or Muscle Energy Technique for an ERS Dysfunction**

2.2 Described for L3 That Is Extended, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to L4 (ERSrt)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for flexion and for rotation and side bending to the left between L3 and L4. The right facet between L3 and L4 does not open completely.

**Diagnostic Points**

There is tissue texture change at the segment. The right TP of L3 is more posterior to the left TP in flexion when compared to the TPs of the level below (L4). The TPs of both L3 and L4 appear level in extension. If there is a major restriction, there is prominence of the right TP when the patient is in the neutral position.

2.2.1. The patient lies on the right side with the right TP of L3 perpendicular to the table. The operator stands in front of the patient. The patient should be positioned toward the farther side of the treatment table.

2.2.2. While monitoring at L3-4 with the left hand, the operator flexes the patient’s right leg until L4 just begins
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FIGURE 8-10
Rotatory activation treatment for an ERSrt. Muscle energy or thrust. (A) Localization from above. (B) Final position for patient effort or operator's thrust.

to move or tension begins to build between L4 and L3. The patient’s left foot may be hooked onto the back of the right knee, or the legs may be moved together.

2.2.3. The operator must now monitor at L3 with the right hand, while localizing from above. Flexion of the spine from above down is introduced by lifting under the patient’s neck and sliding his or her right shoulder forward, until the tension just reaches L3. To preserve the left side-bent position, the right shoulder (the shoulder resting on the table) must not be pulled out from under the patient (Figure 8-10A).

2.2.4. The operator’s left forearm slides through the patient’s left axilla; the operator uses the fingers of the left hand as an additional monitor at L3, while the upper forearm rests against the front of the patient’s left shoulder. Alternatively, the operator’s left hand can press on the front of the patient’s left shoulder, but then the additional monitor is not available.

2.2.5. With the right fingers monitoring at L4, the operator places the right forearm over the patient’s left buttock, roughly halfway from the ischial tuberosity to the anterior superior iliac spine, behind and just below the greater trochanter.

2.2.6. The position is fine tuned by backward rotation of the patient’s left shoulder and forward rotation of his or her left buttock, until all slack has been taken out and the tension is localized at the L3-4 joint (i.e., when the tension just reaches L4 from below and L3 from above) (Figure 8-10B).

T2.2.7. Thrust variant. The high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given mainly on the buttock to produce left side bending, right pelvic rotation (increasing the left lumbar rotation of L3 on L4), and flexion of the pelvis and lumbar spine between L3 and L4. The thrust is given by having the forearm contact posterior and caudal to the greater trochanter. Using the analogy of resting the forearm on a large ball, in this treatment, placement is just to the right of the apex. By pulling the arm toward the operator, the ball will roll left and turn to the operator’s left, resulting in left rotation, left side bending, and flexion of the lumbar spine. Pressure with the left forearm must be increased enough to stabilize the patient’s upper trunk. To control the amplitude and force available for the thrust and make this a safer technique, the operator should try to “lock” his or her forearm against the trunk, and use a trunk-forearm movement, generating the thrusting force from the trunk.

The thrusting force can be applied against the ischial tuberosity and directed craniod to produce left side bending and slightly posteriorly (toward the back of the patient’s left shoulder) to produce additional lumbar flexion. With this variation, the fingers of the operator’s right hand may no longer be used to monitor from below.

M.2.2.7a. Muscle energy variant. Instead of a thrust, the patient is asked to try to change position against resistance. This resistance can be accomplished by the operator’s maintaining the position at the barrier while the patient is instructed to “try to untwist yourself” or “push your left shoulder forward”; if the operator moves his or her right hand to the lateral aspect of the patient’s left knee, the instruction is, “try to lift your left knee against
Some patients push too hard and need to be cautioned to be gentle because, for the technique to be isometric, the operator must be able to prevent motion.

M.2.2.7b. After 3–5 seconds, the patient should be told to relax, and, when relaxation is complete, the operator adjusts the patient’s position to reach the new barrier by pushing the ischial tuberosity craniod along the line of force toward the back of the patient’s left shoulder. This adjustment results not only in side bending the spine to the left, but also flexes the lumbar spine to the next barrier.

M.2.2.7c. The last two steps are repeated twice, or sometimes more, depending on the response. The important step of taking up all of the available slack each time ensures that the total gain in range of motion is achieved.

2.2.8. Retest.

**Thrust or Muscle Energy Technique for a Neutral Group Dysfunction**

2.3 Described for a Neutral Group Dysfunction That Is Rotated to the Right and Side Bent Left (NRrt)

There is a restriction of left rotation and right side bending at L2, 3, and 4. The most posterior TP is that of L3 on the right.

**Diagnostic Points**

There is tissue texture change at the group. The right TPs of L2-4 are more posterior than the TPs on the left. This feature is most marked in neutral and less in flexion or extension; in no position do the TPs become level.

2.3.1. The patient lies on the right side, and the operator stands in front.

2.3.2. The patient’s left foot should be hooked behind his or her right knee. The operator palpates the interspinous space between L3 and L4 with the left hand and introduces flexion and extension of the spine through the legs, using the right hand to find the neutral range at L3-4.

2.3.3. The rotation required is the same as in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, but the side bend has to be reversed. To achieve this, the operator monitors with the right hand while pulling the patient’s right shoulder out from underneath the patient. The left rotational movement is continued caudad, until the barrier is identified by palpating the beginning of tissue tension at the L3 level from above (Figure 8-11).

2.3.4. With both arms positioned as in Sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, the operator fine tunes the position by rotation. The point of localization should be just below the apex of the group (on and just below the TP of L3).

T.2.3.5. Thrust variant. The high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given by the right forearm on the patient’s buttock by rotation anteriorly without a flexion or extension component. This thrust is analogous to rolling a large ball by placing an arm directly on the middle of the top of the ball and pulling the arm over the ball. To control the amplitude and force available for the thrust and make this a safer technique, the operator should try to “lock” his or her forearm through the shoulder against his or her own trunk and use a trunk-forearm movement for the thrust. The thrust is given after the patient’s exhalation effort, taking up the additional slack provided.
M.2.3.5a. Muscle energy variant. Instead of a thrust, the patient is asked to try to change position against resistance. This resistance can be accomplished by the operator maintaining the position at the barrier, while the patient is instructed to “try to untwist yourself” or “push your left shoulder forward”; if the operator moves his or her right hand to the lateral aspect of the patient’s left knee, the instruction is, “try to lift your left knee against my hand.” Some patients push too hard and need to be cautioned to be gentle because, for the technique to be isometric, the operator must be able to prevent motion.

M.2.3.5b. After 3-5 seconds, the patient should be told to relax, and, when relaxation is complete, the operator adjusts the patient’s position to reach the new barrier.

M.2.3.5c. The last two steps are repeated twice, or sometimes more, depending on the response. The important step of taking up all of the available slack each time ensures that the total gain in range of motion is achieved.

2.3.6. Retest.

3. SITTING TECHNIQUES

Sitting techniques can be used for thoracic dysfunctions up to approximately T5. Except for the first technique, they are described with the patient sitting astride the table, because such a position improves stability. These techniques can also be done with the patient on a stool or sitting across the table, if necessary, but both feet should be flat on the floor. Alternative grips for the operator can be used, especially for the muscle energy variants, and some of these grips are described at the end of this chapter.

Overview of the Treatment Technique for an FRS Dysfunction with the Patient Seated

When treating in the seated position, FRS dysfunctions of the lower thoracic and lumbar region pose a unique problem. When in the flexed position, the inferior facet of the superior vertebra has not only moved in a superior direction, but it has moved anteriorly as well. Any treatment designed to restore extension through this area must account for the possibility that the inferior facet of the superior vertebra may be too far forward (anterior); thus, the joint may bind when any attempt is made to directly close the joint from above down. For this reason, when the patient is sitting, it may be best to begin the treatment for an FRSr dysfunction by first restoring left rotation using neutral mechanics to gap the left facet joint, taking the inferior facet of the superior vertebra posteriorly. After left rotation is restored, it must be maintained to keep the inferior facet of the superior vertebra posterior relative to the superior facet of the vertebra below while reversing the side bending from the right to the left side. Extension is added last by sliding the inferior facet of the superior vertebra down from above, while translating the superior facet of the inferior vertebra anteriorly underneath.

Seated Muscle Energy Technique for an FRS Dysfunction

3.1 Described for L3 That Is Flexed, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to L4 (FRSrt)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for extension and for rotation and side bending to the left between L3 and L4. The left facet joint between L3 and L4 does not close completely.

Diagnostic Points

There is tissue texture change at the segment. The right TP of L3 is more posterior to the left TP in extension (prone-propped or seated) when compared to the TPs of the level below (L4). The TPs of both L3 and L4 appear level in flexion. There may be some prominence of the right TP in the neutral position if there is a major extension restriction. The position, which signals the location of the barrier for extension, can be appreciated by observing the degree of flexion necessary for the TPs of L3 to become symmetrical. The barrier needs to be redefined in the sitting position if it was initially found in the prone-propped position.

3.1.1. The patient sits on a stool. The operator sits behind the patient on a stool or a chair.

3.1.2. The patient should sit in "erect neutral"—a position in which the patient is erect or nearly erect and can still preserve the flexion-extension ease. The operator’s right thumb monitors at the L3-4 interspinous space (Figure 8-12A and B). The patient is asked to actively flex and extend ("slump" or "sit up tall") the lumbar spine to find the midrange neutral at L3-4. The operator’s left hand is then placed on the patient’s left shoulder. The patient’s right hand and arm should be lying anteriorly across his or her own left thigh.

3.1.3. The first part of the technique is designed to restore the lost left rotation, and for this, "neutral" mechanics are used by side bending the patient’s spine to the right and then rotating the spine to the left. First, the operator side bends L3-4 to the right through a combination of right-to-left translation, using the right thumb to the right side of L3-4 as both a monitor and guide for
FIGURE 8-12
Seated muscle energy technique for an FRSrt L3-4. (A) Diagram showing position of lumbar spine with FRSrt L3-4. (B) The patient is seated, and the operator monitors to the right of the L3-4 interspace. (C) Diagram showing lumbar spine side bent right and rotated left. Arrow indicates direction of rotation. (D) By using neutral mechanics, the patient is first side bent to the right. (E) The patient is then rotated to the left, followed by increasing the right side bending and left rotation, which brings the left inferior facet of L3 behind the left superior facet of L4. (F) The patient’s side bend is now reversed to the left. (G) Diagram showing closure of left L3-4 facet joint to achieve more left side bending after resisted isometric effort to the right side benders. Arrows indicate direction of side bending at L3-4. (H) Diagram showing the restoration toward lumbar extension without losing the left rotation. Arrows indicate direction of extension. (I) Maintaining the extension, the patient is de-rotated back to the midposition. L4 is blocked by the operator’s right hand, and a forward flexion motion is blocked by the operator’s left arm. After an isometric flexion effort, the patient is taken into full extension. (J) Diagram showing spine hyperextended by translating L4 anteriorly to close both facet joints at L3-4 equally. Arrows indicate direction of translation.
3.1.4. The operator asks the patient to rotate to the left by reaching forward and to the left with his or her right hand, which lies across the left thigh. The operator monitors the tissue tension as it reaches the L3-4 level and controls the rotational movement through the patient's left shoulder, making sure that the patient does not move into translation from below, while the operator's left hand side bends and translates the patient's shoulders to the right, down to L3-4 from above (Figure 8-12C). When side bending with translation is done properly, the patient sits with his or her body weight shifted over the left ischial tuberosity.
flexion or extension at L3-4 during the introduction of left rotation (Figure 8-12D and E). If the patient is allowed to bring the left shoulder backward, rather than guiding the right shoulder forward, the lumbar spine can be extended inadvertently, and the neutral position can be lost.

3.1.5. The patient is asked to gently attempt to side bend to the left or to pull the left shoulder forward; this movement is equally resisted by the operator's left hand. The effort is maintained for 3–5 seconds, and when the patient relaxes, the slack is taken up for additional right side bending, combining translation from right to left at L3-4 by the operator's right hand and increasing pressure through the left hand on the patient's left shoulder. The patient is once again instructed to reach forward and to the left with his or her right hand to reach the new left rotation barrier. Steps 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 are repeated, until there is no further gain in left rotation and right side bending (Figure 8-12D and E).

3.1.6. The treatment then is converted to a technique that uses non-neutral mechanics by reversing the side bending from right to left, while the left rotation is maintained. The operator's right thumb contact switches from the right side of L3-4 to the left side of L3-4 to monitor and guide the lumbar translation from left to right to the left side-bending barrier, as the patient's weight is shifted from the left ischial tuberosity to the right ischial tuberosity. The patient is asked to drop the left shoulder down toward the tabletop; this movement encourages left side bending until the motion barrier on the left side of L3-4 is palpated (Figure 8-12F).

3.1.7. With the patient sitting with the spine translated from left to right, and weightbearing more heavily on the right ischial tuberosity, the extension barrier is introduced by asking the patient to push the stomach forward toward the right knee. The movement must be monitored by the operator's right thumb at L3-4, until the interspinous space at L3-4 while the left side-bending barrier is introduced by the operator's left hand, while L4 is shifted from the left ischial tuberosity to the right ischial tuberosity. The patient is asked to drop the left shoulder down toward the tabletop: this movement encourages left side bending until the motion barrier on the left side of L3-4 is palpated (Figure 8-12F).

3.1.8. The patient's effort now is either to pull the left shoulder forward or to attempt right side bending. The effort is resisted by the operator's left hand contact on the patient's left shoulder.

3.1.9. After 3–5 seconds, the patient should relax, and the operator uses the newly achieved increase in motion to either increase left side bending or extension of L3 on L4. To locate the next left side-bending barrier, the operator applies a translatory movement from left to right at L4, while monitoring at the interspinous space above with the right thumb or fingers. To locate the next extension barrier at L3-4, the patient is asked to push his or her stomach a little further forward and slightly to the right, translating L4 in an anterior direction underneath L3. The operator monitors closure of the interspinous space at L3-4 while the additional translation is added. Increased left side bending or extension requires further closing of the left L3-4 facet joint (Figure 8-12G and H). One motion may be easier than the other to achieve, so fine tuning may require reducing the extension and then increasing the side bending, or reducing the side bending and then increasing the extension, trading one for the other, according to the third concept of spinal mechanics. No further adjusting of the rotation is required, but left rotation must be maintained throughout the treatment until the final step.

3.1.10. Steps 3.1.8 and 3.1.9 are repeated two or more times, or until there is no further gain of motion.

3.1.11. Finally, to finish the treatment, the patient is de-rotated from the left rotated position back to the midline while maintaining the extended position at L3-4. To accomplish this de-rotation, the operator's left hand is moved and placed either on the patient's sternum or across the chest to grip the patient's right shoulder. The operator places the right thumb or the middle phalanx of the index finger on the spinous process of L4, or contacts both TPs of L4, and, while maintaining a forward pressure at L4, brings the patient's right shoulder back to the midline. The patient is then asked to pull his or her chest forward toward the floor, and the effort is blocked by the operator's left arm and hand above and by the right hand below at L4 (Figure 8-12I).

3.1.12. After 3–5 seconds of effort, the patient is asked to relax. After relaxation, extension is increased from above with the operator's left hand, while L4 is guided anteriorly by the operator's right thumb and fingers, translating L4 under L3 to achieve bilateral facet joint extension (closure) (Figure 8-12J).

3.1.13. Retest.

Alternative Seated Muscle Energy Technique for an FRS Dysfunction

3.1.a Described for L3 That Is Flexed, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to L4 (FRSrt)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for extension and for rotation and side bending to the left between L3 and L4. The left facet joint between L3 and L4 does not close completely.

The benefit of the alternative seated muscle energy technique is that more precise control and localization of side bending and lateral translation can be achieved by working from below up as a consequence of raising or lowering the patient's ischial tuberosity.

3.1.1a. The operator sits behind the patient. The patient sits on a stool, with the left buttock near the right edge of the stool and the right buttock resting on
the operator's right knee. The patient should be seated at a height that allows the operator to support comfortably the patient's right buttock; this height can be achieved either above or below the top of the stool by simply raising or lowering the operator's right knee. When the operator raises the right knee, the patient's right hip is raised higher than the left hip, which side bends the patient's lumbar spine to the right. Likewise, when the operator lowers his or her right knee below the height of the stool on which the patient sits, left lumbar side bending can be induced (Figure 8-13A).

3.1.2a. The patient should sit in an "erect neutral position"—a position in which the patient is erect or nearly erect and can still preserve the flexion-extension ease. The operator's right thumb is used to monitor the L3-4 inter-spinous space while the patient flexes and extends the lumbar spine, until the midrange (neutral) position is determined for L3-4. The operator then reaches with his or her left hand under the patient's left arm to grasp the patient's right arm above the elbow. The operator uses this grip to assist in translating the patient's spine from right to left to induce right side bending (Figure 8-13B).

3.1.3a. The first part of the technique is designed to restore the lost left rotation, and for this technique, "neutral" mechanics are used. The operator raises his or her right knee and elevates the right side of the patient's pelvis enough to produce right side bending from below up to the L3-4 level. At the same time, the operator's left hand pulls the patient's right arm across to side bend the patient to the right from above down to the top of L3. By using the right thumb on the right side of L3-4, the operator guides translation of the patient's lumbar spine to the left while still monitoring the tension and motion at the L3-4 level. This position ultimately results in translation of L3-4 to the left (see Figure 8-13A).

3.1.4a. The operator then rotates the patient to the left, using his or her left hand contact on the patient's right arm, pulling the right arm forward to the left rotation barrier. This rotation is monitored until tissue tension reaches the L3-4 level. Rotating the patient to the left by bringing the right shoulder forward helps to prevent the inferior facet of the superior vertebra from jamming down onto the lower facet (superior facet of the inferior vertebra), because neutral mechanics are maintained and the extension barrier is not engaged. The restoration of rotation to the left is accomplished using neutral mechanics with the patient side bending to the right and rotating to the left (see Figure 8-13B).

3.1.5a. The patient is asked to attempt to gently side bend to the left, and the operator resists by blocking the patient's left shoulder with his or her left shoulder, while controlling the patient's spine with the left hand contact on the patient's right arm and with the operator's right thumb contact at L3-4. The effort is maintained for 3-5 seconds, and after the patient relaxes, there should be more freedom to increase right side bending and left rotation. Steps 3.1.4a and 3.1.5a are repeated until there is no further gain in left rotation.

3.1.6a. The second step in the treatment sequence is then converted to one that uses non-neutral mechanics, changing the side bending from the right to the left side. This step is accomplished by the operator lowering his or her right knee to introduce left side bending from below up while maintaining the patient in left rotation. The patient is asked to place his or her right hand on the left shoulder after it has been released by the operator. The operator's left hand is then placed on top of the patient's right hand, which is on top of the patient's left shoulder, and the operator depresses the left shoulder to induce left side bending from above down to L3-4. The degree of left side bending is further controlled by the height of the operator's knee underneath the patient's right buttock and is monitored by the operator's right thumb, which has now shifted from the right side of L3-4 to the left side. The patient is now rotated left and side bent left with a slight introduction of extension (Figure 8-13C).

3.1.7a. Extension to the barrier between L3 and L4 is now needed and can be introduced by asking the patient to push the stomach forward toward the right knee (Figure 8-13D). The movement must be monitored by the operator's right thumb. Using verbal instructions, care is taken not to let the patient overextend at the dysfunctional level; if the patient has over extended, an adjustment can be made by having the patient slump a little into flexion before extending back to the barrier.

3.1.8a. The corrective effort can then be made by having the patient pull his or her left shoulder forward or attempt to side bend to the right. Either effort is resisted by equal counter force from the operator's left hand.

3.1.9a. After 3-5 seconds, the patient should relax, and the operator uses the newly achieved increase in motion to side bend L3 on L4 by further lowering the right knee and translating the patient from left to right through increased pressure on the patient's left shoulder or to extend L3 on L4 from below by an anterior translatory movement of L4, which is achieved by having the patient push his or her stomach a little further forward. Any additional increase in left side bending or extension mobility requires further closing of the left L3-4 facet joint. One motion may be easier to achieve than the other, so fine tuning may require reducing the extension to increase the side bending or reducing the left side bending to increase the extension, trading one for the other, according to the third concept of spinal mechani-
FIGURE 8-13
Alternative seated technique for an FRSrt dysfunction. (A) The patient's right ischial tuberosity is seated on the operator's right knee so that the operator can raise the patient's right buttocks and introduce right side bending. (B) Left rotation is introduced by the operator pulling the patient's right arm forward and across. The patient attempts to left side bend and is resisted by the operator three or four times, introducing more right side bending and left rotation. (C) The patient is then shifted into left side bending through a combination of depression of the left shoulder by the operator's left hand and lowering of the operator's right knee. (D) The patient is then asked to stick the stomach forward toward the right knee to introduce extension. (E) The patient is brought back to the midline after sliding the right buttock onto the top of the seat and is asked to pull the chest forward against isometric resistance. On relaxation, the operator's right thumb guides the inferior segment in a posterior to anterior direction.

ics. It should be noted that, once achieved in step 3.1.4a, the left rotation must be maintained.

3.1.10a. Steps 3.1.8a and 3.1.9a are repeated two or more times or until there is no further gain in motion for left side bending or extension.

3.1.11a. A final further extension effort can be made by having the patient de-rotate the spine, bringing the right shoulder back in alignment with the left shoulder while maintaining the extended position. The patient's hips should now be level as the operator's right knee is
raised to the height of the top of the stool. The operator's left hand and arm are then placed across the patient's chest and sternum, while maintaining a posterior-to-anterior pressure on the spinous process of L4 or TPs of L4 with the right hand. The patient is asked to pull the chest forward toward the floor, and this flexion effort is blocked by the operator's left arm from above and right hand from below (Figure 8-13E).

3.1.12a. After 3–5 seconds of effort, the patient is asked to relax, and after having done so, further extension is increased from above down to L3-4, while L4 is actively translated anteriorly under L3 by the operator's thumb or flexed index finger applied to the spinous process or both TPs of L4 to achieve bilateral symmetrical extension (closure) at L3-4.

3.1.13a. Retest.

At times, it may be possible to correct an FRS dysfunction in the seated position without first restoring the rotation. In this situation, the barrier is directly engaged by a combination of extension, rotation, and side bending, as described in step 3.1.6 and so on, with the addition of rotation. Remember that more motion in one direction can substitute for motion in the other two directions. For instance, more side bending can be used instead of more rotation or extension. The seated FRS technique is usually more successful, however, when rotation is restored first, using neutral lumbar mechanics as previously described.

Seated Thrust Technique
for an FRS Dysfunction

3.2 Described for L3 That Is Flexed, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to L4 (FRSrt)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for extension and for rotation and side bending to the left between L3 and L4. The left facet joint between L3 and L4 does not close completely.

T.3.2.1. The patient sits astride the table, with his or her back close to the end, and places the right hand on the left shoulder. The patient may sit on a stool with both feet on the floor or sit across a table, but in the latter position, the pelvis is less well controlled.

T.3.2.2. The operator stands behind and to the left of the patient. Using the left hand and arm, the operator reaches around the front of the patient to grasp the patient's right shoulder. The operator's left axilla should be resting on top of the patient's left shoulder, or, as an alternative position, the operator's left hand can be placed on top of the patient's left shoulder.

T.3.2.3. Using the right thumb (Figure 8-14A) or the heel of the hand (Figure 8-14B), the operator contacts the right TP or the left side of the spinous process of L3. This movement serves as a monitor and a thrusting contact.

T.3.2.4. Extension is introduced by having the patient push his or her stomach out to obtain anterior translation, bringing the tension just down to L3 and just up to L4. Translation to the right by downward pressure on the patient's left shoulder is then used to side bend to the left from above and below with the same monitor. Rotation to the left fine tunes the barrier so that the tension just reaches L3 from above.

T.3.2.5. When all the slack is taken out, the operator brings his or her right hip close behind the right elbow. The high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given through the thumb or the heel of the hand against the right TP or on the left side of the spinous process of L3. At the same time that the thrust is given, the patient is further extended and rotated to the left from above. Control is improved by the thrust coming mainly from movement of the operator's right hip.

Seated Muscle Energy Technique
for an ERS Dysfunction

3.3 Described for L5 That Is Extended, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Left in Relation to the Sacrum (ERSlt)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for flexion and for rotation and side bending to the right between L5 and the sacrum. The left facet between L5 and S1 does not open completely.

Diagnostic Points

There is tissue texture change at the segment. The left TP of L5 is more posterior to the right TP in flexion when compared to the sacral base below. The TPs of L5 and the sacral base both appear level in extension. There may be some prominence of the left TP in the neutral position if there is a major restriction to flexion. The degree of extension necessary to produce a leveling of the TPs of L5 provides a good estimate of the location of the beginning of the flexion barrier. The barrier can be found with the patient in the seated position, extending by sitting up tall and arching and then slowly slumping or flexing, while the operator palpates the TPs.

Note: When treating an ERS dysfunction with the patient in the seated position, side bending to the barrier can be accomplished using translation by two different methods. The first technique uses distraction; the other involves compression. In the first technique, the operator stands on the side of the dysfunction, places his or her arm under the patient's axilla, and contacts the patient's opposite shoulder. The patient is side bent away from the
operator to engage the side bending barrier by lifting the patient’s near shoulder while translating the opposite shoulder toward the operator (Figure 8-15A). By lifting the shoulder on the side of the closed facet, the operator provides a direct ipsilateral force of distraction to open the facet joint. In the other technique, the operator stands on the opposite side of the closed facet joint and places his or her axilla over the patient’s shoulder to translate that shoulder down and away from the operator. In this technique, the operator uses compression through the patient’s shoulder to induce side bending and to open the dysfunctional facet joint on the opposite side (Figure 8-15B). Fred Mitchell, Sr., described a seated technique to treat an ERS dysfunction in the lower lumbar region that combines both approaches, providing distraction and compression with an easier way to control rotation; this technique is described.

3.3.1. The patient sits on a stool with both feet on the floor or astride a table, with his or her back close to the end and the right arm hanging freely to the side. The patient places the left hand between the legs. If the patient sits on a table with his or her legs hanging down, there is less pelvic stability.

3.3.2. The operator stands to the left of the patient with the patient’s left shoulder placed against the operator’s left chest wall. The operator reaches around the front of the patient to grasp the patient’s right shoulder with his or her left hand. The operator uses the fingers of the right hand to palpate the interspinous space and the left TP of L3 (Figure 8-16A).

3.3.3. The operator introduces flexion by translation of the patient’s trunk from above down and below up into a slumped posture, until tension is palpated by the operator’s right fingers at L5. For major restrictions, it is necessary to begin translation into flexion from the extended position. Side bending to the right side-bending barrier is accomplished by translating the patient’s shoulders from right to left using the operator’s left hand, while simultaneously lifting the patient’s left shoulder with the operator’s chest wall until tension is palpated at L5 (Figure 8-16B). This maneuver starts to open the left facet joint at L5-S1 because of the upward distracting force on the left and the compressive force on the right. The patient may be asked to actively right side bend by reaching toward the floor with the right hand to further define the right side-bending barrier. Rotation of the patient to the right fine
tunes the position so that the tension just reaches L5 from above, and all the slack is taken out (Figure 8-16C).

3.3.4. The patient is then asked to side bend to the left or to sit up tall (extension); the operator resists with equal counter force.

3.3.5. After 3–5 seconds, the patient is asked to stop the effort. When relaxation of the paraspinal muscles at L5 is palpated, more right side bending, flexion, and rotation are added to the next barrier, if one exists.

3.3.6. Steps 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 are repeated two or three times or until there is no further gain in the ability to right side bend, right rotate, and flex the patient.

3.3.7. While maintaining the patient in the flexed, right side bent, and right rotated position achieved in step 3.3.6, the operator removes his or her left hand from the patient’s right shoulder and places it on the patient’s left shoulder. The operator also moves his or her right hand to the patient’s right shoulder. The patient’s left arm is allowed to hang freely between his or her knees, and the patient is asked to reach toward the floor with the left hand to further open the left L5-S1 facet joint. The operator maintains the patient in the right rotated position as the patient reaches toward the floor with the left hand (Figure 8-16D).

3.3.8. The patient is then de-rotated back to the midline by bringing the right arm between his or her knees to match the left arm and to maximize spinal flexion. The operator places his or her left hand above L5 and the right hand below L5 and asks the patient to try to lift upward against the operator’s equal resistance. This effort is followed by relaxation and guidance into further flexion (Figure 8-16E). This last step further reduces the tone of the spinal extensors and promotes bilateral and symmetrical facet joint opening at L5-S1.

3.3.9. Re-examine to see if the ERSLt at L5 has been corrected.

**Alternative Seated Muscle Energy and Thrust Techniques Using Compression for an ERSLt Dysfunction**

3.3.a Described for L3 That Is Extended, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to L4 (ERSLt)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for flexion and for rotation and side bending to the left between L3 and L4. The right facet between L3 and L4 does not open completely.

3.3.1a. The patient sits astride the table with his or her back close to the end and places the right hand on the left shoulder. The patient may sit on a stool with both feet on the floor or sit across a table, but in the latter position, the pelvis is less well controlled.

3.3.2a. The operator stands behind and to the left of the patient. Using the left hand and arm, the operator reaches around the front of the patient to grasp the patient’s right shoulder. The operator’s left axilla should be resting on top of the patient’s left shoulder.

3.3.3a. Using the right thumb or the heel of the hand, the operator contacts the right TP or the left side of the spinous process of L3. This position serves both as monitor and thrusting contact.
FIGURE 8-16
Muscle energy technique in the seated position to correct an ERSlt. (A) The patient's left shoulder is against the operator's left chest wall, and the operator's left hand is placed on the patient's right shoulder. (B) Flexion is introduced from above down and below up, while the operator's right hand palpates at the dysfunctional segment. Using the left hand, the patient's shoulders are translated from right to left, and the right side-bending barrier is defined further by having the patient reach toward the floor with the right hand. (C) Right rotation is then added to further define the barrier. (D) After isometric left side bending or extension efforts, maximum flexion, right side bending, and right rotation are maintained with the operator's left hand on the patient's left shoulder and the right hand on the patient's right shoulder to guide the patient as he or she reaches toward the floor with the left hand. (E) Maximum flexion is obtained when the patient's right hand is placed between the knees to match the left hand. The patient attempts to lift up and, after an isometric extension effort, relaxes to allow further flexion to bilaterally and symmetrically open both facet joints at the dysfunctional level.
3.3.4a. The operator introduces flexion by translation of the patient’s trunk in an anterior to a posterior direction (“allow yourself to slump”) and side bending by translation from left to right. Both positions are adjusted to bring the tension from above down just to L3 and from below up just to L4. For major restrictions, it may be necessary to begin translation into flexion from the extended position. Rotation to the left fine tunes the position so that the tension just reaches L3 from above, and all the slack is taken out (Figure 8-17).

T.3.3.S. Thrust variant. A high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given against the right TP or the left side of the spinous process of L3 by the operator’s right thumb or the heel of the hand, supported by the hip, which is brought up behind the elbow (see Figure 8-14B). At the same time as the thrust, the patient’s trunk position is slightly exaggerated into flexion and left rotation.

M.3.3.S. Muscle energy variant. The patient is asked to try to raise the left shoulder or to side bend to the right. This effort is equally resisted by the operator. To keep the contraction isometric, it may be necessary to tell the patient to be gentle in the effort.

M.3.3.6. After 3–5 seconds, the patient is asked to relax, and, when relaxation is complete, the operator adjusts the patient’s position to reach the new barrier in flexion, side bending, and rotation.

M.3.3.7. The last two steps are repeated twice, or more if desired, and the slack is finally taken up.

M.3.3.8. If necessary, an isometric extension effort may be used as well or instead. The patient is asked to bend backward. The operator resists the effort, and, after 3–5 seconds, the contraction is stopped and then repeated after repositioning to the new flexion barrier. After de-rotating the spine back to the midline while maintaining the regained flexion, the operator resists the patient extension effort for 3–5 seconds. This effort is used to balance and reset both L3-4 facet joints with the additional flexion gained, postsisometrically.

3.3.9. Retest.

Seated Muscle Energy and Thrust Techniques for a Neutral Group Dysfunction

3.4 Described for a Neutral Group Dysfunction That is Rotated to the Right and Side Bent Left (NRrl) L2-4

There is a restriction of left rotation and right side bending from L2-4. The most posterior TP is that of L3 on the right.

Diagnostic Points
There is tissue texture change at the group. The right TPs of L2-4 are more posterior than the TPs on the left. This feature is most apparent in the neutral position and still present in flexion or extension. In no position do the TPs become level.

3.4.1. The patient sits astride the table, with his or her back close to the end, and places the right hand on the left shoulder. The patient may sit on a stool with both feet on the floor or sit across a table, but in the latter position, the pelvis is less well controlled.

3.4.2. The operator stands behind and to the left of the patient. The operator then threads his or her left forearm through the patient’s left axilla to grip the patient’s right shoulder from in front (Figure 8-18A and B).

3.4.3. Using the right thumb or the heel of the hand, the operator contacts the right side of L3 at and a little below the right TP; this contact is not made on the left side of the spinous process, because that would prevent the necessary right side bending.

3.4.4. The patient’s lumbar spine should remain in the neutral position, neither flexed nor extended. By lifting the left arm under the patient’s left axilla, the operator introduces right side bending of the patient’s trunk down to L3. Left rotation is coupled to the side bend and need not be added by the operator.
T.3.4.5. Thrust variant. The high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust against and a little below the right TP of L3 is given by the operator’s right thumb or the heel of the hand and is supported by bringing the right hip behind the right elbow, using body movement (Figure 8-18C and D).

M.3.4.5. Muscle energy variant. The patient is asked to attempt to side bend to the left, and the operator resists the movement by blocking with the left arm placed under the patient’s left arm.

M.3.4.6. After 3–5 seconds, the patient is asked to relax, and, when relaxation is complete, the operator adjusts the patient’s position to reach the new barrier in right side bending. Coupled rotation left automatically occurs as side bending to the right is increased.

M.3.4.7. The last two steps are repeated twice, or more if desired, and the slack is taken up after each effort.

3.4.8. Retest.
Seated Muscle Energy and Thrust Techniques for a Bilaterally Flexed Non-Neutral Dysfunction

3.5 Described for a Bilaterally Flexed L3 in Relation to L4

There is a restriction of backward bending or extension of L3 on L4 bilaterally. Both facet joints between L3 and L4 do not close completely.

Diagnostic Points
The TPs are level in neutral, forward bending, and backward bending, but there is tissue texture change at the segment. The interspinous space between L3-4 will move further apart with flexion but motion between the two spinous processes stops immediately at the barrier for extension.

3.5.1. The patient sits astride the table with his or her back close to the end and with both hands laced tightly together behind the neck.

3.5.2. The operator stands either behind or to one side of the patient and places the heel of one hand (the right hand, if standing on the patient’s left) across the spinous process and both TPs of L4 (Figure 8-19A).

3.5.3. The operator then grasps the patient’s elbows with the free hand and extends the patient’s spine from above down until the tension reaches L3, which should be close to the position determined by the diagnostic motion testing (Figure 8-19B).

T.3.5.4. Thrust variant. The thrust is given by a high-velocity, low-amplitude, and forward translation of L4 with the operator’s lower hand with the addition of further extension of the trunk with the upper hand.

M.3.5.4. Muscle energy variant. At the extension barrier, the patient is asked to attempt to bend forward or pull the elbows down against the operator’s resistance.

M.3.5.5. After 3–5 seconds, the patient is asked to relax, and, when relaxation is complete, the operator adjusts the patient’s position by translating L4 anteriorly with the right hand to reach the new extension barrier.

M.3.5.6. The last two steps are repeated twice, or more if desired, and the slack is taken up after each effort.

3.5.7. Retest.

Note: A bilateral dysfunction for flexion or extension can be treated in the usual fashion by treating one side and then the other.

There are several positions for the patient’s arms by which the operator can control the patient’s upper trunk in the manner that is needed before a treatment can be given with accuracy. These positions are not all as applicable as each other in any given situation. For instance, if the operator wishes to side bend the patient away to the opposite side from which the operator is standing, the under-axilla grip has certain advantages, as noted in Section 3.3. With the under-axilla grip, however, it is not easy to control the patient in flexion, but control of extension is easier. If, on the other hand, side bending toward the operator is required, the over-the-shoulder position gives better control, but, in this instance, flexion is easier to control and extension is more difficult to control. In both grips, the operator stands behind and to one side of the patient. For the under-axilla grip, the operator threads his or her left

FIGURE 8-19
Treatment for a bilaterally flexed segment (bilateral extension restriction). Muscle energy or thrust. (A) Position from behind. (B) Position from in front.
arm through the patient's left axilla (or the right arm through the patient's right axilla) and grips the opposite shoulder from in front (see Figure 8-15A). For the over-the-shoulder grip, the operator grasps the patient's far shoulder from in front with the hand and brings his or her axilla down on top of the patient's near shoulder (see Figure 8-15B).

When muscle energy treatment is planned, the operator can stand on either side of the patient, and the decision as to the grip used will depend on convenience and the considerations just mentioned. However, for thrust treatment with the patient sitting, the operator should stand on the side away from which the thrust is to be applied. It follows that in those cases for which thrust may be needed, even if the primary corrective attempt uses muscle energy, it may be that the operator should use a position from which either technique can be done without the operator having to move.

There are also several variations of grips by which the patient can stabilize his or her shoulder-trunk connection so that motion introduced by the operator holding the patient's shoulders is transmitted accurately to the dysfunctional joint. The simplest variation is for the patient to hold one shoulder with the other hand. This position can be done with either side and can provide reasonable stability. If more stability is needed, the patient can use the other hand to hold the elbow of the arm holding the shoulder (Figure 8-20A). This position also can apply to either side; the objective is to enhance the patient's stability rather than the operator's contact. Some operators prefer to have the patient use one hand to hold the neck on the same side and use the other hand to hold the fully flexed elbow (Figure 8-20B). This position provides excellent stability, but some patients find it uncomfortable. For certain thrusting techniques, the patient's hands are laced tightly together behind the neck; this grip could be used for muscle energy techniques if circumstances made it necessary (see Figure 8-19B).

The position with the patient astride the table is useful for certain techniques because it increases the stability of the innominates. The model in Figure 8-18B illustrates this position. This position can only be used on tables that are not so wide that it is too uncomfortable for the patient to separate his or her knees that far.
Manipulative treatment for the thoracic spine can be done in a variety of positions, some of which lend themselves to muscle energy variants. Only in the thoracic region are there more thrusting than muscle energy techniques available. At the lower end of the thoracic spine, both the rotary and the side-bending activation lumbar techniques done in side-lying can be used, but accurate localization becomes more difficult when treating thoracic dysfunctions found higher up. Only the rotary activation techniques are available for thrusting techniques in the lower thoracic spine. For descriptions of the lumbar side-lying techniques that can be used in the lower thoracic spine, see Chapter 8, Sections 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.

The sitting techniques described for the lumbar spine (Chapter 8, Sections 3.1 through 3.5) are also applicable for the thoracic spine below T5—both in their muscle energy and thrust variants. The sitting techniques described in this chapter are similar in many respects (1.2.1, 1.2.2, and 1.2.3) and are the great standbys for treatment of the upper thoracic joints. These techniques can be used as either muscle energy or thrusting manipulative procedures. There are also the "knee-in-back" techniques, which are only used with thrust activation.

The prone position can be used for thrust treatment of restrictions of extension and, in the upper joints, for neutral dysfunctions. Care is required when treating a patient in the prone position, because anterior rib subluxations can be produced by incorrect technique.

Supine techniques are available for high-velocity thrust treatment of dysfunctions that are flexed, rotated, and side bent (FRS), extended, rotated, and side bent (ERS), and neutral.

For all of these techniques, when positioning the patient by using translation, the apex of the antero-posterior (sagittal plane) curve should coincide with the apex of the lateral (coronal plane) curve.

Occasionally, it may be found that there is an ERS dysfunction of a joint, usually between T4 and T10, with which there is also an external rib torsion. This combination sometimes proves difficult to resolve, unless both dysfunctions are treated at the same time. A combined muscle energy technique and a high-velocity thrust technique are described in Chapter 10, Sections 5.8 through 5.10.

Bilateral restrictions of flexion or extension are not uncommon in the lower thoracic spine. Often, these restrictions are harder to find and diagnose than they are to treat, especially if the facet joints are symmetrically restricted so that there is no positional asymmetry of the transverse processes (TPs) palpable in flexion or extension.

Clinically, patients with dysfunctions affecting the upper thoracic spine commonly present with more neck pain and, sometimes, more arm pain than upper back pain. Functionally, normal neck motion is the result of a combination of normal cervical and upper thoracic motion. Flexion-extension neck injuries, so often seen as a consequence of a motor vehicle accident, often result in chronic neck pain with restricted mobility originating primarily from upper thoracic non-neutral dysfunctions. All too often, only the cervical component is treated, and it is usually treated unsuccessfully. This may be because the pain is felt and described by the patient as occurring primarily in the neck, whereas only tightness, if anything, is felt in the upper thoracic region. Upper thoracic and rib cage dysfunctions are also common causes of restricted motion and pain in the shoulder. FRS dysfunctions, in particular, limit the patient's ability to reach above shoulder height. ERS dysfunctions in the upper thoracic spine restrict neck flexion and inhibit the deep neck flexors, which are important in helping to stabilize the cervical spine. ERS dysfunc-
tions in both the upper and lower thoracic spine contribute to rib dysfunctions, which twist the rib shaft, often causing chest wall pain. Both ERS and FRS dysfunctions interfere with the respiratory mechanics of inhalation or exhalation. It is also important to realize that any dysfunction affecting the upper thoracic spine can also be the primary cause of headaches, which are usually occipital and frontal in location and are usually associated with altered cervical mobility. Finally, dysfunctions of the upper thoracic spine can influence spinal function below, even into the lumbar segments. This influence can be seen clinically when an apparent multisegmental rotation in the thoracolumbar area is palpable all the way up to an upper thoracic level, where the rotation appears to stop abruptly. This level-appearing vertebra does not follow the one below it and is therefore a non-neutral dysfunction, and it may have a significant influence on the more caudal vertebral segments, which become locally symptomatic.

Dysfunctions involving the lower thoracic spine can cause altered upper trunk and especially head and neck posture and can contribute to both shoulder and neck pain. More commonly, lower thoracic dysfunctions contribute to lower rib dysfunctions, chest wall pain, upper abdominal pain, and lumbar and sacroiliac pain. At times, lower thoracic dysfunctions are painful but, more often, are unnoticed by the patient.

1. SITTING TECHNIQUES

The accurate diagnosis and effective positioning for treatment of any spinal dysfunction require an initial determination of the range of the remaining neutral zone for that dysfunctional joint. It must be remembered that, for major restrictions in which the barrier extends into the midrange, the neutral zone has significantly shifted and now is found in the region of residual free motion, midway between the pathological barrier in one direction and the physiological barrier in the other direction. For unilateral dysfunctions, the observation of the position in which the TPs become level and when rotational asymmetry begins during flexion or extension defines this free range. The free range of motion available in bilateral dysfunctions can be determined by using passive mobility testing, palpating the interspinous space, and observing the range of motion available between separation (opening) of the spinous processes during flexion and approximation (closure) of the spinous processes with extension. A key point to remember is that more accurate localization during treatment can be achieved by always approaching the motion barrier from the pathological neutral zone.

Thrust or Muscle Energy Techniques for the Lower Thoracic Spine, T6 Down

1.1 Described for Non-Neutral ERS and FRS Dysfunctions from T6 Down to L5

The seated techniques described for the lumbar spine in Chapter 8, Sections 3.1 through 3.5, may be used for thrusting or muscle energy treatment, or the knee-in-back method may be used if thrusting is the treatment of choice (see 1.3, below).

Thrust or Muscle Energy Techniques for FRS Dysfunctions in the Upper Thoracic Spine, C7-T5

When treating FRS dysfunctions in the upper half of the thoracic spine, positioning the neck is important for both thrust and muscle energy treatments. To bring the dysfunctional segment to the extension barrier, the spine must be extended, but in many patients with these dysfunctions, the pain is felt and described as occuring primarily in the neck, and this discomfort increases if extension of the upper thoracic spine is not introduced correctly. The intent is not for the head to be extended on the neck (Figure 9-1A) but for the neck itself to be extended. Having the operator protect the neck by supporting it with his or her forearm is not always enough. To protect the neck, the operator must ensure that only the lower cervical segments are extended, using anterior-to-posterior translation down to the dysfunctional level in the thoracic spine. This protection can be achieved by having the patient tuck the chin down or pull the chin back while leaving the head upright (Figure 9-1B). Some patients have difficulty understanding what is being asked of them, but the request "let me bring your chin back" is usually successful. There may be some difficulty in persuading the patient to relax in that position. The use of the operator's forearm to guide and support the neck is an additional help (Figure 9-1C).

There is another variant applicable to muscle energy treatment for FRS dysfunctions. To treat an FRS at T3, the operator can have the patient hold his or her right shoulder with the left hand. The operator then lifts the patient's elbow in front of the patient's face while monitoring with the other hand and, at the same time, introduces left side bending and left rotation, until the barrier is reached (Figure 9-1D). The patient may use the right arm to hold the shoulder, if preferred. Localization occurs by translation, rather than by simple extension or side bending, and it may help to ask the patient to push his or her stomach forward to produce anterior translation from below up. Then, the patient's effort is to try to pull his or her elbow down as the elbow is raised. The operator equally resists this effort by holding the patient's elbow in
FIGURE 9-1
Methods of protecting the cervical spine when treating FRS dysfunctions in the upper thoracic region. (A) Head extension is to be avoided. (B) The chin is tucked in, and the head is translated posteriorly to extend the neck. (C) Protecting the neck with the operator's forearm. (D) Variant using the patient's elbow.

place. This variant may be used down to the midthoracic region and is particularly useful in the upper thoracic spine in patients who have additional dysfunctions in the cervical region that make it undesirable to use the neck as a lever.

When there is difficulty in lateral translation of the upper thoracic region, another technique may be useful. The operator places his or her foot on the tabletop, with the thigh beside the patient's chest and on the side toward which the patient is to be translated. If the patient's arm is placed over the operator's thigh, the operator has an extra means of controlling the patient's lateral translational movement by moving the thigh to one side or the other, as required (Figure 9-2).

1.2 Described for T3 That Is Flexed, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to T4 (FRSr)
This is a non-neutral dysfunction with restriction for extension and for rotation and side bending to the left between T3 and T4. The left facet between T3 and T4 does not close completely.

**Diagnostic Points**
There is tissue texture change at the segment. The right TP of T3 is more posterior to the left TP in extension when compared to the TPs of the level below (T4). The TPs of both T3 and T4 appear level in flexion. There may be some prominence of the right TP of T3 in the neutral position if there is a major restriction that encroaches on the neutral zone. If motion testing with lateral translation in the seated position, the spinous process of T4 feels restricted for translation from left to right but not from right to left when the spine is extended (see Figure 5-11).

1.2.1. The patient sits on a table or stool, and the operator stands behind the patient.
1.2.2. The operator’s left hand is placed over the shawl area of the patient’s left shoulder, placing the left thumb to the left side of the base of the spinous process of T3 (Figure 9-3A). The left thumb is positioned not only to monitor the motion of T3, but also to monitor the motion of the interspinous space between T3 and T4. Using the right hand and forearm, the operator controls the patient’s head (Figure 9-3B). The operator’s right elbow can also be placed in front of the patient’s right shoulder to help with stabilizing and localization. At the same time, the operator’s right hip can be placed against the patient’s back to help reinforce extension from below.

1.2.3. By asking the patient to push his or her abdomen forward and bring the chin back, T3 is translated posteriorly to reach the barrier in extension from above and below. This movement should be monitored by the operator’s left thumb. The cervical joints are protected by the operator’s right forearm (see Figure 9-1C). For an alternative position that does not put as much stress through the neck, the technique that uses the patient’s elevated elbow can be used, as described in Section 1.1 and Figure 9-1D.

1.2.4. By pressure through the left hand caudad and to the right, and by side bending the patient’s head to the left with the right hand, the operator introduces left side bending of T3 to its barrier from above and below. Both of these movements must be monitored by the operator’s left thumb and stopped as soon as tension begins to reach the area.

1.2.5. Left rotation is introduced by the operator turning the patient’s head to the left. This rotation can be used to fine tune the position and to take up all remaining free motion to the barrier. Because extension and left side bending were introduced first to their barriers, there should be very little remaining available motion for rotation.

1.2.6. Thrust variant. The thrust is given by a high-velocity, low-amplitude movement of the operator’s left hand, caudad and to the right, and mainly over the shawl area with the web of the hand. The thrust can also be given by the operator’s thumb moving from left to right at the base of the spinous process of T3, or as close to the base as possible (see Figure 9-3B). By having the thumb contact at the base of the spinous process of T3, and by directing the movement of the spinous process of T3 caudad and to the right, left rotation and extension are introduced against the restrictive barrier. To have enough power for the movement to be controlled easily, the operator’s left forearm should be in line with the direction of the thrust. As with all thrust techniques, the force is applied at the end of the patient’s full exhalation, while the
operator maintains the localization to the beginning of the barrier. This technique may require slight additional extension, side bending, and rotation by following the tissue tension as the patient relaxes with exhalation.

M.1.2.6a. Muscle energy variant. The patient is asked to attempt to push his or her head to the right gently, and the operator resists with an equal and opposite force. A flexion effort could be used instead and may be valuable if the response to side bending is inadequate. A rotational effort on the part of the patient is best avoided, because it will be more difficult to control.

M.1.2.6b. After maintaining the effort for 3–5 seconds, the patient is asked to relax. When relaxation is complete, the operator takes the patient’s head and upper thoracic spine position to the new barrier in all three planes, and steps M.1.2.6a and M.1.2.6b are repeated two or more times.

1.2.7. Retest.

Thrust or Muscle Energy Techniques for ERS Dysfunctions in the Upper Thoracic Spine, C7-T5

1.3 Described for T3 That Is Extended, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to T4 (ERSrt)
This is a non-neutral dysfunction with restriction for flexion and for rotation and side bending to the left between T3 and T4. The right facet between T3 and T4 does not open completely.

Diagnostic Points
There is tissue texture change at the segment. The right TP of T3 is more posterior to the left TP in flexion when compared to the TPs of the level below (T4). The TPs of both T3 and T4 appear level in extension. There may be some prominence of the right TP of T3 in the neutral position if there is a major restriction that encroaches on the neutral zone. If motion testing with lateral translation in the seated position, the spinous process of T3 feels restricted for translation from left to right but not from right to left when the spine is flexed (see Figure 5-11).

1.3.1. The patient sits on a table or stool, and the operator stands behind the patient.

1.3.2. The operator’s left hand is placed over the shawl area of the patient’s left shoulder. The operator uses the left thumb (as monitor) to the left side of the spinous process of T3 and the interspinous space of T3-4. The operator’s right hand is used to control the patient’s head (Figure 9-4).

1.3.3. The flexion barrier is obtained by helping the patient translate T3 backward through flexion and slight compression of the head, while the operator maintains extension of the thoracic spine from below with the left hand. It is necessary for the patient to maintain a lumbar lordosis to establish an apex for flexion at T3-4. If this apex is not achieved, the tendency is for the patient to slump and create an apex for flexion in the midthoracic spine, resulting in a loss of localization. Further localization can be achieved by forward bending the patient’s neck, until the tension just reaches the upper border of T3 from above, as monitored by the operator’s left thumb. The flexion barrier should be close to the position at which the TPs of T3 first became asymmetrical with flexion of the neck from the extended position.
1.3.4. By pressure with the left hand caudad and to the right, and by side bending the patient's head to the left with the right hand, the operator introduces translation of T3 to the right, inducing left side bending to its barrier from above and below. Both of these movements must be monitored by the operator's left thumb and stopped as soon as tension begins to reach the area.

1.3.5. Left rotation is introduced by the operator turning the patient's head to the left. This rotation can be used to fine tune the position and to remove all remaining available free motion to the barrier.

T.1.3.6. Thrust variant. The thrust is given by a high-velocity, low-amplitude movement of the operator's left hand on the shawl area, increasing both the left side bending and the flexion of T3 with the right hand and translating the spinous process of T3 to the right with the left thumb (see Figure 9-4). To have enough power for the movement to be easy to control, the operator's left forearm should be in line with the direction of the thrust. As with all thrust techniques, the force is applied at the end of the patient's full exhalation, while the operator maintains the localization to the beginning of the barrier. This technique may require slight additional flexion, side bending, and rotation by following the tissue tension as the patient relaxes with exhalation.

M.1.3.6a. Muscle energy variant. The patient is asked to attempt to push his or her head to the right gently, and the operator resists with an equal and opposite force. An extension effort could be used instead and may be valuable if the response to side bending is inadequate. A rotational effort from the patient is best avoided, because it is more difficult to control.

M.1.3.6b. After maintaining the effort for 3–5 seconds, the patient is asked to relax. When relaxation is complete, the operator takes the patient's head and upper thoracic spine position to the new barrier in all three planes, and then steps M.1.3.6a and M.1.3.6b are repeated two or more times.

1.3.7. Retest.

Note: Alternative positions are useful for the muscle energy technique, but they cannot be converted to a thrust technique. It is best if the operator stands on the patient's left side, where left-to-right translation can be introduced by applying pressure on the patient's left shoulder with the operator's chest. This position also provides additional support of the patient's trunk. By placing the left hand over the top of the patient's head (just above his or her right ear), or by wrapping the left forearm and hand around the patient's forehead like a turban, the barrier to flexion, left side bending, and left rotation can be controlled by the operator's left hand and monitored with the right hand over the dysfunctional segment (Figure 9-5). Typically, in this example, the operator's right middle finger either palpates the right TP of T3 or the interspinous space at T3–4. The patient's effort for right side bending can be opposed by the operator's left hand, and the new barriers can be introduced after relaxation.

Thrust or Muscle Energy Technique for a Neutral Group Dysfunction

1.4 Described for a Neutral Group Dysfunction That Is Rotated to the Left and Side Bent Right (NRlR)

There is a restriction of right rotation and left side bending from T2–4.

Diagnostic Points

There is tissue texture change at the group. In the neutral position, the TPs of T2–4 are all rotated to the left. The most posterior TP is that of T3 on the left. In both flexion and extension, the rotation remains but may vary in degree. T2–4 appear most rotated in the neutral position.

1.4.1. The patient sits on a table or stool, and the operator stands behind the patient.

1.4.2. The operator's left hand is placed over the shawl area of the patient's left shoulder. The left thumb is used (as monitor) between the TPs of T3 and T4, with pressure anteriorly but not against the spinous process. The operator's right arm is used to control the patient's head and neck, and the operator's right knee is placed under the patient's right arm (see Figure 9-2A).

1.4.3. Because this is a neutral dysfunction, localization occurs by monitoring the interspinous space at the apex of the group with the left thumb and by introducing flexion
1.4.4. While monitoring at T3 with the left thumb and holding the patient’s head with the right arm and hand, left-to-right translation can be accomplished when the operator moves the right knee to the right, until left side-bending tension is felt at T3 (see Figure 9-2B). This technique can also be used for treatment of the non-neutral dysfunctions, but it is particularly helpful here, because supporting the patient’s right arm reduces the tension in the restricting, long, side-bending muscles to the right of T2-4. There is no need to add right rotation, because rotation is automatically coupled to left side bending when the spine is in neutral.

1.4.5. Thrust variant. A high-velocity, low-amplitude movement anteriorly and to the right by the operator’s left thumb restores the left side bend. The operator’s left forearm should be in line with the thrust.

M 1.4.5.a. Muscle energy variant. The patient is asked to attempt to push his or her head to the right gently, and the operator resists with an equal and opposite force. Extension or flexion efforts are not appropriate for this dysfunction.

M 1.4.5.b. After maintaining the effort for 3-5 seconds, the patient is asked to relax. When relaxation is complete, the operator positions the patient’s head and thoracic spine to the new left side-bending barrier with left-to-right translation by moving the right leg further to the right. The rotation to the right follows automatically if the spine is maintained within the neutral zone.

1.4.6. Steps M 1.4.5.a and M 1.4.5.b are repeated two or more times.

1.4.7. Retest.

Note: When treating neutral dysfunctions, the point at which to monitor and to apply any external force is a little below the apex of the group. This is because the upper vertebra is less rotated than the middle one and does not usually require individual attention. When there are an even number of vertebrae in the group, the monitoring point is between the TP’s of the middle two vertebrae of the group.

Alternative Seated Muscle Energy Technique for T5-7

1.5 Described for the Non-Neutral Dysfunctions ERSr or FRSr and the Neutral Dysfunctions NRRt (Rotated Left and Side Bent Right)

Occasionally, it is difficult to obtain the proper localization and muscle energy effort for dysfunctions that affect the T5-7 area within the thoracic spine. Localization from above through the head and cervical spine does not quite reach these vertebrae; the techniques described in Section 1.1 are also limited, because the dysfunctional vertebrae are too high up. In such situations, a modification of the muscle energy technique may prove quite useful.

In each of these examples, the restricting muscles are on the right side, as described in the structural diagnoses. These are the muscles that must be lengthened during the postisometric contraction or relaxation period. The ERS dysfunctions are modified in that the positioning is from extension into flexion, whereas the FRS treatment requires positioning from flexion into extension. Both treatments use translation from above and below. The neutral dysfunction is treated in the neutral position.

1.5.1. The patient sits on a table or stool, and the operator stands behind the patient.

1.5.2. The operator’s right foot is placed on the stool or tabletop, and the patient’s right arm is draped over the operator’s right thigh. If the patient’s hand and upper extremity quickly feel numb and tingly, this numbness can interfere with the treatment. The arm position can be modified by resting the patient’s entire arm and hand on the operator’s leg (Figure 9-6A).

1.5.3. The operator translates the patient to either the flexion barrier while asking the patient to slump (Figure 9-6B) or the extension barrier while asking the patient to sit up tall (Figure 9-6C). For the neutral group dysfunction, the neutral range is found by having the patient both slump and sit up tall and is assisted by the operator’s knee controlling the translation by moving it back-
FIGURE 9-6
(A) Alternative technique for treating non-neutral dysfunctions in the transitional zone between upper and lower thoracic regions. The treatment is shown for right-sided dysfunctions.
(B) Creating an apex for flexion at the dysfunctional segment.
(C) Creating an apex for extension at the dysfunctional segment.
(D) Treatment for an ERSrt dysfunction.
(E) Treatment for an FRSrt dysfunction. After an isometric muscle contraction by the patient pushing his or her right arm down over operator’s right leg, the operator repositions the patient to the next barrier.
ward or forward appropriately. Monitoring for the flexion or extension barrier at the appropriate level is done with the operator’s left hand (see Figure 9-6B).

1.5.4. The operator introduces left side bending via translation to the right by moving his or her right knee laterally away from the patient, while monitoring for the side-bending barrier with the left hand. Rotation to the left is accomplished by rotating the patient’s head left, using the operator’s right hand and forearm, which are placed alongside the patient’s head (Figure 9-6D and E). In the neutral dysfunction, rotation to the right occurs automatically with the introduction of left side bending and does not need to be introduced by the operator (see Figure 9-2B).

1.5.5. At the barrier, the patient is asked to push down on the operator’s right thigh for 3–5 seconds using his or her right arm to contract the right side-bending muscles.

1.5.6. After complete relaxation, the new barrier is engaged, and steps 1.5.4 and 1.5.5 are repeated two or more times.

1.5.7. Retest.

**“Knee-in-Back” Alternative Seated Thrust Techniques for the Lower Thoracic Spine**

Knee-in-back techniques are applicable to the lower two-thirds of the thoracic spine. Except for the neutral dysfunctions, these techniques are described with the knee supporting and stabilizing the lower member of the motion segment being treated. There are variants in which the upper vertebra is contacted by the knee, which then becomes the thrusting agent, but when this variant is performed, the lower vertebra is not as well stabilized.

The position of the knee requires careful adjustment. The “ladder” stool (Figure 9-7A) is useful for this purpose because of the bars at various heights (Figure 9-7B). Without such a stool, the required position often can be obtained by using whatever support is available and, if necessary, having the leg tilted to one side to adjust the height of the knee.

1.6 Described for T6 That Is Flexed, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Left in Relation to T7 (FRSlt)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for extension and for rotation and side bending to the right
between T6 and T7. The right facet joint between T6 and T7 does not close completely.

**Diagnostic Points**

There is tissue texture change at the segment. The left TP of T6 is more posterior to the right TP in extension when compared to the TPs of the level below (T7). The TPs of both T6 and T7 appear level in flexion. There may be some prominence of the left TP of T6 in the neutral position if there is a major restriction that encroaches on the neutral zone. If motion testing with lateral translation in the seated position, the spinous process of T7 feels restricted for translation from right to left but not from left to right when the spine is extended (see Figure 5-11).

1.6.1. The patient sits on a table or stool with hands clasped behind the neck.
1.6.2. The operator stands behind the patient and places his or her right foot on the tabletop or a support of suitable height, placing the knee against the patient’s right TP of T7 (the lower vertebra).
1.6.3. The operator threads his or her right hand through the patient’s right axilla and grasps the patient’s right wrist (Figure 9-8).
1.6.4. Monitoring at T6 with the left hand, the operator introduces posterior to anterior translation with the right knee, increasing pressure anteriorly from the knee and extending the patient’s spine from below up while using the right arm under the patient’s right axilla to lift the patient and provide extension of the trunk from above down. By moving the knee from right to left, lateral translation is guided by the operator from right to left, introducing right side bending to the barrier. The right rotation is added by bringing the patient’s right shoulder backward until the right rotation reaches T6 from above down. In this fashion, all of the forces are localized to T6 from above down and to T7 from below up.

1.6.5. The operator then grips the patient’s other (left) wrist by threading the free (left) hand through the patient’s other (left) axilla (Figure 9-9). Any remaining slack is taken out by adjustment of rotation. After complete exhalation, the thrust is given through the operator’s arms by a high-velocity, low-amplitude movement that translates the patient’s upper trunk backward and slightly craniad, while the operator maintains the side bend and the rotation.

1.6.6. Retest.

1.7 Described for T6 That Is Extended, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Left in Relation to T7 (ERSLt)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for flexion and for rotation and side bending to the right between T6 and T7. The left facet joint between T6 and T7 does not open completely.

**Diagnostic Points**

There is tissue texture change at the segment. The left TP of T6 is more posterior to the right TP in flexion when compared to the TPs of the level below (T7). The TPs of both T6 and T7 appear level in extension. There may be some prominence of the left TP of T6 in the neutral position if there is a major restriction that encroaches on the neutral zone. If motion testing with lateral translation in the seated position, the spinous process of T6 feels restricted for translation from right to left but not from left to right when the spine is flexed (see Figure 5-11).

1.7.1. The patient sits on a table or stool with hands clasped behind the neck.
1.7.2. The operator stands behind the patient and places the right foot on the tabletop or support of suitable height, placing the right knee against the patient’s right TP of T7 (the lower vertebra).
1.7.3. The operator threads his or her right hand through the patient’s right axilla and grasps the patient’s right wrist (see Figure 9-8).
1.7.4. Monitoring at T6 with the left hand, the operator introduces anterior to posterior translation with the right knee, decreasing pressure anteriorly from the knee and flexing the patient’s spine from below up...
while using the right arm under the patient's right axilla to lower the patient and provide flexion of the trunk from above down. By moving the knee from right to left, lateral translation is guided by the operator from right to left, introducing right side bending to the barrier. The right rotation is added by bringing the patient's right shoulder backward until the right rotation reaches T6 from above down. In this fashion, all of the forces are localized to T6 from above down and to T7 from below up.

1.7.5. The operator then grips the patient's other (left) wrist by threading the free (left) hand through the patient's other (left) axilla (see Figure 9-9). Any remaining slack is taken out by adjustment of rotation. After complete exhalation, the thrust is given by a high-velocity, low-amplitude movement that translates the patient's upper trunk cranially and posteriorly to produce flexion at T6-7, while the operator maintains the side bend and the rotation.

1.7.6. Retest.

1.8 Described for a Neutral Group Dysfunction That Is Rotated to the Right and Side Bent Left (NRrt)
There is a restriction of left rotation and right side bending from T6-8.

**Diagnostic Points**

There is tissue texture change at the group. In the neutral position, the TPs of T6-8 are all rotated to the right. The most posterior TP is that of T7 on the right. In both flexion and extension, the rotation remains. T6-8 appear most rotated in the neutral position.

1.8.1. The patient sits on a table or stool with hands clasped behind the neck.

1.8.2. The operator stands behind the patient and places the right foot on the tabletop or support of suitable height, placing the right knee just below the right TP of T7 (or just below the apex of the curve). See note after the technique described in Section 1.2.3.

1.8.3. The operator then threads the right hand through the patient's right axilla and grasps the patient's right wrist. At this point, the operator must see that the patient's spine is in neutral (in the sagittal plane).

1.8.4. Monitoring at T7 with the left hand, the operator introduces right side bending to the barrier by translation, moving the knee from right to left. Left rotation is then added to fine tune and localize the tension to T7.

1.8.5. The operator then grips the patient's other (left) wrist by threading the free (left) hand through the patient's other (left) axilla. Any remaining slack is taken out by adjustment of rotation. After complete exhalation, the thrust is given by a high-velocity, low-amplitude movement that translates the patient's upper trunk backward and slightly cranially, rotating the group to the left while maintaining the trunk at the right side-bending barrier (Figure 9-10).

1.8.6. Retest.

1.9 Described for a Bilaterally Extended T9 in Relation to T10 with a Restriction of Forward Bending or Flexion of T9
There is a bilateral and equally restricted loss of flexion at both facet joints. Both facet joints between T9 and T10 do not open completely.

**Diagnostic Points**

There is tissue texture change at T9. The TPs of T9 and T10 remain level in the neutral position and during flexion and extension. Passive mobility testing demonstrates little or no movement between T9-10 during flexion, and the interspinous space is often unusually narrow but should still be able to further narrow as the spinous processes approximate during hyperextension. If motion testing with lateral translation in the seated position, the spinous process of T9 feels restricted for translation from left to right and from right to left when the spine is flexed. Lateral translation to the right or left at T9 should not feel restricted when the spine is extended (see Figure 5-11).

1.9.1. The patient sits on a table or stool with hands clasped behind the neck.

1.9.2. The operator stands behind the patient and places his or her foot on the tabletop or a support of
suitable height, placing the knee against the spinous process of T10 (the lower vertebra). If the spinous process is tender, a folded towel may be placed between the operator’s knee and the spinous process.

1.9.3. The operator threads his or her hand through the patient’s axilla on the same side and grasps the patient’s wrist.

1.9.4. Monitoring at T9 with the other hand, the operator introduces flexion, beginning from the extended position. Flexion is introduced by posterior translation from above down and is controlled by the operator’s knee pressing anteriorly on T10, while the patient is slumped to the flexion barrier at T9–10.

1.9.5. The operator grips the patient’s other wrist by threading the free hand through the patient’s other axilla. When all slack is taken out by additional flexion after full exhalation, the thrust is given by a high-velocity, low-amplitude movement of the operator’s arms and is directed posteriorly and slightly cranially (Figure 9-11).

1.9.6. Retest.

1.10 Described for a Bilaterally Flexed T9 in Relation to T10 with a Restriction of Backward Bending or Extension of T9
There is a bilateral and equally restricted loss of extension at both facet joints. Both facet joints between T9 and T10 do not close completely.

**Diagnostic Points**
There is tissue texture change at T9. The TPs of T9 and T10 remain level in the neutral position and during flexion and extension. Passive mobility testing demonstrates little or no movement between T9–10 during extension and the interspinous space is often unusually wide, but it should still be able to further widen as the spinous processes move further apart during hyperflexion. If motion testing with lateral translation in the seated position, the spinous process of T10 feels restricted for translation from right to left and from left to right when the spine is extended. Lateral translation to the left or right at T10 should not feel restricted when the spine is flexed (see Figure 5-11).

1.10.1. The patient sits on a table or stool with hands clasped behind the neck.

1.10.2. The operator stands behind the patient and places his or her foot on the tabletop or a support of suitable height, placing the knee against the spinous process of T10 (the lower vertebra).

1.10.3. The operator threads his or her hand through the patient’s axilla on the same side and grasps the patient’s wrist.

1.10.4. Monitoring at T9 with the other hand and starting from full flexion, the operator introduces extension by forward translation of T10, which is controlled
by increasing the anterior pressure from his or her knee (see Figure 9-8).

1.10.5. The operator grips the patient’s other wrist by threading the free hand through the patient’s other axilla. After full exhalation, and when all the slack is taken out by additional extension, the thrust is given by a high-velocity, low-amplitude movement that lifts and translates the patient’s upper trunk posteriorly over the fulcrum of the operator’s knee.

1.10.6. Retest.

2. Thoracic Supine Techniques

Thoracic supine techniques are all thrust techniques and are most easily used between T3 and T8. Above T3, localization becomes very difficult, and below T9-12 (and, in some patients, down to L2 or L3), the upper trunk needs to be flexed and lifted off the table. As with any of the techniques described, modifications may be required, depending on the relative sizes of the operator and the patient. When the patient is very large, these supine techniques are impossible, unless the operator is also very large. The supine technique can be slightly modified to correct certain rib dysfunctions associated with thoracic ERS dysfunctions.

Thrust Technique for FRS Dysfunctions in the Thoracic Spine

2.1 Described for T7 That Is Flexed, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to T8 (FRSrt)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for extension and for rotation and side bending to the left between T7 and T8. The left facet between T7 and T8 does not close completely. This technique is used from T6-8 or T9.

Diagnostic Points

There is tissue texture change at the segment. The right TP of T7 is more posterior to the left TP in extension when compared to the TPs of the level below (T8). The TPs of both T7 and T8 appear level in flexion. There may be some prominence of the right TP of T7 in the neutral position if there is a major restriction that encroaches on the neutral zone. If motion testing with lateral translation in the seated position, the spinous process of T8 feels restricted for translation from left to right but not from right to left when the spine is extended (see Figure 5-11).

Note: Ribs can be viewed as an extension of the TPs and, if the rib is otherwise normal (see Chapter 10), rib asymmetry can be used to make a structural diagnosis of a non-neutral vertebral dysfunction in the thoracic spine. When the patient is seated, the anterior portions of both left and right ribs at the same level can be examined simultaneously from the front by palpating each rib at symmetrical sites near their costochondral junctions. If there is a non-neutral dysfunction in the thoracic spine that corresponds to the same level as the palpated ribs, there will be an observed rotation of both left and right ribs around a vertical axis in the appropriate direction when the thoracic spine is flexed and there is an ERS dysfunction or when the thoracic spine is extended and there is an FRS dysfunction.

The relative rotation of both left and right ribs at the same level is determined by comparing their positions to the ribs immediately below them. If, for example, there is an FRSrt at T7, both left and right seventh ribs will be symmetrical (not rotated) when the thoracic spine is fully flexed, but they will rotate to the right as the thoracic spine extends past the barrier to extension between T7 and T8. This rotation causes the seventh rib on the right to move posteriorly (away from the examiner) and the seventh rib on the left to move anteriorly (toward the examiner) in the same fashion as the position of the TPs are determined when the patient is examined from behind. There should be no rotation of the eighth ribs. If there is a major barrier for extension at T7, there will be a rotation of the seventh ribs to the right (e.g., right rib posterior and left rib anterior, right TP posterior and left TP anterior) when the patient is sitting in the neutral position. Similarly, rib rotation will occur at the same level as a thoracic ERS dysfunction when the thoracic spine is flexed. When non-neutral dysfunctions are present in the thoracic spine, the associated ribs will not move normally with inhalation or exhalation, or both (see Chapter 10).

2.1.1. The patient is supine, and the operator stands to the right (the side of the most posterior TP). The patient should cross arms (left over right) on the chest so that the left elbow is directly in front of the right and the hand is in the opposite axillae.

2.1.2. The operator uses the left hand to reach across and lift the patient’s left shoulder so that the right hand can be inserted under the patient with the base of the thenar eminence in contact with the left TP of T8; the thumb points cranial, and the patient’s spinous processes are in the hollow of the operator’s hand. The operator’s fingers support the right side of the patient’s spine (Figure 9-12A). For those operators whose knuckle joints flex fully without pain, the fingers can be flexed (Figure 9-12B) to provide more support to the right side of the spine. If it is necessary, but painful, to use the fingers fully flexed, a small fold of material held in the bent knuckles can stabilize the position and prevent full flexion of the digits. The
index finger of the operator’s right hand should contact the right TP of T8.

2.1.3. The operator returns the patient to the supine position with the right hand in place underneath the patient (Figure 9-12C).

2.1.4. With the left hand over the patient’s elbows, the operator introduces flexion until movement is just felt at T7. The operator then allows the patient to extend slowly, until the T7-8 joint is at the extension barrier.

2.1.5. The operator moves the patient to the left rotation and the left side-bending barrier through the patient’s elbows and by using the right hand to translate the patient toward the operator. The operator also uses the right hand as a monitor so that the tension just reaches T7.

2.1.6. Bringing the chest or upper abdomen over the left hand, the operator instructs the patient to exhale fully, applies increasing body weight across the patient’s crossed elbows, and takes up the slack provided by the exhalation. The operator then delivers a high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust by dropping his or her weight on the patient’s arms in the direction of T7 to extend T7 on T8, closing the left facet (Figure 9-12D). As with all thrust techniques, the patient’s position at the barrier, along with the relaxation provided by full exhalation, may be enough to correct the dysfunction without the need for additional thrusting.

2.1.7. Retest.

Note: It may be awkward to side bend and rotate the patient away from the operator. An alternate position might be easier if the operator stands on the side opposite the posterior TP or on the side of the facet joint that does not close. For example, the operator stands
on the patient’s left side and reaches around with the left hand. In this circumstance, it is necessary for the operator to be able to fully flex the left index finger so that the second phalangeal bone can come into direct contact under the left TP of T8, while the thenar eminence lies under the right TP and the operator’s thumb supports the right side of the patient’s spine. Side bending and rotation to the left to the barrier may be easier, because the patient is brought toward, rather than away from, the operator. The extension barrier is reached in the same fashion as previously described, except that the operator uses the right hand. After full exhalation and taking up the slack from the relaxation, the thrust is still toward T7.

2.1a Described for T4 That Is Flexed, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to T5 (FRSrt)
This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for extension and for rotation and side bending to the left between T4 and T5. The left facet between T4 and T5 does not close completely. This technique is used from T3-5 or T6.

**FIGURE 9-13**
Thrusting technique for an upper thoracic spine FRSrt dysfunction with patient supine. (A) The operator’s right hand is positioned under the transverse processes of the lower vertebra of the dysfunctional segment. (B) The operator holds the patient’s head with the left hand and extends the neck from the flexed position, until tension reaches the upper vertebra of the dysfunctional segment. (C) The operator side bends and rotates the patient’s head to the left until tension is localized to the dysfunctional segment. After the patient exhales, the operator takes up all slack to the barrier and gives the thrust.

**Diagnostic Points**
There is tissue texture change at the segment. The right TP of T4 is more posterior to the left TP in extension when compared to the TPs of the level below (T5). The TPs of both T4 and T5 appear level in flexion. There may be some prominence of the right TP of T4 in the neutral position if there is a major restriction that encroaches on the neutral zone.

The technique is the same as in Section 2.1, except that the operator localizes to the extension barrier by controlling the patient’s head and neck. The operator places his or her right thenar eminence against the left TP of T5 and places the second phalanx of the index finger on the right TP of T5 (Figure 9-13A). Lifting the patient’s head with the left hand accomplishes localization through the cervical spine by first flexing the neck and then extending the neck, until the tension increases at T4 (Figure 9-13B). Side
bending and rotation to the left to the barrier are achieved by tilting the patient’s head left, then rotating it left until tension is again felt at T4 (Figure 9-13C). The patient’s arms are crossed as described in Section 2.1.1. The force is delivered in the direction of T4 extending T4 on T5 and closing the left facet.

2.2 Described for T7 That Is Extended, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Left in Relation to T8 (ERSlt) This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for flexion and for rotation and side bending to the right between T7 and T8. The left facet between T7 and T8 does not open completely. This technique is used from T6-T8 or T9.

**Diagnostic Points**

There is tissue texture change at the segment. The left TP of T7 is more posterior to the right TP in flexion when compared to the TPs of the level below (T8). The TPs of both T7 and T8 appear level in extension. There may be some prominence of the left TP of T7 in the neutral position if there is a major restriction that encroaches on the neutral zone. If motion testing with lateral translation in the seated position, the spinous process of T7 feels restricted for translation from right to left but not from left to right when the spine is flexed (see Figure 5-11).

2.2.1. The patient is supine, and the operator stands to the right (opposite the most posterior TP). The patient should cross both arms over his or her chest so that the left elbow is directly in front of the right elbow, and the hands are in the opposite axillae.

2.2.2. The operator reaches across and lifts the patient’s left shoulder with the left hand so that the right hand is inserted under the patient with the base of the thenar eminence in contact with the left TP of T8, the thumb is pointing cranial, and the patient’s spinous processes are in the hollow of the operator’s hand. The operator's fingers are used to support the right side of the patient's spine. For the alternative finger position, see Section 2.1.2.

2.2.3. After returning the patient to the supine position, the operator reaches down with the left hand under the upper thoracic vertebrae to support the patient’s head and neck. The operator then flexes, rotates, and side bends the patient to the right (toward the operator), until movement just begins at T7 (Figure 9-14).

2.2.4. Bringing his or her chest or upper abdomen over the patient’s elbows, the operator asks the patient for a full exhalation and, after taking up the slack provided by the associated relaxation, gives a high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust by dropping his or her weight onto the patient’s elbows in the direction of T7 (i.e., in the direction of the operator’s right hand), producing flexion of T7 on T8 and opening the left facet joint.

2.2.5. Retest.

2.2a Described for T4 That Is Extended, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Left in Relation to T5 (ERSlt) This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for flexion and for rotation and side bending to the right between T4 and T5. The left facet between T4 and T5 does not open completely. This technique is used from T3-T5 or T6.

**Diagnostic Points**

There is tissue texture change at the segment. The left TP of T4 is more posterior to the right TP in flexion when compared to the TPs of the level below (T5). The TPs of both T4 and T5 appear level in extension. There may be some prominence of the left TP of T4 in the neutral position if there is a major restriction that encroaches on the neutral zone. If motion testing with lateral translation in the seated position, the spinous process of T4 feels restricted for translation from right to left but not from left to right when the spine is flexed (see Figure 5-11).

This technique is the same as described in Section 2.2, except that the operator localizes to the flexion barrier by controlling the patient’s head and neck. The operator places his or her right thenar eminence against the left TP of T5 and the right index finger
FIGURE 9-15
Thrusting technique for an upper thoracic spine ERSlt dysfunction with patient supine. (A) The operator’s hand is placed to the left on the lower vertebra of the dysfunctional segment. (B) The operator supports the patient’s head and flexes the neck, until tension reaches the upper vertebra of the dysfunctional segment. (C) The operator side bends and rotates the patient’s head to the right, until tension is localized to the dysfunctional segment. After the patient exhales, the operator takes up all slack to the barrier and gives the thrust.

on the patient’s right TP of T5 (Figure 9-15A). Localization to the barrier is accomplished through the cervical spine by lifting the patient’s head with the operator’s left hand, flexing the cervical spine until tension reaches T4 (Figure 9-15B). Side bending and rotation to the right to the barrier are done by tilting the patient’s head right and rotating it right, until tension is felt at T4 (Figure 9-15C). The patient’s arms are crossed as described in Section 2.2.1, and the force is delivered as described in Section 2.2.4. In this technique, the force is applied in the direction of T4, flexing T4 on TS and opening the left facet.

Thrust Technique for Neutral Group Dysfunction in the Thoracic Spine

2.3 Described for a Neutral Group Dysfunction That Is Rotated to the Left and Side Bent Right (NRlt)
There is a restriction of right rotation and left side bending from T6-8.

Diagnostic Points
There is tissue texture change at the group. In the neutral position, the TPs of T6-8 are all rotated to the left. The most posterior TP is that of T7 on the left. In both flexion and extension, the rotation remains. T6-8 appear most rotated in the neutral position.

2.3.1. The patient is supine, and the operator stands to the opposite side from which the group is rotated. For example, the operator stands on the patient’s right side. The patient crosses both arms over his or her chest with the left elbow anterior to the right and hands in the opposite axillae.

2.3.2. The operator lifts the patient’s left shoulder with the left hand so that the right hand is inserted under the patient with the base of the thenar eminence just below the left TP of T7, the thumb points cranial, and the patient’s spinous processes are in the hollow of the operator’s hand. The operator’s fingers are used to support the right side of the patient’s spine. For an alternative finger position, see Section 2.1.2. See note after the technique described in Section 1.2.3.
2.3.3. After the patient is returned to the supine position, the operator leans over the patient with the chest or upper abdomen to bring the tension to the right thumb. With the left hand, the operator supports and lifts the patient’s neck and upper thoracic spine, but not beyond the neutral range, and then side bends the upper trunk to the left down to T7 (Figure 9-16).

2.3.4. After the patient is instructed to exhale completely, and after any additional slack for left side bending is taken up, the thrust is given by the operator by dropping his or her body weight onto the patient’s elbows in the direction of the operator’s right thenar eminence.

2.3.5. Retest.

2.3a Described for a Neutral Group Dysfunction That Is Rotated to the Left and Side Bent Right (NRlt)
There is a restriction of right rotation and left side bending from T3-5.

Diagnostic Points
There is tissue texture change at the group. In the neutral position, the TPs of T3-5 are all rotated to the left. The most posterior TP is that of T4 on the left. In both flexion and extension, the rotation remains. T3-5 appear most rotated in the neutral position.

This technique is the same as described in Section 2.3, except that the operator lifts the patient’s head and accomplishes localization through the cervical spine with the left hand, placing the thenar eminence of the right hand just below the left TP of T4. Side bending to the left barrier is accomplished by tilting the patient’s head to the left until tension is felt at T4 (Figure 9-17). The patient’s arms are crossed as described in Section 2.3.1, and the force is delivered as described in Section 2.3.4.

Thrust Technique for a Bilateral Non-Neutral Dysfunction

2.4 Described for a Bilaterally Extended T9 in Relation to T10 with a Restriction of Forward Bending or Flexion of T9
There is a bilateral and equally restricted loss of flexion at both facet joints. Both facet joints between T9 and T10 do not open completely.

Diagnostic Points
There is tissue texture change at T9. The TPs of T9 and T10 remain level in the neutral position and during flexion and extension. Passive mobility testing demonstrates little or no movement between T9-10 during flexion, and the interspinous space is often unusually narrow but should still be able to further narrow as the spinous processes approximate during hyperextension. If motion testing with lateral translation in the seated position, the spinous process of T9 feels restricted for translation from the left to right and from the right to left when the spine is flexed. Lateral translation to the right or left at T9 should not feel restricted when the spine is extended (see Figure 5-11).
2.4.1. The patient is supine, with fingers laced together at the base of the neck and elbows together in front (Figure 9-18A).

2.4.2. The operator stands at either side of the patient. If standing on the right side, the operator uses the left hand to lift the patient’s left shoulder so that the right hand can be inserted under the patient and the base of the thenar eminence can be in contact with the left TPs of T10. The operator’s fingers support the right TP of T10, and the thumb points cranial. For an alternative finger position, see Section 2.1.2.

2.4.3. The patient is returned to the supine position with the operator’s hand underneath.

2.4.4. The operator uses the left hand to flex the patient’s trunk by pressing posteriorly and caudad on the patient’s elbows, until the tension is brought down to T9.

2.4.5. When all slack is taken out after full exhalation, the high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given by the operator by leaning his or her chest (or upper abdomen) over the left hand on the patient’s elbows and dropping his or her weight in the direction of T9 (Figure 9-18B).

2.4.6. For treatment of the upper thoracic joints, the arm position described in Sections 2.1.1, 2.2.1, and 2.3.1 may be easier. In such treatment, the operator’s left hand lifts the patient’s head and upper trunk to reach the barrier. After full exhalation, the thrust is given as the operator’s chest is placed directly against the patient’s elbows; a folded towel or a small cushion may be placed over the elbows for the operator’s comfort. For bilateral restrictions between T3 and T5 (and sometimes T6), localization is accomplished by lifting the patient’s head and flexing the cervical spine.

2.4.7. Retest.

2.5 Described for a Bilaterally Flexed T9 in Relation to T10 with a Restriction of Backward Bending or Extension of T9

There is a bilateral and equally restricted loss of extension at both facet joints. Both facet joints between T9 and T10 do not close completely.

**Diagnostic Points**

There is tissue texture change at T9. The TPs of T9 and T10 remain level in the neutral position and during flexion and extension. Passive mobility testing demonstrates little or no movement between T9-10 during extension, and the interspinous space is often unusually wide but should still be able to further widen as the spinous processes move further apart during hyperflexion. If motion testing with lateral translation in the seated position, the spinous process of T10 feels restricted for translation from left to right and right to left when the spine is extended. Lateral translation to the right or left at T10 should not feel restricted when the spine is flexed (see Figure 5-11).
FIGURE 9-19
Supine thrust for bilateral restriction of extension.

2.5.1. The patient is supine, with fingers laced together at the base of the neck and elbows together in front.

2.5.2. The operator stands at either side of the patient. If the operator stands on the right side, the left hand is used to lift the patient's left shoulder so that the operator can insert the right hand under the patient with the base of the thenar eminence in contact with the left TP of T10. The operator's fingers support the right TP of T10, while the thumb points cranial. For an alternative finger position, see Section 2.1.2.

2.5.3. The patient is returned to the supine position with the operator's hand underneath.

2.5.4. The operator uses the left hand to flex the patient down to T9 by pressing posteriorly on the patient's elbows, until tension is brought down to T9. Then, the patient is allowed to extend so that T9 is extended on T10 (Figure 9-19).

2.5.5. When all slack is taken out after a full exhalation, the high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given by the operator by leaning his or her chest (or upper abdomen) over the left hand on the patient's elbows and dropping his or her weight on the patient in the direction of T9.

2.5.6. For treatment of the upper thoracic joints, the arm position described in Sections 2.1.1, 2.2.1, and 2.3.1 may be easier. In such treatment, flexion is introduced by pressure of the operator's chest on the patient's elbows, until the tension reaches the vertebra to be moved. Then, the patient is allowed to extend by a slight reverse movement, until that vertebra is extended on the one below. After full exhalation, the thrust is given by the operator's chest against the patient's elbows in the direction of the upper vertebra, or even the next (higher) vertebra. For bilateral restrictions between T3 and T5 (and sometimes T6), localization is achieved by lifting the patient's head, flexing the cervical spine, and extending the thoracic spine over the fulcrum created by the operator's hand on the inferior segment.

2.5.7. Retest.

3. THORACIC PRONE TECHNIQUES

Thoracic prone techniques are used for FRS dysfunctions, and in the upper joints, there is a technique for neutral dysfunctions. All of these prone techniques described use thrusting force only, but they can be modified and used as articulatory techniques.

Crossed Pisiform Techniques

for FRS Dysfunctions

The crossed pisiform technique is powerful, but it is only useful for restrictions of extension (FRS), primarily between T4 and T10. This technique must be done correctly and accurately, because a repeated force applied to the posterior aspect of the ribs can result in an anterior subluxation of the rib.

3.1 Described for T7 That Is Flexed, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to T8 (FRSrt)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for extension and for rotation and side bending to the left between T7 and T8. The left facet joint between T7 and T8 does not close completely.

Diagnostic Points

There is tissue texture change at the segment. The right TP of T7 is more posterior to the left TP in extension when compared to the TPs of the level below (T8). The TPs of both T7 and T8 appear level in flexion. There may be some prominence of the right TP of T7 in the neutral position if there is a major restriction that encroaches on the neutral zone. If motion testing with lateral translation in the seated position, the spinous process of T8 feels restricted for translation from left to right but not from right to left when the spine is extended (see Figure 5-11).

3.1.1. The patient is prone, with his or her head turned to the left.

3.1.2. The operator stands on the left side of the patient and puts the left pisiform in contact with the superior aspect of the patient's left TP of T7 (Figure 9-20A). It is important that the contact is on the TP and not on the rib.

3.1.3. Using the right pisiform, the operator contacts the posterior aspect of the patient's right TP of T7 (Figure 9-20B). Again, the rib must be avoided.

3.1.4. The slack is taken out by a combination of full exhalation, caudad pressure with the left pisiform on
the patient’s left TP, and anterior pressure by the right pisiform on the patient’s right TP. At the end of exhala-
tion, the high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given, introducing left rotation and left side bending. Because this is a short lever technique with contact on the TPs on either side, the distance to be traveled by the force is very small, so the “low amplitude” part of the instruction is important.

3.1.5. Retest.

### Prone Thrust Techniques
for the Upper Thoracic Spine, T1-T5

#### 3.2 Described for T3 That Is Flexed, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Left in Relation to T4 (FRSlLt)
This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for extension and for rotation and side bending to the right between T3 and T4. The right facet joint between T3 and T4 does not close completely.

**Diagnostic Points**
There is tissue texture change at the segment. The left TP of T3 is more posterior to the left TP in extension when compared to the TPs of the level below. The TPs of both T3 and T4 appear level in flexion. There may be some prominence of the right TP of T3 in the neutral position if there is a major restriction that encroaches on the neutral zone. If motion testing with lateral translation in the seated position, the spinous process of T4 feels restricted for translation from right to left but not from left to right when the spine is extended (see Figure 5-11).

3.2.1. The patient is prone, and the operator stands a little to the patient’s right at the head of the table.

3.2.2. The operator lifts the patient’s head and moves the patient’s chin to the right. At the same time, the operator rotates the patient’s head to face right, allowing it to rest on the left side of the chin (Figure 9-21A).

3.2.3. With the pisiform of the left hand, the operator contacts the posterior surface of the right TP of T4 and takes up the slack by pressing anteriorly.

3.2.4. The operator’s right hand fine tunes and maintains the right side bending and right rotation of the patient’s head.

3.2.5. After full exhalation, the high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given by the left hand in an anterior direction. This thrust produces extension and left rotation of T4 under T3, thereby producing relative right rotation of T3 and facet closure on the right at T3-4 (Figure 9-21B). It would be possible to use the left-hand contact on the left TP to rotate T3 directly, but then there would be no way to block rotation of T4. The operator should never thrust through the head and neck with this technique.

3.2.6. Retest.

3.3 Described for Neutral Group Restrictions, T1-5
The following treatment is described for T3-5 with restriction of left rotation and right side bending, or NRrt (rotated right and side bent left).

**Diagnostic Points**
There is tissue texture change at the group. In the neutral position, the TPs of T3-5 are all rotated to the right. In flexion and extension, the rotation may change in degree, remaining maximal in the neutral position.
3.3.1. The patient is prone, with his or her head resting on the chin in the midline. The operator stands at the head of the table and controls the patient's head with the right hand (Figure 9-22A).

3.3.2. The operator places his or her left thumb on the right side of the patient's spine just below the apex (T4), pressing in the direction of the facet joint between T4 and T5.

3.3.3. Using the right hand to roll the patient's head on the chin and to the right, the operator introduces right side bending and left rotation, until the tension approaches the left thumb. If rolling the head does not bring the tension to the required level, the head should be lifted and side bent slightly to the right before putting the chin down and trying the rotation again (Figure 9-22B). Rotation is used in this technique to reduce the amount of side bending that might be needed to reach the barrier, according to the third rule of spinal mechanics.

3.3.4. When all slack has been taken out after full exhalation, the high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given by the operator's left thumb on the right TPs ventrally and to the left, while the position of the head is slightly exaggerated to help increase the rotation and side bending.

3.3.5. Retest.
Diagnosis and Treatment of Dysfunctions of the Rib Cage

DESCRIPTION AND DIAGNOSIS

There are several dysfunctions to which ribs are subject. Many rib dysfunctions are associated with spinal zygapophyseal joint dysfunctions. For example, the typical ribs (i.e., ribs 2-9) articulate posteriorly at the costotransverse joint and at the costovertebral joint. These ribs have two demifacets at the costovertebral joint: One demifacet articulates with the vertebra at the same segmental spinal level, and the other articulates with a demifacet to the vertebra above. Subsequently, these ribs are influenced not only by rotation of the vertebra to which they are attached at the costotransverse joint, but also by rotation and dysfunction of the vertebra above through the costovertebral joint. For instance, the fifth rib is often influenced by dysfunction of T4, which occurs above at the T4-5 zygapophyseal joint and results in rotation or torsion of the rib. Therefore, these dysfunctions are referred to as rib torsions.

In addition to rib torsions, there are other rib dysfunctions that can occur independently of any disturbance of the thoracic spine. All of these dysfunctions also are accompanied by hyper tonus in the intercostal muscles, are known as structural ribs or structural rib dysfunctions, and comprise a diverse group. These dysfunctions are important because they are often the cause of chest wall pain, which may be severe and may erroneously be mistaken for pain of cardiac origin. It is always comforting to know that chest wall pain of a non musculoskeletal origin has been fully evaluated before a musculoskeletal evaluation. Often, because the pain from a structural rib dysfunction may be maximal at the costochondral junction, a previous diagnosis of costochondritis has been made. Certain types of structural rib dysfunctions are also a cause of shoulder pain and the so-called thoracic outlet syndrome.

For the rib torsions and some of the other structural rib dysfunctions, successful treatment of the associated spinal zygapophyseal joint dysfunction may allow the rib function to return to normal, and, if it does, treatment of the rib itself is unnecessary. For this reason, it is usually recommended to treat non-neutral thoracic joint dysfunctions before dysfunctions of the ribs.

The third and simpler type of rib dysfunctions consists of restrictions in excursion of the rib when tested with inhalation and exhalation. These dysfunctions are commonly known as respiratory rib dysfunctions or, simply, respiratory ribs. Respiratory rib dysfunctions are associated with hyper tonus in the intercostal muscles above or below the rib, and, although the dysfunctions may not cause much pain if left untreated, the restriction of motion may contribute to recurrence of the spinal non-neutral dysfunction. For this reason, it is important to add to an operator’s armamentarium techniques for treatment of these respiratory rib dysfunctions.

RESPIRATORY RIBS

Rib motion may be restricted during either inhalation or exhalation, and because the treatment for an inhalation or an exhalation restriction is different, it is important to distinguish between them. Inhalation restriction is common in the upper ribs on the right, whereas exhalation restriction is common in the lower ribs on the left.
The diagnosis of a respiratory motion restriction of a rib is made by observing the range of the excursion of the ribs during forceful inhalation and exhalation. For this observation to be accurate, precautions must be taken, because the difference in excursion of the ribs between one side and the other may be quite small.

1. The operator must stand with his or her dominant eye over the midline of the patient. Inaccurate observations often are made if the operator is positioned to the side or attempts to visualize with the nondominant eye. Determination of the dominant eye is described in Chapter 3 (see Figure 3-3). For operators who have so little eye dominance that they are unable to be certain with which eye they are looking, it is wise to close one eye and look with the open eye over the patient’s midline. Determination of asymmetry of either inhalation or of exhalation is difficult by palpation alone.

2. The observations are made with both the eye and the hands. The eye should focus on the midline of the patient so that, with peripheral vision, the operator observes the rib movement on both sides at the same time. The hands should be placed symmetrically on the patient’s chest, and, if possible, the operator should use either the flat hand or the tips of the fingers (Figure 10-1). The fingertips are sometimes more suitable for a male operator examining a female patient.

FIGURE 10-1
Examination for restriction of respiratory motion. (A) Upper ribs, using flat hand. (B) Upper ribs, using fingertips. (C) Middle ribs. (D) Lower typical ribs.
It is important that the hands make very light contact with the ribs. This light contact is necessary because firm contact tends to modify the rib movement and partly because the operator's proprioceptors are more sensitive if they are not overloaded by too much pressure. The point of palpation can be either the rib itself or the intercostal space. It is important that the same point is used on both sides of the rib cage and that the fingers are on symmetrical parts of the rib or intercostal space on the two sides. The contact must be such that the motion of the ribs can be followed without interference, and the examiner should find that he or she must move both arms in synchrony with the movement of the chest wall.

3. To identify a rib dysfunction, the question to be answered in evaluating rib motion is the following: On which side does the movement stop first? This is a much easier observation than that sometimes taught in medical schools, such as the observation of estimating which side moves furthest. It is also important to remember the possibility of hyperventilation from overbreathing and the discomfort caused by it. Hyperventilation can be avoided if, after finding out at which end of the respiratory range there appears to be a restriction, repeated examinations are limited to that end of the range. For example, if an inhalation restriction is suspected, the instruction should be "breathe out a little, and then breathe in as far as you can," rather than "breathe in and out deeply."

4. For descriptive purposes, normal rib motion can be divided into two types. These types are commonly referred to as pump-handle and bucket-handle. The terms refer to the rise and fall of the anterior end of the rib (pump-handle) and the rise and fall of the lateral part of the rib (bucket-handle). All ribs have some component of each type in their motion; the relative proportion varies from above down and is determined by the angle formed between the line joining the costovertebral and costotransverse joints with the coronal plane (see Figure 2-9B). The upper ribs have mainly a pump-handle motion and a very small bucket-handle component, whereas the lower ribs have mainly a bucket-handle motion and a very small pump-handle component. However, bucket-handle restrictions can be found at the first rib, and pump-handle restrictions sometimes are found in the lower ribs. It is less important to distinguish between pump- and bucket-handle motion restriction than to distinguish an inhalation from an exhalation restriction.

5. Although the proportion of sagittal plane to coronal plane motion for each rib is determined by the angle of an axis that transverses the costovertebral and costotransverse joints, the direction of the restriction in rib motion depends more on whether the intercostal muscle tightness above the rib holds the rib in an elevated position (inhalation) that restricts exhalation. Intercostal muscle tightness below the rib holds the rib in a depressed position (exhalation) that restricts inhalation. Both inhalation and exhalation restrictions have either a bucket-handle or pump-handle component that predominates, depending on whether the intercostal muscle tightness is found more medially (pump-handle) or more laterally (bucket-handle).

6. Some patients play wind instruments, sing, or are avid joggers and have taught themselves to emphasize dia phragmatic breathing. These patients are obviously difficult to examine because the chest wall excursions are minimal to absent. Still, if instructed to so, these patients may be able to voluntarily expand and contract the chest wall enough to determine whether there are rib restrictions present.

**Diagnosis of Respiratory Dysfunctions of Ribs 1-10**

To assess restriction of pump-handle motion, the hands need to be near the anterior end of the ribs; to assess bucket-handle motion, the hands should be placed further laterally on the rib shaft. The first rib presents some difficulty, because much of it is covered by the clavicle or by the brachial plexus and its associated vessels. The costal cartilage of the first rib can be felt immediately inferior to the medial end of the clavicle (see Figure 10-1B), but to assess bucket-handle motion, palpation must be in the anterior triangle of the neck, posterolateral to the neurovascular bundle.

First, the rib cage is examined to find out whether there is a group of restricted ribs. This examination is started in the front for the upper ribs, and the upper three or four ribs can be assessed together (see Figure 10-1A). Moving more laterally because of the increasing bucket-handle component of the motion, the next group down is tested (see Figure 10-1C). Then, with the hands near the midaxillary line, the lower rib motion is estimated (see Figure 10-1D). The rib cage down to R10 can normally be tested by using just three contact positions of the hands.

Respiratory rib restrictions tend to occur in groups, and when a restriction of inhalation or exhalation is found, it is important to discover the "key" rib. The key rib is the uppermost restricted rib in an inhalation restriction and the lowest restricted rib in an exhalation restriction. The importance of the key rib is that, partly for mechanical reasons and partly by neurophysiological reflex mechanisms, the key rib prevents its neighboring ribs either above or below from moving fully.
FIGURE 10-2
Examination for restriction of respiratory motion of ribs 11 and 12. (A) Position in exhalation. (B) Position in inhalation.

Sometimes, there is more than one key rib in a group, and partly for this reason, it is always wise to re-examine the area after treatment.

The key rib is found by testing the movement of individual paired ribs, starting at the top of the group for an inhalation restriction and at the lower end of the group for an exhalation restriction. The testing is done by palpation and observation, using the index or middle finger on each side to compare motion of a corresponding pair of ribs. Once a key rib is identified, the anterior ends and lateral aspects of that rib need to be examined to discern between a pump- or bucket-handle restriction.

Structural rib dysfunctions also cause respiratory restrictions and can present as the key rib either for an inhalation or exhalation restriction, or both.

**Diagnosis of Respiratory Dysfunctions of Ribs 11 and 12**

Examination of the motion of the eleventh and twelfth ribs is performed with the patient prone. The movement characteristics of these ribs are different because they have no anterior attachment; their motion is usually described as a “caliper” type of movement. The examination is made by placing the thumbs symmetrically over the medial ends of the rib on each side and placing the index finger of the same hand on the shaft of the rib as far laterally as the rib can be felt. If the rib on one side is short, the finger on the other side should not be further from the midline than the finger on the short rib side (Figure 10-2).

The purpose of the examination is to assess the relative opening and closing of the caliper formed by the rib on each side at the same level. Failure of one side to close properly indicates an exhalation restriction, whereas failure to open indicates an inhalation problem.

**STRUCTURAL RIBS**

There are several types of structural rib dysfunctions. They are as follows:

1. Subluxation, anterior, posterior, or superior
2. Torsion, external, or internal
3. Lateral flexion
4. Antero-posterior compression
5. Lateral compression

Structural rib dysfunctions are most frequently found after injury or in patients who have been subjected to major chest wall trauma, including surgery. In postsurgical patients, dysfunctions are often multiple and may be difficult to treat. Structural rib dysfunctions are the cause of the pain in most cases of “costochondritis,” and manual treatment often removes the symptoms immediately. Structural rib dysfunctions in the upper four ribs are frequent causes of shoulder pain and adverse neural tension signs in the ipsilateral upper extremity.

*In patients with chest wall pain, if there is no structural rib dysfunction, there is likely to be some other truly pathological cause.* Of the possibilities, one of the most common is herpes zoster.

Diagnosis of structural rib dysfunctions depends on finding asymmetry of rib position and tissue texture changes at the rib angle and costochondral junction. There is often acute tenderness to palpation as well.
Remember, a rib with a structural rib dysfunction is often the key rib for a group of ribs with a respiratory restriction for inhalation or exhalation.

An important landmark used for diagnosing most of the structural rib dysfunctions is the rib angle. The rib angle is the most posterior part of the rib, and, being the point of insertion of the iliocostalis muscle, it is the place at which tissue texture changes may easily be palpable. In the upper ribs (ribs 2-5, particularly), the rib angle is usually concealed by the scapula; to palpate it, the shoulder must be protracted. It is usually enough to instruct the patient to cross his or her hands on the lap to expose the rib angles.

The line of the rib angles normally forms a smooth posterior convexity. The rib angles also become progressively more lateral when sighting and palpating from above down. This line might be best observed by standing in front of a seated patient who has slumped into a flexed posture with the shoulders protracted, sighting the posterior chest wall from above down. Any deviation from either curve is a cause for further examination. Observation and palpation of the ribs anteriorly help to confirm whether a rib’s position has been altered. An alteration in a rib’s position in the same direction found ipsilaterally both in front and in back suggests an anterior or posterior rib subluxation. However, if the anterior end of a rib is prominent, and the rib angle of the same rib is also prominent posteriorly, a lateral compression is likely. Similarly, if both the front and back of the same rib are depressed, suspect an antero-posterior compression.

Note: Normally, the ribs can be thought of as an extension of the transverse processes (TPs) to which they are attached. Therefore, a pair of ribs can also be palpated from the front or the back and be used to make a positional diagnosis of vertebral non-neutral dysfunctions. For example, with an ERSLt dysfunction at T4-5, the left fourth rib will be posterior in comparison to the right fourth rib when the patient is flexed, but the rib pair appears symmetrical when the spine is extended. With structural rib dysfunctions, flexion or extension of the spine does not influence the rib position, and the asymmetry persists. Thus, noting the response of the ribs to flexion and extension of the spine helps to differentiate true structural rib dysfunctions from ribs that appear asymmetrical secondary to non-neutral thoracic spinal dysfunctions.

Subluxations
Subluxations are true subluxations of the costovertebral and costotransverse joints, with the whole rib moving slightly anteriorly or posteriorly; in the case of the first rib, the posterior end moves superiorly.

Anterior Rib Subluxations
Anterior subluxations may be seen in patients who have had repeated treatment for thoracic joint problems by the crossed pisiform technique. Although, when performed correctly (i.e., with contact on the TPs only), the crossed pisiform technique is an excellent treatment for vertebral joints with restriction of extension (FRS). The crossed pisiform technique often is applied incorrectly with contact on the ribs, and if the ribs are repeatedly thrust forward, an anterior subluxation may result. Anterior rib subluxations can also be the consequence of any blow to the back or a backward fall in which the patient lands on a hard obstacle.

It is important to remember that these joints are hypermobile and should not be treated with a high-velocity thrust.

Diagnosis The head of the rib slides forward on the vertebrae with which it articulates. Because of the direction of the line joining the costovertebral and costotransverse joints, the rib angle not only becomes less prominent posteriorly (out of line in the antero-posterior curve), but it also becomes more medial (out of line in the lateral curve) (Figure 10-3). The rib angle is usually
tender and is the site of tissue texture changes in the iliocostalis muscle.

When examined in front, the anterior end of the same rib is prominent and usually tender. The examination is best performed with the patient sitting. If the patient is supine, the other ribs may be pushed forward by contact with the table, making the asymmetry less easy to see. Similarly, if the patient is prone, the anterior rib may be pushed back enough to make it difficult to find.

Posterior Rib Subluxations
The posterior subluxation is a true subluxation. The joint is hypermobile, and thrusting manipulation is contraindicated. Posterior subluxations may be caused by a blow to the front of the chest, as in motor vehicle accidents, especially if the injury is associated with a shoulder harness or if the patient’s chest strikes the steering wheel or dashboard. This subluxation often is found in patients who have had sternal splitting surgery.

Diagnosis In the posterior subluxation, the rib has moved laterally and posteriorly in relation to the vertebrae with which it articulates. The rib angle is more prominent posteriorly and more lateral than the angles of neighboring ribs (see Figure 10-3). There are tissue texture changes at the insertion of the iliocostalis and associated tenderness at the rib angle. Anteriorly, the costochondral junction is posterior to that of the neighboring ribs, but if the patient is supine, the rib may be pushed forward enough to make the position appear normal. Therefore, as with the anterior subluxed rib, the examination is best performed with the patient sitting. Tenderness at the anterior end of the rib (i.e., costochondral junction) is common.

First Rib Superior Subluxation
In the first rib only, the costotransverse joint may be subluxed superiorly by the pull of the scalene muscles. This dysfunction is often the result of a motor vehicle accident in which the patient’s vehicle is struck from the side. This dysfunction also can occur as a consequence of any acute side-bending strain of the cervical spine. Symptomatically, patients with this dysfunction have severe shoulder pain on the side of the subluxation and numbness or paresthesias along the C8 nerve root, which lies directly on top of the rib. Patients obtain some relief by pulling the shoulder down with the opposite hand, and the diagnosis can be suspected when the patient is seen in this posture while seated in the waiting or examination room. These patients may have severe pain when trying to rotate the head in the direction of the superiorly subluxed rib. These patients are often diagnosed as having a thoracic outlet syndrome; some of these patients have already had their first ribs resected. Usually, there are associated spinal dysfunctions at either C7-T1 or T1-2. These spinal zygapophyseal joints should always be checked for non-neutral dysfunctions and treated first, if dysfunctional. Additional associated dysfunctions are common and involve the remaining cervical vertebrae, the sternoclavicular joint, and the second rib, which can be laterally flexed superiorly by the same injury. These dysfunctions, too, must be treated before attempting to treat the first rib. When the first rib is pulled up, its articular head may become “hitched” and lie on top of the superior aspect of the TP of T1. The rib, therefore, needs to be pushed forward (anteriorly) before the subluxation can be reduced.

Diagnosis The first rib position can be felt by the operator standing behind the seated patient. With one index finger on each side, the operator pulls the trapezius posteriorly to find the superior aspect of the rib in front of the main part of the muscle (Figure 10-4). In a first rib subluxation, the difference in height of the rib on the two sides is greater than 6 mm (1/4 in.). Examination for this dysfunction must be gentle because even in patients without this dysfunction, the posterior end of the rib is usually tender, and when subluxation is present, the tenderness may be severe. There are marked restrictions of respiratory excursions, especially exhalation, and if the patient is asked to forward flex the neck, the rib can often be felt to move forward immediately on the subluxed side. Lindgren, Manninen, and Rytkonen have presented three-dimensional computed tomography (CT) scan findings that show a superior subluxation of the first rib at the costotransverse joint. They have also described a cervical rotation lateral flexion (CRLF) test to evaluate for a superiorly subluxated first rib. The test is performed by passively and maximally rotating the cervical spine away from the side being examined. Then, taking the cervical spine gently into flexion as far as possible, the operator moves the ear toward the chest. A restriction of this movement indicates a positive CRLF test. In Lindgren, Manninen, and Rytkonen’s study of patients with thoracic outlet syndrome, 12 of 13 patients who presented with a positive CRLF test also were shown to have subluxation of the first rib at the costotransverse joint by three-dimensional CT scanning. These findings support the hypothesis that the first rib is often subluxated superiorly at the costotransverse joint in patients with thoracic outlet syndrome.

Rib Torsions
When one thoracic vertebra is rotated on the vertebra below, the two demifacets that make up the ver-
tebral component of the costovertebral joint are no longer correctly aligned and impart a twist to the head of the rib below. This twist of the rib head—also referred to as rib torsion—is more pronounced with the vertebra extended (ERS) on the lower vertebra, because extension closes down on the rib head and leaves less room for the rib head to accommodate the rotation of the vertebra above. Normally, the inferior border of the rib is more easily palpable posteriorly than the superior border. If, however, the upper vertebra is rotated to the left on the lower vertebra (ERSlt), the rib head on the left side is twisted so that the superior border of that rib becomes more prominent posteriorly than the inferior border. This twist is known as an external torsion of the rib. At the same time, the rib head on the right side is twisted so that the inferior border of the right rib becomes relatively more prominent. This twist is called an internal torsion of the rib. Rib torsion occurs normally as a coupled response to rotational movement of the thoracic spine, and it is only likely to persist if there is an intervertebral non-neutral dysfunction. For example, with an ERSlt at T4, the left fifth rib is found in external torsion, and the right fifth rib is found in internal torsion (Figure 10-5). The rib torsion usually is corrected as a consequence of successful treatment of the non-neutral intervertebral joint dysfunction.

Rib torsions only need treatment when the rib position has been present long enough to become self-perpetuating and when the torsion fails to correct after treatment of the non-neutral dysfunction. The restriction in rib torsions is within the normal range of motion at the costovertebral joints, and in the absence of hypermobility, thrusting techniques are permitted.
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and sometimes essential. Occasionally, it proves almost impossible to correct the thoracic non-neutral dysfunction when there is an associated rib torsion, except by a combined thrust technique, as described later in Section 5.9.

Owing to the curvature of the rib and its attachments in front and behind, the direction of the twist changes as the rib passes forward through the axilla and is reversed at the anterior end. What is seen on examination is that, with external torsion of a rib, the inferior margin of the anterior end of the same rib is the more prominent (Figure 10-6). If the bone is thought of as the kind of rigid structure handled in anatomy classes, such torsional changes seem impossible. However, evidence suggests that living bone is deformable and in some ways, plastic, in nature. Trained fingers can appreciate the differences in shape before and after treatment, but it is fair to say that accurate rib diagnosis demands a degree of palpatory skill and is difficult for a beginner.

The Diagnosis of Structural Rib Dysfunctions

External Rib Torsion
Ribs restricted in external torsion are much more common than ribs restricted in internal torsion.

Diagnosis
1. The dysfunctional rib is often the key rib of a respiratory restriction for inhalation or exhalation.
2. The superior border of the rib is prominent posteriorly, and the inferior border is less prominent than normal.
3. The intercostal space above the rib is wide, and the intercostal space below the rib is narrow.
4. There is tissue texture change and tenderness at the insertion of iliocostalis at the rib angle and, often, in the intercostal muscles in the space below.
5. The vertebral body immediately above the rib is (was) rotated toward the side of the rib and is (was) probably extended. For example, if there is an external torsion of the left fifth rib, there is (was) an associated ERSlt at T4.
6. Palpation over the rib with the patient supine presents an increased rigidity when compared to palpation of the other ribs. The dysfunctional rib stands out if the chest wall is compressed by springing it.

Internal Rib Torsion
Diagnosis
1. The dysfunctional rib is often the key rib of a respiratory restriction for inhalation or exhalation.
2. The inferior border of the rib is more prominent posteriorly than normal.
3. The intercostal space below the rib is wide, and the intercostal space above the rib is narrow.
4. There is tissue texture change and tenderness at the insertion of iliocostalis at the rib angle and, often, in the intercostal muscles in the space above.
5. The upper vertebra is (was) rotated away from the side of the rib and is (was) probably extended (ERS). For example, if there is an internal torsion of the fifth rib on the right, it could be the result of an ERSlt dysfunction at T4.

Laterally Flexed Rib
A laterally flexed rib is often a very painful condition in which the rib is elevated acutely. This condition usually is caused by a sudden side-bending strain of the neck and upper thoracic spine. The rib acts as if it had a fixed pivot in front, as well as at the back; the pivot really more closely resembles a bucket handle. Although this is a more accurate description than "laterally flexed," it would be confused with the terminology for respiratory rib motion. A laterally flexed rib is painful at any level,
but when it affects the second rib, there may be severe arm pain from the effect on the brachial plexus, and the shoulder often is carried high to avoid pressure on the neurovascular bundle. Treatment is painful, especially at the second rib. This condition is often associated with a concomitant ipsilateral superior subluxation of the first rib.

**Diagnosis**
The history of injury is very suggestive. A rib is found with severely restricted respiratory motion, most marked for exhalation. In the axilla, the rib is found elevated with a narrow space above and a wide space below. The rib is exquisitely tender, which is most easily noted just medial and above the coracoid process. This is always a tender area, but it is much more tender in comparison to the other side. There may be signs of sympathetic dysfunction in the arm, and any attempt to lower the shoulder causes an increase in the pain. Imaging and electromyographic (EMG) studies are usually normal, and the severity of the patient’s symptoms is not at all obvious to those who are unaware of this dysfunction. It is equally possible to view the problem as a “frozen shoulder” with signs of a complex regional pain syndrome, especially when there are associated signs of increased sympathetic activity.

**Antero-Posterior Compression**
The possibility of the occurrence of an antero-posterior compression deformity also depends, as does the lateral compression, on the plastic nature of living bone. Antero-posterior compression occurs when there is a simultaneous impact to the front and back of the chest. This impact can be the consequence of a sports injury when two players collide against a third, or when the chest is struck while lying prone or supine. Usually, several adjacent ribs are affected at the same time.

**Diagnosis**
Both anterior and posterior ends of the affected rib or ribs are less prominent than the neighboring ribs, and the rib (or ribs) is prominent laterally in the midaxillary line. The affected rib(s) are also tender, particularly in the midaxillary line.

**Lateral Compression**
The lateral compression deformity is produced by a blow to the side of the chest, as when struck from the side in a motor vehicle collision. This condition is usually accompanied by severe pain.

**Diagnosis**
The findings are the reverse of the antero-posterior compression, with a prominent anterior end of the rib, a prominent rib angle, and flattening of the lateral aspect of the rib in the axilla or midaxillary line. As with antero-posterior compressions, lateral compressions are painful (like rib fractures), but imaging is negative. Both types of compression dysfunctions may be associated with nondisplaced rib fractures.

**TREATMENT OF RESPIRATORY RIB DYSFUNCTIONS**
The most important point in the diagnosis of respiratory rib dysfunctions is the difference between inhalation and exhalation restriction. The second most important point is to identify the key rib. Because there can be more than one key rib, re-examination after treatment is always necessary. If present, the additional key ribs should also be treated. Muscle energy is the most frequently used technique for treatment of respiratory rib dysfunctions. Because respiratory ribs are not subluxations, thrusting techniques also can be used, if necessary.

**Muscle Energy Treatment**

1. **Restrictions of Inhalation**
   *Described for Right-Sided Inhalation Restrictions for Ribs 1–10*

   There are three components to the treatment of restrictions of inhalation:

   1. Inhalation effort by the patient
   2. Muscle effort by the patient resisted by the operator
   3. Rib elevation assistance by the operator

   Operator resistance is used in these techniques to stabilize one end of the muscle attachment and to allow the other end of the muscle to move the restricted rib. In this manner, the muscle energy technique is isotonic. As in all muscle energy procedures, some of the gain takes place after relaxation when the slack is taken up.

   The operator helps to elevate the rib anteriorly by pulling laterally and caudally on the angle of the rib posteriorly. Because the rib angle is behind the axis of motion, pulling caudally on the angle elevates the rib anteriorly.
The patient's starting position with the arm elevated helps by stretching any tight fascial tissue that may be restricting inhalation. Alternative techniques are required for patients with stiff shoulders.

1.1 Ribs 1 and 2

**Diagnostic Points**
The first or second rib is the uppermost or the key rib that limits the inhalation motion of all the ribs below it, and it is the first rib to stop moving during an inhalation effort when compared to the same rib on the other side.

Both ribs 1 and 2 on the same side are usually treated at the same time. An isotonic contraction of the scalene muscles is used.

1.1.1. The patient is supine with the operator standing on the patient's left side. The operator uses the right hand to lift the patient's right shoulder and then hooks the terminal phalanges of the left index and middle fingers over the superior edges of the shafts of ribs 1 and 2 (Figure 10-7A).

1.1.2. The patient's shoulder is then returned to the table. The operator's left arm lies underneath the patient, and the left forearm rests on the tabletop.

1.1.3. The patient's head is rolled 15 to 20 degrees to the left; this movement also side bends the neck, putting the scalenes on stretch. The patient's right forearm is placed on his or her forehead and held there by the operator (Figure 10-7B).

1.1.4. The patient then inhales fully and attempts to lift his or her head against the operator's resistance. If the patient's shoulder is not mobile, the operator's right hand can be used to provide the counter force directly on the patient's forehead without elevating the patient's arm.

1.1.5. After 3-5 seconds, the patient is told to relax, and while doing so, the operator takes up the slack by pulling the ribs laterally and caudad along the direction of the operator's resting left forearm.

1.1.6. Steps 1.1.4 and 1.1.5 are repeated two to four times, while the operator maintains the pull with the left hand.

1.1.7. After a slow release of the caudal pull, the operator should re-examine the patient for any residual inhalation restrictions for these ribs.

1.2 Ribs 3, 4, and 5

**Diagnostic Points**
The third, fourth, or fifth rib is the uppermost or the key rib of the group that limits the inhalation motion of all the ribs below it, and it is the first rib to stop moving during inhalation effort when compared to the same rib on the other side.

An isotonic contraction of the pectoralis minor muscle is used.

1.2.1. The patient lies supine with the operator standing on the patient's left side. The operator hooks the tips of the left index, middle, and ring fingers posteriorly over the shafts of the patient's third, fourth, and fifth ribs, medial to the rib angles so that, with the left forearm on the table, the operator can pull laterally and caudal. See Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2.

1.2.2. The patient's right arm is raised overhead so that it lies beside his or her head. The operator's right
FIGURE 10-8
Treatment for inhalation restriction of ribs 3 to 5. (A) With the patient's arm beside the head and the operator's hand on the elbow. (B) With the thumb on the coracoid process. (C) With the hand on the front of the shoulder.

hand controls the front of the patient's right elbow (Figure 10-8A). If the patient's shoulder is not sufficiently mobile, the arm can be allowed to rest at his or her side, and the resisting force can be applied with the operator's right thumb to the inferomedial aspect of the patient's right coracoid process (Figure 10-8B) or with the palm of the right hand over the front of the patient's right shoulder joint (Figure 10-8C).

1.2.3. The patient inhales deeply and tries to elevate his or her right arm—anteriorly for a pump-handle restriction, or more laterally for a bucket-handle restriction. If the operator's resistance is on the front of the shoulder, the patient's effort is to move the shoulder anteriorly and slightly medially for the pump-handle restriction or laterally for the bucket-handle restriction.

1.2.4. After 3-5 seconds, the patient relaxes, and, as before, the slack is taken up by pulling laterally and caudal on the medial rib shafts with the operator's left hand.

1.2.5. The process is repeated two to four times, with the operator taking up the slack with a lateral and caudal pull posteriorly on the rib after each effort.

1.2.6. Re-examine.

1.3 Ribs 6 to 10 An isotonic contraction of the serratus anterior is used to treat these ribs.

Diagnostic Points
One of the sixth through tenth ribs is the uppermost or the key rib that limits the inhalation motion of all the ribs below it, and it is the first rib to stop moving during an inhalation effort when compared to the same rib on the other side.

1.3.1. The patient is supine with the operator on the left side. The operator hooks the tips of the left index, middle, ring, and little fingers individually posteriorly
over each of the shafts of the patient’s ribs (ribs 6–9), medial to the rib angles with the left forearm still resting on the tabletop. Rib 10 can also be treated this way, but it is not often the key rib.

1.3.2. The patient’s arm is elevated as before, but this time, the forearm is brought above the head, and the patient’s wrist is grasped by the operator’s right hand to provide resistance (Figure 10-9A). If the patient’s shoulder is too stiff to permit this much movement, the serratus anterior can be resisted by the operator’s right hand’s pushing backward and medially on the patient’s right humeral head and acromion (Figure 10-9B). If the shoulder is sufficiently mobile, it may be flexed to a right angle, and the resistance may be applied to the patient’s elbow, while the patient attempts to protract the shoulder.

1.3.3. For the more common bucket-handle restriction, the patient’s effort at the top of forced inhalation should be to pull his or her right arm down to the side (adduction). If there is more of a pump-handle component, the patient is instructed to pull his or her arm toward the feet (extension). In each case, the effort is resisted by the operator. If resistance is applied to the front of the shoulder, the patient’s effort is to move the shoulder anteriorly and caudal.

1.3.4. After 3–5 seconds, the patient should relax, and the operator takes up the slack as before. The process is repeated two to four times, with the lateral and caudal pull maintained by the operator’s left hand.

1.3.5. Re-examine.

2 Restriction of Exhalation

Described for Right-Sided Restrictions for Ribs 1–10

There are three components to the treatment for restriction of exhalation:

1. Patient positioning by the operator
2. Exhalation effort by the patient
3. Control of inhalation of the rib by the operator

The exhalation effort and the patient positioning are designed to allow the maximum caudal motion of the restricted rib. The operator’s thumb and thenar eminence rest on the superior margin of the rib and blocks the cranial motion of the rib while the patient inhales. The operator then follows the rib caudally on the next exhalation. It should be emphasized that the rib is not forced down but is held in position against the inspiratory effort. The costochondral junction must be spanned by the operator’s thumb when holding the rib down; otherwise, strain to the joint can occur, even with simple patient effort.

2.1 Rib 1

The first rib is unique because of its anatomy.

Diagnostic Points

On exhalation, the first right rib stops moving caudally before the left first rib, but the second ribs move symmetrically.

2.1.1. The patient is supine, and the operator sits at the head of the table.
2.1.2. To relax the tissues, the operator uses the hand to lift the patient's head, producing flexion and a slight right side bend.

2.1.3. The operator's right thumb finds the rib. For the common pump-handle restriction, the anterior end of the rib is found, from above, deep to the medial end of the clavicle and immediately lateral to the sternocleidomastoid insertion. For patients who have a wide sternocleidomastoid muscle, it is often easier to approach the rib between the sternal and clavicular heads (Figure 10-10A). For bucket-handle restrictions, contact is made with the shaft of the rib posterolateral to the neurovascular bundle (Figure 10-10B).

2.1.4. The patient exhales, and the operator follows the downward motion of the rib with the right thumb. At the same time, the operator increases the forward flexion of the patient's neck, adding more right side bending for the bucket-handle restriction.

2.1.5. During the inhalation phase, the operator keeps the rib down by holding its position with his or her right thumb.

2.1.6. The cycle is repeated two or more times, and after the last exhalation, the patient is asked to push his or her head back to the table against slight resistance. This movement reduces any discomfort caused by keeping pressure contact on the rib by using reciprocal inhibition to relax the muscles that elevate the rib. The rib is held down until after another inhalation phase.

2.1.7. Re-examine.

2.2 Ribs 2 to 10 The technique is the same for ribs 2–10, except that, for the upper ribs with more pump-handle restriction, the head and neck should be raised forward; for the lower ribs, typically, more side bending of the trunk is required to correct the bucket-handle restrictions.

### Diagnostic Points

The rib to be treated is the lowest or the key rib that limits exhalation motion of all the ribs above it, and it is the first rib to stop moving during an exhalation effort when compared to the same rib on the other side. Tissue texture changes are noted anteriorly in the intercostal muscles above the restricted rib.

2.2.1. The patient is supine, and the operator stands or sits at the head of the table. With the right thumb and thenar eminence (first metacarpal) aligned in abduction, the operator contacts the upper border of the dysfunctional rib so that hand contact spans the costochondral junction, which should be near the operator's first metacarpal-phalangeal joint. For bucket-handle restrictions, the contact should be more lateral; for pump-handle restrictions, the contact should be more medial, but the junction must always be protected (Figure 10-11A).

2.2.2. Using the left hand, the operator reaches down so that the fingertips are under the patient's upper thoracic vertebrae. The operator lifts the patient's head and neck down to the point at which the tissue tension just reaches the operator's right thumb (Figure 10-11B). Because the lower ribs often have a bucket-handle restriction, side bending of the thoracic spine down to the restricted rib is often needed in addition to flexion (Figure 10-11C).
2.2.3. The patient exhales fully, and the operator follows the movement with the right hand. By further lifting the patient’s head, neck, and shoulders with the left hand, the operator introduces additional flexion down to the new point of tension.

2.2.4. On inhalation, the operator maintains the position. The cycle is repeated two or more times, and the patient then pushes his or her head and trunk back to the tabletop against light resistance by the operator’s left hand. The operator’s right thumb continues to hold the patient’s rib down, releasing the pressure after another inhalation phase and after the head is again resting on the table.

2.2.5. Re-examine.

3 Ribs 11 and 12, Inhalation and Exhalation Restrictions
The treatments for inhalation and exhalation restrictions for ribs 11 and 12 are similar. The main muscles used are the quadratus lumborum and those of the abdominal wall, and the differences in treatment are in the patient positioning and the direction of the operator’s effort. The effectiveness of treatment appears to be the result of positioning, because the desired corrective movement is the only one permitted when the muscle effort is made.

Diagnostic Points
On inhalation, the eleventh or twelfth rib does not open the caliper as widely as the opposite rib when there is an inhalation restriction. If there is an exhalation restriction, the rib does not close as narrowly as the rib on the other side. There is likely to be tissue texture change on the restricted side.

3.1 Restriction of Inhalation
The following treatment is described for the left side.

3.1.1. The patient is prone. To assist the inhalation movement on the left, the patient is side bent to the right with the left arm abducted over his or her head. The operator stands on the patient’s right side (Figure 10-12A).

3.1.2. The operator contacts the medial ends of the eleventh and twelfth ribs with the heel of the right hand so that the ribs can be “scooped” away laterally. The operator’s arm position directs a lateral force and, with
a slight lateral rotation of the arm, directs this force cranial as well.

3.1.3. With the left hand under the patient’s anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS), the operator lifts the left side of the patient’s pelvis until tension is felt to build at these lower ribs (Figure 10-12B).

3.1.4. The patient takes a deep breath in and, while holding the breath, attempts to pull his or her pelvis back to the table. The operator resists with the left hand, while pushing the ribs cranial with the right hand, using the muscle energy effort from the abdominal muscles, along with the inhalation effort, to make the correction.

3.1.5. After 3-5 seconds, the patient relaxes and breathes out. The operator blocks exhalation of the rib using the right hand. When the patient is fully relaxed, the left hip is lifted a bit more by the operator’s left hand until the tissue tension reaches these ribs.

3.1.6. Two to four repetitions are made, and the position is re-examined.

3.2 Restriction of Exhalation 3.2.1. The patient is prone. To assist the exhalation movement on the left, the patient is side bent to the left with the left arm down by his or her side (Figure 10-13A). The operator stands on the patient’s right side.

3.2.2. With the heel of the right hand, the operator contacts the medial ends of the eleventh and twelfth ribs so that the ribs can be scooped away laterally. The operator’s arm is positioned to direct a lateral force and is rotated slightly internally to direct this force caudad as well.

3.2.3. The operator’s left hand is placed under the patient’s ASIS, and the left side of the patient’s pelvis is

---

**FIGURE 10-12**

Treatment for inhalation restriction of ribs 11 and 12. (A) Side-bent position on the table. (B) Position for patient effort (or for thrust).

**FIGURE 10-13**

Treatment for exhalation restriction of ribs 11 and 12. (A) Side-bent position for exhalation restriction. (B) Position for patient effort (or for thrust).
lifted off the tabletop, until tissue tension begins to build at the level of these lower ribs (Figure 10-13B).

3.2.4. The patient exhales fully and, while holding the breath in exhalation, attempts to pull his or her pelvis back to the table. The operator resists this movement with the left hand, while applying lateral and caudal pressure to the patient’s ribs with the right hand.

3.2.5. After 3–5 seconds, the patient relaxes and breathes in, but inhalation motion of the ribs is resisted by the operator’s right hand. When the patient has fully relaxed, the slack is taken up to the next barrier as the operator’s left hand lifts the pelvis further off the table.

3.2.6. Two to four repetitions are made, and the position is re-examined.

4 Thrust

4.1 Typical Ribs, Supine Techniques All supine techniques can be used for treatment of inhalation or exhalation restrictions. These techniques are useful for ribs 3 to 9 but are easier for ribs 4 to 7. These methods are variants of the supine thoracic techniques; the chief difference is in the position of the fulcrum at the back. The arm positions described in Chapter 9 can be used, but a thrust through the patient’s elbow on the ipsilateral side is usually better.

The following treatment is described for the sixth left rib with an inhalation or exhalation restriction.

**Diagnostic Points**
The left sixth rib is the key rib of a group that stops moving earlier than the rib on the other side during either inhalation or exhalation.

4.1.1. The position for this treatment is similar to the position for the supine thoracic techniques. The patient is supine, and the operator stands on the right side. The patient crosses the left arm (one arm only) over the chest and holds the right shoulder with the left hand (Figure 10-14A).

4.1.2. The operator uses the left hand to lift the patient’s left shoulder so that the operator’s right hand can be inserted under the patient and the base of the thenar eminence can be in contact with the posterior shaft of R6. For an inhalation restriction, the thenar eminence should be above the rib shaft near the angle; for an exhalation restriction, it should be below the rib shaft. The operator’s fingers are used to support the left side of the patient’s spine (Figure 10-14B). Because of the thoracic kyphosis, some flexion of the spine may be needed to allow the rib angles of the lower ribs to come closer to the tabletop.

4.1.3. The operator leans over to use his or her chest or upper abdomen to direct a downward force over the patient’s chest. The force is directed toward the right thenar eminence underneath the rib.

4.1.4. The thrust is given through the patient’s left arm at the end of a deep respiratory effort in the appropriate phase of respiration (inhalation for an inhalation restriction; exhalation for an exhalation restriction), and, at the same time, the operator makes a rotatory movement with the right thenar eminence. For inhalation restrictions on the left side, the rotation is clockwise (as seen from the front) so that the posterior rib shaft is taken caudad (Figure 10-14C); for the exhalation restriction, the rotation is counterclockwise so that the posterior rib shaft is taken cranial (Figure 10-14D).

4.1.5. Retest.

4.2 Middle Ribs, Side-Lying The following treatment is described for the fifth right rib.

4.2.1. The patient lies on the left side with the spine in neutral, and the operator stands in front of the patient (Figure 10-15A).

4.2.2. With the pisiform of the left hand, the operator contacts the patient’s fifth rib at the rib angle. For an inhalation restriction, the contact needs to be above (cranial) the angle; for an exhalation restriction, the contact is below (caudal) the angle.

4.2.3. With the right hand, the operator rotates the patient’s upper trunk to the right by backward pressure on the patient’s shoulder, until the operator’s left hand can feel the tension reach the level of the fifth rib.

4.2.4. After the slack has been taken out, the thrust is given at the end of the appropriate phase of respiration in a direction that is anterior and cranial for an exhalation restriction to tilt the anterior portion of the rib downward. The thrust is directed anterior and caudal for an inhalation restriction to tilt the anterior portion of the rib upward (Figure 10-15B).

4.2.5. Retest.

4.3 Rib 1, Supine Technique The following treatment is described for the left side.

**Diagnostic Points**
In inhalation or exhalation, the left first rib stops moving before the first rib on the right. In an inhalation restriction, this rib may be the uppermost of a group. For an exhalation restriction, if rib 1 is to be treated, it is the only restricted rib.

4.3.1. The patient is supine, and the operator stands at the patient’s right side. The operator slides the right hand diagonally under the patient’s upper trunk so the left first rib can be gripped with the fingers of the right hand (Figure 10-16).

4.3.2. By pulling back the edge of the left trapezius muscle with the fingertips of the right hand, the operator can contact the back of the patient’s first rib. For an exhalation restriction, the operator’s fingers are used to roll...
the rib forward and down, whereas for an inhalation restriction, the fingers roll the rib backward and up.

4.3.3. Using the left hand, the operator side bends the patient’s head and neck to the left, rotating it to the right until the tension comes to the rib.

4.3.4. The thrust is with the operator’s left hand on the back of the patient’s head, rotating it to the right at the end of the appropriate phase of respiration (inhalation or exhalation). The head is turned further to the right, which rotates T1 to the right and pushes forward.
on the back of the rib, while the fingers of the operator’s right hand guide the rib into the corrective position.

4.2.5. Retest.

4.4 Rib 1, Sitting Technique The following treatment is described for the left side.

**Diagnostic Points**

In inhalation or exhalation, the left first rib stops moving before the first rib on the right. In an inhalation restriction, this rib may be the uppermost of a group. For an exhalation restriction, if rib 1 is to be treated, it is the only restricted rib.

4.4.1. The patient sits up tall, with legs over the side of the table, and the operator stands behind the patient with the right foot on the tabletop, close to the patient’s right side. The patient drapes the right arm over the operator’s right knee, giving the operator the ability to change the degree of the patient’s left side-bending position through medial or lateral translation by the positioning of the operator’s right leg.

4.4.2. The operator places the web of the left hand over the inner part of the patient’s left first rib. The operator uses his or her right forearm and hand to control the patient’s head and protect the neck. Because the operator thrusts with the left hand, the left elbow needs to be raised to bring the forearm in line with the thrust direction (Figure 10-17). For an inhalation restriction, the left hand contacts the posterior part of the rib. For an exhalation restriction, the side of the index finger is used to contact the shaft of the rib laterally (but behind the neurovascular bundle).

4.4.3. The operator uses the left hand to monitor the patient while introducing left side bending by translation, using the right thigh from below and the right forearm from above.

4.4.4. The high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given in a diagonal to the right by the operator’s left hand, with slight exaggeration of the left side bend from above through the operator’s right forearm.

4.4.5. Retest.

4.5 Rib 2 The following treatment is described for the second right rib with an inhalation or exhalation restriction.

4.5.1. The patient sits on a table or stool with his or her upper spine in neutral. The operator stands behind the patient.
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FIGURE 10-17
Sitting thrust for rib 1, inhalation. For exhalation, the index finger of the left hand is more lateral. Note use of the leg by the operator to control sideways translation of the trunk.

4.5.2. The operator’s right thumb is placed against the back of the shaft of the second right rib so that the rib can be pushed either up (craniad) or down (caudad), as required (Figure 10-18A).

4.5.3. With the left hand, the operator takes the patient’s head into right side bending and left rotation, until the tension reaches the upper edge of the rib.

4.5.4. At the end of the appropriate respiratory phase, and when all the slack has been taken out, the thrust is given on the rib by the operator’s right thumb. The direction should be anterior and craniad for an exhalation restriction; the direction should be anterior and caudad for an inhalation restriction (Figure 10-18B).

4.5.5. Retest.

Ribs 11 and 12 The thrust techniques for ribs 11 and 12 are very similar to the techniques that use muscle energy activation.

The following treatment is described for the left side.

Diagnostic Points
The eleventh or twelfth rib does not open the caliper as widely on inhalation or close the caliper as tightly on exhalation as does the rib on the other side. There is likely to be tissue texture change on the restricted side.

4.6 Described for Restriction of Inhalation 4.6.1. The patient is prone. To assist the inhalation movement on the left, the patient is side bent to the right with the left arm abducted above the patient’s head. The operator stands on the patient’s right side.
4.6.2. With the heel of the right hand, the operator contacts the medial ends of the eleventh and twelfth ribs so that he or she can scoop them away laterally. The operator’s arm should point laterally and cranial.

4.6.3. The operator’s left hand is placed under the patient’s left ASIS and lifts the left side of the patient’s pelvis (see Figure 10-12B).

4.6.4. When all slack has been taken out by lifting the pelvis, the patient takes a deep breath in, and the operator gives a high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust laterally and cranial.

4.6.5. Retest.

4.7 Described for Restriction of Exhalation  The following treatment is described for the left side.

4.7.1. The patient is prone. To assist the exhalation movement on the left, the patient is side bent to the left with the left arm down by his or her side. The operator stands on the patient’s right side.

4.7.2. With the heel of the right hand, the operator contacts the medial ends of the patient’s eleventh and twelfth ribs so that he or she can scoop them away laterally. The operator’s arm should point laterally and caudal.

4.7.3. The operator’s left hand is placed under the patient’s left ASIS and lifts the left side of the patient’s pelvis (see Figure 10-13B).

4.7.4. When all slack has been taken out by lifting the pelvis, the patient breathes out deeply, and the operator gives a high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust laterally and caudal.

4.7.5. Retest.

5. Muscle Energy

5.1 Anterior Subluxation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnostic Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The rib angle is anterior to its expected position in the antero-posterior curve and medial to its expected position in the lateral curve. The rib also appears prominent anteriorly and tender to palpation at the costochondral junction. The respiratory excursion of the rib is diminished, and this rib is often the key rib for a group of ribs with an inhalation or exhalation restriction. The insertion of the iliocostalis is tense and often edematous and tender.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Described for the Left Fourth Rib  5.1.1. The patient sits with the spine in neutral. The operator stands behind the patient. The patient holds his or her right shoulder with the left hand, and the operator uses the right hand to grasp the patient’s left elbow (Figure 10-19A).

5.1.2. The operator’s left thumb contacts the patient’s fourth left rib medial to the rib angle and prepares to pull it laterally. The operator adjusts the patient’s elbow position by moving it upward or downward, until motion is felt at the rib to be treated, and the tension in the tissues at the back reaches the operator’s left thumb (Figure 10-19B).

5.1.3. If there is restriction of inhalation, the next step is performed during inhalation. If there is restriction of exhalation, the treatment is performed in that phase. In the correct phase of respiration, the operator pulls the rib angle to the left, while the patient pulls his or her elbow to the left against the operator’s resistance. Alternatively, for the lower ribs, the patient may pull his or her elbow down against the operator’s resistance—in that case, the patient’s right fist can also be inserted between his or her left elbow and the front of the rib to help to push the rib back (Figure 10-19C). Another alternative is to ask the patient to push his or her elbow forward against the operator’s unyielding resistance, while the operator continues to pull the rib laterally. This second alternative technique uses an isotonic contraction of the patient’s left serratus anterior to actively pull the rib back.

5.1.4. After 3–5 seconds, the patient should relax, but the operator retains the lateral pull on the rib angle.

5.1.5. Steps 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 are repeated two to four times, and the patient’s rib position is re-examined.
5.2 Posterior Subluxation

**Diagnostic Points**
The rib angle is posterior to its expected position in the antero-posterior curve and lateral to its expected position in the lateral curve. It is important to remember that the rib angles are found progressively more laterally when palpating the angles from above down. The rib also appears to be missing or posteriorly displaced in front and tender to palpation at the costochondral junction. The respiratory excursion of the rib is diminished, and this rib is often the key rib for a group of ribs with an inhalation or exhalation restriction. The insertion of the iliocostalis is tense and often edematous and tender. It may be necessary to assess the position of the ribs with the patient in a seated position because of the effect of pressure on the rib by the tabletop when the patient is supine or prone.

**Described for the Left Fourth Rib** 5.2.1. The patient sits, and the operator stands behind the patient. The patient holds his or her right shoulder with the left hand, and the operator's right hand grasps the patient's left elbow.

5.2.2. The operator's left thumb contacts the patient's left fourth rib lateral to the rib angle and prepares to push it anteriorly and medially (Figure 10-20A). The operator adjusts the patient's elbow position by moving it up or down, until the tension in the tissues at the back reaches the operator's left thumb (see Figure 10-19A).

5.2.3. If there is a major restriction in one phase of respiration, the treatment is performed in that phase.

5.2.4. The patient is then instructed to push his or her elbow forward and to the right against the operator's resistance. At the same time, the operator blocks the rib from moving posteriorly by placement of the left thumb. Alternatively, the patient may attempt to raise his or her elbow against unyielding resistance (Figure 10-20B).

5.2.5. After 3-5 seconds, the patient stops pushing, and the operator's left thumb pushes the patient's rib anteriorly and medially, taking up the slack gained during the relaxation phase. This technique uses a postisometric contraction and then relaxation of the serratus anterior to correct the dysfunction.

5.2.6. Steps 5.2.4 and 5.2.5 are repeated two to four times; then the rib position is re-examined.
5.3 Superior Subluxation of the First Rib

**Diagnostic Points**
The medial end of the first rib is at least a "thumb's width" higher on the dysfunctional side, and it will be tender. While palpating both first ribs, the introduction of cervical flexion causes the dysfunctional rib to immediately move superiorly compared to the normal side. The patient will have a positive cervical rotation lateral flexion (CRLF) test. This test is performed with the patient lying supine. The cervical spine is passively fully rotated to the opposite (normal) side and, while maintaining this rotation, the cervical spine is then laterally flexed anteriorly by tilting the head toward the chest. The test is positive when the range of lateral flexion is severely restricted when compared to the opposite side.

The C7-T1 and T1-2 joints should always be checked and, if indicated, treated before attempting to treat the first rib. Often, there is an associated elevation of the clavicle at the sternoclavicular joint. Placing an index finger on top of each clavicular head and asking the patient to shrug the shoulders can detect this dysfunction. If the left index finger moves higher than the right, dysfunction may be present. This is treated when the patient is supine with the left shoulder off the table. The operator stands on the patient's left side and palpates the sternoclavicular joint with the left hand while holding the patient's forearm with the right hand. The patient's arm is internally rotated and allowed to drop, until motion is detected at the sternoclavicular joint. The patient is then asked to raise the left arm against the operator's resistance for 3–5 seconds, after which the arm is again allowed to drop toward the floor until motion is detected at the sternoclavicular joint by the palpating fingers of the operator's left hand. This movement may be repeated several times and then retested.

Due to the mechanism of injury, which most often involves an acute side-bending strain of the cervical spine, there often is an associated second rib dysfunction with the rib laterally flexed upward. A laterally flexed second rib will prevent successful treatment of a superiorly subluxed first rib above it and therefore the laterally flexed second rib must be treated first when present, as described in Section 5.4. In fact, to successfully correct a first rib superior subluxation, it is necessary to treat all of the associated dysfunctions first, including non-neutral cervicothoracic dysfunctions and clavicular dysfunctions.

The following treatment is described for the left side.

5.3.1. The operator stands behind the seated patient.

5.3.2. The operator's right foot is placed on the table-top beside the patient. The patient's right arm is draped over the operator's right thigh to provide lateral control of the patient's trunk.

5.3.3. With the index and middle fingers of the left hand, the operator palpates the superior aspect of the patient's left first rib in front of the trapezius muscle, pulling the muscle back so that the superior surface of the rib can be reached (see Figure 10-4). Feeling through the trapezius, the operator's left thumb finds the posterior aspect of the rib.

5.3.4. Using the right hand, the operator side bends the patient's neck to the left to relax the tissues around the sternoclavicular joint.
the rib and, by using translation through the right leg, helps keep the patient balanced (Figure 10-21).

5.3.5. The patient pushes his or her head to the right against the operator's resistance to contract the right scalenes and, by reciprocal inhibition, relax the left scalenes. The patient's effort must be controlled because, although easy pressure causes the antagonists to relax, if the patient presses too hard, the left scalenes may tighten again to stabilize the cervical spine. A few pounds of pressure are all that is required.

5.3.6. When the tissues on the left are relaxed, the operator pushes the rib down into position. Often, however, the rib has “hitched” on the top of the TP of T1, and the rib's caudal descent is blocked. In this event, forward pressure by the operator's left thumb is necessary to disengage the rib before it can descend. If this pressure is given during an exhalation effort, there is further relaxation of the scalenes, and, often, the rib can be felt to drop. Before releasing the anterior pressure on the rib, the operator should rotate the patient's head to the left in a circular motion, bringing the head and neck from a flexed, left side-bent and right-rotated position into left rotation. Rotating the head and neck to the left while maintaining an anteriorly directed force on the shaft of the first rib takes the TP of T1 to the left and out from under the first rib, thereby allowing the first rib to drop down, often with a "clunk" sound or feeling.

5.3.7. Re-examine.

5.4 Lateral Flexion

Lateral flexion is a painful and incapacitating condition, especially if it involves the third or, worse, the second rib.

**Diagnostic Points**
The rib is prominent and very tender in the axilla, and its respiratory excursion is significantly limited, particularly for exhalation. The intercostal space above the rib is narrow, and the intercostal muscle is very tight and tender. The origin of the pectoralis minor muscle from the rib also shows tissue texture change and is tender. The examination may raise suspicion, but it is the history of an acute lateral flexion strain, as occurs when struck from the side in a motor vehicle accident, which helps to confirm the diagnosis. This dysfunction commonly occurs at the second rib and often is found in association with a superior subluxation of the first rib above it, because both are caused by the same mechanism of injury. If a superiorly subluxed first rib cannot be restored to its proper position, then the operator should consider that the second rib is elevated and held in the laterally flexed position.

The following treatment is described for the third left rib.

5.4.1. The patient is supine, and the operator stands on the left side.

5.4.2. Placing the right hand on the patient's ribs in the left axilla, the operator must reach high enough to hook the terminal phalanges of the index and middle fingers over the superior border of the third rib. This position is not easy at the third rib and is much more difficult for the second rib, because these ribs have been pulled up higher into the axilla than their normal positions.

Reaching the superior margin of the lateral flexed ribs must be done in stages. As the operator's fingertips are slowly pushed upward into the axilla, the patient is asked to exhale while reaching down with his or her left hand toward the left knee. With the left hand, the operator can increase left side bending by bringing the patient's head toward the left shoulder with each attempt by the patient to reach further down. After each attempt to reach down and after exhalation, there is some relaxation in the axillary tissues, which allows the operator to reach up further into the axilla with the fingertips of the right hand (Figure 10-22A).

5.4.3. The final step of this treatment can be very painful, especially at the second rib level, and must be performed rapidly and firmly. Once the fingertips are over the superior margin of the rib, the rib is held in place as the patient's head and neck are straightened and
5.5 Lateral Flexion, Alternative Technique

Because the treatment described in Section 5.4 is painful, one of the authors (M. B.) found an easier way to treat this dysfunction. This technique is based, in part, on the work described by Butler and uses neural tension mobilization through the brachial plexus to help relax the anterior and posterior scalenes and intercostal muscles that hold the rib laterally flexed (upward).

**Described for the Left Second Rib**

5.5.1. The patient is supine with shoulders near one end of the table so that his or her head and cervical spine can be taken easily into flexion. The operator sits at the head of the table and uses the right hand to support the patient's occiput.

5.5.2. With the left hand, the operator depresses the patient's shoulder while palpating anteriorly with the fingers over the superior border of the second rib (Figure 10-23A). With the left thumb placed posteriorly on the rib shaft of the second rib, the operator depresses and holds the rib inferiorly (Figure 10-23B).

5.5.3. With the right hand, the operator lifts the patient's head, bringing the cervical spine into flexion, and then rotates and side bends the patient's head and cervical spine to the right, until tension reaches the second rib. The patient's head can be further supported by the operator's right upper chest wall and anterior shoulder placed against the patient's forehead (Figure 10-23C).

5.5.4. The patient is asked to abduct his or her left arm to approximately 90 degrees, to externally rotate the shoulder, to supinate the forearm with the elbow flexed, and then to extend his or her wrist and fingers (see Figure 10-23C).

5.5.5. The patient is asked to extend his or her elbow while maintaining the extended hand and wrist position. An assistant operator, if available, can help by depressing the left shoulder, holding the patient's wrist and fingers extended, and extending the elbow to the extension barrier. At the extension barrier, there is a sudden increase in tone in the biceps or upper trapezius muscle, and tension is palpated over the second rib (Figure 10-23D). Once the barrier to elbow extension is found, the assistant flexes and extends the left elbow in a fairly rapid and cyclical fashion toward and away from the barrier. The operator maintains the cervical flexion, right side bending, right rotation, and caudal pressure over the left second rib throughout the technique. This treatment is continued until full elbow extension is possible. Often, the operator feels a sudden release of tension at the second rib at the same time full elbow extension is achieved.

5.5.6. Once full elbow extension is possible, the operator slowly returns the head and neck to the table and releases the second rib.

5.5.7. Re-examine.
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5.6 External Torsion

**Diagnostic Points**

External torsion is nearly always associated with a non-neutral thoracic spine dysfunction and it is often the key rib in a respiratory restriction for inhalation or exhalation. The vertebra forming the upper half of the costovertebral joint is (or has been) rotated to the side of the dysfunctional rib and has limited flexion (ERS). The dysfunctional rib shaft has a prominent superior border, and the inferior border is difficult to feel. The intercostal space above is wide, and the intercostal space below is narrow. The intercostal muscles in the narrow space are likely to be tense and tender.

**Described for a Left Rib**

5.6.1. The patient is seated and holds his or her right shoulder with the left hand.

5.6.2. The operator stands behind the patient and puts his or her right hand on the patient’s left elbow so that a lifting effort can be resisted (see Figure 10-19A).

5.6.3. The operator’s left thumb is placed vertically over the dysfunctional rib at the rib angle, and the patient’s left elbow is raised and lowered until tension is palpated at the rib angle (Figure 10-24).

5.6.4. The operator pushes forward on the superior border of the angle of the rib with the left thumb, while the patient attempts first to elevate and then to depress his or her left elbow, through a number of cycles against the operator’s resistance.

5.6.5. With an assistant to hold the patient’s shoulder down and assist in extending the elbow (until adverse neural tension develops) and in flexing the elbow to release the tension. The cycle is repeated, until tension with extension diminishes, and the second rib releases.

**FIGURE 10-23**

Alternative treatment technique to correct a left laterally flexed second rib using adverse neural tension. (A) The operator uses the left hand to depress the patient’s left shoulder and, at the same time, uses the fingers to palpate over the superior surface of the second rib. (B) The operator’s left thumb contacts the second rib posteriorly. (C) The patient’s head is flexed, side bent right, rotated right, and supported by the operator’s right hand and chest. The patient extends the wrist and fingers and then flexes and extends at the elbow. Tension at the second rib should be felt when the patient’s head and neck are properly positioned and when the patient extends the elbow. (D) With an assistant to hold the patient’s shoulder down and assist in extending the elbow (until adverse neural tension develops) and in flexing the elbow to release the tension. The cycle is repeated, until tension with extension diminishes, and the second rib releases.
5.6.5. Re-examine.

Note: In rib torsion techniques, the operator's thumb lies directly over the rib angle, as opposed to the position of the thumb when treating anterior and posterior subluxations. Because the iliocostalis is tender, tense, and attached to the rib angle, techniques to correct rib torsions are usually very uncomfortable for the patient.

5.7 Internal Torsion
The dysfunction of internal torsion is less common than that of external torsion.

Diagnostic Points
Internal torsion is nearly always associated with a non-neutral thoracic spine dysfunction and it is often the key rib in a respiratory restriction for inhalation or exhalation. The vertebra forming the upper half of the costovertebral joint is rotated away from the side of the dysfunctional rib and probably has limited extension (ERS). The rib shaft has a prominent inferior border; the superior border is difficult to feel. The intercostal space above is narrow and is probably tense and tender. The intercostal space below is wider than usual.

Described for a Left Rib  5.7.1. The patient is seated and holds his or her right shoulder with the left hand.

5.7.2. The operator stands behind the patient and puts his or her right hand on the patient's left elbow so that a downward pressure can be resisted.

5.7.3. The operator's left thumb is placed vertically over the dysfunctional rib at the rib angle, and the patient's left elbow is raised and lowered by the operator's right hand, until tension just reaches the thumb.

5.7.4. The operator pushes forward on the inferior border of the dysfunctional rib at the angle, while the patient attempts first to elevate and then to depress his or her left elbow through a number of cycles against the operator's resistance (Figure 10-25).

5.7.5. Re-examine.

There are times, especially in patients who have a chronic torsional rib dysfunction, when attempting to reduce the torsion from the rib angle does not result in a successful resolution. An alternative technique was uncovered by Dr. Philip Greenman while he sorted through some of the written notes of Dr. Fred Mitchell, Sr. This alternative technique had never before been mentioned or demonstrated. Greenman first demonstrated this technique at a continuing medical education course in manual medicine in October 1992 at the Kellogg Center in East Lansing, MI, when he was called on to assist the faculty because of the sudden loss of Dr. John Bourdillon the day before.
This alternative technique combines treating an external rib torsion with the positioning used to treat an ERS dysfunction and takes advantage of the normal torsional movement of the ribs that occurs with rotation of the thoracic spine. When there is torsion of a rib, the direction of the torsion reverses at the rib angle (see Figure 10-6). For example, if there is an external torsional dysfunction of a rib, the upper edge of that rib is most prominent between the TP and the rib angle. Once beyond the rib angle, the torsion reverses, and the lower edge of that rib becomes more prominent anteriorly. The length of the rib between the rib angle and the costochondral junction is considerably longer than the length between the thoracic spine and rib angle. Therefore, this technique takes advantage of the fact that a longer lever for treatment is available when contact on the rib is made lateral and anterior to the rib angle.

6.1 Combined Muscle Energy Technique for Treatment of an External Rib Torsion and an Associated Non-Neutral Thoracic Dysfunction

Described for a Left Rib External Torsional Dysfunction with an Associated ERS Left

6.1.1. The patient is seated and holds his or her left shoulder with the right hand. The operator stands on the right side of the patient.

6.1.2. The operator places his or her right axilla over the patient's right shoulder and grasps the patient's left shoulder with the right hand. The operator then reaches his or her left arm behind the patient and places the left thumb and thenar eminence along the inferior margin of the dysfunctional rib shaft anteriorly, spanning the costochondral junction. It is natural and comfortable to allow the thumb to angle downward along the rib, lateral to the rib angle, palpating toward the costochondral junction (Figure 10-26A).

6.1.3. Using the right arm and chest, the operator can translate the patient's thoracic spine posteriorly into flexion, until tension is felt to build under the operator's left thumb along the patient's rib. The operator can then rotate the patient to the right by bringing the patient's left shoulder forward, until the beginning of rib motion is palpated. To fine tune to the barrier, side bending the patient to the right is initiated by depressing his or her right shoulder, until the last motion barrier is detected at the dysfunctional rib.

6.1.4. The patient is asked to side bend or rotate to the left, while this motion is blocked by the operator's right arm, hand, and shoulder. The operator applies an internal rotatory force anteriorly with the left thumb to the prominent inferior border of the rib (Figure 10-26B).

FIGURE 10-26
Combined muscle energy technique to correct an ERSLt dysfunction in the thoracic spine with a left external rib torsion below it. (A) The operator is positioned to the patient's right side and monitors the rib anteriorly with the left thumb and thenar eminence over the inferior margin of the rib. The rib margin, instead of the dysfunctional thoracic segment, is palpated for the right side bend, right rotation, and flexion barrier. (B) During an isometric, left side-bending effort by the patient, the operator maintains pressure on the lower rib margin. The operator continues to maintain this pressure when repositioning the patient to the next barrier.
6.1.5. After 3-5 seconds, the patient is asked to relax this effort. The operator increases the pressure on the rib to further reduce the torsion and then repositions the patient with more flexion, right side bending, and right rotation, until the next barrier is felt as a slight motion or increased tension along the rib.

6.1.6. Steps 6.1.4 and 6.1.5 are repeated two or more times.

6.1.7. Re-examine.

Note: Because it was the ERS dysfunction that caused the rib torsion, by using the combined muscle energy technique in the sitting position or the thrust technique in the supine position (described in Section 5.9), it is possible to treat both the ERS and rib torsion at the same time.

6.2 Combined Thrust Technique for Treatment of an External Rib Torsion and an Associated Non-Neutral Thoracic Dysfunction

Described for a Left Rib External Torsion Dysfunction with an Associated ERS Left

The combined technique for an external rib torsion and ERS dysfunction is performed by an addition to the supine technique used for ERS dysfunctions in the thoracic spine. This technique is valuable for ERS dysfunctions associated with external torsion of the rib, because sometimes successful treatment can be achieved only by treating both at the same time.

The following technique is described for the left fifth rib with T4 ERSlt in relation to T5. The aim of this technique is to open the left T4-5 facet joint and internally rotate the left fifth rib at the costovertebral joint.

Diagnostic Points

The left fifth rib has a prominent upper border with a wide interspace above, and the lower border of the rib is difficult to feel. The TPs of T4 are rotated to the left when the spine is taken into full flexion. There is marked tissue texture change around the left spinal and costovertebral joints.

6.2.1. The patient is supine, and the operator stands to his or her right (opposite the most posterior TP). The patient crosses the arms over the chest so that the left elbow is directly in front of the right and the hands rest over the opposite shoulders.

6.2.2. The operator reaches across with the left hand and lifts the patient's left shoulder so that the right hand can be inserted under the patient. In this technique, the lower vertebra (T5) is supported by the operator's right thumb and fingers. The operator uses the thenar eminence to contact the inferior part of the angle of the dysfunctional rib so that, by rotation of the hand, correction of the rib torsion occurs at the same time as the main thrust corrects the vertebral dysfunction (Figure 10-27A).

6.2.3. The operator reaches down with the left hand behind the patient's neck to support the head and then flexes and side bends the patient to the right, until movement just begins at T4. Rotation is introduced by turning the patient's head to the right, again until motion just begins at T4 (Figure 10-27B).

6.2.4. Bringing the chest or upper abdomen over the patient's elbows, the operator waits until the patient has fully exhaled and then gives a high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust. When giving the thrust, the operator drops his or her weight on the patient's elbows in the direction of the operator's right thumb, while he or she twists the thenar eminence counterclockwise (as seen from the front) to raise the left rib angle superiorly.

6.2.5. Retest.
FIGURE 10-28
Treatment for antero-posterior compression of a left rib. (A) With the arm over the operator’s shoulder. (B) With the arm at the patient’s side.

7. Muscle Energy

7.1 Anterior-Posterior Compression

Diagnostic Points
The rib(s) are identified as the key rib(s) of a respiratory restriction for inhalation and/or exhalation. The anterior and posterior ends of the rib are less prominent than the expected position in the curves. The rib shaft is prominent in the axilla, but the intercostal spaces above and below remain symmetrical.

7.1.1. The patient is sitting or standing, and the operator stands on the patient’s normal side. For the higher ribs, the patient should have his or her arm over the operator’s shoulder (Figure 10-28A), but for the lower ribs or for a patient with restricted shoulder mobility, the patient’s arm can be kept at his or her side (Figure 10-28B).

7.1.2. With the middle fingers, the operator circles the dysfunctional rib, pulling the patient’s trunk toward the operator and putting medial pressure with the fingertips over the rib in the mid axilla.

7.1.3. The patient should take a deep breath in to expand the rib cage anteriorly and posteriorly, while the operator maintains medial compression on the dysfunctional rib.

7.1.4. While holding deep inhalation, the patient attempts to side bend his or her trunk against the operator; for the upper ribs, the patient pulls his or her arm downward on top of the operator’s shoulder, while the medial compression on the rib is maintained.

7.1.5. After two to four repetitions, and taking up the slack after each repetition, the rib(s) are re-examined.

7.2 Lateral Compression

Diagnostic Points
The rib(s) are identified as the key rib(s) of a respiratory restriction for inhalation and/or exhalation. The anterior and posterior ends of the rib are prominent, but the rib is “missing” in the axilla. The intercostal spaces are even.

7.2.1. The patient sits, and the operator stands at the patient’s affected side. The patient is asked to abduct the arm on the affected side and place it over the operator’s shoulder.

7.2.2. The operator places one hand anteriorly over the costochondral junction and the other hand posteriorly over the rib angle of the dysfunctional rib. Recall that the rib angle is more cranial than the costochondral junction, so the hand in back is higher than the hand in front. It is best to palpate the entire length of the rib shaft to ensure bilateral hand contact on the same rib (Figure 10-29).
7.2.3. While the operator compresses the rib from front to back, the patient inhales deeply and pulls his or her arm down onto the operator's shoulder.

7.2.4. This technique is repeated two to four times, taking up the slack after each repetition. The rib(s) are then re-examined.
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The most serious accidents caused by manipulation without anesthesia have been from treatment of the upper cervical spine in extension and nearly full rotation. This position is not necessary to effectively treat the upper cervical spine, and it is important to avoid the risk that such positioning involves. The problem is caused by injury to the vertebrobasilar arterial system, and it has been shown that the mechanism is usually an intimal dissection\(^1\) rather than a direct obstruction. Thrusting manipulation is not the only cause; this injury has even been recorded as happening when the person has held his or her own neck voluntarily extended and rotated for a period of time without an external force of any kind.

Millions of high cervical manipulations using high-velocity techniques are performed every year, and the number of reported accidents is very small. When an accident does happen, the results are serious and may be fatal. Permanent paresis is common after such an accident. An excellent review of this data is given by Kleynhans.\(^2\)

Lewit\(^3\) quotes a test ascribed to De Kleyn as being useful for determination of vertebral artery insufficiency. The test is performed with the patient supine with the head extended over the end of the table. The operator rotates the head first to one side and then to the other, watching for the development of nystagmus or listening for a complaint of dizziness or nausea. The risk of an ischemic catastrophe has been described in head and neck positions\(^4\) that are similar to those normally used for the De Kleyn test. Furthermore, the results of such provocative testing do not correlate with the occurrence of cerebrovascular complications due to cervical manipulation.\(^5\) In the opinion of the authors, the De Kleyn test or similar variations of this test should not be used. This recommendation is in spite of the fact that the test is mandatory in Germany before cervical manipulation is performed. As noted in Chapter 6, it is anxiety, rather than nystagmus, that is the earliest sign of cerebral anoxia. Therefore, it is recommended that, if the patient becomes anxious during any procedure to the upper cervical spine, the procedure should be abandoned immediately.

A somewhat safer test can be performed before the examination and treatment of the cervical spine. The seated patient is asked to extend the head on the neck and, in that position, to rotate first to one side and then to the other, without being touched by the operator. The rotated position is maintained for 5 seconds, and the patient is watched carefully for anxiety, dizziness, or nystagmus. The testing should be stopped immediately if any of these signs appears. If the test is positive, it is probably best to proceed with appropriate consultations or diagnostic studies to examine the integrity of the cervical and intracranial circulatory system. It is unlikely that dramatic responses to this head position have gone unnoticed by the patient before the examination, but, once again, the absence of any abnormal response does not preclude the risk of a complication. Adding to the difficulty in interpreting such tests is the fact that many patients with cervical somatic dysfunction experience vertigo with changes in head and neck position.

Serious complications from thrusting manipulation of the cervical spine performed in Switzerland over a 33-year period occurred at a frequency of 1 in 400,000 cervical manipulations and included incidents of diminished consciousness, loss of consciousness, neurological symptoms, and radiculopathies. Vertigo was noted to occur in 1 in 40,000 cases.\(^6\) There has not been any report of a serious complication occurring in cases in which the cervical spine was treated with the muscle energy and thrust techniques described in this book, and such com-
The cervical spine is unique in that there are no neutral dysfunctions, although, in the upper cervical spine, there is a small amount of rotation that occurs at the occipitoatlantal (OA) joint to the opposite side of side bending. This coupled movement at the OA joint is guided by the alar ligaments and the osteology of the OA joint and is not truly the consequence of neutral mechanics. Therefore, because there are no neutral mechanics in the typical cervical spine, all dysfunctions in the typical cervical spine (C2-7) are of the non-neutral type. When treating the cervical spine, the beginning operator often appears to have difficulty in locating the restrictive barrier, especially after the first patient effort. It is important, especially in the cervical spine, not to go beyond the barrier when positioning a joint for muscle energy or thrusting treatment.

Motion characteristics of the cervical spine are directly influenced by the upper thoracic spine (T1-5); therefore, the neck can be viewed functionally as a combination of both areas, which have been artificially separated by anatomical classification. Neck pain is often relieved by restoration of upper thoracic spinal function, rather than by direct treatment of the cervical spine alone. Likewise, restricted active cervical range of motion for rotation, side bending, and flexion or extension often originates in the upper thoracic spine. This fact often is not appreciated, and it is quite common to find that the cause for persistent neck pain is because the thoracic dysfunctions were never addressed. This is particularly true in patients who have experienced a flexion-extension neck injury, or so-called “whiplash” injuries. For this reason, in this edition, the thoracic spine is presented before this chapter. It should also be emphasized that headaches are often the consequence of cervical and thoracic dysfunctions, especially if they influence the upper cervical spine. Dysfunctions between the occiput and C1 can often cause unilateral headaches, which radiate behind the eye and, because of their nature and intensity, can be confused with true migraine headaches. Lower cervical spine dysfunctions can also refer pain that radiates into the upper thoracic spine and under the scapula. When treating the cervical spine, it is important to be aware of the influence of the long restrictor muscles that can act on and affect the mobility of multiple levels of the cervical spine the same way. Particularly, the scalenes and longus colli can act as long restrictors responsible for multiple ipsilateral flexed, rotated, and side bent (FRS) dysfunctions in the typical cervical spine, whereas the levator scapulae can be the long restrictor responsible for the appearance of multiple ipsilateral extended, rotated, and side bent (ERS) dysfunctions in the upper cervical spine. It is probably best to lengthen these long restrictors (see Chapter 14) before treating individual segments in the cervical spine.

Flexion and extension occur maximally between C4, C5, and C6, and it is no wonder that most cervical dysfunctions include these segments. Because this is a region of maximal physical stress, it is also the region in which reactive bone growth can provide additional stabilization by osteophyte formation. If viewed as a similar process as the formation of calluses on the palm of the hand, thickened bone, like thickened skin, has a protective role and should not be considered simply a “degenerative change.” Nevertheless, osteophyte formation certainly changes the osteology of the spine and thereby reduces the anatomical range of motion between vertebrae.

Radiculopathies also commonly occur at these midlevel segments of the cervical spine, usually at C5-6 with pain radiating to the shoulder and down the arm laterally to the thumb. Sensory loss over the thumb and index finger can be confused with carpal tunnel syndrome. In more severe cases, there is a loss of the biceps and brachioradialis reflexes with weakness of the biceps, infraspinatus, and supraspinatus muscles. Radiculopathies occurring above C4-5 and below C5-6 are less common, unless there has been a surgical fusion between C4 and C6. The consequence of adaptive increased mobility and subsequent increased physical stress is additional osteophyte formation at those segments above and below the fusion. Brachial plexopathies must always be considered in the differential diagnosis. Radicular symptoms that become worse or accentuated with cervical extension are usually the consequence of foraminal stenosis by osteophyte formation; symptoms that worsen with flexion are usually from cervical disc herniation. The development of large posterior osteophytes can reduce the diameter of the spinal canal and compromise the spinal cord over time, causing a progressive myelopathy. Likewise, an acute myelopathy can be the consequence of any trauma that flexes the cervical spine in the presence of a large posterior osteophyte.

1. TYPICAL CERVICAL VERTEBRAE, C2-7

Review of Examination

Most of the examination techniques for the thoracic and lumbar spines use motion testing or positional testing with flexion and extension, seeking asymmetries in the movement or position of the transverse processes. In the examination of the cervical spine, the operator avoids contact with the transverse processes because the tips of these TP's are very tender. Instead, the operator palpates
over the large articular pillars of the cervical zygapophyseal joints. The examination of the cervical spine is usually performed with the patient supine. The operator is seated at the head of the table, supporting the patient's occiput with the palms and palpating over the articular pillars with the finger pads, the width of which are approximately equal to the surface of the articular pillar. The most comfortable initial placement of the fingers of both hands is usually with the fifth digit on C3 and the index finger on C6. Movement of the hand caudally allows the index finger to contact C7, whereas movement cranially allows the little finger to contact C2. Palpation at this stage provides scanning for tissue texture changes over the pillars to give the examiner a clue as to which segmental levels need to be examined further.

The identification of a motion restriction in the cervical spine is best determined by lateral translation with the index fingers supporting the segment to be tested or with the finger pads placed against the articular pillars. Two different techniques have been described to passively translate a specific, typical, cervical vertebra. In the first technique, described by Greenman, a sling is formed with the index fingers of both hands that supports the vertebra to be translated; the palms support the patient's head, and the remaining fingers support and translate all of the vertebrae that are cranial to the one being examined. This technique uses lateral translation with alternating pressure from right to left and left to right as a measurement of the freedom or restriction of mobility of the zygapophyseal joints to open or close at the immediate level below the vertebral body held by the examiner's index fingers. Therefore, the dysfunctional vertebra will always be identified as the superior vertebra that is restricted for lateral translation in relation to the one below. For example, if, in extension, C5 is found to be restricted for translation from right to left, the positional diagnosis is an FRSlt at C5-6 with a restriction in closure of the right facet between C5 and C6. If, in flexion, C5 is found to be restricted for translation from right to left, the positional diagnosis is an ERSlt at C5-6 with a restriction in opening of the left facet between C5 and C6. This diagnosis is true as long as, during the examination, C5 is translated from right to left with the rest of the cervical spine and head above en bloc. When using this technique, it is important to maintain a pure lateral translatory force and avoid any tilting or side bending of the head around the index fingers, which can inadvertently result in a false sense of freedom of motion at that spinal level.

A second technique has also been used in evaluating the typical cervical spine using translation. In this technique, the operator's index or middle finger pads are placed against the articular pillars, and translation is introduced at that segment only, without supporting and moving the head and cervical spine above. Restriction in lateral translation using this technique may involve the facet joints below or above the level tested, because with this technique, it is possible to slide the superior facet of the translated vertebra underneath the level above, especially if testing by translation of the cervical spine in extension. Another tendency when evaluating the cervical spine with this technique is for the examiner to allow the patient's head and neck to side bend and rotate rather than translate during testing, which results in a false sense of movement with the restrictive barrier undetected. For these reasons, the authors prefer the first technique, as originally described by Greenman.

The barrier for an ERS dysfunction can be found by starting in extension and motion testing with translation laterally. The operator must introduce enough extension into the cervical spine to find the range in which translation is unrestricted and symmetrical from right to left and left to right (see Figure 5-19). The operator then gradually introduces flexion until tension builds at one of the fingers supporting the articular pillars during translation to the right or the left. The barrier for an FRS dysfunction is found by introducing flexion from the extended position, until translation is unrestricted and symmetrical from right to left and from left to right (see Figure 5-18). The operator then reintroduces extension until tension builds at one of the fingers supporting the articular pillars during translation to the right or the left.

An alternative method to identify flexion and extension restrictions of the lower cervical spine can be done with the patient seated and the operator standing behind in a fashion similar to that for evaluating the upper thoracic spine (see Figure 5-9). The operator palpates over the articular pillars with the thumbs and assesses for any rotational changes that might accompany spinal flexion or extension, thereby arriving at a diagnosis of an ERS or FRS dysfunction. This may actually be the preferred technique when attempting to examine a patient with a muscular or broad neck, in which lateral translation of the lower cervical spine may be difficult to accomplish with the patient supine.

Muscle Energy Treatment for an FRS Dysfunction

1.1 Described for C3 That Is Flexed, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to C4 (FRSrt)
This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for extension and for rotation and side bending to the left...
between C3 and C4. The left facet joint between C3 and C4 does not close completely.

**Diagnostic Points**

There is tissue texture change at the segment. With the neck fully flexed, C3 translates easily from right to left and from left to right. With the neck extended and supported to C3-4, there is restriction of translation of C3 from left to right, but translation from right to left remains free. C3 cannot side bend left in relation to C4, but it can side bend right and therefore is side bent right. To side bend left in extension, the left facet joint between C3 and C4 must be able to close, and it cannot.

1.1.1. The patient is supine, and the operator sits at the patient's head.

1.1.2. The operator's left index finger contacts the posterior aspect of the left lateral mass (articular pillar) of C4, the lower vertebra of the motion segment in the range of free, lateral, left-to-right translation (Figure 11-1A). C4 is lifted anteriorly by the operator's left finger, which extends the C3-4 joint until the tension is felt with the index finger. For major restrictions, there is tension at the onset. Another option to find the extension barrier is to start with the neck initially flexed by lifting the occiput with the operator's right hand and then introduce extension from below up by the operator's left index finger supporting and lifting C4 anteriorly.

**FIGURE 11-1**

Muscle energy technique for an FRS right at C3-4. (A) Operator's left index finger contacts the articular pillar of C4, and the right hand supports the patient's head. (B) The extension barrier is found by lifting C4 anteriorly with the left index finger until tension is felt. (C) The operator's right hand is placed on the right side of the patient's head to stabilize and to be used later to resist right side bending. Using the left finger contact on C4, C4 is translated to the right until the left side-bending barrier is palpated. (D) Using the right hand, the operator rotates the patient's head to the left until tension builds at the C3-4 segment, signaling the presence of the left rotation barrier.
orly until tension is palpated (Figure 11-1B).

1.1.3. Once the extension barrier is found, the operator’s right hand contacts the right side of the patient’s head to stabilize, and later is used to resist right side bending. The operator’s left index finger introduces translation of C4 to the right, until the left side-bending barrier is palpated (Figure 11-1C). The operator uses the right hand to introduce left rotation until the tension reaches the operator’s left index finger (Figure 11-1D).

1.1.4. The patient is asked to attempt to push his or her head gently to the right or to lift it off the table. The effort is maintained for 3-5 seconds, while the operator resists so that the patient does not move. The patient then is asked to relax.

1.1.5. When the patient has relaxed fully, the operator uses his or her left index finger to either engage a new extension barrier by slightly increasing the anterior translation of C4 by lifting it or a new left side-bending barrier by translating C4 to the right. Further fine tuning can be made by using the right hand to side bend and rotate the patient’s head to the left.

1.1.6. Steps 1.1.4 and 1.1.5 are repeated two or more times, depending on response. If the response is poor, it may be wise to try the other available direction for the patient’s effort (flexion instead of side bending, or vice versa) or to reassess to be sure that the initial positioning for treatment was on the free side of the barrier.

1.1.7. Retest.

Note: For multilevel extension restrictions (FRS dysfunctions) on the same side, long restrictors must be considered. Most often, these restrictors are the middle and anterior scalenes and longus colli muscles. If these muscles are hypertonic, they prevent active side bending to the opposite direction at multiple cervical levels. For example, if there is hypertonus of the right anterior and middle scalenes, the longus colli muscles, or both, then there is a multisegmental restriction for active left side bending that increases with extension and decreases with flexion of the cervical spine. However, in this example, passive mobility testing of the cervical spine with lateral translation will feel restricted from right to left and may erroneously be interpreted as multiple, stacked FRSlt cervical dysfunctions.

Treatment for the hypertonic right scalenes using muscle energy techniques would begin with the patient’s head cradled between the operator’s left hand and left shoulder, flexing the upper cervical spine, while the operator’s right hand palpates over the patient’s right first rib. To introduce extension into the lower cervical spine, the patient’s head and neck are supported by the operator and brought off the end of the table, down as far as T2. While maintaining pressure and depressing the patient’s right shoulder caudad, the operator uses his or her left shoulder and hand to translate the patient’s head and neck in an anterior-to-posterior direction to induce extension of the lower cervical spine. The patient’s head is tilted to the left and rotated right until tension is felt at the first rib (Figure 11-2). The patient is asked to take a deep breath and flex the neck by pushing his or her forehead into the operator’s left shoulder for 3-5 seconds. After exhalation and relaxation, the operator repositions the patient by further posterior translation, adding further left side bending and right rotation as needed. The treatment is repeated two to three times or until cervical anterior-to-posterior translation feels free. By keeping the patient’s chin down, the upper cervical spine is maintained in flexion throughout the stretch. After the hypertonicity in these long restrictors has been reduced, any residual FRS dysfunctions can be treated individually with the muscle energy technique previously described.

**Muscle Energy Treatment for an ERS Dysfunction**

1.2 Described for C4 That Is Extended, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to C5 (ERSrt)

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for flexion and for rotation and side bending to the left between C4 and C5. The right facet joint between C4 and C5 does not open completely.
Diagnostic Points
There is tissue texture change at the segment. With the neck extended, C4 translates easily from right to left and from left to right. With the neck flexed, there is restriction of translation of C4 from left to right, but translation from right to left remains free. C4 cannot side bend left in relation to C5, but it can side bend right and, therefore, is side bent right. To side bend left in flexion, the right facet joint must be able to open, and it cannot. When using lateral translation to assess freedom of motion during flexion, the inferior facet of the superior vertebra must be able to glide in a cranial direction over the superior facet of the inferior vertebra. If the right facet joint between C4 and C5 cannot fully open, C4 cannot translate from left to right when the spine is flexed past the point of available motion between C4 and C5.

1.2.1. The patient is supine, and the operator sits at the patient’s head.

1.2.2. The operator uses the right hand to control the patient’s head and upper cervical spine. The palm of the operator’s left hand supports the patient’s occiput, while the left thumb is placed on the left facet joint of C4-S. Turning the patient’s head to the left with the left thumb is resisted equally by the operator. The patient’s head is then asked to relax.

1.2.3. Using the right hand and left palm, the operator flexes the patient’s neck by lifting the patient’s head until tension is felt at the left index finger and thumb (see Figure 11-3B). Left side bending is introduced by translating C4 from left to right with the left thumb, until the barrier to left side bending is felt by increased tension between C4 and C5 (Figure 11-3D). If side bending is already fully restricted, the degree of cervical flexion can be reduced until some motion is possible for lateral translation from left to right at C4-S. The left rotation barrier is introduced last and is palpated when tension reaches the operator’s left thumb at the left facet joint of C4-S. Turning the patient’s head to the left with the right hand localizes the left rotation barrier from above down.

1.2.4. The patient is asked to make a gentle effort to side bend his or her head to the right or to press it back toward the table. The effort is maintained for 3–5 seconds and is resisted equally by the operator. The patient is then asked to relax.

1.2.5. When relaxation is complete, the operator repositions the patient’s cervical spine to the new barrier in all three planes by a slight increase in flexion, left side bending, and left rotation.

1.2.6. Steps 1.2.4 and 1.2.5 are repeated two or more times, but if there has been little or no change in the location of the restrictive barrier, successful treatment might require asking the patient to make the effort into extension (if side bending was used) or into right side bending (if extension was used).

1.2.7. Retest.

Note: For multiple flexion restrictions (ERSrt) affecting C2-4, the long restrictor may be the right levator scapula. Hypertonus in this muscle can be reduced by a muscle energy technique with the patient side lying on his or her left shoulder. The patient’s left arm is positioned so that the head can lie over the upper arm and side bend to the left, with the cervical spine positioned into flexion and left rotation toward the table. The patient’s right arm is placed with the hand resting on the right hip. The operator stabilizes the patient’s cervical spine by placing the right hand over the right articular pillars of C1-4. The left hand is used to depress and posteriorly tilt the patient’s right scapula, aligning the left forearm and wrist with the fiber direction of the levator scapulæ (Figure 11-4). The patient is asked to lift the right shoulder against the operator’s resistance for 3–5 seconds. After relaxation, the shoulder is further depressed inferiorly with an additional posterior tilt, while the head is further rotated to the left. This treatment is repeated two or three times, after which the cervical spine is re-examined, and any residual ERS dysfunctions can be individually treated with the muscle energy technique previously described.

Thrust Technique for an FRS Dysfunction
1.3 Described for C5 That Is Flexed, Rotated, and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to C6 (FRSrt)
This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for extension and for rotation and side bending to the left between C5 and C6. The left facet joint between C5 and C6 does not close completely.

1.3.1. The patient is supine, and the operator sits or stands at the head of the table.

1.3.2. The operator’s right hand controls the patient’s head, and the second metacarpophalangeal joint of the left hand is placed against the left lateral mass (articular pillar) of C5, the superior vertebra (Figure 11-5A).

1.3.3. Using the metacarpophalangeal joint of the left index finger and the tips of the right fingers as monitors,
FIGURE 11-3
Muscle energy technique for an ERSrt at C4-5. (A) The operator’s left thumb is placed on the left facet joint of C4-5. (B) The patient’s occiput is resting in the palm of operator’s left hand, and the cervical spine is flexed to the flexion barrier. (C) The operator’s right hand is placed on the right side of the patient’s head over the frontal, temporal, and parietal bones. The left index finger supports C4 at the flexion barrier. (D) The operator moves the left hand to the right, translating C4-5 until the tension builds and the left side-bending barrier is encountered, then rotates the patient’s head to the left until tension at the operator’s left thumb signals the left rotation barrier at C4-5.

1.3.4. After full exhalation, and when all the slack has been removed by extension, left side bending, and left rotation, a high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given by the operator’s left hand on the lateral mass of C5 in the direction of the spinous process of T1. The force should always be directed toward the spinous process of T1 when treating any of the typical cervical levels with this technique.

1.3.5. Retest.

Thrust Technique Using Side Bending for an ERS Dysfunction

1.4 Described for ERSlt at C4-5
This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for flexion and for rotation and side bending to the right between C4 and C5. The left facet joint between C4 and C5 does not open completely.
1.4.1. The patient is supine, and the operator sits or stands at the patient's head.

1.4.2. With the left hand and forearm, the operator controls the patient's head and places the second metacarpophalangeal joint of the right hand against the right zygapophyseal joint of C4-s. Typically, the operator's fingers of the left hand support the patient's chin to help introduce and control cervical flexion, and the left forearm is placed alongside the patient's head to introduce side bending to the right.

1.4.3. Using the right hand as a monitor, the operator introduces flexion and right side bending, until the movement is localized to the side-bending barrier between C4 from above and C5 from below (Figure 11-6).

1.4.4. After full exhalation, and when all the slack has been removed by right side bending and right rotation, a high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given directly to the left by the operator's right hand against the C4-5 facet joint. This thrust opens the left facet joint.

1.4.5. Retest.

**Thrust Technique Using Rotation for an ERS Dysfunction**

1.5 Described for an ERSLt at C4-5

This is a non-neutral dysfunction with a restriction for flexion and for rotation and side bending to the right between C4 and C5. The left facet joint between C4 and C5 does not open completely.

1.5.1. The patient is supine, and the operator sits or stands at the patient's head.

1.5.2. Using the palms of both hands, the operator controls the patient's head and blocks movement at the right facet joint of C4-s with the right index and middle fingers (Figure 11-7A).

1.5.3. The operator places the left second metacarpophalangeal joint against the posterior aspect of the left lateral mass of C4 (Figure 11-7B).

1.5.4. Using both hands to monitor, the operator introduces flexion, right side bending, and right rotation, until the movement is localized to the barrier (i.e., the upper border of C4 from above and lower border of C5 from below).
1.5.5. After a full exhalation, and when all the slack has been removed by flexion, right side bending, and right rotation to the final barrier, a high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust is given by the operator's left hand against the posterior aspect of the left lateral mass of C4 to produce rotation to the right.

1.5.6. Retest.

2. ATLANTOAXIAL (C1-2) JOINT

The most significant motion at the atlantoaxial (C1-2) joint is rotation, even though there is a small amount of side bending and cranio-caudal translation.

Muscle Energy and Thrust Technique for a C1-2 Dysfunction

Described for a Restriction of Rotation to the Right at C1-2

Diagnostic Points
There is tissue texture change at the segment. With the neck passively held flexed by the operator as far as it easily goes, the range of rotation of the head to the right is less than the range of rotation to the left. The barrier to rotation is detected by the onset of motion of C2, which is monitored by the operator's palpating fingers on the posterior articular pillar of C2.

Note: To prevent a loss of localization while assessing mobility at C1-2, the operator must maintain cervical flexion and not allow cervical extension to occur.

2.1 Muscle Energy Technique for Restricted Rotation to the Right at C1-2

2.1.1. The patient is supine, and the operator sits or stands at the patient's head.

2.1.2. With the palms of both hands, the operator supports the patient's head and flexes the neck as far as it easily goes, usually approximately 45 degrees.

2.1.3. Monitoring on the posterior lateral aspect of C2, the operator turns the patient's head to the right, until C2 on the left just begins to move, and then backs off the barrier by de-rotating slightly (Figure 11-8).

2.1.4. The patient is asked to turn his or her head gently to the left or simply to move his or her eyes to the left. The effort is maintained for 3-5 seconds, while the operator resists any movement.

2.1.5. On relaxation, the operator rotates the patient's head further to the right, and the patient is asked to look...
FIGURE 11-8
Treatment of a C1-2 right rotational restriction using muscle energy technique. The patient's head is rotated to the right until tension builds at C2 on the left.

to the right to help facilitate further right rotation. Steps 2.1.4 and 2.1.5 are repeated two or more times.
2.1.6. Retest to see if right rotation has been fully restored at this segment.

2.2 Thrust, First Technique for Restricted Rotation to the Right at C1-2
2.2.1. The patient is supine, and the operator sits or stands at the patient's head.
2.2.2. With the palms of both hands, the operator supports the patient's head and flexes the neck as far as it easily goes, usually approximately 45 degrees.

FIGURE 11-9
Position for treatment of restricted C1-2 rotation to the right. Thrust with the left index finger.

2.2.3. The operator's left second metacarpophalangeal joint is placed against the left posterior arch of the patient's atlas to monitor and localize the force. The operator rotates the patient's head to the right to reach the barrier (i.e., just before C2 begins to move).
2.2.4. When all rotatory slack has been taken out by rotation and full exhalation, the thrust is given by both hands turning the patient's head to the right. The force is localized to C1-2 through the operator's left index finger (Figure 11-9).
2.2.5. Retest.

2.3 Thrust, Second Technique for Restricted Rotation to the Right at C1-2
Steps 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 are the same as steps 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.
2.3.3. With the hands on both sides of the patient's head and with the fingers pointing caudad, the operator takes up any slack by rotating the patient's head to reach the right rotation barrier at C1-2.
2.3.4. The thrust is given by a rotatory movement of both hands while maintaining the flexion (Figure 11-10).
2.3.5. Retest.

3. OCCIPITOATLANTAL (CO-C1) JOINT
At the OA joint, the major motion is flexion and extension, but there is also a small amount of side bending. Assessment of side bending using lateral translation can be used diagnostically, because it is often easier to assess for motion loss than flexion or extension. The side-bending movement is coupled to a very small range of rotation that always occurs to the opposite side. Any loss of side-bending motion is critical and restricts the flexion-extension motion, much like a drawer that no longer glides in and out if there is a loss of side-to-side freedom. Dysfunction at the OA joint is a common cause of occipital pain and headaches that radiate frontally around the sinuses or behind one eye and are often misinterpreted as a sinus or migraine headache.

Muscle Energy Technique for Occipitoatlantal Dysfunctions
3.1 Described for an Occiput That Is Flexed and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to C1 (FSrt)
When this dysfunction is present, there is a restriction for extension between the left occipital condyle and the left superior facet of C1. As the left condyle is restricted from gliding anteriorly on the left superior facet of C1,
and the right occipital condyle can glide further anteriorly on the right superior facet of C1, the occiput will rotate to the left during extension. Because the occiput has rotated to the left, and the side bending motion is coupled in the opposite direction, it will also be side bent to the right. The side-bending component for the OA joint is critical for the normal gliding motion of the joint and is considered more important to identify and restore than the coupled rotational component. The rotational component need not be considered for treatment purposes when the muscle energy technique is used.

**Diagnostic Points**

There is tissue texture change at the segment. The head does not translate as far to the right as to the left when tested with the OA joint extended (see Figure 5-23). Translation to the left and to the right may be equal when the head is flexed, as long as the joints of the lower cervical segments are free to side bend (see Figure 5-22). Anterior-posterior translation with the head rotated 30 degrees to the left demonstrates a restriction of forward translation (extension) on the left. Remember that the occipital condyles are angled approximately 30 degrees from the sagittal plane (see Figure 2-13), so that turning the head 30 degrees to the left places the left occipital condyle and the articulation at C1 vertical, whereas the joint on the right is horizontal. Comparisons between the right and left sides can be made by rotating the head 30 degrees to the right and repeating the anterior-posterior translation (see Figure 5-24). The arch of C1 is palpated laterally by the operator's index fingers (Figure 11-1IA). A restriction for anterior translation on the left is palpated when the anterior gliding motion of the left atlanto-occipital joint binds at its extension barrier (Figure 11-11B) and forces C1 to rotate to the right away from the left index finger and into the operator's right index finger (Figure 11-11C).

3.1.1. The patient is supine, and the operator sits at the patient's head.

3.1.2. The operator holds the patient's occiput by placing the web of the left hand under the posterior cervical muscles, just below the nuchal line but not in contact with the posterior OA membrane. With the right hand, the operator controls the patient's chin position, keeping the right forearm against the right side of the patient's head. The operator places one or two fingers of the hand under the patient's chin so that a flexion effort by the patient can be resisted (Figure 11-12). The patient's head should be back at the midline, neither rotated to the right nor to the left.

3.1.3. Extension of the joint to the barrier is introduced by using both hands to rotate the patient's head backward around a horizontal axis, until the barrier is reached. This movement is extension of the skull on C1 and not extension of the cervical spine.

3.1.4. Fine tuning to the remaining motion barrier is accomplished by the operator using the right forearm to side bend the patient's head to the left. If the chin is allowed to remain in the midline, the right rotation occurs automatically and does not need to be introduced by the operator.

3.1.5. From this position, the patient is asked to look down toward his or her feet or, if more force is thought necessary, to push the chin down gently. Either of these commands activates the neck flexors, but the eye movement alone is almost always sufficient.

3.1.6. After 3-5 seconds, the patient is asked to relax, and, even when eye movement is used alone, the anterior muscles should "let go" and relax. When eye movement is being used, a helpful instruction is "look up above your head" to assist active extension, which reciprocally inhibits the neck flexors. When the patient has relaxed fully, the operator takes up the slack to the new barrier by extension of the head, and steps 3.1.5 and 3.1.6 are repeated two or more times.

3.1.7. Retest.
3.1.8. If the restriction persists, or if there is no change noted when working with the neck flexors, the patient can be asked to side bend the head to the right against the operator’s right forearm or simply to move his or her eyes to the right. Movement of the head is blocked by the operator’s right forearm. After relaxation and asking the patient to move the eyes to the left, left side bending can be increased.

3.2 Described for an Occiput That Is Extended and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to C1 (ESrt)

When this dysfunction is present, there is a restriction for flexion between the right occipital condyle and the right superior facet of C1. As the right condyle is restricted from gliding posteriorly on the right superior facet of C1, and the left occipital condyle can glide further posteriorly on the left superior facet of C1, the occiput will rotate to the left during flexion. Because the occiput has rotated to the left, and the side bending motion is coupled in the opposite direction, it will also
be side bent to the right. The side-bending component for the OA joint is critical for the normal gliding motion of the joint and is considered more important to identify and restore the coupled rotational component. The rotational component need not be considered for treatment purposes when the muscle energy technique is used.

**Diagnostic Points**

There is tissue texture change at the segment. The patient’s head does not translate as far to the right as to the left when tested with the OA joint flexed (see Figure 5-22). Translation to the left and to the right may be equal when tested with the OA joint extended (see Figure 5-23). Anterior-posterior translation with the head rotated 30 degrees to the right demonstrates a restriction of posterior translation on the right (Figure 11-13A). Because posterior glide is restricted on the right, the arch of C1 rotates posteriorly on the right into the operator’s palpat ing right index finger when the barrier is reached.

3.2.1. The patient is supine, and the operator sits at the patient’s head.

3.2.2. The operator holds the patient’s occiput by placing the web of the left hand under the patient’s posterior cervical muscles, just below the nuchal line but not in contact with the posterior OA membrane. The operator’s left thumb and tip of the ring finger are in contact with the lateral and posterior aspect of the atlas. The patient’s head should be in the midline, neither rotated to the right nor left. With the right hand, the operator controls the patient’s chin and places the right forearm against the right side of the patient’s head. Because the patient will be asked to elevate the chin or extend at the OA joint, the operator needs to place at least one finger on the anterior aspect of the chin (Figure 11-13B).

3.2.3. The flexion barrier is introduced by using both hands to rotate the patient’s head forward around a horizontal axis, until the barrier is reached, as palpated by the increasing tension at the operator’s left thumb and ring finger. This movement is flexion of the skull on C1 and not flexion of the cervical spine.

3.2.4. To engage the remaining motion barrier, the patient’s head is side bent to the left with the operator’s right forearm. If the chin is allowed to remain in the midline, right rotation follows automatically and does not need to be added by the operator.

3.2.5. From this position, the patient is asked to look up above his or her head or, if more force is thought necessary, to lift his or her chin gently toward the ceiling against equal resistance provided by the operator’s right fingers. Either of these commands should activate the neck extensors, but the eye movement alone is almost always sufficient.

3.2.6. After 3–5 seconds, the patient is asked to relax and look down toward his or her feet. This movement activates the neck flexors to reciprocally inhibit the neck extensors. When the patient has relaxed fully, the operator takes up the slack to the new barrier by flexion of the head, and steps 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 are repeated two or more times.

3.2.7. Retest.

3.2.8. If the restriction persists, or if no change is noted after activation of the neck extensors, the patient can be asked to side bend the head to the right against the operator’s right forearm or simply to move his or her eyes to
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FIGURE 11-14
Position for thrust treatment for an occipitoatlantal ESrt with a restriction for flexion and left side bending.

the right. Movement of the head is blocked by the operator’s right forearm. After relaxation and asking the patient to move the eyes to the left, left side bending can be increased.

Thrust Technique for Occipitoatlantal Dysfunctions

3.3 Described for an Occiput That Is Flexed and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to C1 (FSrt)

3.3.1. The patient is supine, and the operator stands at the patient’s head.

3.3.2. The operator holds the patient’s occiput by placing the web of the left hand under the patient’s posterior cervical muscles, just below the nuchal line but not in contact with the posterior OA membrane. With the right hand, the operator controls the patient’s chin and places the forearm against the right side of the patient’s skull.

3.3.3. The extension movement is introduced by both hands rotating the patient’s head until the barrier is reached. This movement is extension of the skull on C1 and not extension of the cervical spine.

3.3.4. Fine tuning the left side bending is accomplished by tilting the patient’s head with the operator’s right forearm. If the chin is allowed to remain in the midline, the right rotation follows automatically and needs not be added by the operator. To have the required force available for the thrust, the operator should move to the left side of the patient’s head so that the thrust is given mainly with the left hand on the occiput.

3.3.5. After a full exhalation, and when all slack has been removed, the thrust is given by a high-velocity, low-amplitude movement with both hands in a cranial direction.

3.3.6. Retest.

Note: This technique is most often associated with injury to the vertebral artery if it is done incorrectly, and it is not recommended for any but the most experienced practitioners.

3.4 Described for an Occiput That Is Extended and Side Bent to the Right in Relation to C1 (ESrt)

3.4.1. The patient is supine, and the operator stands or sits at the patient’s head.

3.4.2. The operator holds the patient’s occiput by placing the web of the left hand under the patient’s posterior cervical muscles, just below the nuchal line but not in contact with the posterior OA membrane. With the right hand, the operator controls the patient’s chin, while the right forearm is placed against the right side of the patient’s skull.

3.4.3. The flexion movement is introduced by both hands rotating the patient’s head until the barrier is reached. This movement is flexion of the skull on C1 and not flexion of the cervical spine.

3.4.4. Fine tuning is accomplished by side bending the patient’s head to the left with the operator’s right forearm. If the chin is allowed to remain in the midline, the right rotation follows automatically and needs not be added by the operator.

3.4.5. After a full exhalation, and when all slack has been removed, the thrust is given with both hands by a high-velocity, low-amplitude movement in a cranial direction (Figure 11-14).

3.4.6. Retest.
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Each practitioner of manual medicine develops his or her own method of examination, because it would take too long to examine every spinal joint and the rest of the musculoskeletal system. An overall screening examination helps identify areas that require more detailed testing by a scanning examination. Following a scanning examination, the most detailed and important part of the examination can be performed: the segmental definition of a dysfunction (see Chapters 3, 4, and 5). When this is completed, the operator knows the precise directions in which motion is restricted for each joint examined so that a specific treatment plan can be determined. In addition, before treatment begins, the operator should be able to identify what appears to be the most significant dysfunction in the musculoskeletal system. We attempt to identify the most significant dysfunction by first looking for major (rather than minor) dysfunctions, as determined by positional and passive mobility testing. Once the major dysfunctions are located, we try to determine which dysfunction most likely has the greatest influence on our ability to balance the pelvis, because balancing the pelvis is thought to be a key in treating the musculoskeletal system. Once the primary restriction is identified and treated effectively, one or more secondary dysfunctions often appear to “melt away” and no longer require treatment.

THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF DYSFUNCTIONS AT THE LUMBOSACRAL JUNCTION

One of the most difficult and controversial areas of the spine to evaluate and treat when attempting to balance the pelvis is the lumbosacral junction. This key junctional area is often the site of the primary restriction, especially for patients with chronic low back pain. Examination of the pelvis and sacrum is described in Chapter 4, and Chapter 5 addresses examination of the spine. The coupled motion that occurs between the lumbar spine and the sacrum is alluded to in both chapters and is reviewed and expanded on this chapter.

Lumbosacral Junction

An understanding of the unique interaction between the motion of the lumbar spine and the movements of the sacrum is of great importance in the diagnosis and treatment of mechanical low back pain. The coupled movements between the lumbar spine and the sacrum and the techniques for evaluating and correcting dysfunctions in this region were originally described and demonstrated by Fred Mitchell, Sr., DO. Incorporating this information into the clinical setting provides a means to identify and treat dysfunctions associated with a specific structural diagnosis; these dysfunctions are often the cause of low back pain of musculoskeletal origin. To compare outcomes and responses to treatment, it is necessary to specifically define dysfunctions of the lumbosacral junction, because the treatment approach varies accordingly. In our view, comparing outcomes of any treatment program based only on a “diagnosis” of the symptom of “low back pain” is meaningless.

The following discussion expands on Mitchell’s original descriptions, serves as a useful model for the diagnosis and treatment of the lumbosacral junction, and provides some insight into the possible mechanisms of injury.

At the outset, it must be appreciated that variations in the anatomy and the osteology of the lumbosacral
juncture are the norm. To further complicate matters, the normal and abnormal motion characteristics of the lumbosacral junction are also influenced by the movements of the sacrum between the ilia and by the connection of the ilia to L4 and L5 through the iliolumbar ligaments. Variations in the anatomy that must be considered include the following:

1. Asymmetry of the sacroiliac (SI) joints, because no two SI joints have the same articulatory configuration

2. Facet tropism at L5-S1, which is common

3. Sacralization of L5 or the failure of the sacrum to fully fuse (i.e., lumbarization of L6)

4. The position of L5 relative to the intercrestal line (i.e., a line drawn across the top of the iliac crests), which defines the location of the actual lumbosacral junction (Figure 12-1)

Normal Physiological Neutral Mechanics at L5-S1
The model that we use in the following examples considers that the lumbosacral junction is between L5 and the sacral base. When the spine is in the neutral position, and neutral mechanics are influencing the coupled motion between L5 and the sacrum, L5 moves in a direction opposite to the sacrum. For example, when the sacrum rotates to the left and side bends to the right, L5 rotates to the right and side bends left. If the sacrum rotates to the right and side bends to the left, L5 rotates to the left and side bends right (Figure 12-2).

Starting from the neutral position with lumbar flexion (forward bending), the sacrum nutates posteriorly (sacral base tilts backward) as L5 flexes. With lumbar extension (backward bending), the sacrum nutates anteriorly (sacral base tilts forward) as L5 extends (see Figure 12-2).

Normal Physiological Non-Neutral Mechanics at L5-S1
When the lumbosacral spine moves into flexion or extension and side bending of the lumbar spine is introduced, a non-neutral lumbar spine coupling behavior occurs. The sacrum responds to non-neutral lumbar spine coupling behavior by moving around an oblique axis, resulting in a sacral torsion (non-neutral sacral mechanics). The coupled sacral torsion occurs in a posterior direction when the lumbosacral junction is flexed and side bending is introduced. The coupled sacral torsion occurs in an anterior direction when the lumbosacral junction is extended (Figure 12-3).

The following discussions are consistent with the normal physiological coupled motion, assuming fairly symmetrical facets and SI joints, and with L5 located at or above the intercrestal line. The sequence of the combined movements also may affect the coupling, because it may make a difference if side bending precedes or occurs after flexion or extension of the spine.

1. If the lumbar spine is extended, the sacrum nutates anteriorly at both sacral bases. When the extended lumbar spine side bends to the left with coupled rotation to the right, the sacrum rotates to the right on its right oblique axis, acting like a sixth lumbar vertebra. The sacral rota-
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FIGURE 12-2
Diagram showing normal neutral coupled motion between L5 and the sacrum, with L5 moving in the opposite direction of the sacral base.

From the neutral position, L5 moves in a direction opposite to the sacral base.

SACRUM ROTATES LEFT AND SIDE BENDS RIGHT
L5 ROTATES RIGHT AND SIDE BENDS LEFT

NEUTRAL POSITION

SACRUM ROTATES RIGHT AND SIDE BENDS LEFT
L5 ROTATES LEFT AND SIDE BENDS RIGHT

FORWARD BENDING
SACRUM POSTERIORLY NUTATES AS L5 MOVES INTO FLEXION

NEUTRAL POSITION

BACKWARD BENDING
SACRUM ANTERIORLY NUTATES AS L5 MOVES INTO EXTENSION

tion probably occurs by the right sacral base moving posteriorly toward the neutral position between the ilia, while the left base is held and, perhaps taken further anteriorly, rotating to the right on the right oblique axis (right on right, or ROR). Similarly, with lumbar extension followed by right side bending with coupled rotation to the left, the sacrum rotates left on its left oblique axis (left on left, or LOL) (see Figure 12-3).

2. If the lumbar spine is flexed, the sacrum nutates posteriorly at both sacral bases. When the flexed lumbar spine side bends and rotates to the left, the sacrum rotates to the right on its left oblique axis. The sacral rotation probably occurs by the left sacral base moving anteriorly toward its neutral position between the ilia, while the right base is held and, perhaps taken further posteriorly, rotating right on the left oblique axis (right on left, or ROL). Similarly, with lumbar flexion followed by right side bending and right rotation, the sacrum rotates left on its right oblique axis (left on right, or LOR) (see Figure 12-3).

Note: In Chapter 4, two different mechanisms of injury are discussed that can result in a posterior sacral torsion. The previous description explains the normal physiological mechanics for a posterior sacral torsion, in which the sacrum rotates in the opposite direction from L5 when the spine is flexed, then side bent and rotated. The sacrum may become dysfunctional if it becomes held or restricted in that position. A nonphysiological posterior sacral torsion has been postulated to occur when the lumbar spine is fully flexed and fully side bent, and rotated so that the lumbosacral junction is locked by facet apposition and ligamentous tension. In this case, the sacrum acts like a sixth lumbar vertebra, is forced to rotate in the
same direction as L5, and becomes dysfunctional when held in that position. In either example, the treatment for a posterior sacral torsion is the same.

**Diagnosing Non-Neutral Dysfunctions at L5**

The strain patterns most commonly associated with persistent low back pain are a consequence of bending and twisting or side bending and then attempting to resume the upright posture diagonally, while the sacrum is rotated and posteriorly nutated, and L5 is flexed, rotated, and side bent. The strain is often, but not necessarily, associated with lifting a load. The resultant strain patterns that are most disruptive and usually highly symptomatic can either be a LOR posterior sacral torsion with an associated FRSrt at L5 (Figure 12-4A), or a right on left (ROL) posterior sacral torsion with an associated FRSlt at L5 (Figure 12-4B). The actual mechanism of injury and resulting strain pattern vary from patient to patient, depending on the degree of flexion, rotation, and side bending introduced at the time, the individual anatomy of the SI joints, the facet tropism at L5-S1, and the position of L5 between the ilia. Regardless of an individual’s anatomy and lumbosacral mechanics, the physical examination still gives the operator the ability to decide whether L5 is dysfunctional (i.e., non-adaptive) by comparing the position of the transverse processes (TPs) or lamina of L5 to the position of the sacral base when the spine is flexed, in neutral (prone), and extended. It is important to remember that when we ask the patient to forward bend, we are assessing the ability of the facet joints at each lumbar segmental level, including L5-S1, to bilaterally and symmetrically open; when the patient backward bends, we are assessing the ability of the facet joints to bilaterally and symmetrically close. Therefore, if the sacrum is dysfunctional and appears to be rotated to the right in flexion or extension of the spine, L5 should appear equally rotated to the right following the sacrum, provided that the facet joints at L5-S1 are able to bilaterally and symmetrically open or close. A non-neutral dysfunction of L5 becomes apparent when L5 does not follow the sacral base position when the lumbar spine is flexed or extended (see Figures
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12-4 through 12-6). At no time during positional testing with the patient in flexion or extension do we ask the patient to side bend or rotate. Therefore, a lumbar rotation seen when the spine is flexed or extended can be a consequence of a normal (i.e., not dysfunctional) L5 and the normal segments above it following the rotated (i.e., dysfunctional) sacral base.

However, when the patient is lying in the prone (neutral) position, and the sacrum is rotated and side bent (i.e., dysfunctional), L5 and the rest of the lumbar vertebrae should rotate and side bend in the opposite directions to the sacrum if the lumbar spine is normal and capable of neutral coupling behavior. Therefore, a non-neutral dysfunction of L5 is suspected when L5 fails to rotate fully in the opposite direction of a rotated sacral base position (see Figures 12-4 through 12-6).

Anterior sacral torsions with an associated non-neutral dysfunction at L5 may be symptomatic, but they are less often symptomatic than the posterior sacral torsions. An LOL anterior sacral torsion is often seen in combination with an ERSrt at L5. For some reason, an ROR anterior sacral torsion with an associated ERSlt at L5 is rarely seen. The diagnosis of a non-neutral ERS dysfunction at L5 is made when L5 does not follow the rotated sacral base position when the lumbar spine is flexed. A non-neutral dysfunction at L5 is also suspected when L5 fails to rotate fully in the opposite direction to the sacrum when the patient is in the prone (neutral) position (see Figure 12-5).

Unilateral sacral nutations are nonphysiological dysfunctions of the SI joint. Most commonly, the sacral dysfunction is due to either an anteriorly and inferiorly translated sacral base on the left side (i.e., a left unilateral anteriorly nutated sacrum) or a posteriorly and superiorly translated sacral base on the right side (i.e., a right unilateral posteriorly nutated sacrum). The left anteriorly nutated sacrum is thought to occur when an individual jumps and lands on the left leg while the lumbar spine is
PATIENT NEUTRAL POSITION

FORWARD BENT POSITION

FIGURE 12-5

The difference between adaptive and nonadaptive L5 mechanics in relation to a left on left anterior sacral torsion. Shown in the neutral position and forward bending. (A = anterior; A+= more anterior than A; ERS = extended, rotated, and side bent.)

in the hyperextended position. The right posteriorly nutated sacrum can occur with a bend-and-twist type of injury, or it can be the result of a strain and a non-neutral vertebral dysfunction higher up in the spine that results in hypertonus of the right longissimus muscle.

Non-neutral dysfunctions at L5 frequently accompany the unilateral sacral nutations. An associated ERSIt at L5 is often found with a left unilateral anterior sacral nutation. The ERSIt at L5 can be identified when the patient is in the fully flexed position and L5 appears level in the coronal plane compared to the right rotated sacral base. This dysfunction occurs because the left facet joint between L5-S1 cannot fully open and the right facet joint can. When the sacrum and lumbar spine are examined in extension (prone-propped position), L5 appears rotated to the right, following the right-rotated sacral base, provided that both L5-S1 facet joints are able to close (i.e., no FRS dysfunctions). L5 appears level in the neutral position because it is still influenced by the ERSIt dysfunction (see Figure 12-6A).

Often, with a right unilateral posterior sacral nutation we find an associated FRSt at L5. The FRSt at L5 can be identified because L5 is rotated more to the right than the right-rotated sacral base when the patient is in the prone propped position. This dysfunction occurs because the left facet joint between L5-S1 cannot close completely but the right facet joint can. When the sacrum and lumbar spine are examined in flexion, L5 appears rotated to the right to the same degree as the sacral base, because the right facet joint can open and the left facet joint is already open. Normally, L5 would appear rotated to the left in the neutral position if there is no dysfunction and L5 can respond with neutral coupling mechanics. However, in this example, L5 still appears rotated to the right even in the patient-neutral position (see Figure 12-6B).

Bilateral anteriorly or posteriorly nutated sacra can occur, but they are rarely seen. When present, a bilateral anteriorly nutated sacrum can be associated with a bilaterally extended L5, and a bilateral posteriorly nutated sacrum can be associated with a bilaterally flexed L5.

Illustrative Tests for the Diagnosis of Lumbar Spine and Sacroiliac Dysfunctions

The most difficult task for the beginning operator is gaining the ability to make an accurate diagnosis of non-neutral and neutral dysfunctions. The following diagrammatic illustrations can be used to visualize and identify these dysfunctions as a learning exercise that often is applicable to the clinical setting.

The following self-tests are diagrammed using these abbreviations:

1. L5 for lumbar 5, L4 for lumbar 4, and so on; T12 for thoracic 12
2. Forward bending for when the spine is in a position of full flexion
3. Neutral position for when the spine is neither flexed nor extended
4. Backward bending for when the spine is in a position of full extension
5. The position of individual vertebrae is diagrammed using a three-dimensional likeness
6. The up arrow (↑) signifies a cranial or superior position of the inferior lateral angle (ILA)
7. The down arrow (↓) signifies a caudal or inferior position of the ILA.
The difference between adaptive and non-adaptive L5 mechanics in relation to an anteriorly nutated sacrum on the left (A) and in relation to a posteriorly nutated sacrum on the right (B). Shown in the neutral position and backward bending. (A = anterior; ERS = extended, rotated, and side bent; P = posterior.)

In the clinical setting, the prominence of a TP may change as it is being examined with different positions of the spine. If a TP is prominent when the patient is in the neutral position, it may be because it represents a major restriction barrier. If the TP is only prominent when the patient is in the forward- or backward-bending position, there is probably only a minor restriction barrier.

Test Number 1
Test number 1 is shown as Figure 12-7.
The stork test is positive left upper pole only (see editors’ note in Chapter 7, section 3.2) and the seated forward flexion test is positive on the left side.

Answers for Test Number 1
1. There is an LOR posterior sacral torsion because the base and ILA are both posterior on the left side in the neutral position and backward bending and become level in forward bending, which distinguishes it from a unilateral sacral nutation.
2. There is a posterior torsion because the ILA asymmetry disappears with forward bending (flexion) and worsens with backward bending (extension). The right sacral base can move posteriorly with flexion, but the left sacral base cannot move anteriorly during lumbar backward bending (extension).
3. There is a major sacral dysfunction because it is present in the neutral position.
4. L5 is FRSrt because L5 is not rotating left with the sacral base when the spine is in the extended position, and although it appears level in space, L5 is actually rotated to the right and side bent to the right relative to the sacral base. This is an FRSrt dysfunction because the left facet joint between L5 and the sacrum cannot close (see Figure 12-4A). The relationship between L5
and the sacrum persists into the neutral position, and it must be considered a major restriction, because L5 appears level rather than rotated right. L5 is in the same position as the sacral base when the spine is in the flexed position, and therefore, both facet joints can open and there is no restriction for flexion between L5 and the sacrum.

5. L4 is ERSlt because L4 is rotated and side bent to the left in relation to L5 when the spine is in the flexed position. The left facet joint between L4 and L5 cannot fully open. There is a major restriction barrier for flexion, as evidenced by L4 remaining rotated and side bent left in relation to L5 when the spine is in the neutral position. L4 becomes level with L5 in the extended position, and there is no restriction for extension.

6. L3 is normal. It follows the position of L4 when the spine is flexed, in the neutral position, and extended.

7. L2 is ERSlt because even though L2 appears level in space, it is rotated and side bent to the right in relation to L3 when the spine is flexed. This relationship between L2 and L3 remains in the neutral position and, therefore, is probably a major flexion restriction.

8. L2 is FRSlt because L2 is rotated and side bent to the left in relation to L3 when the spine is in the extended position. There is probably a minor restriction barrier for extension, because L2 appears right rotated in the neutral position. In this example, the right facet joint between L2 and L3 cannot completely open or close.

9. L1 is FRSlt because L1 is not following L2 when the spine is in the extended position, and even though L1 appears level in space, it is rotated and side bent to the right in relation to L2. Because L1 is in the same position as L2 when the spine is in a neutral position, there is only a minor restriction for extension on the left between L1 and L2.

10. T12 is FRSlt because T12 is rotated to the right in relation to L1 when the spine is in the extended position. This dysfunction is not seen when the lumbar spine is in the neutral position, so that only a minor restriction is
present; thus, the barrier to extension begins on the extension side of neutral.

11. There are no ERS dysfunctions at L1 or T12.

_Treatment sequence:_ Treat the lumbar spine first, beginning with L5, because L5 must be free to rotate opposite to the sacrum when in the neutral position, or the sacral torsion cannot be corrected.

**Test Number 2**

Test number 2 is shown as Figure 12-8.

The stork test is positive right upper pole only (see editors' note in Chapter 7, section 3.2) and the seated forward flexion test is positive on the right.

**Answers for Test Number 2**

1. **There is a unilateral posteriorly nutated sacrum on the right** because asymmetry of the ILAs and sacral base is seen in all three test positions. The ILAs never become symmetrical, even with full flexion or full extension of the lumbar spine.

2. **This is a unilateral sacral nutation** because the sacral base and ILA are opposite on the same side (i.e., the right sacral base is posterior and the right ILA is anterior).

3. _L5 is FRSrt_ because L5 is more right-rotated than the sacrum when the spine is extended and when the spine is in the neutral position (see Figure 12-6B). L5 follows the sacral base in flexion, because there is no flexion restriction between L5 and the sacrum.

4. **L4 is FRSlt** because in relation to L5, L4 is rotated to the left when the spine is extended. This is a major restriction because the dysfunction is seen in the neutral position as well.

5. _L4, L3, L2, L1, and T12 follow the sacral base and L5 in forward bending; therefore, there are no flexion restrictions (i.e., ERS dysfunctions)._
7. T12 is FRSlt and demonstrates a major restriction, because the asymmetry of the TPs is seen in the neutral position and may result in increased tone in the right longissimus muscle. Increased tone in the right erector spinae muscles may contribute to holding the sacrum in the posteriorly nutated position on the right.

Treatment sequence: Treatment should begin with T12, then L4 and L5. This sequence may resolve the sacral dysfunction by reducing the hypertonicity of the longissimus muscle. If it does not resolve the sacral dysfunction, the sacrum needs to be directly treated as well.

Test Number 3
Test number 3 is shown as Figure 12-9.

The stork test is most likely positive left lower pole only (see editors' note in Chapter 7, section 3.2) and the seated forward flexion test is positive on the left side.

Answers for Test Number 3
1. There is a unilateral anteriorly nutated sacrum on the left because the left sacral base is anterior, the left ILA is inferior (caudad) and slightly posterior, and the position of the ILAs does not change in the forward-bent, neutral, or backward-bent positions.

2. L5 is ERSlt because L5 is rotated to the left in relation to the sacral base with forward bending and in the neutral position (see Figure 12-6A). L5 appears to follow the sacral base with backward bending.

3. L4 is normal. It follows L5 in forward bending, in the neutral position, and in backward bending. There are no restrictions between L4 and L5.

4. L3 is ERSrt because L3 is rotated and side bent to the right in relation to L4 in forward bending. This is a major flexion restriction (i.e., ERS), because the relationship between L3 and L4 is still different when the lumbar spine is in the neutral position. L3 follows L4 when the lumbar spine is extended, and there is no FRS dysfunction.
5. *L2 is normal.* It follows L3 in forward bending, neutral, and backward bending. There are no restrictions between L2 and L3.

6. *L1 is FRSlt* and demonstrates a minor restriction, because the asymmetry of the TP's is only in the extended position.

7. *T12 is ERSlt* because T12 is not following L1 in forward bending, and although it appears level in space, it is actually rotated and side bent to the left in relation to L1. T12 has a major ERS restriction because it is present in the prone-neutral position as well.

**Treatment sequence:** The ERSlt at L5 must be treated first, because its presence blocks the ability to move the sacrum superiorly and posteriorly on the left. To reduce the tension at the lumbosacral junction and the influence of the right quadratus lumborum muscle, the ERSlt at L3 should be treated next; this might make it easier to treat the sacral dysfunction. The sacrum could be treated after L5, because the treatment technique for a left unilateral anteriorly nutated sacrum does not require neutral coupling of the lumbar spine as part of the treatment technique, in contrast to treating a sacral torsion. Remember that when treating the sacral torsions, neutral coupling behavior throughout the lumbar spine is required as part of the treatment technique; thus, non-neutral lumbar spine dysfunctions need to be addressed first before attempting to treat sacral torsions.

**Test Number 4**
Test number 4 is shown as Figure 12-10.

The stork test is positive right upper pole only (see editors' note in Chapter 7, section 3.2) and the seated forward flexion test is positive on the right.

**Answers for Test Number 4**
1. *This is a right on left (ROL) posterior sacral torsion* because the sacral base and ILA are both posterior on the right.

2. *There is a posterior sacral torsion* because the ILA asymmetry is worse in the backward-bent position and disappears in the forward-bent position.

3. The ROL sacral torsion demonstrates a major restriction because it is present in the neutral position.
4. **L₅ is FRSLt** because L₅ is not following the sacrum in backward bending, and in relation to the sacrum, L₅ is rotated to the left and side bent to the left. The relationship does not change when the patient is in the neutral position; therefore, there is a major restriction (see Figure 12-4B). L₅ appears to be following the sacrum in the forward flexed position, and there is no restriction for flexion.

5. **L₄ is FRSLt** and demonstrates a major restriction, because the asymmetry of the TPs is also present when the lumbar spine is in the neutral position.

6. **L₁, L₂, and L₃ represent a neutral group dysfunction** that probably began in response to the position of L₄ in the lumbar neutral position. This is a neutral group dysfunction because L₁, L₂, and L₃ are side bent right and rotated left (Nlt) when the lumbar spine is examined in all three positions (forward-bent, neutral, and backward-bent). The dysfunction is greatest (i.e., more side bent right and rotated left) when the lumbar spine is in the neutral position.

7. **T₁₂ is FRSLt** and demonstrates a minor restriction, because the asymmetry of the TPs is not present in the neutral position, where it assumes a normal position on top of a neutral group dysfunction.

**Treatment sequence:** Treat the lumbar spine first, beginning with correcting the non-neutral FRSLt L₅ dysfunction. L₅ must be free to rotate to the left and side bend to the right with neutral mechanics to treat the ROL sacral torsion. The FRSLt at L₄ and at T₁₂ should be treated before attempting to treat the neutral dysfunction, because the neutral group dysfunction may resolve after the non-neutral dysfunctions above and below are treated. If the neutral group dysfunction persists, then it must be treated as well. In general, it is best to treat the sacral torsion after the lumbar dysfunctions have been treated, because the torsion is corrected as a coupled response to neutral lumbar mechanics, with the lumbar spine used as a lever arm directing forces toward the lumbosacral and sacroiliac junctions.

Remember that, at times, the diagnosis of a non-neutral dysfunction in the lumbar or thoracic spine may be difficult when relying solely on the ability to palpate a predominant TP when the patient is flexed, in neutral, and extended. In this situation, it is important to have alternative motion-testing procedures (e.g., observing active side bending or using passive lateral translation of the spine, as described in Chapter 5).

It is also possible to diagnose the presence of a non-neutral dysfunction in the lumbar spine using the "Pelvic Clock," as described in Chapter 14. In general, ERS dysfunctions are suspected when the patient has difficulty moving from 9 o'clock to 12 o'clock or from 12 o'clock to 3 o'clock. FRS dysfunctions are suspected when the patient has difficulty moving from 3 o'clock to 6 o'clock or from 6 o'clock to 9 o'clock. Sacral dysfunctions are usually present when the patient has difficulty moving from 3 o'clock to 9 o'clock and back.

**RECOMMENDED ORDER OF TREATMENT FOR THE PELVIS AND LUMBAR SPINE**

Clinical experience has taught us that the most efficient and successful treatment sequence for the pelvis usually begins with the pubic symphysis, because dysfunctions of this mechanism significantly influence pelvic function. Dysfunction initially identified elsewhere in the pelvis may change significantly after the pubic symphysis is treated.

Next, it is best to treat those dysfunctions that occur as a consequence of a disruption of normal anatomical relationships (i.e., nonphysiological dysfunctions). These dysfunctions then become a priority when they occur.

The following is the recommended treatment sequence for the lumbar spine and pelvis:

1. **Innominate shears:** When superior shears are present, it is sometimes necessary to reduce hypertonus of the ipsilateral quadratus muscle or the iliopsoas muscle, or both by first treating any associated non-neutral dysfunctions of L₃ or the thoracolumbar junction. If necessary, the hypertonic muscles may also be stretched. When inferior shears are present, they may be treated directly.

2. **Unilateral anteriorly nutated sacrum:** Because of the often associated ERSLt at L₅, L₅ must be treated first when dysfunctional to allow room for the sacrum to return to its proper position.

3. **Unilateral posteriorly nutated sacrum:** Because of the associated hypertonus of the ipsilateral longissimus muscle, those non-neutral dysfunctions that may be associated with this hypertonus should be treated first. These include dysfunctions of the upper thoracic spine and, especially, the thoracolumbar junction. Often, treating the thoracic spinal dysfunctions is all that is necessary, with no direct sacral treatment required.

4. **The lumbar spine** is then examined and the non-neutral dysfunctions treated next, especially if a sacral torsion has been identified.

5. **The posterior sacral torsions** are usually asymptomatic, whereas the anterior sacral torsions often are not. Asymptomatic posterior sacral torsions are often associated with a past history of significant back pain resulting in modified lifestyles that limit or delay recurrences. The patient may have received previous instruction in William's flexion exercises, touching
torsion. As noted previously, to treat a sacral torsion, LS orly torsioned sacrum have flattened lumbar spines with a loss of the normal lordosis.

The posterior sacral torsions can also have a major influence on the rest of the spinal axis and the extremities. The upper extremities can be affected by altered, adaptive upper spinal mechanics. The lower extremities are directly affected by adaptive pelvic mechanics and muscle imbalances that can develop to accommodate a sacral torsion. As noted previously, to treat a sacral torsion, L5 must be capable of neutral coupling behavior and free to move opposite to the sacral base. Correction of other non-neutral lumbar spine dysfunctions is also necessary before treating sacral torsions, because the entire lumbar spine becomes a lever arm used to de-rotate the sacrum.

6. Innominat rotations are treated last. To completely restore normal pelvic mechanics, it is necessary to balance the tensions between the agonistic and antagonistic muscles of the lower extremities and the trunk, especially the rectus femoris, hamstrings, glutei, hip rotators, iliopsoas, and quadratus lumborum. Some balancing of muscle function is accomplished by correcting any residual innominate anterior and posterior rotation dysfunctions, which are addressed sequentially after treating the sacrum. Modifications for the treatment of these innominate dysfunctions are necessary when they accompany either an anteriorly or posteriorly nutated sacral base. Correcting any associated hypertonicity in the iliopsoas and quadratus lumborum muscles must often follow treatment of an FRS dysfunction located at the thoracolumbar junction.

**RECOMMENDED ORDER OF TREATMENT FOR THE THORACIC AND CERVICAL SPINE**

The treatment sequence of the thoracic spine may vary, depending on the patient's position at the time of treatment. When the patient is side lying, it is sometimes easier to begin caudally and move cranially. When the patient is seated, it may be best to treat the upper segments and move caudally. The best place to begin is at the most dysfunctional segment, identified either by its positional presence in neutral (i.e., major dysfunction) or by the amount of resistance felt with passive motion testing. The non-neutral vertebral dysfunctions of the thoracic spine should be treated before trying to correct rib torsions or respiratory restrictions of the ribs. Sometimes, structural rib dysfunctions, especially the anterior or posterior sub-luxations, and the anterior-posterior or lateral rib compressions may need to be treated before the thoracic spine can be treated.

The cervical spine is always treated after the upper thoracic spine has been evaluated and, if indicated, treated. If multiple FRS dysfunctions are encountered in the cervical spine on one side, suspect and treat the anterior and middle scalenes, which, when hypertonic, can interfere with normal cervical spine coupling behavior at multiple segmental levels. If there are multiple ipsilateral ERS dysfunctions in the upper cervical vertebrae, suspect and treat first the hypertonicity of the levator scapula or long extensor muscles of the cervical spine. When dysfunctional, the typical cervical vertebrae (C2-7) are treated before the upper cervical complex (atlantoaxial and occipitoatlantal joints).

After treating any cervical and upper thoracic dysfunctions, the upper extremities—including the hand, wrist, elbow, shoulder, and clavicle—should be examined and treated if necessary.

**PATIENTS WITH SPECIAL PROBLEMS**

**Developmental Scoliosis**

It is easier to detect positional asymmetry of the TPs in a patient whose spine is normally symmetrical and without curves or rotations. Patients with scoliosis can develop non-neutral and neutral dysfunctions within their scoliotic curves. These dysfunctions are more difficult to find and can be the cause of major symptoms, because a scoliotic spine does not have as much capacity to accommodate to such dysfunctions. The treatment must be directed toward restoring that patient’s “normal” scoliosis. Assessing the relative rotation between each successive vertebrae and identifying tissue texture abnormalities is the key in the examination of these patients. Look for non-neutral dysfunctions at the apex of curves and at the crossover segments where the curves and rotations reverse.

**Patients Who Have Had Surgery**

Patients who have had lumbar surgery without fusion can develop non-neutral dysfunctions at the sight of previous surgery. Scar tissue in the skin, muscles, and ligaments can present a barrier to normal motion, and the loss of muscle tissue close to the spine leaves the area permanently weakened. Nevertheless, mobility can be restored by muscle energy, thrusting, and soft tissue techniques. The restoration and maintenance of function requires the addition of appropriate exercise programs, which support the thoracolumbar fascia.
(i.e., gluteals, latissimus dorsi, transverse and oblique abdominal muscles).

Patients who have had a fusion procedure that involves the lumbosacral junction must be viewed as having a new lumbosacral junction at the top of the fusion. Any fusion puts more stress on the segments above and below it. Normal mobility above and below the fusion, including mobility in the pelvis, hips, and lower extremities, is necessary to help diminish the additional stress placed on the transitional segments next to the fusion.

**Patients with Spondylosis**

Osteophyte formation around the vertebral margins becomes larger and more common as patients age, especially if the spine has been subjected to increased physical stress. Osteophytes are not painful, but they do change the structural anatomy of the spine and limit the anatomical range of motion. The osteophytes can also encroach on the nerve root and spinal cord. When somatic dysfunctions occur under these conditions, motion loss can be significant, and the increased stress on the less adaptable spine above and below these dysfunctions can cause additional dysfunction and pain. Restoration of motion that was available before the development of the dysfunction can result in a significant improvement in the patient. If osteophyte formation has compromised the nerve root, and especially if there is an ERS dysfunction, the nerve root may become edematous and radicular symptoms can progress. Restoration of the available foraminal opening by addressing the ERS dysfunction may help to decompress the nerve. If the spinal cord is compromised by a posterior osteophyte that narrows the spinal canal (central spinal stenosis), surgical intervention may be the best remedy.

**Patients with an Intervertebral Disc Herniation**

When there is a large, laterally displaced disc herniation, nerve root compression can result in a permanent radiculopathy. If there is narrowing of the spinal canal, either congenital or as a consequence of spondylosis, and a large central disc herniation occurs, there is the uncommon but real danger of severe compression of the cauda equina and paralysis of the lower extremities, preceded by loss of bowel and bladder control. In the past, there was a risk of aggravating an intervertebral disc herniation when spinal manipulation was performed under general anesthesia. It would seem reasonable to be concerned about using a rotational force when there is a known disc herniation but for the most part, properly applied manipulative techniques can help reduce the associated abnormal spinal mechanics, decrease the tension on the intervertebral disc, and allow a better environment for nonsurgical resolution. One of the goals of manipulative intervention in a patient with a herniated lumbar disc is to restore the ability of the lumbar spine to extend. For this reason, it is particularly important to treat any lumbar FRS and sacral dysfunctions (i.e., possibly nutated sacral bases) that are commonly associated with disc herniation and restrict lumbar extension. Once this is accomplished, it is then possible to instruct the patient in self-mobilizing exercises to maintain lumbosacral extension (see Chapter 15). There are times, of course, when manipulative techniques fail to help at all and surgical intervention becomes necessary.

**Patients with a Hypermobile or Unstable Joint**

A restricted joint is easier to detect than one that is excessively mobile. Excessive joint mobility can be described as hypermobile or unstable, but these terms are not synonymous. The hypermobile joint maintains anatomical integrity but has excessive slack within the supporting soft tissue structures, allowing for an increased range of motion. If there is a loss of anatomical integrity of the joint, then the joint is considered unstable and generally is more symptomatic and difficult to treat.

Hypermobile joints may be the source of painful symptoms and may require treatment before the patient obtains relief. It is often found that the underlying cause of the hypermobile joint is its adaptation to a hypomobile joint nearby, of which the patient is not aware. This scenario is not uncommon, and relief of pain is often obtained by manual methods that are directed to the hypomobile joint. The relief of symptoms is believed to occur because the compensatory hypermobility imposed on other joint(s) disappears when the restricted joint regains its motion.

Joints that have been pushed beyond their anatomical barrier into subluxation may become restricted and require manual treatment (e.g., anterior or posterior [structural] ribs and innominate shears). Reduction is needed before these joints can begin to operate in their normal manner, but because the joint ligaments have already been stretched, any thrusting force is usually avoided. Reduction of a subluxation can almost always be achieved by muscle energy treatment without putting any extra strain on the ligaments. Some form of external stabilization may be needed after reduction; for example, an SI cinch belt may be used after treatment of a superior innominate shear.
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Spinal joints above or below a fusion or above or below a section of the spine that has restricted motion because of degenerative changes are often hypermobile. The cause of restricted motion cannot be removed in these cases, as it can with a simple dysfunction. However, it may be possible to obtain pain relief by treating the hypermobile joint to restore as much symmetry of motion as possible. Furthermore, the hypermobile joint may also be adapting to other restrictions (dysfunctions) in the joints of the extremities or spine that may be amenable to manual treatment.

Localized hypermobility may be the result of repeated injury or the consequence of repeated overstretching as seen in dancers, acrobats, and gymnasts. Treatment is usually directed to any associated hypomobile joints but, occasionally, the hypermobile joint becomes dysfunctional and its limited mobility can significantly impede athletic performance. In this situation, localization of the barrier may be difficult, because it can be beyond what would be considered a normal range of motion.

More generalized states of hypermobility and instability with a predilection for certain joints, particularly at the upper cervical complex, are associated with Down's syndrome, rheumatoid arthritis, Marfan's syndrome, and Ehlers-Danlos syndrome. Manual therapy may not be appropriate in these conditions and should be avoided entirely in the upper cervical complex.

To make the diagnosis of hypermobility, it is necessary to appreciate the characteristic "end feel" associated with this diagnosis (i.e., the change in tissue tension that the operator senses when the joint approaches the barrier to passive motion). When a hypermobile joint is taken through its range of motion, the operator does not sense the normal increased tissue tension as the anatomical barrier is approached. The normal tightening toward the end of the range is absent, so the joint comes up to its anatomical barrier more abruptly.

Antero-posterior translation of the spine can be useful in making the diagnosis of hypermobility in the lumbar spine. The patient is side lying with the hips and knees bent, and the knees are supported against the operator's thigh. With the index or middle finger, the operator palpates the movement between the spinous processes when the patient's knees are pressed backward to posteriorly translate the lumbar spine (Figure 12-11). Different levels of the lumbar spine can be examined by introducing more or less flexion or extension of the patient's hips. In this fashion, the motion of the joint in question can be assessed and compared with the motion available in neighboring joints. A similar test of side bending is performed, starting from the same position. Raising the feet tests side bending in one direction; side bending is tested in the other direction by lowering the feet (Figure 12-12).

The definitive diagnostic test for instability is having stress x-ray films of the spine taken in full flexion and extension and in right and left side bending. Because of the exposure to radiation, it is wise only to take x-rays when clinical evidence suggests instability of a particular level.

It must be remembered that patients with hypermobility from any cause may present with back pain that does not arise from the hypermobile or unstable level, and in that event, treatment of the neighboring hypomobile joint by manipulation may be needed. In such patients, care must be taken during treatment to prevent further strain to the hypermobile segment.

**Patients with an Anatomical Leg Length Discrepancy**

As a consequence of the tendency of the pelvis to twist with one innominate rotating forward and the other innominate rotating backwards, serious errors are introduced in any attempt to measure differences in leg length from the anterior superior iliac spine to the medial malleolus. Therefore, it is recommended that this method for measuring leg length should be abandoned. Clinical and radiological methods that are more accurate are described in Chapter 3.

Structural differences in the length of the legs are sometimes the result of malunion of a fracture, limb overgrowth, or may be congenital or genetic. Differen-
tial limb growth may result from increased circulation associated with a vascular anomaly, overuse of one side, chronic infection, or after asymmetrical neuropathies or motoneuron loss affecting one side more than the other. A natural tendency of the human body is to preserve the forward-pointing attitude of the head and level of the eyes and ears. One of the ways in which the body may attempt to do this is by a torsional movement of the pelvis so that the innominate posteriorly rotates on the side of the long leg and anteriorly rotates on the side of the short leg.

Unlevelling of the sacral base as a consequence of a difference in anatomical leg length is what is important to measure when considering a heel lift for a patient with chronic low back pain. The amount of tilt or sacral base unlevelling may differ from the measurements made from the top of the femoral heads. Unfortunately, for this reason, the only accurate method to determine sacral base unlevelling requires an AP and lateral standing x-ray of the lumbosacral junction and pelvis. Greenman² gives an excellent review of this subject, along with suggestions for proper lift therapy.

**FREQUENCY AND DURATION OF TREATMENT**

Patients who present with an acute problem (i.e., hours or days after an injury) are appropriate candidates for manual therapy, which can enhance the recovery process and certainly shorten its duration. Bed rest is a proven failure as a treatment and really represents no treatment. Conservative treatment can still be aggressive. The soft tissue techniques and muscle energy techniques are well suited to the acutely injured and should be brief but frequent (e.g., daily or every other day). For patients with acute cervicothoracic strains, treatment should begin with the upper thoracic spine. Before treating the cervical non-neutral dysfunctions, those muscles that can act as long restrictors (i.e., scalenes, longus colli, levator scapula, and sternocleidomastoid) should be gently stretched if they are hypertonic. Restoring some, but not all, movement is better than overtreating. Sometimes, there is significant restoration of mobility with the initial treatment. The patient must be encouraged to gently move the injured area within the limits of pain or voluntary ranges that have been restored. Patients with an acute low back injury can be treated with muscle energy techniques in the same fashion as those patients with more chronic low back pain. The sequence of evaluation and treatment for the low back is: pubic symphysis, non-neutral lumbar dysfunctions (usually FRS), sacral dysfunctions (usually posterior torsions), and innominate rotations. Finally, those muscles that can act as long restrictors to lumbosacral mobility (i.e., psoas, quadratus, erector spinae) and short restrictors (i.e., pyriformis and gemelli) may also require gentle stretching by using muscle energy techniques. When no further progress is made during a treatment session, or if the patient is experiencing too much pain from the treatment technique, it is often best to stop and consider other soft tissue techniques or treatment options (e.g.,

**FIGURE 12-12**

Examining a patient for a hypermobile lumbar joint by palpating the interspinous spaces, including the level above and below, and side bending the spine through the patient's legs to the left (A) and to the right (B).
analgesics, short-acting anti-inflammatories, and centrally acting muscle relaxants).

Patients with chronic pain and dysfunction have more complex problems. There have been adaptations to adaptations, and additional injuries seem to occur more easily in a spine that has a reduced capacity to accommodate to trauma. There are new patterns of movement and postures that initially occur as a response to pain and are perpetuated as a consequence of muscle imbalances and myofascial changes that have been molded into the connective tissues. These patients are usually sedentary and have limited strength and endurance throughout the musculoskeletal system. The first treatment is usually the most extensive, correcting any non-neutral spinal or pelvic dysfunctions that are thought to be the most significant or primary. Often, treatment concludes with an attempt to rebalance the muscles of the extremities and trunk, with instruction in specific self-mobilizing exercises to complement the manual treatment rendered (see Chapters 14 and 15). In chronic musculoskeletal dysfunction, a persistent imbalance between agonist and antagonist muscles is mediated, in part, by reciprocal inhibition, with the facilitated hypertonic muscle inhibiting its antagonist. When the hypertonicity of the agonist is treated by postisometric relaxation, the antagonistic muscles are disinhibited and rapidly regain tone. Although the antagonist has regained tone and strength by the removal of reflex inhibition, it may not have yet regained endurance and can fatigue easily. Patients must be cautioned to maintain a reduced level of activity for several days after treatment, even if they are relieved of their symptoms, before beginning a strengthening program. It is probably best to re-examine and treat several days to a week later and compare the examination findings to the initial findings.

It is difficult to determine a numerical value that dictates the maximum duration and frequency of treatment. On the one hand, there are patients who require a prolonged period of treatment, during which they gradually improve. On the other hand, some patients require repeated treatment to maintain function, whereas other patients, often those with minor dysfunctions and major symptoms, appear to become addicted to manual therapy. The immediate goal of manual therapy is to restore function, but ultimately, it should be part of a process to empower the patient toward self-reliance. When manual therapy fails to provide a reasonable restoration of function, it should be discontinued. A patient dependent on manual therapy can be weaned with less and less hands-on treatment, with responsibility placed upon the patient to perform and follow through with an individualized home exercise program.
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Pain Patterns and Musculoskeletal Dysfunction

PRINCIPLES FOR THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF “BACK PAIN”

Even in a practice entirely made up of patients referred by physicians because of a complaint of back or neck pain, it is important to recognize that the source of this pain can still be somewhere other than the musculoskeletal system. This consideration should not be discarded, even when a treatable dysfunction seems to be responsible for the pain.

The management of any patient with back pain requires a focused differential diagnosis of the possible causes for this pain. An assessment of the patient’s complaint begins at the first visit with a complete history and physical examination, including either a detailed or well-focused neurological examination. The possible causes for the patient’s complaint must be reconsidered at each subsequent visit, especially if the patient does not respond as expected.

Regardless of the source, all peripheral pain begins when nociceptors are depolarized either as the result of direct mechanical or physical distortion or chemically by the production of tissue breakdown products that become inflammatory mediators (e.g., lactic acid, potassium, peptides, cytokines, serotonin, and histamine). The inflammatory process also lowers the threshold for depolarization of nociceptors, thereby increasing their sensitivity to mechanical stimulation. Repetitive or continuous physical distortions also seem able to increase this sensitivity and are probably mediated by neurogenic mechanisms as summarized by Willard.

The location and character of the pain are determined by the nature of the noxious stimulus, the location of the nociceptor, the bias of central nervous system (CNS) activity at the moment of sensory input, and the coincidental segmental and peripheral innervation patterns shared by the stimulated nociceptor. Complicating the perception of this pain are the modifications imposed by suprasegmental pathways and the complex interactions of the limbic system that can diminish or magnify those behavioral factors that express the highly individualized reactions to the same stimulus. Any attempt to use pain reduction as the goal of a treatment protocol is challenged by all of these factors.

Primary Nociceptors of the Spine

In the lumbosacral spine, noxious stimulation can be perceived by nociceptive nerve fibers that are branches of the sinovertebral nerve. The sinovertebral nerve arises from the dorsal root ganglion and divides into ascending and descending branches. The lesser, descending branch innervates the posterior longitudinal ligament and the outer one-third to one-half of the posterior annulus at the same level. The major, ascending branch primarily innervates the posterior longitudinal ligament, the dura, dural ligaments, and the root sleeve. Branches from the sinovertebral nerve can extend up two levels and down one and can even cross the midline, illustrating why a patient’s perceived location of pain may not match the radiological findings. An example of this is finding a lumbar disc herniation that is located to the side opposite the pain.

The annulus is also innervated by fibers that travel in the anterior sympathetic chain and enter the CNS via the gray rami communicantes, which travel in the ventral ramus of the root. These fibers have been thought to innervate only the outer annulus, but there is evidence that nerve fibers can penetrate from one-third to one-half of the way into the disc tissue. The ends of
some of these fibers stain positively for substance P, identifying them as nociceptors. Branches from the dorsal ramus innervate the zygapophyseal joints, whereas the sacral branches innervate the posterior sacroiliac (SI) joints.

### Pain from Altered Spinal and Pelvic Mechanics

Patients who experience back pain as a consequence of mechanical dysfunctions have similar descriptions and histories. Pain may begin spontaneously, without an obvious cause or immediately after some described injury, or with a delayed onset, which can range from hours to a few days. Typically, when the pain onset is abrupt, there may be some easing of the pain intensity over the next hour, but then the pain tends to build, reaching peak levels that can last for hours or days. In time, most patients experience an inability to get or remain comfortable in any position. These patients cannot sleep through the night, awaken with stiffness after arising in the morning or after sitting for a period of time. These patients can temporarily improve with exercise or heat, but the pain worsens at rest. Symptoms tend to fluctuate and may subside after several days or weeks of more intense pain. When less symptomatic, patients try to increase their level of activity and complete chores that had to wait when the pain was worse. This increase in activity often causes another exacerbation that usually begins the next day and is accompanied by an increasing depression and sense of frustration.

### Pain Referral Patterns

Every patient feels it is important to describe and localize the pain. However, this information can be misleading, and it should be no surprise that treatment directed only to the site of the pain often fails to resolve the problem. Most practitioners have experienced the frustration of reducing a patient’s pain with symptomatic treatment in one area, only to have it emerge in another. Some approaches to pain management are directed toward silencing the local nociceptors that seem to be activated, but this is like killing the messenger. Especially in more chronic situations, the location of pain is not to be trusted, because pain is a liar.

The problem of referred pain is one that has received much attention from neurologists, anatomists, and physiologists. Kellgren continued the work started by Lewis, in which an irritant solution of 6% saline was injected into volunteers at various sites in the low back. Kellgren showed that, by injecting the irritant beside the spinous process of the first sacral vertebra, he could produce the typical pain of sciatica with radiation down the leg. Similar experiments have been done by Sinclair et al., Feinstein et al., and Hockaday and Whitty. Many workers in this field have observed that referred pain is associated with hyperalgesia in the referred zone, and, often, there is cutaneous hypoesthesia in the same area. There is a central and a peripheral mechanism in the production of referred pain and the central mechanism involves the spinal cord and higher centers.

The evidence suggests that it is not necessary to have actual damage to the segmental nerve root to have referred pain, and, indeed, experiments have shown that the referred pain from injections of an irritant is not necessarily confined to the dermatome, myotome, or sclerotome of that level.

### Sacroiliac Pain

Clinically, patients with pain from certain, common SI dysfunctions have difficulty crossing the legs while putting on stockings or shoes, limp or trip, and often walk as though one leg is too long. Many patients experience increasing pain with certain activities, especially vacuuming, prolonged standing, or sitting. These patients may feel temporary relief after limited walking, but they often feel worsening pain if walking is prolonged or vigorous. Fatigue at the end of the day heralds increasing discom-
FIGURE 13-1
Pain referral patterns from sacroiliac joint and annulus from cervical and lumbar intervertebral discs.

fort in the low back and is a penalty for any increased activity. Pain typically radiates down the leg, posteriorly referred along the SI root in a fashion reminiscent of sciatica, and although this pain often stops behind the knee, it may extend as far as the ankle (Figure 13-1).

Pain from Pelvic Articulations
Pain from a pubic symphysis dysfunction can radiate over the inguinal ligament to cause inguinal pain or dysfunction and pain posteriorly in the SI region. Restricted innominate rotation is often associated with an SI dysfunction and can contribute to pain in the hip, leg, and SI joint, especially while walking. Local tenderness can be elicited by palpation of the ligaments of the pelvic region (e.g., the inguinal ligament, pubic tubercle, and the long dorsal SI ligament) (Figure 13-2).

Hip joint dysfunction or disease can alter pelvic and lower back function significantly enough to confuse primary hip pain from pain referred to the hip. Studies have found that a loss of internal rotation of the hip correlates strongly with low back pain. Patients often complain of increasing pain while walking or jogging and, at times, appear to have pelvic girdle muscle weakness, especially when trying to arise from a squatting position. A Trendelenberg gait often is observed by the examiner and positively correlates to gluteus medius weakness and hip joint pathology.

Vertebrogenic Pain
Segmental vertebral motion restrictions require adaptation by increased mobility from the zygapophyseal joints of the remaining unrestricted segments. This adaptation or compensation can result in mechanical stimulation of nociceptors distant from the dysfunctional segment. Restrictions for flexion (extended, rotated, and side-bent (ERS) or bilaterally extended) become more symptomatic when thepatient is seated, bending, or supine. Restrictions for extension (flexed, rotated, and side-bent (FRS) or bilaterally flexed) become more symptomatic when the patient bends backwards, attempts to stand up straight after sitting, or is lying prone, especially when these restrictions are associated with a posterior sacral base (e.g., posterior torsion or posteriorly nutated). Patients with extension restrictions also have difficulty reaching over the head, standing on the toes, or wearing a shoe with an elevated heel; these patients prefer to sleep side lying, with a pillow between the legs. Oftentimes, these patients can bend forward but have difficulty attempting to resume an upright posture; accordingly, they may shift the hips and spine laterally around the restricted segment while returning upright. In the lumbar spine, pain from the disc or zygapophyseal joints often refers to the hips, buttocks, or legs and radiates diffusely across the low back. Although the region directly overlying the dysfunctional segments is usually tender to palpation, the patient often feels pain in those areas that have adapted to the restricted motion by becoming relatively hypermobile.

Pain from the lower thoracic region can be radicular in nature and radiate around a rib or radiate to the left or right upper quadrants and mimic intra-abdominal disease. Dysfunction in the lower thoracic spine may influence lower back and SI function and cause pain to be felt
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in the SI joint region\textsuperscript{14} (Figure 13-3A). This influence may arise as a consequence of the reactive hypertonicity of the longissimus muscle that occurs secondarily to the thoracic dysfunction, which then can exert a pull upward and posteriorly on the sacral base. Thoraco-lumbar dysfunctions can also influence the tone in the psoas muscles, which cross the SI joint anteriorly and, if hypertonic, can interfere with normal SI joint mobility.

Upper thoracic spinal mobility is directly associated with the movement of the cervical spine, and dysfunc-
FIGURE 13-3
Thoracic spine dysfunctions and pain referral patterns. (A) From low thoracic to low back. (B) From upper thoracic to low back, influencing spinal mechanics at a distance through long restrictors (e.g., the longissimus and psoas muscles).
tions as low as T5 affect cervical spine mechanics, which can result in neck pain, headache, or both. Thoracic spine dysfunctions, especially ERS dysfunctions, are frequently associated with rib dysfunctions (i.e., torsions), which can be the source of various chest wall pains that may mimic cardiac disease, pleurisy, and herpes zoster. Rib dysfunctions are often the real cause for "costochondritis" and may compromise efficient inhalation and exhalation, adding to one of the causes for dyspnea (see Figure 13-2). Upper thoracic and associated rib dysfunctions may be causes for shoulder pain and restrict arm motion, preventing elevation of the extremity and contributing to impingement syndromes.

Pain originating from cervical spine dysfunctions can radiate down the upper extremity in a radicular fashion, down to the upper back or up to the head, causing focal or generalized pain. Zygophyseal joint referral patterns from the upper cervical vertebral dysfunctions often cause retro-orbital pain or pain frontally in regions that are commonly associated with diseased sinuses (see Figures 13-1 and 13-2).

**Pain Caused by Larger Muscles or Long Restrictors**

Pain originating from upper thoracic dysfunctions can also contribute to low back pain due to the influence of these dysfunctions on the tone in the erector spinae muscles (i.e., longissimus and iliocostalis thoracis) (Figure 13-3B). Back and neck pain can also be caused by increased tone in the larger paraspinal muscles, which are associated with movement of the extremities. Suspicion that this increased tone is contributing to spinal pain arises from the observation of what appear to be multiple restrictions located at adjacent spinal segments. For example, increased muscle tone in the levator scapulae or the scalenes alters the function in multiple cervical segments. Likewise, increased muscle tone in the psoas, quadratus lumborum, and piri-formis directly influences lumbosacral function.

**Pain from Altered Mechanics of the Dura and Peripheral Nerve**

Severe pain can occur as a consequence of stimulating nociceptors by stretching the shortened or scarred supporting tissues of the nervous system, particularly the dura and the peri and endoneurium of the peripheral nerve. Painful sensations are described as either lancinating or burning in quality and increasing when the dura or peripheral nerve is stretched or placed under additional strain by certain body positions. This usually results in a temporary increase in muscle tension in response to the pain provoked (Figure 13-4).

**Pain from Inflammation**

When inflammation occurs in response to tissue injury, chemical mediators depolarize nociceptors. Inflammation is associated with redness, swelling, heat, and an influx of white blood cells. Pain is present at rest and aggravated by motion, because the inflammatory changes also lower the threshold for mechanical depolarization of the nociceptors. The pain is usually quite localized but can refer to more distant sites, depending on how deep the injured tissue is within the body. Inflammatory changes tend to evolve over a 72-hour period after injury and then slowly subside over several days to weeks. Residual pain reflects the degree of tissue injury and any alteration of tissue structure and function as a consequence of that injury.

Recall that, if a nociceptor is constantly or repeatedly stimulated, as can occur in the presence of mechanical dysfunction, the threshold for depolarization is lowered. This is probably a consequence of neurogenic inflammation by the release of substance P, calcitonin, and other polypeptides capable of inducing and maintaining a focal inflammatory reaction.

**Discogenic Pain**

Healthy intervertebral discs are complex ligaments that imbibe water with the help of the pumping action of vertebral motion and the integrity of complex glycoproteins that act like sponges. The disc may be viewed as similar to a radial tire, filled with water instead of air. The outer one-third to one-half of the annulus is innervated by nociceptor fibers. Therefore, tears or inflammatory chemical by-products in the outer annulus can be a source of pain. When annular tears coalesce secondary to repeated torsional injuries to the spine, a lumbar disc herniation may occur. Sometimes, acute low back pain can be correlated with the appearance of a lumbar disc herniation identified by magnetic resonant imaging (MRI). In one study of patients with a disc herniation who were managed by nonsurgical intervention and whose low back pain improved had follow-up MRI scans that showed a reduction in the size of the herniated disc. However, because similar disc abnormalities have been identified by MRI scans performed on people without back pain, we must be careful not to assume that the presence of a lumbar disc herniation is automatically the source of the patient's symptoms. The nature of the disc herniation has also been questioned, because the nucleus pulposus "dries up" in the late teens or early twenties. It has been suggested that the herniation is really just a hypertrophied annulus, but most often, this herniated material contains nucleus pulposus. Bogduk noted that with compression injuries to the spine, especially with the subsequent development of Schmorl's...
Supportive tissues around peripheral nerves and the dural structures are innervated by nociceptors and are thereby capable of becoming pain generators. (A) The radicular pain felt by nerve root irritation probably arises from the dural sleeve and supporting connective tissues within the nerve root or plexus. (B) Likewise, true sciatica reflects the irritation of the connective tissues supporting the lower nerve roots and their dural sleeves along the spinal canal to the cranium as a cause for generalized headaches.

**Figure 13-4**

Dural Pain or "Nerve" pain

Dural Patterns "Headache" and "Sciatica"
innervation of the nerve root are irritated by the con-
sed. Although the discogenic pain is localized to the
deformation associated with the increased motion due to a
loss of stability and integrity creates additional pain when
the outer one-half of the disc, annular nociceptors are stim-
ulated, resulting in pain. Furthermore, the mechanical
deforation associated with the increased motion due to a
loss of stability and integrity creates additional pain when
the patient moves. In effect, a disc with internal disruption
acts like a deflated radial tire. Bogduk also proposed that a
compression injury resulting in internal disc disruption is a
necessary precursor to disc herniation. We hypothesize
that, in addition to internal disc disruption, restricted seg-
mental vertebral motion could account for the appearance
disc desiccation because of the loss of the ability for the
pumping of fluid in and out of the disc.

Discography is still a controversial technique, relying on
both anatomical changes and the reproduction of the
patient's pain to identify the abnormal disc. That discogra-
phy can reproduce the patient's pain suggests that the disc
must play some part in the production of symptoms.

Patients with disc herniation have low back pain that
typically improves by lying down and worsens while
seated. Although the discogenic pain is localized to the
back, it may also refer down the leg. When herniation
occurs laterally, the dural covering and the intrinsic
innervation of the nerve root are irritated by the con-
current inflammation, causing dural tension signs with
scatica and neurological deficits. With a lateral disc
herniation, the pain tends to be in the ipsilateral hip or
buttock or further down the leg and may persist even
when the patient lies down. It is probably the inflamma-
tory response that determines whether the disc hernia-
tion, as seen on MRI, is symptomatic.

**Pain from Structural Abnormalities**

Certain conditions pre-exist the onset of back pain and
are often blamed as the primary cause of the patient's
pain, despite the fact that before some injury or trauma
to the spine, the patient was asymptomatic. The follow-
ing conditions represent those structural changes that,
by their nature, limit the available ranges of motion,
possibly increasing the risk of dysfunctions and com-
promising the success of treatment:

1. Primary scoliosis
2. Facet tropism
3. Spondylosis
4. Spondylolisthesis

5. Congenitally or surgically fused segments
6. Healed compression fractures

**Differentiating Characteristics of Pain Arising from Skeletal, Peripheral Nerve, and Visceral Structures**

**Skeletal**

Pain from bone is mediated through the innervated peri-
osteum and is often described as deep, sharp, aching,
unremitting pain that is aggravated by motion. The
operator examining a patient with a destructive process
involving the axial skeleton palpates an extremely hard,
resistant barrier to motion, which is also very painful
and may be associated with significant muscle spasm. If
a patient presents with this kind of pain on examination,
it is necessary to ensure appropriate imaging studies
have been done before proceeding further. On occasion,
these patients demonstrate a clinical picture resembling
bone pain from a destructive process before it becomes
evident by diagnostic studies.

**Primary Benign Tumors**

Primary benign tumors, such as osteoid osteomas and intraspinal tumors (e.g., neurofibromas and meningiomas), usually cause localized pain, but only after reclining or after going to sleep. Swelling within the tumor mass associated with fluid shifts caused by a change in posture from an upright or seated position is thought to put additional pressure on the periosteum. In the case of osteoid osteomas, prophylactic aspirin ingestion can prevent nocturnal pain.

**Primary Malignant Tumors**

Primary malignant tumors (e.g., multiple myeloma) cause severe and continuous bone pain without inflammation and should be suspected when the spine becomes inflexible because of pain and guarding over multiple segments.

**Metastatic Bone Tumors**

Metastatic tumors to bone, especially from carcinomas of the breast, prostate, lung, thyroid, and kidney, may cause pain and restrictions similar to primary malignant tumors, but depending on the degree of destruction and concurrent inflammation, restoration of spinal mechanics can reduce pain, if only temporarily.

**Infection**

Infection also causes a combination of inflammation and bone destruction that is usually quite localized and persistent. Until the beginning of the twen-
tieth century, tuberculosis of the spine was a common
problem, and it must now be reconsidered again with
the re-emergence of a virulent form of tuberculosis asso-
ciated with the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
epidemic. Osteomyelitis is often a consequence of pen-
etrating wounds or septicemia. Discitis can occur as a
complication of surgery or septicemia when Staph-
**Viscera**

The low back can be the site for painful sensations arising from nonspinal structures, as in the example of the aortic aneurysm. Other pelvic or abdominal conditions (e.g., diseases of bowel, kidneys, ureters, ovaries, uterus, and bladder) can result in low back pain but usually without much alteration of spinal mechanics. Likewise, diseases that affect the liver, gall bladder, stomach, heart, and lungs can cause pain in the upper back, shoulder, upper extremity, chest wall, or neck.

**Diseases of the Central Nervous System**

On rare occasions, patients may present with painful conditions that arise as initial manifestations of diseases of the CNS. By far, the most common of these is Parkinson’s disease, which presents as pain and stiffness, usually of the upper back. The other manifestations of rigidity, tremor, and simian posture are usually evident but unnoticed by the patient. Patients with Parkinson’s disease also appear to have a lowered threshold for and reduced tolerance to pain. Multiple sclerosis can begin with radicular symptoms when there is a plaque involving the white matter near the dorsal or ventral horn of the spinal cord. The spontaneous onset of focal, cramping pain and “muscle spasm” can herald the onset of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Spasticity associated with any myelopathy can affect the lower extremities and be associated with stiffness and pain in the low back.

**Psychological Pain**

A diagnosis of psychogenic pain or an emphasis on psychological factors is a common sequel to a nonrevealing diagnostic workup and lack of favorable response to treatment. Such considerations tend to intensify in the minds of the treating physicians, physical therapists, family members, and, unfortunately, even patients when the subjective complaints seem to outweigh the objective findings. Often, patients will themselves emphasize the possibilities of stress factors during their initial evaluation, perhaps in an effort to reduce concerns about more serious disease. Certainly, psychological factors can affect body posture and aggravate pain by increasing the mechanical stress while reducing the patient’s ability to cope with pain. However, it is a very rare situation in which pain is the primary manifestation of a psychiatric illness. In other words, it is more likely that pain causes emotional distress rather than pain is caused by emotional distress.

The memory of a painful experience tends to linger subconsciously until it is rekindled and magnified by another experience, especially if the subsequent pain is of the same quality as the original pain. For example, if touching something that is very hot burns a person,
the memory of burning pain can be recalled when that person touches something that is very warm. This is often the case when pain has become chronic and fluctuates in intensity or when a new injury occurs that generates pain sensations similar to previous pains or discomfort. Pain has also been used as a means of punishment and connotes misbehavior or, at least, can evoke feelings of guilt.

When pain accompanies any musculoskeletal dysfunction, it may have to be dealt with as a separate issue from the dysfunction. The primary goal of manipulative therapy is to restore function and not necessarily to reduce pain. The psychological aspects of persistent pain and suffering can best be identified and managed after function has been restored.

**Malingering**

Pure malingering is uncommon, despite what may appear to be primary or secondary reasons for pain. Unfortunately, the few patients who lie or cheat primarily for selfish, conscious reasons are remembered for their ill deeds, and their actions prejudice those responsible for the health care of or compensation payments to those patients with legitimate disability from injury. Malingering can be suspected when there is an absence of objective musculoskeletal dysfunctions or when the patient’s complaints are well out of proportion to the abnormalities, if any, that can be detected by the musculoskeletal examination. Maligners usually do not respond favorably to any treatment and are difficult to examine because of their “pain,” often jumping or jerking at the slightest touch. Careful observation of these patients’ posture and motion in the examination room should be compared to their behavior elsewhere, preferably when they leave the building and believe they are unobserved.

**Somatic Dysfunction and the Associated Pain**

It is often observed that the identification of a somatic dysfunction, although often locally tender, may not reside at the location of a perceived pain. However, successful treatment of that somatic dysfunction can result in the reduction or elimination of the pain distant from the site of the dysfunction. Physical distortion of the innervated tissues is most certainly painful if the distortion is great enough. When there is a somatic dysfunction, motion is lost. Because of the loss of motion locally, uninvolved joints are required to move more than they normally would to accommodate an overall motion demand. Restoration of normal joint motion can then reduce pain by lowering the tissue tensions locally and reducing the adaptive or resultant hypermobility of nearby or distant joints. Initially, with the restoration of motion, there seems to be proprioceptor silence in the area for a short time, and nociceptors are no longer easily depolarized by physical distortion.

Resting muscle tone, especially around the spine, is ultimately the consequence of efferent activity from the alpha-motoneuron. The variations in this output are a consequence of the complex CNS interactions mediated by monosynaptic and multisynaptic pathways and the influences mediated by the long tract pathways that concern voluntary motion and body position in relation to gravity. The pattern of hypertonic/hypotonic muscle around a particular joint can change after local injury, from an injury elsewhere, or as a patterned behavior based on activity or inactivity. Reduced mobility allows shortening in the muscle and in the connective tissues around a hypomobile joint. Reduced afferent input from joint proprioceptors further contributes to the persistence of imbalances between agonist and antagonistic muscles.

Irritation of deep muscles and other mesodermal tissues around the spinal joints causes referred pain that is similar to other painful clinical syndromes. Travell and Simons define trigger points as localized areas of increased muscle tone that can cause persistent pain within the muscle. These are to be distinguished from locally tender points in the muscle. Pressure over the trigger point causes a pain that is referred and does not follow myotomal, dermatomal, or sclerotomal patterns. The myofascial trigger point is postulated to begin with a muscular strain and perpetuates as a site of sensitized nerves, increased metabolism, and reduced circulation that eventually demonstrates histological alterations within the trigger point area. If the abnormally tight portion of the muscle is made to relax, the pain dissipates.

There is a marked similarity between the trigger point and what we find in muscle over dysfunctional spinal joints. This is not necessarily to identify the two as the same process, but some of what has been proven about trigger points is likely to be applicable to a spinal joint dysfunction. Often, the patient is unaware of the location of the spinal joint dysfunction until the operator presses on it because, like the trigger point, the patient has only noticed the pain in the reference zone, which may also be tender. The small fourth layer muscles around the spine that are found as part of the tissue texture changes associated with spinal joint dysfunction may also be a source of referred pain. It is noteworthy that stretching the hypertonic muscle either in a trigger
DEALING WITH THE PATIENT’S PAIN

It has been emphasized that the purpose of the musculoskeletal examination is to detect dysfunctions that interfere with normal motion, and the purpose of manipulation is to restore that motion. In the absence of underlying structural or anatomical pathology, this restoration usually, but not always, results in pain-free motion. Pain is usually the reason for which a patient seeks help, and it cannot be ignored. Patients want to know what has caused the pain, why it is persisting, and what can be done about it. Many patients fear that their symptoms are caused by a hidden disease or malignancy. When the pain is chronic, patients often seek advice from friends, relatives, other patients, and the Internet, and offer these suggestions to their physicians. Often, patients sense a disbelief in the veracity of their complaints, especially when prescribed an antidepressant medication for pain control. The use of opioids for chronic or persistent pain remains controversial, yet it is often helpful.

In practice, there is a group of patients with back pain who respond nicely to the techniques that are described in this text, and there are others who do not. The “nonresponders” return for follow-up visits much more regularly than patients whose symptoms resolve and only return if and when there are flare-ups or new injuries. It is easy to become frustrated as the patient population of “nonresponders” grows. Why these patients do not respond to treatment can be categorized in several possibilities:

1. An underlying dysfunction has not been identified, owing to the skills of the examiner or the patient’s pain behavior, and guarding makes it impossible to be sure that there is no underlying dysfunction.
2. The origin of the pain does not arise from the musculoskeletal system.
3. Pain persists, despite a restoration of normal articular motion, as though a pain-sensing mechanism has been turned on and cannot be turned off.
4. There is residual pain that arises from dural structures or the connective tissues supporting a peripheral nerve remain shortened, despite the restoration of normal articular motion.
5. None of the above: There is no reasonable explanation or remedy that can apply to a group of patients whose pain appears genuine and is localized and persistent.

Other factors influence the outcome of the patient’s management, including a multitude of issues associated with workers’ compensation or the psychosocial distresses that have been exacerbated by pain or disability.

APPLICATION OF MANIPULATIVE TECHNIQUES AND PAIN REDUCTION

The precise nature of the changes that take place in any joint and cause it to give rise to symptoms is the subject of many theories. That properly applied manipulative techniques can reduce or eliminate these symptoms has been observed over the centuries, as detailed in Chapter 1. The restoration of normal joint motion can alleviate pain that is associated with restricted joint mobility. The documentation of such success has never been enough to satisfy those who demand double-blind, controlled studies, which have become the standard for determining efficacy of any proposed treatment. Manipulative therapy and surgical procedures do not lend themselves to these methods of analysis. Instead, outcome studies are often used to evaluate the effectiveness of any treatment by comparisons to other techniques. A healthy skepticism remains for any new surgical technique until enough time has past to prove its value. Unfortunately, despite its use over the centuries, doubt remains about the value of manipulative interventions. There are good reasons for this. Although new surgical procedures are presented in a fashion that is fairly standardized and directed toward solving a particular problem, spinal manipulation is most often described as using nonspecific thrusting techniques for the nonspecific complaint of back pain. This text describes very specific techniques for very specific problems that affect the musculoskeletal system but still defy any known protocol for a double-blind study. The obstacles to such an evaluation include the inconsistencies of inter-rater reliability and the varied talent and abilities of those who use manipulative techniques. Finally, the defined outcome must be considered. If the outcome sought is the reduction of pain, it must be measured by some universally accepted means that depends on the patient’s complaints and behavior. If the outcome sought is the restoration of function, pre- and post-treatment observations must be properly analyzed. For the present, the usefulness of manual therapy can only best be considered by personal experience and the success or failure of those who properly apply manipulative techniques to restore mobility and function.
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Manual treatment of spinal dysfunction traditionally has focused on mobilization of joints and paid little attention to the surrounding soft tissue structures. Normal spinal function is dependent not only on passive joint mobility, but also on normal muscle activity and central nervous system regulation of movement patterns. In earlier editions of this book, focus was directed toward the restoration of joint mobility. This chapter emphasizes the examination and treatment of muscle imbalances that involve the upper and lower quarters and have a particular influence on the mobility of the spine and pelvis. Attention is paid not only to muscle length and strength, but, more important, to the observation and correction of faulty movement patterns that can perpetuate recurrent and chronic musculoskeletal dysfunction.

The evaluation and treatment of muscle imbalances traditionally has been primarily concerned with strength testing and restoration of muscle strength by resistance training, with only cursory attention paid to muscle tightness and stretching. A more effective approach toward the treatment of muscle imbalances using the principles of neuromotor retraining comes from the work of Janda and Lewit. Janda observed that certain muscle groups respond to dysfunction (i.e., pain or impaired afferent impulses from a joint or other soft tissue structures) by tightening and shortening, whereas other muscle groups react by inhibition, atrophy, and weakness. These responses are not random occurrences, but they are fairly predictable from joint to joint and from patient to patient. Janda also believes that normalization of the length of a tight (hypertonic) muscle plays a very significant role in a therapeutic exercise program and that the importance of muscle tightness has been underestimated. Moreover, according to Janda, it is futile to attempt to strengthen an apparently weakened muscle if it is inhibited by its shortened antagonist or from abnormal afferent information emanating from other soft tissues. Most commonly, in our experience, this abnormal afferent information is coming from a dysfunctional joint. Janda has also reported that an inhibited muscle does not respond to resistance training, as expected, but often becomes further inhibited.

The muscle groups that respond to dysfunction and abnormal afferent information by tightening and shortening have been labeled by Janda as postural muscles. These are muscles that are usually active in maintaining postural balance and are readily activated in most movement patterns. Muscles that respond by inhibition, atrophy, and weakness are referred to as dynamic or phasic muscles. The physiological basis for this clinically observed patterning between postural and dynamic muscles remains unclear. As yet, there is no correlation between postural and dynamic muscles by muscle fiber typing in human histological studies.

Janda believes that there are two major body regions in which muscle imbalances are more evident or in which they begin to develop. These regions are

1. The shoulder girdle (upper quarter)
2. The pelvic girdle (lower quarter)

**UPPER QUARTER**

In addition to length and strength considerations for the muscles in the upper quarter, patterns of participation of various muscle groups during functional activities must also be evaluated, because faulty movement patterns may lead to joint strain and eventual osteoarthritic...
changes. Janda\textsuperscript{1,5} has noted a particular syndrome of the upper quarter that he has called the \textit{proximal or shoulder crossed syndrome}. This syndrome describes an imbalance of the following muscle groups: tight and shortened pectoralis major and minor, upper trapezius, levator scapulae, and sternocleidomastoid accompanied by weakness of the lower stabilizers of the scapula and deep neck flexors. This muscular imbalance allows a forward head posture with extension of the cervico-cranial junction, straightening of the cervical lordosis, increased kyphosis at the cervico-thoracic junction, and protraction with internal rotation of the shoulder girdles. Joint restrictions may result from these imbalances, leading to a loss of mobility for upper cervical spine flexion (ERS dysfunctions) and lower cervical and cervico-thoracic spinal extension (FRS dysfunctions). In addition, because of the change in position of the shoulder girdle, there is an alteration in shoulder mechanics that can create a strain of the shoulder joints.\textsuperscript{1,5}

**Upper Quarter Evaluation**

To evaluate for muscle imbalances and faulty movement patterns in the upper quarter, the following tests can be used:

1. \textit{Supine cervical flexion}. The patient lies supine, with knees bent and feet flat on the table, and is asked to raise the head off the table and look toward the feet. The operator should watch for activation of the sternocleidomastoid muscles, which substitute for inhibited deep neck flexors and cause the head to extend on the neck, rather than allowing smooth cervical spine flexion (Figures 14-1 and 14-2). This dysfunctional movement pattern may perpetuate or be the result or cause of ESR dysfunctions commonly seen at the occipitoatlantal joint. The movement pattern implicates the sternocleidomastoid as a long restrictor muscle for flexion restrictions at this joint.

2. \textit{Bilateral shoulder abduction}. The patient sits with his or her back to the operator and is asked to abduct the arms over the head. The operator observes the scapulo-humeral rhythm, looking particularly for premature and excessive abduction of one scapula, elevation of the shoulder, or both (Figure 14-3). Faulty elevation of one shoulder girdle may be due to imbalance (on that side) between the levator scapulae and upper trapezius mus-
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Figure 14-4
Scapular stabilization test in the hands-and-knees position.

Figure 14-5
Lower trapezius recruitment test.

cles, which are tight, and the lower trapezius, serratus anterior, and supraspinatus, which are weak. This muscular imbalance typically leads to an impingement syndrome of the shoulder with involvement of the rotator cuff of the shoulder and frequently creates a strain in the cervical spine secondary to the hyperactivity of the levator scapulae as it attaches to the upper four cervical segments. When evaluating the flexed cervical spine, if multiple level ERS dysfunctions are found from C2 to C4—all with restricted translation to the same side when the cervical spine is in flexion—the operator should suspect involvement of the levator scapulae, perpetuated by dysfunctional scapular control.

3. Scapular stabilization. The patient is on hands and knees, with elbows bent enough to hold the shoulders at the same height as the hips. The operator looks for winging of the medial border of the scapula, which indicates weakness of and lack of stabilization by the lower trapezius, serratus anterior, and rhomboid muscles (Figure 14-4). To further challenge these muscle groups, the patient is instructed to lift one hand slightly off the table to see if this causes scapular winging on the side of the support arm. Clinically, we have found that ERS dysfunctions in the thoracic spine (i.e., from T3 to T6) have a strong tendency to inhibit the serratus anterior. The thoracic spine often appears straight or, in worse cases with multiple stacked ERS dysfunctions, appears lordotic in this area. Therefore, restoring joint mobility for flexion from T3 to T6 by addressing any ERS dysfunctions sometimes dramatically improves the patient's ability to recruit (activate) the serratus anterior.

4. Lower trapezius recruitment. The patient is prone, with the arm abducted to 125 degrees and externally rotated. The operator resists scapular retraction and depression at the inferior angle of the scapula (Figure 14-5). Clinically, we have found that FRS dysfunctions in the thoracic spine from T6 to T10 have a strong tendency to inhibit lower trapezius function on the ipsilateral side (e.g., FRS rt T8-9 with an inhibited right lower trapezius). Warmerdam has reported a similar clinical observation.

5. Length of the latissimus dorsi. The patient is supine, with the knees bent and feet flat on the table, and puts both shoulders through a full range of flexion. The operator watches for recruitment of extension of the lumbar spine, failure to obtain adequate shoulder flexion, or both (Figure 14-6). The latissimus dorsi attaches to the lower six thoracic spinous processes and all of the lumbar spinous processes through the thoraco-lumbar fascia. Tightness of the latissimus dorsi pro-

Figure 14-6
Latissimus dorsi length test. Note that the limitation of shoulder flexion is evident bilaterally.
FIGURE 14-7
Forward shoulder position test (supine). Note the anterior position of the left shoulder.

motes or results in an increase in the lower thoracic kyphosis and perpetuates FRS dysfunctions in the thoracic spinal segments from T6 to T12.

6. Shoulder position test supine. With the patient supine, the operator observes the relative antero-posterior position of the shoulders. Tightness of the left shoulder is illustrated in Figure 14-7. In the past, finding an anteriorly displaced shoulder was interpreted as a consequence of pectoral tightness. We now believe, however, that an anteriorly displaced shoulder is more commonly due to a tight posterior shoulder capsule or restricted anterior to posterior glide of the upper ipsilateral ribs, or both. To differentiate the cause of the shoulder tightness, the operator applies an anterior-to-posterior glide to the humeral head and then to ribs 2-5 on each side. If the operator notes a restriction with anterior-to-posterior glide of the humeral head, the patient has a tight posterior shoulder capsule. If the operator notes a restriction with anterior-to-posterior glides applied to ribs 2-5, the rib cage needs to be mobilized, followed by stretching the pectorals, if needed. This is an important differentiation to make, because giving a patient with a tight posterior shoulder capsule a pectoral stretch may further compromise and jeopardize the integrity of the anterior capsule of the shoulder.

Upper Quarter Treatment, Mobilization and Stretching

Mobilization for Treatment of Muscle Imbalances and Faulty Movement Patterns

The movement and length tests presented not only give the examiner information regarding motor control and muscle function of the upper quarter, but also help in identifying corresponding areas of joint dysfunction. Consequently, we find mobilization of specific dysfunctional spinal joints helpful in restoring more normal movement patterns. For example, in patients with dysfunctional movement control seen with the supine cervical flexion test, muscle energy or high-velocity techniques directed toward ERS dysfunctions in the upper thoracic spine or upper cervical spine may help to restore the range of cervico-thoracic flexion. Restoration of mobility for cervico-thoracic flexion often results in an increase in the ability to activate the deep neck flexors. For patients with dysfunctional shoulder abduction with a loss of scapular stabilization, the operator should look for and treat ERS dysfunctions from T3 to T6 and FRS dysfunctions from T6 to T10 (see Chapter 9). Clinically, we have found that it is very difficult to improve movement patterns and address muscle imbalances in the upper quarter and cervical musculature in the presence of the non-neutral thoracic spinal dysfunctions mentioned above. Therefore, our approach to treatment of muscle imbalances includes the mobilization of joints to help normalize articular reflexes along with stretching the muscles found to be hypertonic and shortened, followed by retraining motor control with functional movement patterns.

Stretching for the Upper Quarter

To stretch commonly tight muscles, the patient is instructed to use a static stretch that is held for 20-30 seconds and repeated several times or use postisometric relaxation (i.e., muscle energy technique). Postisometric relaxation requires the patient to make an isometric muscle contraction that is held for 5-7 seconds, followed by relaxation, and then the operator passively lengthens the muscle up to the next motion barrier.

The muscles commonly found to be tight in the upper quarter can be treated by the following exercises:

1. Upper trapezius and levator scapulae. To stretch the right levator scapulae muscle, the patient sits and looks downward and to the left, with the head tilted to the left. The left hand may be placed on the top of the head to support the head and neck, but the patient is cautioned not to pull with the hand, because this movement could cause a strain of the joints of the cervical spine. The patient is sitting and grasps the edge of the seat with the right hand placed behind the right hip, and then leans to the left and slightly forward, giving a passive stretch to the right levator scapulae (Figure 14-8). To isolate the right upper trapezius muscle, the patient's head and neck are slightly flexed, side bent to the left, and then rotated to the right. Leaning to the left while grasping the edge of the seat with the right
hand stretches the right upper trapezius (Figure 14-9). An additional stretch may be achieved by instructing the patient to actively depress the right shoulder by contract­
ing the right lower trapezius. To stretch the left levator scapulae and upper trapezius muscles, the reverse positioning is used, and the patient grasps the edge of the seat with the left hand.

2. Scalenes and sternocleidomastoid. The patient sits and, if stretching the right side, grips the chair with the right hand. The patient places the left hand over the right first rib and clavicle to stabilize both. The patient is instructed to extend the head and neck back slightly while keeping the chin down, side bend the head to the left, and rotate it to the right until tension is felt in the front of the right side of the neck (Figure 14-10).

3. Posterior shoulder capsule and external rotators. The patient side lies on the same side as the shoulder to be stretched and rotates backward enough to stabilize the scapula against the table. The shoulder and elbow are each flexed to 90 degrees, and the shoulder is internally rotated to its barrier (Figure 14-11). The patient is instructed to hold the shoulder internally rotated by using the opposite hand to grasp above the wrist of the shoulder to be stretched. The patient rolls forward and backward over the arm six to eight times to stretch the posterior capsule while maintaining the internal rotation. Alternatively, the patient can perform an isometric contraction of the exter-

nal rotators by resisting with the opposite hand for 5–7 seconds. On relaxation, the shoulder is taken into further internal rotation to the new barrier.

4. Pectoralis minor and sternal fibers of pectoralis major. To stretch the left side, the patient stands facing the wall, with the left shoulder abducted to 90 degrees, the palm of the left hand placed against the wall, and the elbow slightly bent. The patient turns the feet to the right to be parallel to the wall and, while keeping the left shoulder down and back, presses against the wall with the right hand to turn the upper trunk to the right. Most of the stretch should be felt in the pectorals, ante-
rior shoulder, and, perhaps, the biceps. The stretch may be static or performed with a series of contract-relax cycles by having the patient press the left hand into the wall for 5–7 seconds (Figure 14-12). Caution: This stretch should not be given in the presence of a tight posterior shoulder capsule, because it may contribute further to anterior capsular laxity.

5. Latissimus dorsi. Acting with the teres major, the latissimus extends, adducts, and internally rotates the humerus. Particularly when tight bilaterally, the latissiusimus dorsi can restrict extension throughout the lower thoracic spine and, therefore, have a profound effect on head and neck posture, as well as limiting shoulder flex­
ion. The stretch for the latissimus dorsi is performed with the patient kneeling, with hands and elbows held together and supported on a chair or stool. By sitting back toward the heels, elongation is obtained through
the thoracic and lumbar areas, straightening the spine as much as possible. To promote external rotation of the shoulders, the hands and elbows should be held together as much as possible throughout the stretch. Moving the pelvis into a posterior tilt while maintaining thoracic extension places an even greater stretch on the latissimus dorsi (Figure 14-13). The stretch is typically held for 20-30 seconds and repeated two to three times.

**Upper Quarter Treatment, Retraining**

Exercises for strengthening (facilitating) weakened muscles are performed after addressing the tightness found in the related joints and antagonistic musculature. In our clinical experience, we have had greater success by mobilizing hypomobile joints and stretching the tight and shortened muscles before attempting to strengthen a weakened (inhibited) muscle group. A shortened and tight muscle will appear to be overactivated in various movement patterns, and this activation (facilitation) may be so intense that it makes strengthening of a weakened antagonistic muscle impossible, due to the reflex inhibition. The exercises used for retraining are often simply a modification of the testing procedures previously described and include the following:

1. **Deep neck flexors.** Activation of these muscles is first attempted in the seated position. Ask the patient to nod the chin toward the chest without participation of the superficial neck flexors (Figure 14-14). The patient should feel a slight stretch in the posterior occipitoatlantal region. The position is held for 5-10 seconds and is repeated five to six times. Once this movement is well controlled, the patient can attempt more aggressive strengthening in the supine position. The patient is instructed to place a hand under the cervical lordosis and gently nod the head enough to place pressure against the hand. The isometric contraction of the deep neck flexors is held for 10 seconds and repeated up to 10 times. This
method of retraining of the deep neck flexors is reportedly being investigated for its usefulness in treating cervicogenic headaches.7 Once the patient can hold the activated position for 10 seconds and repeat the contraction 10 times, the patient is instructed to progress to active cervical spinal flexion antigravity in the supine lying position, assisted by the use of the hands, as needed (Figure 14-15). The patient is instructed to clasp the hands behind the head and passively flexes the head so that the chin is brought toward the chest. The head is slowly lowered to the table segmentally from below up, using the deep neck flexors eccentrically to lower the head to the table. The patient uses the hands to support the head, as needed, and an emphasis is placed on keeping the chin down as the head is returned to the table. Initially, this exercise is performed for two or three repetitions, progressing up to 10 repetitions, as tolerated. This last exercise is not added until the patient has regained full passive range of motion for cervico-thoracic flexion in the supine lying position. Therefore, any residual ERS dysfunctions in the upper cervical or upper thoracic spine may need to be addressed, because they can restrict the full range of neck flexion and contribute to the inhibition of the deep neck flexors.

2. Lower trapezius. Retraining to facilitate the lower trapezius can be done in the prone lying position with various angles of shoulder abduction. Emphasis is placed on the patient learning to move the scapula medially and inferiorly to activate the lower trapezius (Figure 14-16). As mentioned earlier, we have found clinically that restoring thoracic extension mobility by addressing FRS dysfunctions from T6 to T10 significantly helps to improve lower trapezius recruitment.

3. Serratus anterior. The patient is on the hands and knees, with elbows bent enough so that the shoulders and hips are at the same height. The thoracic spine is straight, and the scapulae are stabilized against the rib cage. Once this position is attained successfully, the patient is asked to lift one hand off the floor while keeping the shoulders level, avoiding winging of the scapula on the supporting side (Figure 14-17). The position is held for approximately 10 seconds and repeated five to six times. If the patient is having difficulty recruiting the serratus anterior, be sure to check for and treat any residual ERS dysfunction(s) from T3 to T6.

4. Shoulder abduction. Before the shoulder abduction exercise is attempted, the patient should be able to acti-
vate the lower trapezius when prone. The patient lies supine with knees bent, feet flat, and arms externally rotated at the side. Bilateral shoulder abduction is initiated while stabilizing the medial border of the scapula in retraction and depression. The patient maintains a neutral lumbar spine with transversus abdominis activation and should only abduct the arms as far as possible, without elevating the shoulder girdle or losing the contact of the dorsum of the hands with the floor. When the patient reaches a point in the range at which the shoulder or hand starts to elevate or the neutral lumbar spine position is lost, he or she is instructed to back away from the barrier, elongate by reaching through the arm, shoulder, and trunk, and return the arm down to the side (Figure 14-18). This sequence is repeated five to six times. Once the full range of abduction is achieved in the supine lying position, shoulder abduction can be repeated with elongation in the seated position (see Figure 15-11).

**LOWER QUARTER**

In the presence of neuromotor dysfunction, Janda1 has also identified a common pattern of muscle imbalances that occur in the lower quadrant with the hypertonic and tightened postural muscles, including the iliopsoas, rectus femoris, tensor fasciae latae, quadratus lumborum, the thigh adductors, piriformis, the hamstrings, and the thoraco-lumbar erector spinae musculature. The muscle groups showing a tendency toward inhibition and reflex weakness include the gluteus maximus, medius, and minimus and the rectus abdominus, as well as the external and internal obliques. Moreover, inhibition and delayed activation of the transversus abdominis have been confirmed in patients with low back pain.8,9
Janda\textsuperscript{1} refers to a pelvic crossed syndrome characterized by imbalances between the shortened and tight hip flexors, and thoraco-lumbar erector spinae musculature, and the weakened and inhibited gluteus maximus and abdominal muscles. Because the range of hip extension is reduced, this imbalance has deleterious effects on the lumbar spine during gait. To compensate for reduced hip extension, there is an increase in lumbar extension by the hypertonic thoraco-lumbar erector spinae, resulting in hypermobility in the lumbar spine in the sagittal plane and strain of the intervertebral discs and ligaments.\textsuperscript{1,3}

In the frontal plane, an imbalance develops between the weakened gluteus medius and minimus and the tight tensor fasciae latae and quadratus lumborum muscles, creating excessive sway in the pelvis during walking.\textsuperscript{3}

**Lower Quarter Evaluation**

To evaluate for muscle imbalances and faulty movement patterns in the lower quarter, the following tests may be used:

1. **Pelvic clock.** The patient is supine, with the hips and knees flexed and feet resting flat on the tabletop. The knees and feet are placed hip-width apart. The patient is asked to bridge and slowly lower the pelvis down to the table. The operator palpates under the inferior ledge of the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) on both sides and notes whether the ASISs are lying symmetrically in the transverse plane. The patient is instructed to visualize lying on the face of an imaginary clock, with 12 o'clock at the top and 6 o'clock at the bottom (see Figure 15-12). The patient is instructed to rotate the pelvis toward 12 o'clock (posterior pelvic tilt) and then toward 6 o'clock (anterior pelvic tilt), while the operator follows the movement with steady contact maintained at the ASISs by the operator's thumbs (Figure 14-19). A common observation is that the ASISs are asymmetrical to start with and remain asymmetrical throughout the range or improve when moving toward 12 o'clock or 6 o'clock. When moving the pelvis toward 12 o'clock or 6 o'clock, the operator assesses for bilateral and symmetrical lumbar flexion, posterior sacral base nutation, and posterior rotation of the innominates. When moving the pelvis toward 6 o'clock, the operator assesses for bilateral and symmetrical lumbar extension, anterior nutation of the sacral base, and anterior rotation of the innominates. Initially, a patient is rarely able to rotate symmetrically toward 12 o'clock and 6 o'clock and keep the ASISs level throughout the entire range. To assess rotational control of the lumbar spine and pelvis, the patient is instructed to rotate the pelvis toward 3 o'clock and then toward 9 o'clock, while the operator maintains thumb contact under the inferior ledge of the ASISs. Ideally, the patient should be able to rotate the pelvis toward 3 o'clock or 9 o'clock while maintaining the ASISs level in the transverse plane. Often, the operator will observe that the patient has great difficulty moving toward 3 o'clock or 9 o'clock and will substitute for the lack of pelvic rotation by moving the pelvis in the frontal or sagittal planes, or both. For example, when attempting to rotate toward 9 o'clock, the patient often hikes the hip on the left side (frontal plane) so that the left ASIS is pulled superiority. When attempting to rotate toward 3 o'clock, the patient often excessively rotates the right innominate anteriorly (sagittal plane) so that the right ASIS moves inferiorly, when compared to the left side. Monitoring the movement of the ASISs with the operator's thumbs is crucial in evaluating neuromuscular control of the lumbopelvic region using the pelvic clock. Because the pelvic clock requires a sophisticated degree of motor control, it can be helpful not only in diagnosing faulty movement patterns in the lower quarter, but also in objectively measuring the success of treatment of the lumbar spine, sacrum, and innominates.

2. **Hip abduction with external rotation.** The patient is supine, with the knees bent and feet flat on the table (or floor), and performs a posterior pelvic tilt to 12 o'clock. The operator palpates under the inferior ledge of the ASISs to make sure the ASISs are level in the transverse plane at 12 o'clock. If the ASISs are not level, the operator instructs the patient to pull up on one side or lower the other side to make sure the test starts from a position of symmetry. The patient allows the knees to abduct while 12 o'clock is maintained. While the hips are abducting and externally rotating, the ASISs are continuously monitored by the operator's palpating thumbs, and then the patient is instructed to self-monitor using his or her own thumbs (Figure 14-20). If there is an
imbalance on one side of the pelvis with weak abdominal muscles and tight adductors, the posterior pelvic tilt (12 o'clock) cannot be maintained, and the ASIS is felt moving inferiorly on that side (i.e., the innominate is rotating anteriorly). Clinically, the most common pattern seen is a loss of control on the right side, with the right ASIS moving inferiorly while the left side remains in place. This muscle imbalance, with tightness of the hip adductors and inhibition of the abdominals, is often the cause or consequence of an inferior pubic dysfunction on the right side.

3. Pelvic tilt/heel slide. The patient is supine, with the knees bent and feet flat on the table, and is asked to flatten the lumbar spine by performing a posterior pelvic tilt to 12 o'clock. The operator palpates under the inferior ledge of the ASISs to make sure that the ASISs are level in the transverse plane when the pelvis is brought to 12 o'clock. If the ASISs are asymmetrical, with one side lower than the other, the patient is asked to pull the lower side up (superiorly) so that the ASISs lie in the same transverse plane. With his or her back remaining flat on the table, the patient is asked to slide one foot down along the table, while the operator monitors at the ASISs to make sure that neither side moves inferiorly during the test. Normally, if the posterior tilt and flattened lumbar lordosis are maintained, the ASIS should not move until the last 10-15 degrees of hip extension. This test challenges the ability of the abdominals to maintain a posterior pelvic tilt, while the iliopsoas muscles are activated eccentrically (Figure 14-21). Clinically, a commonly observed dysfunctional pattern is the inability to slide the right leg down without the right ASIS prematurely moving inferiorly, indicating an imbalance between the abdominals and hip flexors on the right side of the pelvis. This pattern often presents itself in the presence of an anteriorly rotated innominate on the right side, a tight anterior hip capsule on the right side, tight hip flexors on the right side, or a combination of all three.

Note: Failure to monitor the ASISs with the operator’s thumbs negates the sensitivity of these last two tests. Visually, without monitoring the ASISs, the patient may appear to be able to adequately stabilize the lumbar spine and pelvis during these tests. However, palpation of the ASISs frequently reveals that one or both innominates are indeed rotating anteriorly during either test, indicating a loss of pelvic stabilization.

4. Straight leg raising (hamstrings). The operator palpates with one hand on the ipsilateral ASIS to monitor for recruitment of posterior pelvic rotation during straight leg raising, assessing both the medial and lateral hamstrings of each leg. Normally, a straight leg raise should reach 70 degrees before noting any movement of the ASIS. A straight leg raise with the hip in external rotation and abduction tests the length of the medial hamstrings, whereas a straight leg raise with the hip in internal rotation andadduction tests the length of the lateral hamstrings (Figure 14-22). It is important to monitor for pelvic rotation, because an additional 10- to 15-degree range of straight leg raising can occur when posterior rotation of the pelvis is allowed.

5. Hip abduction (gluteus medius and minimus). The patient lies on one side, with the bottom leg flexed and top leg extended. The examiner observes
and palpates the firing pattern of the quadratus lumborum, gluteus medius, and tensor fasciae latae while the patient abducts the upper leg (Figure 14-23). A common substitution pattern is for the tensor fasciae latae to predominate the movement when the gluteus medius is weak. This pattern produces flexion and internal rotation of the hip during active hip abduction. Another common substitution pattern is excessive hiking up of the hip by an overactive and hypertonic quadratus lumborum. These substitution patterns can be minimized during testing and retraining by asking the patient to elongate (i.e., reach away) and externally rotate the leg slightly as hip abduction is initiated.

6. Hip extension (gluteus maximus). The patient is prone, with the knee straight, and is asked to extend the hip actively. Both visually and by palpation, the “firing pattern” of the muscles involved in this movement is observed. Disagreement exists as to the correct sequence of muscle firing with hip extension. Therefore, the primary questions to be answered with hip extension are whether the gluteus maximus fires, how well the spine stabilizes itself during the movement, and whether there is a major difference in control from right to left sides. Failure to activate the gluteus maximus may be noted, with hip extension achieved by the hamstrings and erector spinae musculature. This substitution pattern by the hamstrings and erector spinae muscles may be strong enough to produce active hip extension, with little weakness noted on manual muscle testing of hip extension. Chronic hamstring tightness and resultant hamstring strains may occur as a result of this substitution pattern and reoccur, unless this muscle imbalance is corrected. Also to be noted in this test is the tendency for the lower thoracic and upper lumbar spine to rotate toward the contralateral side when the gluteus maximus fails to participate in active extension of the hip and when the pelvis is not adequately stabilized by the abdominals (Figure 14-24). To compare further the right and left sides during hip extension, the operator can palpate the inferior ledge of the posterior superior iliac spines (PSISs). Normally, the ipsilateral PSIS moves slightly cranially during active hip extension, but when it is dysfunctional, the operator may palpate or observe excessive movement of the PSIS cranially or no movement of the PSIS at all.

Failure to activate the gluteus maximus during prone hip extension does not necessarily mean that the muscle is weak; rather, this loss of recruitment should be thought of in terms of the muscle being inhibited from participating in terminal hip extension. More importantly, inhibition of the gluteus maximus may result in a loss of the dynamic force closure needed to stabilize the sacroiliac (SI) joint. The role of the operator is to find and treat the cause of the gluteal inhibition, rather than attempting to strengthen the gluteus maximus by resistance training. In our experience, dysfunction of the SI joint (particularly the posteriorly nutated sacral bases), dysfunction of the lower lumbar spine (i.e., FRS dysfunctions at L4-S or L5-S1), and dysfunction of the hip (with a tight anterior hip capsule) all contribute significantly to inhibition of the gluteal musculature. Bullock-Saxton et al. also have reported residual gluteus maximus inhibition secondary to a history of spraining the ankle.
FIGURE 14-24
Abnormal left hip extension firing pattern. Note the hypertonicity of the right thoraco-lumbar erector spinae and rotation of the thoraco-lumbar junction to the right.

Lower Quadrant Treatment, Mobilization and Stretching
Mobilization for Treatment of Faulty Movement Patterns
The movement tests presented not only give the operator information regarding motor control and muscle function in the lower quarter, but also help in identifying associated areas of joint dysfunction in the hips, pelvis, and lumbar spine. The ability to activate a muscle is influenced by the summation of the afferent information coming into the nervous system. Consideration of the influence of joint dysfunction on muscle function gives the operator an additional tool to use in reprogramming motor control. For example, asymmetry in neuromuscular control, as revealed by assessing the supine pelvic clock, helps to diagnose non-neutral lumbar spine dysfunctions, sacral dysfunctions, and innominate rotations. Inhibition of the gluteal musculature is often related to SI dysfunction, lower lumbar non-neutral dysfunctions, or a tight hip capsule. Treatment of the associated joint dysfunction(s) often has a dramatic effect on the ability to recruit a previously weakened (inhibited) muscle within the same treatment session, and the movement test can then become the exercise given to the patient to maintain self-correction.

1. Iliopsoas. The patient is supine, with the hips at the edge of one end of the table. One knee is drawn to the chest to flatten the lumbar spine, and then the other leg is allowed to hang freely. Assessment is made of the length of the iliopsoas. Normally, the hip should extend to neutral or slightly beyond. By observing if there is 90 degrees of knee flexion, the length of the rectus femoris is assessed. If there is adduction or abduction of the femur, the relative tightness of the adductors and tensor fasciae latae are assessed, respectively (Figure 14-25). The iliopsoas can be lengthened by maintaining this supine stretch position for 30–60 seconds; the stretch is repeated two to three times. A more dynamic self-stretch in half-kneeling has been described by Evjen and Hamberg. This exercise requires active (rather than passive) stabilization of the pelvis and recruitment of the gluteus maximus and hamstring musculature, as illustrated in Figure 14-26. In the half-kneeling exercise, the side to be stretched is positioned with internal rotation and extension of the hip. There is active contraction of the gluteus maximus muscle on the ipsilate...
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Self-stretch of the right iliopsoas muscle in the half-kneeling position.

FIGURE 14-26

Right rectus femoris stretch, achieved by sitting back toward the heel, bending the left knee, and keeping the right knee pointed toward the floor.

FIGURE 14-27

eral side and the hamstring muscles on the contralateral side, stabilizing and maintaining the pelvis in a posteriorly rotated position during the stretch. The patient is taught to lead with the hip on the side to be stretched as the pelvis is brought forward, extending through the hip joint rather than arching (i.e., extending) through the lumbar spine. Restriction in extensibility of the iliopsoas muscle can influence lumbar spine mobility in all directions and, typically, needs to be addressed in almost every patient with low back pain.

2. Rectus femoris. The rectus femoris muscle can be stretched with the patient standing. The knee is flexed so that the foot on that side is supported on the back of a chair, which is placed behind the patient. The pelvis is rotated posteriorly, and the patient sits back toward the heel, maintaining the pelvic tilt and allowing the opposite knee to flex. This stretch is ideal because it teaches dynamic control of the pelvis while isolating the stretch specifically to the rectus femoris (Figure 14-27).

3. Hip adductors. The hip adductors can be stretched with the patient sitting up against a wall, with the feet together and hips abducted and externally rotated (Figure 14-28). The hands are placed on the floor behind the hips, and the patient is instructed to roll the pelvis forward toward 6 o’clock to deepen the stretch and toward 12 o’clock to relax. The patient can press the hands down on the floor to assist in extending the lumbar spine when rolling the pelvis toward 6 o’clock. The patient is instructed to repeat this 12-o’clock-to-6-o’clock rocking motion six to eight times, dropping the knees further out to the side with each movement toward 6 o’clock.

4. Quadratus lumborum. The stretch is done with the patient on the hands and knees. The ipsilateral arm on the side to be stretched is brought diagonally across the body, and the hand grasps a secure object with the thumb pointing down. If internal rotation of the arm bothers the shoulder, the thumb can be turned upward to externally rotate the shoulder, which then also stretches the latissimus dorsi on that side. The patient is instructed to sit back diagonally toward the hip on the side to be stretched (Figure 14-29). The stretch is sustained for 20–30 seconds and repeated two to three times, alternating sides.

5. Piriformis. The piriformis muscle arises from the anterior surface of sacral segments 2, 3, and 4 and attaches to the greater trochanter of the femur. From extension to 60 degrees of hip flexion, the piriformis acts as an external rotator and abductor of the hip. Beyond 60 degrees of hip flexion, the piriformis acts as an abductor...
but also is an internal rotator. Balancing the pull of the piriformis on the sacrum is believed to be important when treating any SI joint dysfunction. Because the muscle has two distinctly different actions, there is no singular exercise that adequately addresses this muscle. Two stretches that are believed to address length restrictions of the piriformis are the buttock stretch and the supine hip-rotation stretch. The buttock stretch is described in Chapter 15 as a self-mobilization stretch for a forward sacral torsion (see Figure 15-14). The supine hip-rotation stretch is used to address tightness in the piriformis when the muscle is acting as an abductor and external rotator. For treatment of the right piriformis, the patient is supine, and the right hip is flexed less than 60 degrees. The right hip is adducted to place the right foot on the lateral side (outside) of the left knee. The patient grasps the right knee with the left hand and adducts and medially rotates the right hip (Figure 14-30). Through a series of isometric contract-relax cycles, the hip is brought progressively into further adduction and internal rotation to stretch the right piriformis.

6. **Hamstrings.** The patient is supine, with a small towel roll maintaining the lumbar lordosis. The hip on the side to be stretched is flexed to 90 degrees and held there by the patient clasping his or her hands behind the thigh. The other leg is actively held straight. The stretch is performed by active quadriceps contraction with the foot dorsiflexed, as in the instruction "reach toward the ceiling with your heel" (Figure 14-31). The stretch is held momentarily and repeated 10 times in an on-and-off fashion.

### Lower Quarter Treatment, Retraining

Patients with low back pain are commonly found to have weakness (inhibition) of the gluteus maximus, medius, and minimus muscles. In addition, there is evidence supporting the important stabilizing function of the transversus abdominis muscle, which has been given very little attention in traditional abdominal strengthening programs. Exercises are prescribed specifically for these muscles in the hope of decreasing the biomechanical stresses placed on the lumbar spine and pelvis. Any of the movement tests initially used to assess for faulty movement patterns and poor neuro-
muscular control of the lower quarter can be modified, as needed, to become a retraining exercise.

1. Abdominals. Strengthening exercises for the abdominal muscles start with isometric activation of the transversus abdominis muscle in various positions (i.e., supine and on hands and knees), while maintaining a neutral lumbar spine. To assist the supine patient, the operator monitors the ASISs with the thumbs and asks the patient to rock the pelvis from 12 o’clock to 6 o’clock. The operator finds the midpoint (neutral) between these two extremes of pelvic rotation, while keeping the ASISs lying in the same transverse plane, and continues to monitor the ASISs to make sure the pelvis is held symmetrical during the muscle recruitment (see Figure 14-19). The patient is instructed to pull the umbilicus toward the spine while maintaining a neutral lumbar spine position. Common substitution patterns to be avoided include activating the external obliques with compression of the lower rib cage and failure to maintain a neutral lumbar spine position caused by the patient inadvertently performing a posterior pelvic tilt. Initially, the focus is on proper activation of the transversus abdominis and the patient’s ability to hold an isometric contraction for up to 10 seconds while breathing normally. Once the muscle is properly recruited and has some endurance capacity, additional loading of the spine can be added by lifting or sliding a leg in the supine lying position (see Figure 14-21) or lifting a hand when the patient is positioned on the hands and knees (see Figure 14-17).

Note: A distinction needs to be made between retraining abdominal control and when testing for faulty abdominal control with the supine heel slide and with the hip abduction and external rotation movements. When testing for abdominal control, a posterior pelvic tilt (12 o’clock) is maintained throughout the test to maximally challenge the abdominals. However, when initially retraining the abdominals, a neutral lumbar spine (i.e., midway between 12 o’clock and 6 o’clock) is advocated. Retraining the abdominals in a neutral lumbar spine position is thought to be more functional, as well as less stressful to the noncontractile elements of the spine.

To retrain the abdominal obliques, the patient is supine, with both knees up and feet resting flat on the table. The patient is instructed to drop both knees off to one side, just enough to lift the hip, pelvis, and lumbar spine off the table on one side. The patient is instructed to slowly rotate back to the midline by rotating the spine segmentally back to the table from the mid-thoracic region down to the pelvis (Figure 14-32), rather than rotating back from the hips.
The inability to rotate the spine back to the table is frequently due to non-neutral ERS dysfunctions in the lower thoracic spine and thoraco-lumbar junction that inhibit abdominal oblique activation. Consequently, stretching the thoraco-lumbar erector spinae, which tends to be tight, and treating ERS dysfunctions of the thoraco-lumbar spine can assist in regaining abdominal oblique activation.

2. *Gluteus maximus*. Clinically, weakness of the gluteus maximus is seen in patients with SI joint dysfunction, non-neutral lumbar spine dysfunctions, and tight anterior hip capsules. The muscle may be inhibited by articular reflex mechanisms, a tight and shortened ipsilateral iliopsoas muscle, or both. Therefore, the iliopsoas should be assessed and stretched, if indicated, before attempting to strengthen the gluteus maximus. Strengthening exercises are usually initiated in the prone position, with the hips and lower extremities off the end of the table and a neutral lumbar spine stabilized by activation of the transversus abdominis. The patient is instructed to find the neutral spine position by rocking the pelvis from 12 o'clock to 6 o'clock and find the midpoint between these two extremes of motion. The transversus abdominis is activated before extending the hip with the knee flexed. The hip is extended only so far as the patient is able to maintain a neutral lumbar spine (Figure 14-33). Emphasis is placed on the quality of the movement and the patient being able to feel the muscle contract, rather than on multiple repetitions. Usually, the patient fatigues surprisingly fast (e.g., after only three or four repetitions) if the exercise is done properly.

Many patients fail to recruit the gluteus maximus in active prone hip extension, substituting with the lumbar erector spinae and the hamstring musculature. If this substitution pattern is not recognized, the patient may be performing an exercise that only reinforces the dysfunctional movement pattern.

Once the patient knows how to recruit the gluteus maximus properly, a bridging exercise may be added. The patient is supine, with the knees flexed and feet flat on the table or floor. He or she finds a neutral lumbar spine position (i.e., midway between 12 o'clock and 6 o'clock), activates the transversus abdominis to maintain the neutral position, and lifts the buttocks off the table by a strong active gluteus maximus contraction, being careful to avoid lumbar spine extension (Figure 14-34). Initially, with this exercise, cramping of the hamstrings may occur due to substitution of the hamstrings for lack of active hip extension by the gluteus maximus. Once the gluteus maximus is properly activated, cramping of the hamstrings with the bridging exercise ceases.

3. *Gluteus medius and minimus*. The patient is in the side-lying position and up against a wall, with the shoulders, hips, and the foot of the supporting lower leg against the wall. The dysfunctional side is uppermost, and the transversus abdominis is activated to maintain a neutral lumbar spine. The patient abducts the leg and, to avoid substitution with the tensor fasciae latae, slightly externally rotates the leg. Hip flexion is prevented by having the patient raise the top leg while maintaining heel contact with the wall (Figure 14-35). The patient also is instructed to avoid hiking the hip by elongating and reaching with the leg during abduction.

This chapter has introduced the use of functional movement tests to evaluate neuromotor control in patients with...
musculoskeletal pain and dysfunction. Treatment of the muscle imbalances associated with frequently observed abnormal movement patterns assists in restoring normal neuromotor control and helps prevent the recurrence of joint dysfunction. We can then use an improvement of neuromotor control as an objective measurement of the patient’s progress and response to treatment.
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Exercises as a Complement to Manual Therapy

Like Chapter 14, this chapter was an entirely new addition to the fifth edition of *Spinal Manipulation*. Over the years, the authors have learned that exercise not only helps to improve aerobic capacity and cardiovascular function and assist in stress reduction, but also should be used as an adjunct to manual therapy intervention. Generalized exercises have their place in overall conditioning programs, but more specific exercises are thought to improve a patient's self-management capability for some of the more chronic and commonly recurring dysfunctions previously discussed in this book.

An understanding of the functional anatomy and biomechanics of the spine is essential to the development of an individualized, specific home exercise program. A positional diagnosis of spinal or pelvic dysfunction delineates which movements need to be restored (Table 15-1) and forms the basis for the selection of the specific self-mobilizing exercises described in this chapter. Failure to assess and adequately treat biomechanical dysfunctions of the vertebral column and pelvis before the initiation of an exercise program may be one of the main reasons why some patients do not improve with exercise alone or report that exercise makes their condition worse.

Controversy exists as to what tissues serve as restrictors of spinal mobility. Since the 1960s, theories have been advanced describing meniscal entrapment, joint capsule adhesions, and hypertonicity in the deep spinal musculature due to abnormal afferent activity. In theory, any of these restrictors could limit single segment mobility. Lewit believes that the most frequent cause of the restriction, which he terms *joint blockage*, comes from faulty movement patterns due to muscle imbalances and postural strain. Theoretically, correction of muscle imbalances through a specific home exercise program may help to prevent faulty movement patterns and, therefore, prevent further segmental joint dysfunctions (see Chapter 14). This concept serves as the basis for the selection of exercises described in the previous chapter.

The exercises in this chapter are designed as self-mobilizing exercises to complement manual therapy treatment for specific joint dysfunctions found in the spinal column and pelvis. The exercises are presented by region, even though many have multiregional implications.

**LUMBAR SPINE**

The design of the lumbar spine allows motion to occur primarily in the sagittal plane (i.e., flexion and extension). Consequently, most exercise programs for patients with low back pain advocate restoration of flexion (Williams) or extension (McKenzie) mobility as their major emphasis. McKenzie also advocates the use of side-gliding (translation) maneuvers in select patients as a necessary component in lumbar spine self-treatment, and he should be credited with recognizing the importance of self-mobilizing exercises in the treatment of low back pain. The reader is referred to McKenzie's book, *The Lumbar Spine: Mechanical Diagnosis and Therapy*, for further information regarding his specific home exercise approach. In 1984, one of the authors (M. R. B.) noted the biomechanical similarities between McKenzie's approach to a patient with an acute lumbar scoliosis and lateral shift and the osteopathic muscle energy approach to a patient with an FRS lumbar dysfunction. McKenzie treated patients presenting with an...
acute right lateral shift and lumbar kyphosis with shift correcting movements (i.e., left side gliding in standing) followed by prone press-ups to restore lumbar extension (Figures 15-1 and 15-2). From a manual therapy perspective, these same patients would most likely be treated for an FRSrt dysfunction by using a muscle energy technique with the patient in right side lying; this technique incorporates left side bending and left rotation coupled with lumbar spine extension (see Figure 8-2). The McKenzie approach (i.e., side gliding in standing, followed by prone press-ups) can then be used as part of the home exercise program for patients treated manually for lumbar spine FRS dysfunctions. The challenge was to develop additional, specific exercises to complement manual therapy for other spinal and pelvic dysfunctions.

**TABLE 15-1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positional Diagnosis</th>
<th>Motion Restriction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexed</td>
<td>Extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended</td>
<td>Flexion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side bent right</td>
<td>Left side bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotated right</td>
<td>Left rotation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 15-1**

Left side gliding in the standing position.

**FIGURE 15-2**

Prone press-ups for lumbar spine extension.

**EXERCISES FOR LUMBAR SPINE DYSFUNCTIONS**

**Exercises for Flexed, Rotated, and Side-Bent (FRS) Dysfunctions**

Described for Restricted Extension and Side Bending

In a lumbar FRSrt dysfunction, the positional diagnosis is flexed, rotated right, and side bent right. Therefore, the motion loss is of extension, left rotation, and left side bending at that spinal segment. Exercises for this dysfunction include side gliding in standing, performed against a wall (see Figure 15-1) or facing a wall, which allows the patient to vary the amount of lumbar extension introduced before performing the side glide (Figure 15-3). The extension component can be addressed separately by prone press-ups (see Figure 15-2) or backward bending when the patient is standing (Figure 15-4) or sitting (Figure 15-5), allowing the exercise to be carried out easily at work or home.

Described for Restricted Rotation

The muscle energy and McKenzie types of exercises address the flexion, extension, and side-bending components, assuming that the rotation follows as a coupled movement. To address the rotation more specifically, the patient is instructed in one exercise for self-mobilization and another exercise for neuromuscular re-education, particularly for the deep spinal rotators and abdominal oblique muscles. Both exercises are performed with the patient supine.

1. For restoration of rotation through the hips, pelvis, and lumbar spine. The supine patient crosses one flexed leg
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FIGURE 15-3
Left side gliding in the standing position, facing the wall.

FIGURE 15-4
Backward bending in the standing position.

FIGURE 15-5
Self-mobilization for lumbar spine extension in the seated position.

over the other and rotates the legs and pelvis toward the side of the top leg (Figure 15-6).

The position is maintained as a static stretch for 20–30 seconds and repeated two to three times to each side, or the patient is instructed to pull the bottom leg back toward the midline, which is resisted isometrically by

FIGURE 15-6
Self-mobilization exercise to restore right rotation through the lumbar spine by dropping the legs to the left.
the top leg. The contraction is held for 5–7 seconds. On relaxation, the top leg pulls the bottom leg further over past the midline. This stretch is repeated three to four times progressively, first to one side and then the other.

2. For restoration of rotational control by the spinal and abdominal muscles. The patient is supine, with knees flexed and feet flat on the floor. The legs are dropped to one side and then the other, but when bringing the knees back to the starting (midline) position, the patient tries to bring each spinal segment, in turn, back to the floor, working from cranial to caudal (Figure 15-7). The purpose of this exercise is to re-educate the deep rotators of the spine and the abdominal oblique muscles so that control of rotational movement occurs through the trunk, rather than through the hips and lower extremities.

Exercises for Extended, Rotated, and Side-Bent (ERS) Dysfunctions
With an ERSrt dysfunction, the positional diagnosis is extended, rotated right, and side bent right so that the motion loss is of flexion, left rotation, and left side bending.

Described for Restricted Flexion
To restore flexion, the following exercises are suggested:

1. Single knee to chest, supine
2. Bilateral knee to chest, supine
3. "Prayer stretch," hands-and-knees position (Figure 15-8)

Described for Restricted Flexion, Left Rotation, and Left Side Bending
To restore flexion, left rotation, and left side bending together, the following exercises are suggested:

1. Diagonal "hip sink" movements from the hands-and-knees position, with the right hip directed toward the outside of the right ankle to elongate the right side of the spine and open the facet joints on the right side (Figure 15-9).
2. Forward bending in left step standing, as described by McKenzie. The patient stands with the left foot on a chair or stool and places both hands around the left knee. He or she slides the hands down the leg to the ankle and rests the middle of the chest on the left knee. The stretch is maintained for 5–10 seconds, then the patient brings the trunk back to the upright position. The stretch is repeated five to six times (Figure 15-10).

Exercises to Address the Long Restrictors of the Lumbar Spine

The multisegmental muscles also may be tight and need to be treated. This is particularly true in the presence of group (type I) dysfunctions, in which the primary restriction is of side bending. The most important long restrictor muscles in the lumbar region are the erector spinae, quadratus lumborum, and iliopsoas. These muscles can be screened for tightness by observing for a loss of the smooth symmetrical curve during active side bending of the spine in standing or by using the muscle length and movement tests previously described in Chapter 14.

Exercises to stretch these three muscle groups are described in Chapter 14.

Described for Restricted Lumbar Side Bending

A nonspecific exercise to improve lumbar side bending uses weight shifting with elongation in the seated position. To stretch the right side, the patient lifts the left buttock, shifting his or her weight to the right ischial tuberosity and, at the same time, abducting the right arm (Figure 15-11). This movement is repeated several times in a rhythmic, rocking motion. This exercise is also useful in facilitating the quadratus lumborum to fire on the contralateral side of shoulder abduction while lengthening the quadratus on the ipsilateral side (right).

Exercises to Restore Neuromotor Control of the Lumbar Spine

Pelvic Clock

The pelvic clock exercise, originally described by Feldenkrais, is useful for self-mobilization and neuromuscular re-education of the pelvis, as well as the lumbar spine. The pelvic clock can also be used to evaluate and diagnose non-neutral lumbar spine dysfunctions.

The patient is supine, with the hips and knees flexed and the feet flat and approximately a hip’s width apart. The patient is instructed to visualize the movements of the pelvis as taking place on an imaginary clock (Figure 15-12). Movement toward 6 o’clock creates lumbar spine extension, whereas movement toward 12 o’clock creates lumbar flexion. Movements across the clock (i.e., from 3 o’clock to 9 o’clock and from 9 o’clock to 3 o’clock) promote lumbar and pelvic rotation. When the patient is asked to move selectively around the face of the clock, three-dimensional
motion occurs. For example, movement around the clock in an arc from 3 o’clock to 6 o’clock promotes extension, right side bending, and right rotation of the lumbar spine. This particular movement is characteristically found to be restricted if there is an FRSLt dysfunction present in the lumbar spine. If the clock is restricted for movement toward 1 o’clock or 2 o’clock, an ERSLt lumbar spinal dysfunction is present. When a patient can perform a symmetrical, full-circle pelvic clock in both a clockwise and counter-clockwise direction, the lumbar spine is fairly clear of any non-neutral dysfunctions. For a patient who has been manually treated for an FRSrt in the lumbar spine and given the self-mobilizing exercises previously discussed (i.e., left side gliding in standing and prone press-ups), the pelvic clock exercise is given to reinforce active neuromuscular control. In this example, the patient can be instructed to rock the pelvis specifically toward 7 o’clock or 8 o’clock or around an arc from 6 o’clock to 9 o’clock to help maintain the correction.

EXERCISES FOR PELVIC DYSFUNCTION

Pubic Symphysis Dysfunctions
The superior and inferior pubis dysfunctions and specific manual treatments are detailed in Chapters 4 and 7, respectively.

The symphysis is stabilized by strong ligaments and balanced by muscular attachments from above and below. The superior muscle attachments to the crest and symphysis are the abdominal wall muscles—specifically, the rectus and transversus abdominis and the internal and external obliques. The inferior attachments to the pubic ramus include the adductors magnus, longus, and brevis and the gracilis. Imbalance between the abdominals and hip adductors can influence and perpetuate symphysis dysfunction.

A self-mobilizing exercise for the pubic symphysis is similar to the “blunderbuss” treatment described in Chapter 7. The patient is supine, with feet flat on the floor and the knees bent and separated at least 15 cm (6 in.) by an incompressible object. The patient makes a firm effort to bring the knees together (Figure 15-13). The bilateral symmetrical action of the hip adductor muscles slightly decompresses the symphysis, allowing correction to occur. This exercise should be followed by appropriate exercises to balance the abdominal and hip adductor musculature, as previously described in Chapter 14.

Sacroiliac Dysfunctions
Dynamic stability of the sacroiliac (SI) joint is provided by the posterior SI, sacrospinous, and sacrotuberous ligaments and the supporting muscular slings. Clinically, the muscle groups that appear to have the most influence, directly or indirectly, on SI joint function are the piriformis, iliopsoas, glutei (maximus, medius, and minimus), hamstrings, latissimus dorsi, and lumbar erector spinae—all of which are addressed in Chapter 14.
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Buttock stretch to stretch the left piriformis and help promote posterior nutation of the left sacral base.

Four primary dysfunctions of sacral mechanics are described in Chapters 4 and 7. These dysfunctions include the anterior sacral torsions and unilateral anterior nutations, which have a major restriction of posterior nutation and superior translation of the sacral base. The more debilitating sacral dysfunctions are the posterior sacral torsions and unilateral posterior nutations, which have a major restriction of anterior nutation and inferior translation of the sacral base. In all four sacral dysfunctions, the primary restriction is of anterior or posterior nutation of the sacral base. Therefore, anterior or posterior nutation of the sacrum is the primary movement that the self-mobilizing exercises attempt to restore.

Described for Correction of an Anteriorly Nutated Sacral Base

1. Buttock stretch. The patient is in the hands-and-knees position, with the leg on the dysfunctional side externally rotated, flexed, adducted, and tucked underneath. The opposite leg slides directly backward, while maintaining a level pelvis and a straight spine. The stretch should be felt in the buttocks or posterior thigh. This position stretches the piriformis and gluteal fascia on that side, opens the posterior aspect of the SI joint, and induces slight flexion of L5, which encourages the sacrum to nutate posteriorly (Figure 15-14).

2. Hands and knees diagonals. For a left on left forward sacral torsion, the patient starts in the hands-and-knees position and is instructed to sit back diagonally toward the right hip (see Figure 15-9). This diagonal movement results in flexion, left side bending, and left rotation of the lumbar spine and posterior nutation of the right sacral base. For a left unilateral anteriorly nutated sacrum, the patient sits back diagonally toward the left hip to posteriorly nutate the left sacral base.

3. Flexion exercises previously described for ERS dysfunctions of the lumbar spine also encourage posterior nutation of the sacral base.

Described for Correction of a Posteriorly Nutated Sacral Base

1. The patient is prone. For restriction of anterior nutational movement of the right sacral base, the right leg is abducted slightly and rotated externally to loose pack the right SI joint and open its anterior aspect. The left leg is dropped off the table and flexed at the hip and knee. The foot is on the floor so that the left side of the pelvis is stabilized by posterior rotation of the left innominate (Figure 15-15). The instruction is to perform a prone press-up while maintaining a relaxed lumbar spine and pelvis. By the selective positioning of the legs and the pelvis, the press-up encourages anterior nutational movement of the right sacral base.

2. Extension exercises (prone press-ups) are given to patients for self-treatment of lumbar spine FRS dysfunctions (see Figure 15-2) and often are used in treating patients with a herniated lumbar disc. In patients with a posteriorly nutated sacral base, extension exercises are often ineffective and pain provoking, unless manual therapy is first directed to the SI joint for correction (see Figures 7-11, 7-12, 7-13, and 7-15).
Innominate Dysfunctions

In this text, the innominate bone is considered part of the lower extremity, and it is believed that imbalances of muscle length and strength in the lower limbs are often the cause of innominate rotations. Addressing lower extremity muscle imbalances, as discussed in Chapter 14, often corrects any innominate dysfunction, except for the nonphysiological inferior (downslip) or superior (upslip) innominate shears that need to be treated manually. If an innominate rotation persists after addressing the lower extremity muscle imbalances, the following exercises are given to the patient:

Described for Correction of an Anteriorly Rotated Innominate

For an anterior innominate correction, the patient is supine and rotates the innominate posteriorly by bringing the hip on the dysfunctional side into flexion, slight abduction, and external rotation, using both hands across the knee. The patient is instructed to contract the gluteus maximus by trying to extend the hip against the resistance of the hands for 5–7 seconds. After each contraction and subsequent relaxation, the leg is brought into further flexion, slight abduction, and external rotation. This isometric exercise is repeated three to four times progressively and is most commonly needed to treat the right side (Figure 15-16).

Described for Correction of a Posteriorly Rotated Innominate

For a posterior innominate correction, the patient is supine and drops the leg on the dysfunctional side off the table, while the opposite lower extremity is held in flexion and posterior rotation with the hands. A series of isotonic contractions of the gluteus maximus on the involved side is made and held for 5–7 seconds to promote correction. Although it is illustrated on the right (Figure 15-17), this technique is most commonly needed on the left side.

EXERCISES FOR THORACIC SPINE DYSFUNCTIONS

Whereas lumbar spinal mechanics are influenced by the lower extremities, the thoracic spine is influenced by the upper extremities. For example, in the presence of hypertonicity and shortening of the latissimus dorsi and pectorals, the thoracic spine is postured in an exaggerated kyphosis, which predisposes the spine to FRS dysfunctions. A home exercise program that addresses the thoracic spine needs to include self-mobilizing spinal exercises and exercises that address muscular imbalances in the upper quarter, as described in Chapter 14.

Exercises for Multiple Stacked Non-Neutral Thoracic Spine Dysfunctions

Described to Promote Elongation of the Thoracic Spine

Because multiple, stacked ERS and FRS dysfunctions are common in the thoracic spine, an exercise to attempt to elongate the spine may be helpful before specific mobilization. The standing wall stretch is a suitable exercise.

The patient stands facing the wall, with the hands initially placed against the wall at approximately shoulder height. The feet are positioned 3–4 feet away so that, in the
FIGURE 15-18
Wall stretch for elongation of the spine and a posterior stretch of the legs.

stretch position, the arms are fully extended. The patient attempts to lengthen the spine by pressing the hips up and back, performing an anterior pelvic tilt while extending the elbows and dropping the chest toward the floor. As elongation of the spine occurs, the patient’s hands can be lowered on the wall to approximately hip height (Figure 15-18). The stretch should be held for 30 seconds or longer and is repeated several times. This exercise also is an excellent method for stretching the hamstring muscles.

Described for Restricted Thoracic Spine Extension

**Hands and Knees Exercise** Extension can be localized to different areas of the spine in the hands-and-knees position by allowing the lumbar spine to sag and rocking forward or backward. When maintaining the sag, rocking forward promotes extension lower in the lumbar spine; rocking backward promotes extension higher into the lower thoracic spine (Figure 15-19).

**Supine Bridging Exercise** The patient is supine, with knees and hips bent and feet resting on a chair (Figure 15-20). The patient holds the front legs of the chair and, during exhalation, presses down with the feet on the chair to extend through the hips and lumbar region and up into the thoracic spine. At the same time, the patient retracts the shoulders to increase the stretch in the anterior rib cage and sternum. A blanket folded under the shoulders may be needed to prevent loss of the normal cervical lordosis during the effort. The position is held for a few seconds and repeated four to five times. This exercise serves not only to mobilize the thoracic spine for extension, but also to strengthen the erector spinae musculature to prevent recurrence of chronic, lower thoracic FRS dysfunctions.

Described for Restricted Thoracic Spine Flexion

**Cat Back Exercise** ERS dysfunctions in the thoracic spine can be mobilized with a “cat back” exercise in the hands-and-knees position, and some specificity can be obtained by varying the hand position. The further the hands are placed from the knees, the lower the apex of flexion motion induced in the spine (Figure 15-21).

**Wall Press Exercise** The wall press exercise, as described by Ward, is an excellent exercise to promote flexion in the upper thoracic spine for correction of ERS dysfunctions. The wall press exercise also is useful for neuromuscular re-education of scapular control, particularly
FIGURE 15-20
Exercise to promote thoracic spine extension. This patient could benefit from a blanket folded under the shoulders to prevent a loss of the normal cervical lordosis.

FIGURE 15-21
"Cat back" exercise to increase thoracic spinal flexion. The further the hands are from the knees, the lower the apex of flexion induced in the thoracic spine.

in the presence of weakness of the serratus anterior and lower trapezius. The patient stands facing the wall, approximately 3 feet away with the hands placed on the wall at shoulder level. The scapulae are stabilized against the rib cage as the patient bends the elbows and leans forward to touch the nose to the wall without raising the heels from the floor. He or she then presses back, protracting the shoulders and extending the elbows. The patient maximally flexes the cervical and upper thoracic spine, while maintaining a neutral lumbar spine (Figure 15-22). The entire exercise is repeated four to five times, varying the hand position, as indicated, by placing the hands higher or lower on the wall before repeating the sequence. For ERSI dysfunctions, rotation of the head and neck to the right can be added for an additional stretch after the thoracic spine is flexed.

FIGURE 15-22
(A) The wall press exercise, starting position. (B) Maximal flexion is produced in the upper thoracic spine.
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FIGURE 15-23
Thoracic self-mobilization for left rotation in the side-lying position.

Described for Restricted Thoracic Spine Rotation

**Side Lying**
To introduce rotation in side lying, the patient lies on one side, with the bottom leg straight, the top leg flexed less than 90 degrees at the hip, and the knee of the top leg resting on the table. The bottom arm is held straight out in front, resting on the floor or table, and the top hand is placed behind the head. The patient is instructed to roll backward and attempt to bring the ribs back toward the table (Figure 15-23). The stretch is repeated four to five times. The top hip is then flexed to 90 degrees, and the patient is instructed to rotate backward, again, four to five times. The rotation is repeated a third time, with the top hip flexed more than 90 degrees. The degree of hip flexion of the top leg determines where most of the rotation in the thoracic spine takes place (e.g., by increasing the degree of hip flexion, rotation occurs higher in the thoracic spine). Thus, the degree of hip flexion can be varied, depending on the area of the thoracic spine that has the greatest rotational restriction. The patient repeats this series of rotations on the opposite side, with the top hip flexed below, at, and above 90 degrees of flexion. Because placing the top leg on the table requires a considerable range of internal rotation of the hip, some patients may need to modify this exercise if hip mobility is restricted. This modification can be made by bringing both legs up together, rather than keeping the bottom leg straight.

**Seated**
Rotation in a seated position can be performed by working from below up to avoid strain of the cervical spine. To improve left rotation, the patient sits sideways on a chair, with the feet on the floor and the chair back to his or her left side. The patient grasps the chair back with both hands and initiates left rotation in the lumbar spine and then in the lower thoracic spine, working from below up. Breathing is used to enhance the movement: Inhalation lifts the spine (elongation), and exhalation is used to assist in making the turn. A series of four to five gentle turns is performed progressively, making sure that the shoulders remain down (i.e., relaxed) throughout each turn (Figure 15-24).

**CERVICAL SPINE**

**Typical Joints C2-7 (T1)**
In the typical joints of the cervical spine, rotation and side bending are always coupled to the same side. Therefore, there are only four patterns of dysfunction to be considered. The dysfunctional joint(s) may be flexed and left or right side bent or rotated, or they may be extended and left or right side bent or rotated.

**Exercise for Flexed, Rotated, and Side-Bent (FRS) Dysfunctions**
The patient sits and localizes to the dysfunctional segment by the index finger contacting the articular pillar of the lower vertebra at the level to be mobilized. The patient uses a combined active movement of extension, side bending, and rotation, attempting to look up and over the stabilizing index finger to mobilize at that segment (Figure 15-25).

**Exercise for Extended, Rotated, and Side-Bent (ERS) Dysfunctions**
The patient sits, with an index finger on the articular pillar of the superior vertebra of the dysfunctional seg-
ment. The patient directs and guides the combined movement of flexion, side bending, and rotation, pulling with the index finger to open the dysfunctional facet joint (Figure 15-26).

Exercise for the Long Restrictors
When multiple ERS dysfunctions are found in the cervical spine, the examiner must be suspicious of long restrictor muscle tightness, particularly if the dysfunctions involve the upper three or four cervical spinal segments. The levator scapulae and splenius cervicis produce extension, ipsilateral rotation, and side bending of the upper four cervical spinal segments and, if hypertonic, may contribute to the presence of multiple cervical ERS dysfunctions. For this reason, if multiple cervical ERS dysfunctions are found, these muscles should be stretched first, before attempting to treat individual cervical joints. The exercise for self-stretching of the levator scapulae, as previously described in Chapter 14, Figure 14-8, and the self-mobilizing exercise, as described for the ERS dysfunction, also are effective in lengthening the splenius cervicis.

Multiple FRS dysfunctions of the cervical spine also may implicate long restrictor involvement, particularly of the anterior and middle scalene muscles. These muscles are best stretched by placing the cervical spine in extension, combined with side bending away and rotation toward the tight side, as previously described in Chapter 14, Figure 14-10.

Altantoaxial Joint

Exercise to Restore Rotation at Cervical 1-2
The primary motion between the first two cervical vertebrae is rotation, and this exercise is performed easily with the patient sitting. The neck is flexed fully to bring the chin to the chest (i.e., to limit the available rotation in the lower cervical spine), and the patient is asked to rotate the head toward the restricted side (Figure 15-27). The rotation effort is repeated four to five times against the barrier.

Occipitoatlantal Joint

Exercises to Restore Flexion at the Occipitoatlantal Joint
The primary motion of the occipitoatlantal (OA) joint is flexion and extension, and a self-mobilizing exercise can be performed by flexing and extending the head on the neck (i.e., nodding) rather than moving the neck itself. This exercise is the active counterpart of the passive movement used in examination of this joint, and it involves rotation about an axis through the external auditory meatus (Figure 15-28). The facets at the OA joint are set at approximately a 30-degree angle to the sagittal plane. Therefore, this exercise can be made more specific to one OA joint by rotating the head 30
degrees toward the joint that is to be mobilized before nodding (Figure 15-29).

The list of exercises included in this chapter is by no means exhaustive, but it provides suggestions for more specific directions to patients who take part in a home exercise program. If the goal is for patients eventually to be capable of managing their own conditions, it is essential for patients to understand where their dysfunctions are and how these dysfunctions can be addressed and controlled by exercises. This understanding gives the patient responsibility for his or her own well-being. Patient compliance seems to improve when exercises are designed in such a specific fashion.

It is hoped that this chapter stimulates further interest in the specificity of self-mobilizing exercises for musculoskeletal dysfunction.
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Dura, pain from altered mechanics of, 276, 277

Edema, 39
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, hypermobility and, 267
End feel, defined, 39
Erector spinae, 15

Flexion, 25, 87
Flexion-extension neck injury, cervical spine treatment and, 238
Force, localization of, 121–123
Forward-flexion test
as diagnostic for iliac in-flare, 155
as diagnostic for iliac out-flare, 154
as diagnostic for iliosacral dysfunctions, 148, 150
as diagnostic for innominate (iliac) shears, 130, 131
as diagnostic for pubic dysfunction, 125, 126, 127
as diagnostic for sacroiliac dysfunctions, 133, 139, 142, 144, 146, 147
FRS dysfunction, 89, 90, 157
crossed pisiform technique for, 204–205
exercises for, 302–304
muscle energy technique for, 158–161, 167–168, 171–177
in typical cervical vertebrae, 239–241
in upper thoracic spine, 186–189
prone upper thoracic thrusting technique for, 205
shoulder crossed syndrome and, 284
thrusting technique for, in thoracic spine, 200–201
thrusting technique using rotation for, in typical cervical vertebrae, 244–245

Examination
overall screening, 42–52
clinical estimation of relative length, 46–48
functional and anatomical leg length, 51
prone, 51–52
seated, 48–49
standing with motion, 42–46
standing, static, 42
supine, 50–51
walking, 42
scanning, 52–55
cervical, 55
lumbar, 52–53
thoracic, 53–55
terminology and nomenclature of, 35–36
Exhalation restriction, 207
thrusting technique for, 226
treatment of, 218–220
Extended, rotated, and side bent dysfunction. See ERS dysfunction

Extension, 25, 87
bilateral restriction of in thoracic spine, 185
defined, 35
major barriers to, 88
motion of facets in, 88

Facets
motion characteristics of, 87–92
orientation of, in cervical spine, 20, 21, 22
tropism of, 15–16
pain from, 278
Fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS), 36
Fibrosis, 39
Firing pattern, muscular, 293

Flexed, rotated, and side bent dysfunction. See FRS dysfunction

Flexion, 25, 87
bilateral restriction of in thoracic spine, 185
defined, 35
lateral, of rib, 214–215, 229–230
motion of facets in, 88
supine cervical, for evaluation of upper quarter muscle imbalances, 284
adductors, stretches for, 295, 296
extension of, for evaluation of lower quarter muscle imbalances, 293, 294
mobility of, 51
Hip-drop test, 47
Hypermobility, 39
treatment of, 266–267
Hypertonus, in muscle, 39
diagnosis of somatic dysfunction and, 36, 37
soft tissue techniques for, 113
iliac crests, detailed examination of, 62
iliac spine
anterior superior. See Anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS)
posterior superior. See Posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS)
illocostal, 15
iliopsoas, stretches for, 294–295
iliosacral dysfunctions. See also Innominates, dysfunctions of
treatment of, 148–155
anteroinnominate on the right, 150–154
iliac in-flare, 155
iliac out-flare, 154
posterior innominate on the left, 148–150
Infection, pain from, 278
Inferior lateral angle (ILA), 9–10, 65–66, 67
Inflammation, pain from, 276
Inhalation restriction, 207
thrusting technique for, 225–226
treatment of, 215–218
Innominates, 36
dysfunctions of, 81–83
anterior, 81–82
in-flare and out-flare dysfunctions, 83
posterior, 82
shear dysfunctions, 82–83
recommended treatment of, 264
treatment of, 129–132
exercises for, 308
motion characteristics of, 69
movements of, 12–14
rotation of, recommended order of treatment of, 265
Intermuscular septa, 15
Interneurons, 119–120
effects of manipulative techniques on, 119
1a inhibitory, 119
Renshaw cells, 119
Interspinales, 15
Intertransversarii, 15
Ischial tuberosities, 9, 66, 68
Joint dysfunction, 36. See also Somatic dysfunction
Joints. See also specific joints
Intervertebral, innervation of, 29–30
unstable, treatment of, 266–267
Lateral compression, 215
muscle energy technique for, 235
Lateral flexion, of rib, 214–215
diagnosis of, 215
muscle energy technique for, 229–230
Lateral stretch, soft tissue techniques for, 113
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Long dorsal sacroiliac ligament, 66-67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290-299</td>
<td>Lower quarter, muscle imbalances, 290-299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Lower extremities, examination of, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Lower extremities, examination of, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>286-287</td>
<td>Lumbar mobility test, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-16</td>
<td>Lumbar spine. See also Lumbosacral junction; Pelvis; Sacrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Lumbosacral junction, 253-258. See also Lumbar spine; Pelvis; Sacrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265-266</td>
<td>diagnosing non-neutral dysfunctions at L5, 256-258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>neurology, diagnosis and treatment of, 253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111-113</td>
<td>normal physiological neutral mechanics at L5-S1, 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>normal physiological non-neutral mechanics at L5-S1, 254-256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Lumbosacral spring test, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267-268</td>
<td>Treatment of iliac out-flare, 154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151-153</td>
<td>posterior subluxation of, 228-229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133-135</td>
<td>anterior subluxation and, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>for treatment of bilateral anterior sacral rotation, 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>for treatment of bilateral posterior sacral rotation, 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>for treatment of inferior pubic symphysis dysfunction on the right, 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139-140</td>
<td>for treatment of posterior innominate on the left, 148-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126-127</td>
<td>for treatment of superior pubic dysfunction on the left, 126-127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179-181</td>
<td>using compression for ERS dysfunction, 179-181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304-305</td>
<td>ERS dysfunctions and, 304-305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-102</td>
<td>passive lateral translation, 100-102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-24</td>
<td>range of motion in, 23-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52-53</td>
<td>recommended order of treatment of, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>scanning of, 52-53, 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92-95</td>
<td>static examination of, 92-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94-95</td>
<td>spine extended, 94-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>spine flexed, 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93-94</td>
<td>spine neutral, 93-94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167-171</td>
<td>side-lying rotatory techniques for, 167-171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158-167</td>
<td>side-bending activation techniques for, 158-167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171-184</td>
<td>sitting techniques for, 171-184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267-268</td>
<td>Lumbar surgery, manipulative medicine and, 267-268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265-266</td>
<td>inhalation restriction and, 215-218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226-234</td>
<td>for structural rib dysfunction, 226-234, 235-236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235-236</td>
<td>anterior subluxation and, 226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233-235</td>
<td>antero-posterior compression and, 233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228-229</td>
<td>first rib superior subluxation and, 228-229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232-234</td>
<td>internal torsion and, 232-234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229-230</td>
<td>lateral compression and, 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>posterior subluxation and, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151-153</td>
<td>for treatment of anterior innominate on the right, 151-153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133-135</td>
<td>for treatment of anterior sacral torsion, 133-135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>for treatment of bilateral anterior sacral rotation, 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>for treatment of bilateral posterior sacral rotation, 147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>for treatment of inferior pubic symphysis dysfunction on the right, 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139-140</td>
<td>for treatment of posterior innominate on the left, 148-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126-127</td>
<td>for treatment of superior pubic dysfunction on the left, 126-127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179-181</td>
<td>using compression for ERS dysfunction, 179-181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118-121</td>
<td>muscle tone, effects of manipulative techniques on, 118-121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-42</td>
<td>Musculoskeletal system, 40-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126-127</td>
<td>upper thoracic spine dysfunction, 126-127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>Nerve roots, spinal, sensory distribution of, 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-32</td>
<td>Neuropathy, 31, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>279</td>
<td>Neuralgia, 279. See also Peripheral nerve, pain from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112-116</td>
<td>Myofascial release techniques, 112, 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Myofascial pain syndromes, 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Myofascial shortening, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36, 113, 282</td>
<td>Myofascial trigger point(s), 36, 113, 282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>Neck pain cervical spine treatment and, 238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>Nerve roots, spinal, sensory distribution of, 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-32</td>
<td>Neuropathy, 31, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>279</td>
<td>Neuralgia, 279. See also Peripheral nerve, pain from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166, 170-171, 181, 190</td>
<td>Muscle energy technique for, 166, 170-171, 181, 190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Neutral group dysfunction—continued
prone upper thoracic thrusting technique
for, 205-206
thrusting technique for, in thoracic spine,
201-204
Nociceptors, of the spine, 271–272
Nodding. See Nodulation, sacral
Non-neutral dysfunction, 157
asymmetrical bilateral, 95
bilateraly flexed, muscle energy techniques
for, 183–184
Nutation, sacral, 12, 78
anterior, 13, 68
bilateral, 147
exercises for, 307
unilateral, 76–77, 142–144
recommended order of treatment
of, 264
defined, 36
posterior, 13, 68
bilateral, 147
exercises for, 307
unilateral, 77–78, 144–146
recommended order of treatment
of, 264
unilateral, 257–258
Nystagmus, as symptom of cerebral anoxia, 237
Occipitocervical joint, 238. See also Cervical
spinexamination of, 106–109
anterior–posterior translation, 108
interpretation of, 108–109
side-to-side translation, 106–108
exercises for, 312–313
motion characteristics of, 87
notation for, 86
range of motion in cervical spine and, 22, 25
treatment of, 246–250
Osteoarthritis, 59
Osteopathy, 3–4. See also Manipulative
medicine
Osteophyte formation, 266
in cervical spine, 238
Pain. See also specific anatomical sites
from altered mechanics of dura and periph-
eral nerve, 276
from altered spinal and pelvic mechanics, 272
autonomic nervous system and, 30–31
CNS diseases and, 279
differentiating characteristics of, 278–279
bone, 278–279
peripheral nerve, 279
discogenic, 276–278
end feel and, 39
from inflammation, 276
malingering and, 280
management of, 281
primary nociceptors of the spine and, 271–272
psychological, 279–280
reduction of, 281
referral patterns of, 272–276
pelvic articulations, 273
sacroiliac, 272–273
upper thoracic, 276
vertebrogenic, 273–276
somatic dysfunction and, 280–281
from structural abnormalities, 278
Palpation
developing skill of, 38
for localization of force, 122
Passive motion testing, 97–100
cervical spine, 102–103
Pectoralis major, sternal fibers of, stretches
for, 287
Pectoralis minor, stretches for, 287
Pelvic clock exercise
for evaluation of lower quarter muscle
imbalance, 291
for lumbar spine, 305–306
Pelvic dysfunction
diagnosis of, 75–84
iliosacral dysfunctions, 81–83
pubic symphysis dysfunction, 75–76
sacroiliac dysfunctions, 76–81
exercises for, 308–310
Pelvic girdle. See Lower quarter
Pelvic tilt/heel slide, for evaluation of lower quar-
ter muscle imbalances, 292
Pelvis, 61–84. See also Sacrum
anatomy of, 9–10
balancing of, lumbosacral junction and, 253
functions of. See Pelvic dysfunction
examination of, 50
exercises for dysfunctions of, 306–308
functional anatomy and biomechanics of,
61–67
palpatory landmarks and motion test-
ing in, 62–67
motion of the joints of, 12–14
iliosacral, 12
pubic symphysis, 12
sacroiliac, 12–14
pain and, 272
sequence of detailed examination of, 70–75
patient prone, 72–75
patient prone in hyperextension, 75
patient seated, 70–71
patient standing, 70
patient supine, 71–72
re-examination after treatment, 75
Peripheral nerve, pain from, 276, 277, 279
Peripheral sensory receptors, mechanically
activated
golgi tendon organs, 119
muscle spindles, 118–119
Physical therapy, 5
Piriformis, stretches for, 295–296, 297
Point of ease, 39–40
Positional diagnosis, versus motion restric-
tion, 302
Posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS), 9, 63–64
Press-ups, prone, for lumbar spine extension, 302
Pressynaptic inhibition, effects of manipulative
techniques on, 120
Prone techniques
for treatment of thoracic spine, 204–206
crossed psoas techniques for FRS
dysfunctions, 204–205
for neutral group restrictions, T1–T5,
205–206
thrusting techniques for upper thoracic
spine, 205
Proprioceptors, 40–41
PSIS. See Posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS)
Pubic symphysis. See also Pubis
dysfunction of, 75–76
exercises for, 306
motion characteristics of, 67–68, 69
movements of, 12
pain from, 273
Pubic tubercles
detailed examination of, 62–63
examination of, 50–51
Pubis. See also Pubic symphysis
treatment of dysfunctions of, 125–129
inferior pubis on the right, 127
pubic “blunderbuss” technique, 127–129
superior pubis on the left, 125–127
Pump handle motion, of ribs, 19, 209
Quadratus lumborum, stretches for, 295, 296
Radiculopathy, in cervical spine, 238
Radiographic analysis, 58–60
degenerative changes and spondylosis, 59
demonstration of altered mobility, 58
films taken in standard position, 58
lordosis, 58
measuring leg-length difference, 59–60
Range of motion, 23–25
in cervical spine, 23, 24
in lumbar spine, 23–24
restriction of, 28
diagnosis of, 37
in diagnosis of neutral group dysfunction,
166
in thoracic spine, 24
Rectus femoris, stretches for, 295
Renshaw cells, 119
Respiration, rib motion and, 19–20
Respiratory rib dysfunction
diagnosis of, 207–210
in ribs 1–10, 209–210
in ribs 11 and 12, 210
treatment of, 215–226
muscle energy technique for, 215–222
thrusting technique for, 222–226
Restrictor muscles, role of in cervical spine
dysfunction, 238
Rheumatoid arthritis. See Arthritis, rheumatoid
Rhomboïds, 15
Ribs. See also Respiratory rib dysfunction; Rib
torsions; Structural rib dys-
function
anatomy of, 16–17, 18
biomechanics of, 19–20
Index

laterally flexed. See Lateral flexion, of rib motion of, 209
Rotation, 25
restriction of
in atlantoaxial dysfunction, 245–246
in occipitoatlantal dysfunction, 247–250
side bending and, 26–28
in thrust treatment for ERS dysfunction of cervical spine, 244–245
Rotatores, 15
Rotators, external, stretches for, 287
Sacral torsion. See Torsion, sacral
Sacroiliac joint. See Sacroiliac joint, 44. See also Sacrum anatomy of, 10–12
exercises for, 306–307
mobility of, 11–12
pain from, 272–273
treatment of dysfunctions of, 132–148
anterir superior sacral torsion, 132–138
bilateral anterior sacral nutation, 146
bilateral posterior sacral nutation, 147
unilateral anterior sacral torsion, 134–141
unilateral posterior sacral nutation, 141–144
unilateral posterior sacral nutation, 144–146
Sacrotuberous ligaments, 66, 68
Sacrum. See also Lumbosacral junction; Pelvis base of, 64–65
level of as diagnostic for sacroiliac dysfunctions, 148
and biomechanics of the pelvis, 61–62
craniosacral manipulation and, 117–118
dysfunctions of, 76–81
anterior nutation, 307
bilateral, 146
unilateral, 76–77, 141, 142–144
anterior torsion, 78–79, 133–135, 257, 307
bilateral, 147–148
bilaterally anteriorly nutated sacrum, 78
bilaterally posteriorly nutated sacrum, 78
posterior nutation, 307
bilateral, 147
unilateral, 77–78, 144–146
posterior torsion, 79–81, 138–141
examination of, 52
illustrative tests for diagnosis of dysfunctions of, 258–264
lumbar type, 10
midline, 9
motion characteristics of, 68–69
anterior and posterior nutation, 68
anterior torsion, 68
posterior torsion, 68–69
thoracic type, 10
Scalenus, stretches for, 287, 288
Scapular stabilization, for evaluation of upper quarter muscle imbalances, 285
Scoliosis
pain from, 278
treatment of, 265
Self-tests, for diagnosis of lumbar spine and sacroiliac dysfunctions, 258–264
Serratus
anterior, retraining for, 289, 290
posterir inferior, 15
superior, 15
Shoulder abduction
bilateral, for evaluation of upper quarter muscle imbalances, 284–285
retraining for, 289–290
Shoulder capsule, posterior, stretches for, 287, 288
Shoulder crossed syndrome, upper quarter muscle imbalances and, 284
Shoulder girdle. See Upper quarter, muscle imbalances in Shoulder pain, structural rib dysfunction and, 207
Shoulder position test supine, for evaluation of upper quarter muscle imbalances, 286
Side bending, 25, 36
assessment of occipitoatlantal dysfunction and, 246
defined, 35
left, motion of facets in, 88
right, motion of facets in, 88
rotation and, 26–28
in thrust treatment for ERS dysfunction of cervical spine, 243–244
Side gliding, for lumbar spine exercise, 302, 303
Side-lying, rotatory techniques for treatment of lumbar spine, 167–171. See also Rotation
thrust and muscle energy techniques for ERS dysfunction, 168–170
thrust and muscle energy techniques for FRS dysfunction, 167–168
thrust and muscle energy techniques for neutral group dysfunction, 170–171
Side-lying, side-bending activation techniques for treatment of lumbar spine, 158–167. See also Side bending
muscle energy technique for ERS dysfunction, 161–166
muscle energy technique for FRS dysfunction, 158–161
muscle energy technique for neutral group dysfunction, 166
Sinoventral nerve, back pain and, 271
Sitting forward flexion test, 48–49
Sitting techniques for treatment of lumbar spine, 171–184
muscle energy and thrust technique for neutral group dysfunction, 181
muscle energy technique for bilaterally flexed non-neutral dysfunction, 183–184
muscle energy technique for ERS dysfunction, 177–181
muscle energy technique for FRS dysfunction, 171–177
overview of, 171
thrusting technique for FRS dysfunction, 177
for treatment of thoracic spine, 186–197
*knee-in-back* alternative seated thrust technique for lower thoracic spine, 193–197
alternative seated muscle energy technique for T5–7, 191–193
thrust or muscle energy technique for lower thoracic spine, 186
thrust or muscle energy techniques for ERS dysfunctions, C7–T5, 189–190
thrust or muscle energy techniques for FRS dysfunctions, 186–189
C7–T5, 186–189
thrust or muscle energy techniques for neutral group dysfunction, 190
Sitting test, for hypertonus in upper-thoracic, fourth-layer muscles, 56
Skin rolling test, 52, 54
Skull, cranial motion and, 117–118
Soft tissue techniques, 112, 113–114
Somatic dysfunction, 36–38
Sphinx position, 52, 53, 75, 94
Spinal manipulation. See Manipulative medicine
Spinails, 15
Spine
anterir superior iliac. See Anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS)
cervical. See Cervical spine
description and notation of lesions, 85–86
lumbar. See Lumbar spine
motion characteristics of, 86–92
facet and transverse process motion, 87–92
neutral vs. non-coupling coupling behavior in, 86–87
physiological movements of, 25–28
between adjacent vertebrae, 25
coupling of rotation and side bending, 26–28
posterior superior iliac. See Posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS)
thoracic. See Thoracic spine
types of dysfunction in, 28–29, 86–87
muscle imbalances and, 283
Spinous processes
anatomy of cervical spine and, 21
screening of, 56–57
Spondylitis, ankylosing, pain from, 279
Spondylolysis, pain from, 278
Spondylosis, 59
manipulative medicine and, 266
pain from, 278
Spray and stretch method, of soft tissue technique, 113
Squat test, 47
Standing forward flexion test, 42–43, 44, 61
Standing side bend test, 46
Sternocleidomastoid, stretches for, 287
Stile’s grip, for upper-thoracic screening, 54, 56
Stork test, 43–45
as diagnostic for sacroiliac dysfunctions, 139, 142, 144, 146, 147
Straight leg raising, for evaluation of lower quarter muscle imbalances, 292

Structural rib dysfunction, 207, 210-215
antero-posterior compression, 215
diagnosis of, 210-211
lateral compression, 215
lateral flexion, 214-215
subluxations, 211-212
torsions, 212-214
treatment of, 226-236
muscle energy technique for, 226-234
thrusting technique for, 234

Subluxation, 211-212
anterior, 211-212
muscle energy technique for, 226
first rib superior, 212
muscle energy technique for, 228-229
posterior, 212
muscle energy technique for, 227

Sulcus
defined, 36
sacral, 65

Supine bridging exercise, for restricted thoracic spine extension, 309, 310

Supine techniques, for treatment of thoracic spine, 197-204
thrusting technique for bilaterally non-neutral dysfunction, 202-204
torsion technique for ERS dysfunctions, 200-201
thrusting technique for FRS dysfunctions, 197-200
thrusting technique for neutral group dysfunctions, 201-202

Surgery, lumbar, manipulative medicine and, 265-266

Tender point(s), 36

Thoracic cage, examination of, 51
Thoracic spine
anatomy of, 16-20
bones and joints, 16
dynamic examination of, 95-100
passive, 97, 98
examination of, 49, 52
exercises for, 308-311
for restricted extension, 309
for restricted flexion, 309-310
for restricted rotation, 311
to promote elongation, 308-309
range of motion in, 24
scanning of, 53-55
static examination of, 92-95
spine extended, 94-95
spine flexed, 93
spine neutral, 93-94
treatment of, 185
prone techniques for, 204-206
sitting techniques for, 186-197
supine techniques for, 197-204
treatment sequence for, 265

Tissue texture change
diagnosis of, 37-38
in diagnosis of bilaterally extended T9 in relation to T10, 195
in diagnosis of bilaterally flexed T9 in relation to T10, 196
in diagnosis of bilaterally non-neutral dysfunction, 202
in diagnosis of ERS dysfunction, 162, 168, 177
in diagnosis of FRS dysfunction, 158, 167, 171
in diagnosis of FRSrt dysfunction, 197, 199, 204

translation
anterior, 13, 68, 78-79, 257
exercises for, 307
muscle energy technique for, 133-137
thrusting technique for, 137-138
posterior, 13-14, 79-81, 138, 257
mechanisms of injury of, 255-256
muscle energy technique for, 139-140
recommended order of treatment of, 264-265
thrusting technique for, 140

Translation
antero-posterior, 108
defined, 35
passive lateral, 100-102
side-to-side, 106-108

Transverse processes (TPs), 36
anatomy of cervical spine and, 20-21
anatomy of thoracic spine and, 16, 17
diagnosis of dysfunctions of, 157
motion characteristics of, 87-92
palpation of, 57
screening of, 56

Trapezius, 15
lower
recruitment exercise for evaluation of upper quarter muscle imbalances, 285
retraining for, 289, 290
upper, stretches for, 286, 287

Trigger points
for pain, 280
soft tissue techniques for, 113
Tumors, pain from, 278

Upper quarter, muscle imbalances in, 283-290
evaluation of, 284-286
mobilization of, 286
retraining for, 288-290
stretches for, 286-288

Upper-thoracic motion test, sitting, 57

Vertebrae
adjacent, motion of, 25
cervical, examination of, 238-239.
See also Cervical spine
Vertigo, as symptom of cerebral anoxia, 237

Walking cycle, 69-70
Wall press exercise, for restricted thoracic spine extension, 309-310

X-rays.
See Radiographic analysis

Zygapophyseal joints, vertebrogenic pain and, 273